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!“If!the!killer!is!executed,!he!or!she!achieves!a!perverse!moral!victory!because!by!killing!the!killer,!

the!state!reduces!public!abhorrence!at!the!idea!of!deliberate!taking!of!human!life.!”!
�
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L�P�z�

%�& �.'70'1743 UȀǁ̬́ٸÐĽԓł̢҅٤ؙ҈ϫϓԂٵ*3'676+8';8/#ٴäؙêǂ̥ҟٶ

ҟĽčʧŦـͷkҟAIـͷkׇ̪ҟAIـþװȟЋҟBؙǙͷkҟٶêÐĽԓ

łͰçٹİǙÕƼҟĽٶêÐĽԓł̐؈،̥̩ȮçBǙLֳҟĽӖҟձٶÐĽԓ

łľ̢٤ؙLԵȐ˅âLԵBLԵȐٛŧϼ`kǙҟĽІLԵٶSՂν̾˝ͷkҟЃ

Ϯ̐ІɝٶÐĽԓłɸԓԄxȫԡǂўŬÎ̢װІçձB�

%�& �� Ȉі �� ԅç`ԵԲі � ̈́і іـ� 'ͣԡǂٶͷkҟXҟĽ֎xԓêͰçBԓ

ł֬աȫǿīLԵȐŤԯٶҭɮôֳԡǂ̏ĿѕĹ ���	 ȈęطÔňūɵІԡǂٶԿ

űéǑؙê·ԓł̥ҟXȬٶĝǺϮˮBԓł֬աȫǿ֬сôֳçԵԡǂӖɵʜԨٶ

SOĩɵі �̈́Ӗі �� ̈́і �ͣXԡǂB�

%	& LԵȐٛŧϼ`kǙƚͷkҟӖȟЋҟҟձІLԵٶ�Ǚϼ`kǙͰçҟձІLԵٶ

òêǂɸȩɵؙԧ·Lֳɵϊ՟XȬٶÚҚқ؋ȐǑϨBĥ؍ê·ٸ � :�

��� ��� ����� �:��'0;'3<'3+�+3�3��3*+6����
��	�� ���������B̬́ϊ՟̥aٸç`ԵԲ

 � ̈́і іـ� 'ͣІĹɵɈٶxħɵі �
� ̈́і ςɵؙXôثɈBؾІȦـ�

̪̠ͨȚ˅ħɵі ��� ̈́і � ԵԲٶ�ĳȱLԵȐXê·˂РБ؏ϊ՟ٶXϊ՟ـ

Ðֿ\xļ͕ɨȎЕȩṌ�B�

%
& ϱ̀éǑѽ̯̐ٶ���	 ȈІɵǞ̪ϮˮٶŨͩéǑȐS̪ԭՑîͰçĹɵɈІŒٶو

ϼ`k\̪Ӈ˅âԿϊ՟Б؏І՚˝BǙؙ̬ͩٶԞ΄âȀɵȐІȫǿҭɮ؛ٶ

^ӖԵԲϊ՟ЫՂ̥؏ІոԬٶБ؏՚˝̏Ŀ̣ӖLԵȐ˅hҁؙ̬ІŒوXԔǂ̥

؏BűͩÈNՎƕИͿɣغ˿ּٶІŒ̬وȀǕоȬűê·TԭՑٹȫǿ̪Ӈ˅âĳӇ

Ӗ̬́Tɵ՟وX·ǂ̥؏AүǞ̪Łӓؙ̬Іϓǂո˺B̬ȀŨͩՂνٶǕ̬́h

ϱéǑؙǑϨ̝Ƒ՚˝Sπ{�ìЉؙ̬ٶɸxϦ̥ոԬӖՑֳνżЮٶ�ԭՑѬϊ

ŒوB�

%�& ;πϾŒŲٶƧ̳ïɵƕҬϼéӇƓΞ͈Ųǒ̌ٶͰç̏NĹІçҡٶɿҮͰçԞű

ȫԴĳІɝMʈӇԓÅԴ٬מٶɾ£غǙІŒ̣وͽ֞ǛB�̏ٶïɵƕҬ£SΉ

iٶǂּ͕Іçҡ̏ĿĹɵBؙ̬Ǚ̬́ʆȯ́ԉІ͝ì·فȹؙ̬ٶʆxٶ°͕מ̥

¼ħ̀Ǚôֳɵϊ՟ІԧB�

%�& ęطӒ ���� ȈXȬǠΉ̥źԉͰçBȪَ̌Ų̥ٶ 	�� kٶƧ̳Ǖԓô !6'370+/A

�45.98.'87;'3' Ӗ "+3* ŲđêçІk\ћűÎٶϭӓĳӇ̥Ǖְ 
�� kԓêԄͰçٶs

ĕ˸̏ű̥ٶͶåŲјȩؙӇÂ̊ԧ·ͩIɵϊ՟BűּeͰçϗTף£ � Ȉôϭ
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ӓ̝̊І̐§ǠԓǂҟІ̥ٶekԓǂҟІ̐،ٶϭӓĳxִΨî ���� ȈBּрɝǏ

űwkπǉȻٶȹفñNǉҏŲǙͩϊ՟°â·ǂB�

 

¶an¿�/�

 

[7]. ɵ 

... ó{��³ļ8�ĺİ	êý�ĮÇþÌ�
ĵ¨
@æ¦q�úªĢ đ�á�'
(�ĉ�ę5	/)���Ŏ
A.
�X����=MV
Mxü¸Ļĉ	ùňĴ^


ğÙ
ĂÄ
�J��c�@|̈́ 

ּ̏IעΠɈІɵٶ�Ƽ̬֘\νęطȘэ^I¡˽лȋٹűͩI˽лȋTٶЫэ

^ͿUӖk͝ٶүͩIɵٸ 

����Ñ¡?M�Ï�íË��	I`����¾«ĢĹ�Ü,¥£ŉ	Ê�Ĺ�7X�E

�>ĈEç�	ĢĹ�£ŉ�ëKÑ BI`»���

%�& ɵі	ѐԡǂ¡k�ɵʆj̥Іż̬͝ìٶxħԽɵі	ѐ̈́˹І˿BԿѐث

̪ϓëǙͰç°âԡǂٶ�іـ��і�ͣЫ̥̌˹еͧEʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿Іȩ

Ӓԉǂفȹؙ̬ٶŨͩٶɿ̥֭k̿FkطAʹ�ՖEɿԄҡBF˹TS̪ԧ

ҧБ؏ԺȢB�

%�& ű������������� ��
������І́�Tؙ̬ٶՊ̌^űԽɵі	ѐż̬͝ì̐ɸʾĪІ

ɨȎBؙӂǂּрӇƓI˿גغϼٍħɵՆԩٶİI˿غʾĪEȕҧFAEэɣ

̉Fԧٶx΄ȥَɵÎΛѩвІɨȎBǅǽؙê·І�+386/*-+ǁٶxӂǂІՆٶ

˅ħþʩƕ́���������	������	�������TІ˹Ʒٸ�

TÝĜĹ��Ĩ�Ŏe�]D��đ	>ă'�Ĕ�Ĩ�F�ĆW�õ:ĕĥ	l²>

ă�ē	Ĺ�jÛ�Ĩ���¡#ĩĭ�eÁ��

³�/¢	l²ľĔā_éĭ�'�	m2�Ĩ¿�Ŏe�]D�F�ĆW	u-ľĔ

Î[Ĺ�?s�ĠÃ/)iőÿì
Ĺ�C/ĖŌ¿�Ŏe�]D�Ĥr
¥ňĊ��

ļ8àċ	R6Å�Õ��	ŁľÖÈRĹ�Ĳð&	Ģ�ŊŎeĢ]D¥ň�~<¿

�ŎeĢ]D��đĢF�ĆW�éğĖŌľĔ¡���Ĭđ�ēŌ\ ¡ÀđQñ�ķ�	

>ăÅěâĹ��Ĩ	uÅ�ņ³�Åx��Ĺ��ō�1'eÁ� 

%��& ̬ ȐSπɣǙ$92'Іê·Îǉ°{�ʸ͝ԧٶű̬ɵɣԠ̞T̬ٶȐıɢՊٶԽ

ɵі	̈́іـ��і�ͣІ̐§ٶNӇŚϞıЕԿͣ̈́˹ٶȹفĥτLM˹ٶҭײɵï

ǂϼ̐Іͮĵӄ̔AɵÕƼ̈́˹Aϓë̏і	̈́Ï˹ÎǉʈӇ°â·ǂBԽІ˿Țٶ

xٶі�ͣБ؏І͝ìـ��̈́і	kìЉFBӖɵі¡أ�ӇЫ�ɵӇEÇäفȹל

ħ˨؏̀ͰçĹɵɈϊ՟І͝ìףٶčŀűі�̈́EkkЇ̥ϮƸІ͝ìFAі��̈́Ek

kЇ̥Ԟ΄Ǘװħ�աÕǗŢІ͝ìFӖі�̈́EkkЇ̥űȫXôӖskȇјٶˀī

ļ͕�աІ͝ìFXÎB{�çձףȹفѕĹі�A�A��̈́ІԡǂٹŨͩٶɾ£ˀM�

ԞŒІּ̏ٶë́˹̏Ŀɸxս_і��̈́іـ�ɣҧІ˿Ț�ЕȩٶɿҮ̏¡ëOϞэІ

ԡǂB�

%��& vԐęطˬȍâȀ̬́Ҽ՚І�/=4ÈϮłРؙ̬ٶęطˬȍ\ՂνͰç̏ʹAطkA

̥֭k̿ІçҡٶɸԿԓǅłɵBϞэ̀ˬȍxԉ�һ͝І҈ϫϓԂŲđ

SٶsUȞͰç̏ȹԞAĳˀīІçҡٶòʾĪNļɣԠ؈І͚ǍҔٵ*3'676+8';6+8/#ٴ

ٶՂν؈Ḁ֭k̿FІçҡB҈ϫϓԂІ͚ǍҔkطAʹі�ͣʆՊІEـ��іط
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Ƨ̳ïɵƕҬǾ̧ǅłͰçɵٶs£űïɵϼ̐Ạ̇̄°âБ؏І̌˹ԡǂͨٶŨνs

£Ή̥°âБ؏ԡǂٶǠԐаïɵƕҬ£̥ɣǕͩI՟وhϱụ̄ͩIͨȂќԧ·B

Ũͩٶɸhϱ֘νэ͘؏Іụ̄ٶүN̏ԉˬ͘؏Іˬȍٶ�·ǂ̏ĿԞȔ؛ͰçB

үụ̄SΉ̥°âּ͕І·ǂB�

 

@aq��

 

[12] ęطˬȍű̞֬غՑTԄϨ^ЃϮű˽ɵĘőXôٶӖͰç̥؏І֬ՑB�ƼŁҁ̬

ؙІո˺̏Ή̥ϊ՟ІزٶԞϊՑІּ̏¡ӄ̔ո˺ʆעäȣɽІͮĵӉҀTІɵٶ

 BԞԓԧز

[13] ęطؙêǂٶűԧȫԡǂ̐ٶȯҭɮϊ՟̈́Іэɣ̉xħэІ̐цӄ̔B 

l²Òŏ�ĥ	ēŌ��Üø�CUħĀ½	ľyč<²¶?�Ć��a¡Oĭ®�

¡	ēŌ���½´	Ł>ăÎ[��,�ÂĆ�Y;	RĸCY�¶�½	�èŁľ

ĔÓĶ}Hvä�Hvñ¡���,�RYå�Ć�	Ł4 �ŊÜø/;�~<ë

'����X½´	n®�¡á��ē¿��Ü	éñ4 ��Ü�Ĳð
F�Ć

W
/)¿�Ĳð&�F�©ö��

[14] ụ̄TІ֬ՑٴčʧБ؏؈עІЃԩٶxħ˲̌ϨϱȘ՟ˬȍïǂ˽І·ȾٵS̪

ԓèνӄ̔ո˺B�̏ٶؙν^ɽЫՂEѬϊȫˮüXˌǇϊ՟Fּ¡ϓǂЏІٶ

ĳxĥҭķՍ̸ІƁłBͩIeġòעäԊϮӒӦūBűӦūٶְؙ̢˫Ǔ^ּ

¡ʻ؛ġòٶSűPepper (Inspector of Taxes) v Hart ּ¡́�TԐаٶűNĩM՟ؙϓ

̥͝ìІɝMٸ 

���Ïĉ�¥ňė¼	ľæ%èzC	/�f�ĝtwįĳ
łÚ�ïñU°¦¤¢ÆŅ�

���g�TY	�ÉØCÏĉ¥ňė¼½	ąµ%zCtw�ıôE��ÐĮ��ô

EįĳłÚ,U©�F�ĆW�ė¼��

%��& Ƨؙű������ÍTʆˉаІٶȪَ̌ŲٶδΒӖѱԝԂІؙ\؋ƫ˫ǓXôІʻ؛

ġòB̬́ʆʿԭІٶSطؙűԧȫ̐̏ٶĿɸĥҭÕƼūǈІ�ƶٶÅԴϼ`

k˅�̝Ƒӄ̔ո˺Bɾ£ʆ؏ȸІ̏ٶԧɵІŒٶوүN̏ԧؤ�I¡ֽ̓

ȫІŒوBɵSNֽ̏̓BƼ̏эӖԉˬ͝І͝ü�Υٶĳx·ǂI¡ūǈІΊ

Ϩxħэ˿ȚBԉˬAэAķ͘؏І͝ü̥ףٶրɵ�ǂҧBͩƐٶɵ\ԡ

ǂūǈűźԉĸрÒ͝üІ̐§ٶɸǗװ¡kż̬͝ìB�

[16] ű̥eūǈٶɵǠ½Iū̢٤ȫٶؙȂẠ̑ĥҭïɵϼ̐І̐цӄ̔ٶčʧ˟ǂ

ɵӨ́̐І֬ՑÎǉӖ̞غո˺BҤū̢٤ؙ\̣ҭɮּeոԬ٤̢ٶؙűê·

̞Tٶ\Ȃֳħϊ՟̈́Іэӄ̔ٶčʧэϼ̐ĸ˿І֬ՑÎǉxħЃԩո˺Bȶ

ūɵؙ\̣ҭɮּٌ՚˝BӖҤū̢٤ؙБͽٶþʩƕ̢٤ؙǙּ̀р՚˝ٶ

؏qς̣ˀīASOҭɮБٶþʩƕɵ̈́ͣ̐�űԽٶ٬ȟІˮüמ_ςS̪սث

Іͮĵո˺ٴčʧþʩƕѼɽןҹXôІ֬ՑٵBԭՑϓǂȫІэЏІ̐ٶþʩƕ

̢٤ؙ\̣ҭɮБ؏؈עXôІЃԩBűěȎٶԽɵÎǉ̐ثςֽȂSNÅԴĥ

ҭụ̄՟Ō¡kɿҦ٣ІЃԩٶN6++ ˝̾ٶ:'/Ԑаٶ։ӨƭỌ̄ІƁłqςĳxȄ

͎Ѡэ̵͎ІƐעĀüFB ++6:'/țϰƕǁ�'3/'ű�������������������������ÍTʆ

ՊІԾثٶςNE?ʾϰụ̄՟Ō¡kɿҦ٣І¡ëɣԠٶ�ԧϓǂ̈́ͣІΛҧٶ�

̏ӤǙɸĿҭɮϓǂԺȢɿՊٶπɽĘ՟̐ٶòĳxĥҭБ؏Іụ̄֬Ցո˺FB

ͥΒkؙ͝ӖҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄űǑ՟́zІ̐§ףٶĳxĥҭXôІ̣՟Ѯ
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(travaux preparatoire�B 

[17] ęطɵ̏ƑٰĘőMІϯϐBƑٰĘőнȋʾϰІ̢ȬӨ́ٶű҅Ieդ̝Ȭٶϱ

ụ̄эֽBƑٰĘőнȋ̏ʓԋƭỌ̄Ș՟І͘ïٶʓԋƭỌ̄ǙɵӨ́°ɽ

ІƁłٶјļ̀ô͵ʆՊІ̣՟Ѯ (travaux preparatoires)ٶĳx�νūآؙ

(international tribunals)Іțϰ�˝Bȱּٌӄ̔ո˺Tٶɾ£ĳx^ԧïɵϼ̐Іٳ�Ĥ

Ӊּٶ\Ǡ̏ϼéԚ�ӄ̔ո˺Іϰɣ̬ٶȐɢNî{�ɸԿʻٌͩ؛՚˝ІϨϱB·

ǂ̶ـ՚˝̏Ŀ֎�ؙĥҭٶɸԿҭײîԿ՚˝І̬վٶxħԚ�ϼ̐ʆ͡ɽІЏ

ІB 

[18] þʩƕɵŊԓՂνٸ 

���¢òǋŝèĴ¿Ʈ+ę͊pőÓȲ�*:�͋#¨Å͌�'ů:,Öǉ¦ʗƱ̓ǹ˲U
ƧŖŶ˙`öI#`�̈́Š¡Ū¹+Ĵȭ:͌*Ø@<�ĺĺYG���� èĴ²øƵ̗Ǽɭ
ųęG#�͌ƿ*Ƌ¯Ç#ƀ�̈́�

ɾūІɵļ̐̏ԴƑ¡kІȸԈѽּ̖ٶekXT̥kĥӖĘőн̥ٶkòxụ̄

՟ŌІ֘äïǂ^̢ѻІɵӨ́Bļ͕Іɾ£ԞǗװнTͻ¡ĥӖҮІɣԠٶNՑ

ÕԦӞ֡װB 

͵ؠϓǂ̈́ͣІġŨBǠϦ؛ɵčʧɿʻٶӄ̔ո˺qĳӇȅĀɾ£ʑâٶςƧͩث [19]

ɵЃǨɝ�Պٶɾ£ΉȹԞ\NًԹՑӄ̔ո˺̏Ŀ̥ÕƼІýϰٶ\πɣԼŮǂ

M̏ĿʾѰͩр՚˝ІIӛġòBɾ£ıӇՊٶƧ̶̳ـӄ̔ո˺طȂΞ͈ٶΉ̥ϊ՟ٶ

SOϔΙîɵčʧɿʻ؛ϓǂ̈́ͣІϰɣ̐ٶؙűԽɵІ̐§ٶ�ȯĥҭԿـ

ӄ̔ո˺B̬́ІɝٶѕĹôֳʆ̥̈́zB  

[20] Nќűïɵôٶɿ̏ïɵнTٶͰç̏ףĸ˿֬ՑІρٶٯɵ̪Ӈx̌˹׳ΞБ؏

ϊ՟ٶSNwkɣƐB 

[21] 1990Ȉ2̤ٶϼ̐ІęطҔ҂F W de Klerkűụ̄έՊT˅îٶEͰçűĤȊ¡̤īî

ȕΎԭՑF̥ٶkǙɵ˩ػ˅âÖ٣Ș՟ٶUȞɸ�϶ͰçٶǕÕ�νԄϨE͊ђ́

�FІٶـחêԄͰçІķԔײц،ɸþƕٶͰçϗɸӒĆj̥LԵ͝BLֳȘ՟Ȭ

 ԓѰÍ1990Ȉі107ԅç�ͨ́TBף�

[22] 1991Ȉ8̤ٶęطȫƭỌ̄(the South African Law Commission)űI|бҦӖk̩͝TƁ

łTԐаٶêԄͰç̏IzīîE٤Ȏϊ՟FІ`BÈּ̀|̩TƁłЃԐІХхƁłٶ

òUȞֹḱ͝ӂǂϮŇ͝ٶÕTԞčŀIٶ̞�ـÅԴؙغǙɝѝװƕϗҟ̐ٶ

Ӈ̥êԄͰçІԔײц،BűԏײƑ˿ɣԠȬٶȫƭỌ̄·ǂ�˩Ө́ٶ˩ʾIрEʆ

Ң؉Țԧ·˿́ (Solomonic solution)Fٶ�τּ¡˿́ٶȹفhϱɵؙ�·ǂ̏ٶ

Ŀĳxֹḱ͝TІؘïؘ̈́ͣٶïɵ̌ǂІƿÏϮŇ͝B˹T˅îٶEͩIԧ

}¡ǕּفІ{ćþՓîɵؙ֘LBɵؙ̪�\ȹװҕـӒςŲʕIٶ́˿·

ćٶźԉîԴƑÕƼІȫAԉˬŇwLBźԉ{ćІ̐§ٶؙѾNĳֵҒٶĿòɾ

£Ħ̣ԞևGụ̄ΊūHІŧ֓نBF 

[23] 1992Ȉ3̤ٶϼ̐Іć؈עűI|Һ̌TԐаٸ 

Ï¡¬̉#9òǫɣʚ5͍*+�B¬̉'ʂɤ̓ŝ+q#̉˩͎Ã'=*+ō?)Ʒ
½ƽȸɌʵ;͌¬̉'+ǵǰǷ[ɏȾ�ɗʔɋ%*ƀ#Īǖ˰ʣ͌�Ȇ@Ɠ\ˀ̜˩̓
ɼ˗ɗʔ#¨ë́�

ć؈עˀӳՊٶͰçˬњĳӇǕűǙż̬͝ì́ׄԉĘő̐ϟȯԧ·ٶűĘőѽ̳

Ǟ̪âϦXôٶΉ̥ԓΟçІͰçϗỤ̈̄̚ҏźԉBć̢؈עȬ�^I¡Ҕѽٸ�

ǼɭŴü@ȕ_93¬̉Ǽʉ#ĨƋƧŜ.¬̉̉˩#ÿ̲Ç͌ǋȆȃ˹ÏŹĒ%ß÷
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#+͌7·ÚǸ¢ȳťòɌ#ȀőB�

%�
& ô͵ʆՊІ̚ҏٶʫІ̏ͰçІźԉٶүN̏ͰçІêԄBͰçЏôq̏IـĹІȣ

ҡ˿ȚثٶςĸѴȐĳӇ̣īî̚ҏźԉȦٶؾ�Ǚ̀מes£ՂνͰç̏EŐIג

ϼFçҡІ́ƶٶs£̣̏לêԄԓłͰçB̾˝ć؈ע˅�І҂ԫո˺�Еٶű1990
Ȉі277̈́�ͨ́XȬٶĦ̥243kԓêԄͰçٶÕTĦ̥143kІê·Ǻ҅ԓLԵؙ҈

ʪġêB �

[25] űˀM�ІɵĘőнԙٶͰçϊ՟S̪ϟȯԧ·BĩXٶؙʾϰEʆҢ؉ȚІԧ

·˿́FٶNÅԴ\Nʻ؛ͰçІ�ϰٶSOhϱɵؙ�·ǂٶïɵôȫTǙ̀

ͷkħÕsҟԉגϰͰçXԡǂ̏ٶĿѕĹɵіKѐBӤ̏ط؛٬מٶụ̄İ̥ÕƼ

·ǂٶNςͰç̏לĳxϰ̀גϰLֳԡǂІͷkҟٹӤĿ٬מٶɾ£Ḁ̇̄ҧćּ٬Ԑ

 ɵBSɸǅłԿԡǂٶ

 

�������� –��ª�f$¡^I}$|cD§�

 

[26] Ǚ̀ԓǂҟІҟϗ�ՊٶͰg̢̏͊ђІIрȣҡ˿ȚBͰçІźԉٶÖ̥Nĳ̝˩A

πʱŧІˮ̳BƼʆѽ̯ІN¼̏ϮŇІ͝ìٶļ̐\čʧɵіKѐս_ͰҮІʆ

̥Õs֘νkІ͝ìBƼ϶MІٶı̥skǙͰҮІŧɶ̥לٶͰҮ϶ҁȬvІլϯB

ȱIӛƷغԧٶͰçπϾ̏IрʹІçҡBÏԓêͰçٶīçkǠűͰϏٶÕ

s\ԓêͰçІīçkI։јȩ̩ٶȩؙԄϨs£ІLԵϲՏٶSOֆËs£ІҟçB

űּ͵̐،ԙٶͰϏTІkNР̣�̪ЃϮl٬`ɝٶNРӒǹ̢ѻ̣ԞغǙɿҮ

ĳxַѿçІŇBͰg̏ʹІçҡٶϱ̀LԵІѽ̳ĳx·ǂӒǹ̏ĿӇË̀Ͱ

gІŇּٶрјȩн̝ٶшَ^ͰçʹІIغBͰç̏طkІٶŨνEƼІ̬

ŨνƼöơ^ԓǂҟҮІʆ̥ٶΙħîǙīçkkɈІĿǂFBͰç̥֭̏k̿Іٶ֘

ǗŢٶǕÕԢνūǈԞΘΩІǙթBɾ£վϾІSN̏ǠIӛƷغԧ�ЕٶͰç̏Ŀ

νIрʹAطkAɿ̥֭k̿Іçҡٹɾ£վϾІ̏ٶǠɵі11̈́і2ـ�ЕٶͰ

ç̏Ŀ̏IрʹAطkAɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡB̬́ІԓłٶǊǾ̧̀ɵі11̈́і2
 ІġùɈІձ{BوիӳЫэͩIŇ˛ٶـ

 

�R$c1��

 

[27] ν^˦ʪs£ʆՊٶǕͷkҟϗêԄͰç̏EʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡFІՑٶٯ

ԓłȫǿȟՍٶͰçÒςÛϗ^kɈǗŢٶSOĩ^ɵأ�Іπ̈́zІϮŇ͝ٶЃ

ϮՉπ˩ͨٶÕźԉІ˿Ț\NĳӇN̏ͫ˾ІBͰçĿǂ^ϮŇ͝Іѩвٶ\Ŀ

ǂ^ȱTԊϮâ�ІÕs͝ìB͚ǍҔ؈òĩٛٶͰçűԴƑūǈ̏ףIрĹІȣҡ

˿ȚٶĳxŠ̛ؔüϗҟԉνٶĳxά֎б̣ƕИǾ̧ïԔŢװҟԉІ̩ȩBęطб̣

\ǕͰçԢνIрĳˀīІȣҡ˿ȚBŨͩٶͰçSطі11̈́і2ـʆՊІʹAطk

ɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡB̥؏ͰçІͨĩԠԧ̏ףИʆЇРІٶűԴƑūǈɿűɾ£˅îІ

́�Tٶ\ǙБ؏՟°وԭՑB�̏ɾ£ϦűȹؘفҒűęطɵІ̵̀Mٶ�ʿԭ

ͰçĹɵɈІŒوB 

 

JDa�`�c¯Â�
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[28] ɵΠ̩̐TІՓƑϻȂϦթԙ̥ٶI¡Ǡ̏ç`ԵԲS̪ӇגϰîęطÏūĸŲ

ІŒوBּUԞ̏Ũνɵі229̈́ԡǂٸ 

)&˚Ǝ¢ò#fǘA͌*)¢òJƀ©ªƼ)¡¢VùʥňĩYƚ#òʁ͌)»Y
ÄǗz*ƀ͌Ã'�ū�ÏBǗòʃǱłǊÈÆÏòʁȴ¯̈́�

[29] űęطɵϮˮXôٶç`ԵԲІˮü¼ħ̀әęطÔňūٶSNčʧôTranskeiA
BophuthatswanaAVendaɿCiskeiјŲđּٶeŲđϼ̐ԓęطȫٌͯνϞэūǈ̥ٶӒ

ǹІȫѬ҂Bثςs£¡ëІç`ԵԲ�xęطȫνżЮٶ�ȧͩX،q̥Ǹϻٶ

Ǚ̀ͰçјŒ̣وʾĪNļІЕBَ̢̌І�ƶǠ̏CiskeiІȫٶϼŲ֜`ˬȍٴǏ

ͰçȱͩNÚ̏I¡ǂІçҡBٌ�ІȫٶͰç؛1990Ȉ6̤8̇Ȕ̀ٵLІˬȍآ

ͬԠӓo�ςƸűּٶԐаęط˷¡ūǈǙ̀ͰçɸԿʾĪ�рɨȎٶS̪ɽֽԉÏ

ūІÔ՛BǸϻ̢ƕІŲ˿Ǡ̰̏̓؋Д(Eastern Cape Province)BƧ̳̥kṵ̋̓؋Дô

֘νCiskeiІŲđϗ^ͷkҟٶԞűϼŲīǑ٬מٶؙǠNӇêsͰçٹƧ̳מ¡kű

ļIДäÕsŲđϗ^ͷkҟٶԞűϼŲīǑ٬מٶؙǠĳxêsͰçBּрԔ͝ײ

ǏűΉ̥ϨٶıӇϰͮĵŨѶ�ԧBɾ£ɢԞŒІּ̏ٶрźLІͬϻ̏ٶĿϔ

Ιîç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaͣĹɵɈІŒوB 

[30] ԓłȫǿՂνљ́̏ӂǂІٶSOUȞҭײîі277̈́SֽطԉÏūІȫٴі33̈́і1
ĸŲؙǙطęٶٵϰ̀ūͿÏ٣ʈӇϮˮגفȹٶïɵі3̈́͝ìІȫؘٶԡǂـ

ͰçІNļɨȎٶǙűCiskeixħÕƼŲđԓ։ԵІԓłٶϯϮ^NÒȇІͬԢٶƧͩ�

 FІ͝ìBأ�ȫ˅�ȇјٶĩ^kͿԞ΄EȫXôkkͿј

[31] Ƨּ̳рźІǸϻ̏ٶŨν̀ɵϮˮȬـ̶ٶԡʈϮˮ٬̬́מٶϼ`kűּэ

ƂLǙі277̈́ͨϼɈІվϾ̥̏ٶՊ̦üІBçӖç`ԵԲнȋ̏IрÒ͝üІ٣

ϦٶӤπÇäϨϱٶˬȍNȯű̶¡ДäІϓǂŲđȘэI¡EُיΣFٶեؙϞϞ

űϼŲNӇźԉͰçBֿɽּрȫͬϻϦթІٶN̏˽ụ̄Іэˬњٶү̏ɵɣ

ŮůѽXôűр̩̄̐خءĸӒäخІNļŲđІɨȎBі229̈́Іэɣ̉ű̀Ы�I

¡ňȇІΠ̩̐̏�ٶNĳיËŲٶXôĸŲđІǸϻqǕĩ̎îϦűІźɝȣLB

ȘэIƟ҂IІٶӇƓ�˝ɵі15ѐս_ĸѴ͘؏І͝ìٶ؏TƙӖŲ˿э͘ط؛

ȫѬ҂ٶĿò�πԧ·ּ¡ŒوB 

[32] і229̈́ԡǂٸEϦ̥ȫű(/5#0&ÎҚқ̥ˮFٶ�ȯɵǙ̀ÏūĸŲđÎ

ІϦƸȫ̥̏ˮüІBּeϦƸȫȹفѕĹɵіKѐ֟̌Іʆ̥͓ΦB;πϾŒٶ

�ğNvԐĸŲđІȫǺ҅ӒĆٶԞÖ·IӔɈħȇјɈףԞNļŲđTІȫزּ

եĸрNļٸΟ�ɵі229̈́Іَ̌ɣ̣̉ٶнդȯIӔӖٌļ^BּрȫȘ͎ף

ІȫԡǂÔļSƸٶАîĹϨďнԓ˂ԉٶ\̣NגϼІ�ɾ£Іǂԡўٶƕע

äɿȊYÏش̛ףעűǙɵі�̈́ІˮüІʭʁXMBɵ���̈́ÅԴ̬ūÎNļŲđ

ІȫԡǂNIӔٶNӇŚxͩνϨϱٶԓԢνĳxˌǇɵі�̈́Іȇјٶ˹̈́أ�ɿ

Ղνͩ̈́˹ĳxNȹ̓גϰB 

�

�«¨4�0 a�

 

[33] ȱĮӓoٶͰçűNļб̣TףԓԢνIрȣҡ˿ȚB؈Wxٶ�\ْīĸ˿ϊ՟Bؤ

ӳͿ̗αٶ؋k£ֺαΟǜĳxԓêͰçІҟĽB20PѮMĕיٶËͰçІĆɪɪϟ

ȯ˦ʪٶȔ؛ͰçĆ\ֺαɽ؈BʀӓЏôν̥ͧٶeūǈǺ҅ƿÏȔͧͰç̥ٶe

ūǈԡǂı̥űʁ̐ʈӇĆϰͰçٶƕע|ūǈqǕͰçԢνȣҡ˿ȚІIр̏�ٶı

̥ű͊ђ́�Tʈ̣ĆϰͰçBūآϓֆѼҖІո˺َа1993ٶȈٶÏϧźԉ^1,831 z
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ͰçٶÕT̥1,419 zЃϮűTūּٶԐаՊٶϼȈȎÏϧÕƼūǈҔÔźԉ^412zͰ

çBȯٶÏϧḀ̊́ȊYĕ˸ūǈűȫLɿǏćLȔ؛ͰçٶNÚǕͰçԢνͷkҟ

ІçҡٶـחÕTčʧͥΒͿUūǈٶxħɾ£ІצūѰѦͽfAӫKͽÊӖƾōʟB

ūآϓֆѼҖԐаٶĝ�Ǟ̪Ȕ؛ͰçІūǈٶ\͊ǜĆϰͩрȣҡ˿ȚB 

[34] ͨ ĩج˿ű֬ՑІ̐§ٶ˅î̥؏ͰçІ̞ѣA˹ѐAxħÕsūǈؙӖūآȐʆ

°ІٶӖͰçϊ՟Б؏І·ǂBëūІ҅ط٠ȂװԞٶŨνĸUќ͘؏̣ä̱քɽӖĩ

ǙͰçІɣԠٶ\̣Պ̌Õsќؙ֥Ǚ̀ͩI՟وʾĪІɨȎBŚŚν^ּeġŨٶ

ɾ£ǠɸԿׄIͪˢĪּeūƐ҅٠BͩƐٶϱ̀ūƐ҅٠ΙħMèɵі35̈́і1ـԡ

ǂٶɾ£̝ɸԿǕƼ£ѰÍҭɮٸ 

̠ɺ¢òþ�#Dº͌òǁăĝ\ʬ̱Ǹ¡<ŠĊ��Ŕ�^¶ǰ6#Ǹ¢ĶƟ͌)Ɩ
»fɕA͌ǋȆăĝŪƜ*ÏĪ˦̲òȳť#VȌò͌UƧVïÆÏ#ˑʵò̈́�

[35] ɵі231̈́ԡǂūآҨɫӖūآĘ՟ٶԿ̈́ԡǂļ̐\èӘ^եūآűęطϯϮ

ȫѯ̯üІϮˮԞzB̾˝і35̈́і1ٶـūآÒčʧ̥ѯ̯üxħΉ̥ѯ̯üІ

ȫBűԿ̈́ІǂҧԙٶÐҮףĳx�νԽэɣ̉ІǳÖBŨͩٶūآĘ՟ӖҨɫ

˅�ɾ£IƟԏײAϨԧі3ѐ̈́˹І̵͎Bν^ɽLֳЏІٶɾ£ĳxĥҭٌ�͎͘

ІԔǂٴčʧҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄AҤΒk͝ƭỌ̄AҤΒkؙ͝AͥΒk͝ƭỌ̄Ӗ

ͥΒkؙ͝ٶٵű̶é�Tٶ\ĳxĥҭϓë͎͘ٴƧٸūآĉǳѼҖٵІƁłB

ּeո˺ףӇƓțǚɾ£ͨ�ٶXôǙі3ѐϓǂ̈́ͣІԽB 

[36] ūآÒS̪еͧͰçٶɾ£Ԟ·ǂͰç̏Ŀ̏і11̈́і2ـʆՊІʹAطkAɿ̥

֭k̿ІçҡٶǠɸԿǕͩI`ǏѰÍҭɮBثςƧͩٶūآk͝ÒѯӖɾ£ІɵX

k͝Òѯآū̏�ٶk͝ÒѯUȞϮŇ̏͝IрƿÏІ͝ìآūٶqƸűIeͬϻٶ،

Ӗɵ̪̌ף˹ԄϨͰçٶɿʸ͝ȫǙϮŇ͝Ԫâ�ƐԡǂBּрɨȎȦؾ^ūآ

ȐԄϨӖͰçБ؏՟وІɨȎٶ\̥؏YƧ�ׄIͪͨЫϨԧּр·ǂB 

[37] Ǚ̀͝ì́Іͽ֞Ххϼς\ȪװԞٶǟÕ̏ęطűͩΠ̩̐é̩לٶΉЃǨâ

̬ūІȫ٣Ѭ(jurisprudance)ٶx̨Կ˿ľ˂ׄBثςɵі35̈́і1ـʫâٶɾ£EȯF

ҭɮƐūê�̏�ٶɾ£ȹفԞРٶƐūê�SNIǂӇƓҁ_ɾ£Ξ͈ͨЫІʫ

țٶłԵɾ£ԿƧ�ԧɵі3ѐІԡǂBּрЕ̠؛ٶâϦű̢٤ؙĸДӖŲ˿

äؙІԴƑê·Tئ\ٶŀűҁ_ĸѴؙ؏̀і35̈́і1ـІʫаԙٶԿʫаxǓǉІ

ՆٶÅԴؙǙƐūê�Eҁ_ҭɮFBNΉ̥ǙƑ̀ͩIнȎҁ_ʫаB 

[38] ϼűūآɿƐūȐǙͰç˅âʭʁğ˱Ե̐ٶБ؏ІɵɿūآԡӤN̏АˀʏÞ

^ͰçٶǠ̏̌ǂϮŇ͝ĳīؘ̀ȫԴĳІ�ƐԡǂBűؙ̬ĥҭІՓƑո˺Tٶɵ

TΉ̥ƧLֳͰçĹɵІ̌ЫԡǂІٶǠ̏Ďύìɵؙʆ°І·ǂBűͩ�Tٶ

ؙêǂϻ՟ɽэٶSOǅłͰçɵB 

[39] ̬ ūɵԡǂϮŇ̏͝π̈́zAƿÏІ͝ìٶSOԡǂӤԞؘïϼ`kͩĬ̥͝ì̐ٶ

ȹفÈѕĹϓǂԞzٶÕTčʧеͧxэІ˿ȚĿǂkͿІ̥̆͝ìBׄԉͽ֞Х

х̐ٶɾ£ȹفՙٶɾ£ԞԽІ̏ęطɵٶүN̏ūآĘ՟̝ٶN̏ÕƼūǈІ

ɵBʆxɾ£ȹגفȎŲҭײîęطІȫѬ҂ٶęطІͮĵӖɝĊٶxħęطɵ

̬֘І̵͎ӖՆԩBϼςٶɾ£ĳx΄Ā̀ūآÒӖūƐê̏�ٶ�ɾ£ѾǙΉ̥ו

ȳƼ£ІҧćB 

 

p���JDc¦h�
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[40] ̢ ̥̊kǙͰçІĹɈ˅։ԵԲٶ�Y̏űҤūІؙB̠̥҅kՊٶEͰç̏ϼ

ςɵІՊٶіI¡غǙІʭʁٶǠ̏ɵ̬֘FBҤūɵȱI؋ƫǠՂǂͰç̏

ĹІB1791ٴȈֽІٵі5�ͨ́Ö٣Ų˅îͰçІŒٶوSOx̘аІ˿Țٶӂǂ

ͰçІˮüB1868ٴȈֽІٵі14�ͨ́Ԟ΄ĸǲˬȍE҅طȫͨϼнȋٶNȯö

ơ{�kІϮŇAӒϱɿլϯFٶļ̐\x̘аІ˿ȚٶԴĳĸǲˬȍν^ѕĹLֳͨ

ϼнȋٶĳxïǂБ؏ȫBUȞͰç̏ɵІՊٶUԞ̾˝І̏і8�ͨ́ٶԿ�ͨ

́̌˹еͧʹӖNȇȂІçҡBثςі8�ͨ́EǞ̪ԓԢνIрͧضNĆІ͋ɀFٶ

ɵ̏�ٶςɾ£ԞEȱӇƓԐȥɽυб̣ׄͪІӖ̐ ׄІӜŕ͓ΦF˂˾ƼІŀɣث

ʒՂͰçĹɈІ`Ǐٶեɾ£πׄIͪʿԭͩIϊ՟ٶҤū̢٤ؙűIeê·

̞Tٶ\ȟՍּ¡ŒوB 

ɵǕͰçԢνIрןҹ̏�ٶȪɽýף�ςűĸǲɵ̵͎MվϾͰç̥ˮɈІ́ث [41]

ͷkҟĹçҡІּрɨȎٶğűҤū̢٤ؙǑϨGregg v. Georgia. Í̐ٶϟȯӂ

ǂBűGreggXôӖXȬІ́ƶ٤̢ٶؙ̥̐˦ʪḀ̐ĩǙϼ`kǙͰçІվϾٶϱ

ѻ\ĩ̎űǁǑ̢ٶâϦԩԺϕìІê·̞Bּe·ǂ̣ל§̥̐ٶэƂä̌˿ج̀

Ϩ́zІɨȎL̥ٶeǁՂνǂҟ͘؏Ԕ͝ײІ̬վʈ̏ŒوІ؏ʆűB 

[42] ԡўȟïͰçІȫٶɿҮ̏ҁ_ǁ͊ǜԔײц،Іȫףٶԓ̢٤ؙȔٶ^؛Ũ

νƼ£̪ӇҭɮîԓêͰçҮå֘Б؏ІŨѶٶүּeŨѶٶȪĳӇĳxшَͻ¡́

ƶІǸϻɈBļ͕Ųٶҁ_ǁɿǑůƗƕԔײц،Іȫٶ\ԓ̢٤ؙȔٶ^؛

Ũνּ͕̣ǚӔǁ{ɣϞԉІѽ̳B҆LʆֳٶıԞ̏ҁ_êԄͰçІǂҟ͘؏ذԔ

ĩі8̈́�ͨ́νϨԓ̢٤ؙxףٶц،Іȫײц،AɿπؘԔײц،AƗǜԔײ

ϱȔ؛^BĩXٶƧ̳Ԕ͝ײԓEגϼŲϰxħؘïٶxǕǖ˾A{ɣІԉνُؗإ

î̢ǛFٶ٬מٶؙẠ̇̄ٛŧϼ`kǙБ؏ȫІϻ՟B 

  

x�¨(6��

 
[43] ʆֳϨϱxħэՑ�˝Ҥū̢٤ؙǑϨFurman v. GeorgiaÍƑ˸ǁԠԧБņɸ

ІTrengoveȫǿٶűvԐԓłЃԩ̐UȞٶі277̈́NѩЫІՆԩٶxħі277̈́ҁ_ؙ

ІπؘԔٶ͝ײűűшَԿ̈́˹ɵІ`ǏB 

[44] ç`ԵԲі277̈́ԡǂٸ 

ͰçІêԄ�

(1) ͰçІêԄٶıӇϱ٤јؙνXٶSOıӇגϰ̀MèҟĽٸ 

 (a) ͷkҟٹ 

 (b) űÔňūʁ̐ϗMІƐɛҟٹ 

 (c) ؙՂνɝѝװƕІˍơȟЋҟɿˍơȟЋׇ̪ҟٹ 

(d) ˗kąօҟٹ 

(e) ՅʡÌёҟٹ 

(f) ȟ̛ҟB 

(2) êԄͰçɸѕĹMèԞzٸ 

a) êçXôٶUǑǁӖǑǁٴӤ̥ІԾٵǺ�˝s145(4)(a)XԡǂٴٶӤ�ϱϓ

ëІ٤јؙéǑІ́zٶòԿؙɸԿגٵϼŲҭײΙħі274̈́Іʆ̥՚ԩӖ՚
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ϐٶSO�τǺâаɿ̪âаІþװӖΟ֡ŨѶ°âԔ·ٹSO 

b) UǑǁɿ  ϼІçҡBגՂνͰç̏ٶLֳԔ·ȬײȎҭגűٵԢ¡́ɝүǂؙٴ

(3)  

a) ӤԓłϗMʆˁҟĽІ̐§̪ά18ͭٶòؙNȯêԄԿĽԓłͰçB 

b) גϰ(a)ͣԡǂ̐ٶӤǙԓłȈѮϯϮϊ՟ٶòɸϱūǈʻ؛ʆ̥ĹϨɺϾٶ՚̌ԓł

űϗҟ̐،Ǻǥ18ͭB 

[45] ű̬ūؙѬ҂M̥ٶҟπҟA�ՖגϼІçҡףٶN̏ϱǑů·ǂBǙĳӇêԄ

ͰçІװƕ́zٶǁӖÐĽļ̐èȀІǑǁٶͻ¡kǙ̥̀ҟӖĿٶxħþװɿ

Ο֡çձІ`ϱ̥ףٶļ͕Іʗд͝BŐϞêç̏ǁϞ̥І͝ìBç`ԵԲҁ_ԓ

êͰçҮÇ|ІLԵ͝ٶÕTčʧǙêç˅âϻ՟І͝ìٶNزԞ՚̌éǑǁ̥Nѕ

ԡўɿ˿ľՉІԉνBLԵȐӤNքļéǑؙêԄІçձ̥͝ٶNϨ̣éǑؙ

ԔǂІçձٹLԵȐǙ̬̀֘xħÕƼؙǙ̀ͩI͝ìІԉٶ�\Ԫ̥IƟ͓ΦB

ӤԓêͰçІϼ`kNLԵٶLԵȐqɸ͚ԢБ؏́zո˺ٶƧ̳ՂνéǑؙê

ԄІçձNגϼٶòɸԿ˔XôͰçІǅêB 

՚̌ٶIåĹϨɺϾ؛Ƨ̳Ԟʻٶՙف�ٶħΟ֡çձІŨѶװЫՂþفςؙȹث [46]

Ы̥þװŨѶƸűٶɿҮԞʻ؛IåĹϨɺϾٶĿǂ{�Ο֡ŨѶІƸűּٶȅףū

ǈІձ{BͩƐלٶȹגفȎҭײ¡́ɝӖUԥŨѶٶŨνּe`ףـĳӇȦؾԓł

ԉνBֽЎҭײȬלٶԞɆҭçҡІ̢ѻЏІٸŠؔϗҟAؓقϗҟA�k˩Ӓ˽Ӗ

ɹҡBֹּ͕I¡нȋٶEͻI¡Б؏ŨѶףٶɸīî̢ՙɩІҭɮA̢ĹϨІ؏ΐFB

ͰçıӇϰ̀Ή̥˩Ӓ˽ІĹϨĳӇɈٶүOطͰçNӇɽôֳĸрçҡЏІІ�

ƐɝȣB 

[47] ̬ ȀxνٶҤūؙІʫǚɈԔײӖęطLԵȐêԄͰçІ͓ΦٶÐҮX،�YSπ

ƗƕǸϻB̬ȀՂνٶϱ̀LԵȐ�ϱ҅٠ҬîІǁѼɽٶҁ_ּeǁǙʆ̥́

ƶІ̢Ȭ·ǂ͝ٶͽ֞ӇîȐײçІIӔɈٹĩXٶӤhϱǑůٶեs£űǁ

țǚM°â·ǂٶӒς֞Nǉ̍îײçІIӔɈB 

[48] UȞؙ�і277̈́êԄͰçνɏɣA{ɈІϊՑٶSNͧ̀Lֳ`ـBƼļ̐Ղνٶ

ؙǏגآϰі277̈́І̐§ּٶ¡ԉν̬֘Ǡḁ̏ɏɣɈBűȊēĽxͷkҟ։ԵІԓł

Tٶı̥͊ǜ˸ІḳԓéǑؙêԄͰçٹүűԓêͰçІkԙٶغĦ̥Iƕע|І

kĳxֹLԵ֙ѻ͊ІçҡBűּ¡ί؈ІнTٶͻIף͵ؠ˅�^I¡̣͘B

̢ȬІѽ̳ĳӇĪ·̀ԴƑŨѶٶͽ˿Պٸ՜˿Ս̸І˿A͚˿˄ֳ́ɝІ˿ȚAԓ

łȫǿ֬աІӇüAéǑǁІ¡ɈxħsǙͰçІɨȎAٴƧ̳̥˅âLԵІԾٵL

ԵؙʒǑǁІkחјјB̥ekՂνٶр̄xħծũ\̏Ȧؾê·ѽ̳ІȊ¡ŨѶB 

[49] ƕע|ĳӇԓêͰçІԓłףٶπüի˛ȫǿյϰٶıӇyրÒЉ(pro deo)֬աkѬ҂B

ԓł֬աȫǿȂȂĦȈ֡ĦΉ̥҅ٶ٠р̄ӄ̔\sІǄʃNI͕ٶẠ̑Ԟֹĭ՞

ŌʈӇǄʃΧֽBÒЉ֬աkıمĪթȵɈІתĉֽٶȂҝǜլćոΥӖ֝Шٶˋ˦٣

πׄԉȹԞІՍ̸ӖХхAҶՏǖǈ՚k˅�Ș՟ٴčʧǙײç̥؏І`ـ˅�Ș

՟ٵAĲت՚kAӖ͚˿ՎêٶѢԩXٶǠ̏πׄԉ̥ˮІ֬աBĩX̥ٶІԓł

ǠӇҶՏ҅٠ҬîІȫǿٶեs£ׄԉȹԞІՍ̸ӖХхٶ\Ũּͩٶeԓłͽ։իN

։ȫǿյϰІԓł̝ٶNǉ̍ԓêͰçB 

[50] Nɾ£\ȹفΐɣٶ§̥̐ٶ\̣̥ոΜȫǿًɣν́ɝԛحІԓł˛{ÒЉ֬աkٶ

�Ƨ̬́Ǡ̏I¡ϦɽІ�ƶٸTrengoveȫǿňs`ćʆІĹƔȫǿ£Ǡ̬̏́ІÒЉȫ

ǿB�νs£ʫǚٍŒІȫոΥTȸٶ\N˧ä˹Ų˅�̦ćBΦ·̞֬غՑІ̐§ٶ
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ƕǈ°^ԴƑХхٶǠћ̏б̣L̢ǌ̥ІkɌɄףΉ֪ȯîּ͕ƦІ̦ćBNٶ

̬́̏I¡�ƐٶN̏ġòBثςɵі25̈́і3ـіeͣІԡǂĳӇ̣եּрɝ˩ԥٹ

�̏ϱ̀ĳϰІլćӖküոΥؘ̥ٶűĳقԠІ̪ٶ�ɸԿNƗĳӇ̥ƗƕІդďB

ŨͩٶծũІԓłͽ։ÄΡІԓłٶűغǙͰçІǑêІ̐§ٶqςǤَ̀̌ІÿĊB  

[51] NĳĿՂŲٶլćɝAр̄Ӗ̣͘ףٶȦؾͰḉІѽ̳ٶ\̣Ȧؾǁê·ϮͰ

І̢Ȭ·ǂB̥kՂνٶÕǏǁ\ɣ՛îּeŒٶوʆxűǑêІ̐§̣ٶЌĳӇŲ

ҭɮʆ̥ŨѶB�ּ̏ٶSNӇIĉׅŲԧ·ɏɣǑêІŒٹوБĩŲٶƼלĳӇȁ

�̝Ƒ̣ǚӔɏɣǑêІŨѶٶեǁƑ^Ie`ɝԞҭɮB̥eԓłٶ�N̏ʆ̥ԓ

łٶĳӇűǁԏײôֳՓƑŨѶXȬٶԓπҟ̥ٹ˫eԓǂҟІkٶ�N̏ʆ̥ԓ

ǂҟІkٶ\ĳӇŨνļI¡ϨϱүַӋͰçІŇB 

[52] űFurman v. GeorgiaÍTٶؙՂνԿ́ͰçІǅêxħźԉٶűҤūɵІԧMٶ

�ǬʹONǘȂІɹҡԉν̿ٶʟ˼ǁűĘļɣԠ̞˅îٸEԐغLNȁͬԢɈ

Іȫٶ\ĳӇԓxĩɵіŦ�ͨ́ȇјͣ̈́أ�І˿Ț�́ϰFBͬԢɈԡ̏ٸ 

���ýɑ̪ě͌�̪ě¹òʁ�Ċ�Ī˦#ʩſ͌=/'ʱȍ͆ʂɤȆ&ɔĕ͇̉˩ʅɑ
�ĠĮ&Æ˱̈́�

[53] ̥ k֬сٶɾ£ɸԿוȳLֳ°ٶˁïôֳɾ˅ħ̣եؙűגϰі277̈́ԡǂІ̐

kطAʹ̏ףٶeŨѶ�ȯʆ̥˝ͩêǂІͰç·ǂּٶդȯɏɣO{ɈІŨѶٶ§

 Ӗ̥֭k̿ІçҡB

[54] ԓłІծǌA͚˿ІƦƍA֬աІÄÿAǁІŢӣӖǓǉAǁքɽɿĩǙͰçІɨ

ȎAxħр̄AؠѴјŨѶĳӇȦؾІUԥɨȎףٶĳӇxٌ�І˿ȚȦؾؙІê·ٹ

үOɾ£ȊYĳxЫǂŲՊٶƼ£ű̶рнȎLٶ\Ȧؾ^ʆؙ̥Ѭ҂І�Bֹ

ҁ_ԓǂҟҮLԵІ͝ìٶɾ£ĳxΟ֡̏�ٶπƿÏיËּeŨѶІȦؾBLԵ

ؙǑϨІ̏́zѮӖéǑؙІՍ̸ѽ̳BƧ̳́zѮӖՍ̸ѽ̳īîLֳŨѶȦ

ٹ�Չ}ƼNĳӇNϗٶű̀ٯ٬LԵнȋĳӇ\πüĳ́Bç`ԵԲнȋІҝמٶؾ

ּ\ԐаՊ́ٶɝٌ�ІԓłٶNIǂ̣īîٌ�ІçҡBɾ£ȹͨفԢּ¡ŒوBɾ

£ļ̐\ȹفɣ՛îٶ{�ķ٣ѬףĳӇЃϮՉٹԓłІԉνӖç`ȐІǑêѽ

ĝ�ּɣٶˀīIӛç`́zІǸϻɈفÐҮX،NĳӇâϦƿҤІȇԏBɾ£ȹٶ̳

Ֆӳ̥ٶeԓłԓêЍеІļ̐́�ٌٶɝІԓłĳӇԓêπҟɿËīȮçB�̏Ͱç

NļٶЪîͰḉٶɾ£ԞŒІ̏ٶƧ̳́zǸϻɈֿ̣ɽϮɿͰІѽ̳٬מٶɾ£̏

ĿלՂĳּрǸϻɈBNϼЍе̏͊ƕІՉٶĳ̏Ƨּ̳¡ՉԓЃϦ^ٶǠĳx

˫AջÃkϗ̏�ٹƧ̳ͷπ֩ٶğ̏NӇʱŧІ·ǂB 

[55] űҤū٤̢ٶؙUԞוȳІ̏ͨϼнȋІԡǂBȫ̈́˹ȹفɣɆΞ͈ٶǁІԔײ

ц،ȹفīؘ̏�ٶqςԞҭɮîͻ¡ԓłІ¡ëɝBƧ̳֬աȫǿӇüN֎ٶĳx

Ԟ΄ٛŧؙІê·ٶԓêͰçІkĳx̥ÇäІLԵAԛǑІ͝ìBҤū̢٤ּؙ

рɢԞЫ�̢٤ȎнȋͨҧІ�ٶȁ�^IeŒوB̢·īʚ˙ІǠ̏EͰϏϦթFٸ

ϗk£҉ʖӳIҋϮ͘ٶϰЌʆ̥ĳӇІ˰ζ˿ٶϰʆ̥ʇ͵ȖȬԉç̩̇ٶǠ̏

Ǿؙ̧ɿ̏ԉˬ͘؏ӇƓ°â̚ҏźԉІ·ǂBűҤūٶͰçϗűͰϏІ̐،ٶȂȂ

̣ʪқȪƑȈٶүּрʤȖнٶԓՂν̏ʹO̥֭k̿ІBȪَ̌ŲٶɢԞ̥IƟ

ͰçѬ҂ٶӇƓI˿غŽʪ٤͓ΦнȋͨҧיٶËɏɣê·ٶүİI˿غĦԞיËʤȖ

ƗWٶxËЃϮNǉԴІʹӖطkȩط̏ٶȂӝІ{ćBűGreggÍTʾƑ˸

ɣԠІBlackmunǁ°^I¡ҔѽٶՂνɾ£NĳӇԳԫâIƟӇƓיËɏɣê·ІѬ

҂BɢԞԳԫĦӇיËɏɣٶĦӇיËȖȬԉçІѬ҂د̝̏ٶLþدB 

[56] ҤūІϨХхǞ̪Ӈԧ·ІũƇǠ̏ٶɵثςеͧʹӖNǘȂçҡ̏�ٶ\ÅԴ
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SO̩قͰçІƸűB̢٤ؙІƑ˸ɣԠՂνٶͰçSطϼςɵٶ�ű̶eɝM

ĳӇâϦɵІɏɣê·ּٶрПГϦթٶțЃ^πͧЌІϊԲBҤūؙνיËɏɣ

ê·ٶʆԳMІнȋͨҧ٤͓ΦٶǚӔƕײյϰІҲյٶxħπͧЌІȖהBוȳּ

�ɾٶNļэƂ̐˅îІũƇiĝBlackmunǁӖ )'1/'ǁԐٶӑІũƇغү֓̈́

Бٶ�ɾ£ɸԿח˘İƐḮ֓B 

 

�ÀÃ�

 

kɈǗŢІ͋ɀ̏і8ӖٶҤū̢٤ؙÒՂ̏�ٶkɈǗŢأ�ςҤūɵS̪ϓëث [57]
18̈́ɵ�ͨ́еͧEʹONǘȂçҡFІ̽ȸ¿¬BBrennanǁՂνٶkɈǗŢͩ

I͋ɀǙGregg v. GeorgiaÍ̥·ǂɈІȦٸؾ 

¬̉#ȈŲÇ̲òȼˎ)¡͌Ģ͆Ä+ǵ`ęě?ŝ+ǵ͌'HUe.˞ɡǋȆɂȞ#
ĂÖ̈́¸Ē&˱ÿ̲òþű#Ǹ¢©ķ͍͈ĭĳ'Tʲ̃#ʔɗ͌ʍz'�*+Çʀɓ
#+ǵ͉͇̈́�

[58] űɾ£Іɵ̵͎MٶkɈǗŢ̏īî̌Ыأ�ІBؘïkɈǗŢІŐI˿ȚٶǠ̏Ԟ

ƿÏѕĹٶSOѕĹŢ̿ІEȹԞɈFІ͓ΦBBrennanǁȟՍІkɈǗŢٶэֹ

ęطɵІ¿¬ٶxħęطɵȘэІ˽лȋBͩƐٶƼ\ӖÕƼūǈؙǙȩ͊ђç

ҡІɨȎIӔB 

[59] ȶūҹןɵؙǙͰçІɨȎ̏ٸ 

?(ÌŻ[+Çʀɓ#ʀÑ͌Uĥ¼ʱȍʂɤ̓ŝ+q¹*̅+Ŧ#̉˩̈́ٴVXٵ

&@±ʔɗ»`ȐǕɗʔ#ôƿ͌˂Ơhâ̲òĪ˦#Akh�*ǰ6ĶƟ¹ʀÑ#ȳ
ťB 

[60] ͰçŢװ�ǇkɈǗŢּрՊٶīîþʩƕ̢٤ؙƑـê·ІӂǂBűKindler v 
Canada ÍTٶؙԞ·ǂ̏ĿǕÐĽַϗȱþʩƕțΠîҤūBÕTIĽַϗKindler
XôűҤūԓêͷkҟЫǂٶؙԔǂͰçٹİIĽַϗNgòԓˁͷkҟٶĳӇԓêͰ

çB7�èȀǁT3̥ٶ�ՂνͰç̏ʹONǘȂІٸ 

[,+.G͌ƙ`TɓÑ#̬̅̓Tľƽ#̡Ö̉˩̓TiǋȆÊ�#ŹǱ͌UƧƪ[
ǋȆpò˷�#̀˻̈́͊Ģ'͋[+ÇʀɓTľƽ#̹̽����

[61] Õs3�ǁòՂνٸ 

ȷƧ3¬̉ź3*ƀ̉˩ŧ##*ǃƶí̓UƧ¬̉ƄJ#[+Çʀɓ#˂Ơ͌$E*
ƞ°#Ǹ˼ƫUÆ�͌Ǳŝ)ŝĕʵï#ɇƈA͌¬̉&@)$VƼ)̈́�

�̢̏ȬٶؙƑ˸ՂνțΠw̏ĿͨϼٶNű̀ͰçűþʩƕІĹɵɈٶɿɵĩ

ǙʹħNǘȂçҡBþʩƕɵԡўІ̏ٶþʩƕƇÎІэӖԉˬ͘؏ԉνٹүț

ΠwNűþʩƕūƇTźԉAɿļɣ{�ԄҡB 

[62] KindlerÍІϊٯű̀ٶϱ̀ʸ͝țΠІ̐§ٶSπ{��ԷЫ�țΠȬϼ`kṆԓ

źԉͰç٬מٶć؈עʸ͝țΠІԉν̏ٶĿɵBϼ`kUȞٶć؈עІԉνϒ

Ԩ^þʩƕɵі12̈́Ԟ΄ԉˬǁŌוԉķż̬ġòІԡǂBؙòx4Ǚ3ІƑ˸ٶ

êǂ̾˝Կ́ϓͲɝҭٶײć؈עІ·ǂNȯԓ˔Bű͝ԏþʩƕűțΠ˿غ

ІūآҧćٶxħțΠȫІİI¡ЏІיٴËþʩƕդɽҟϗُיΣثٶςԓֶŧҤ

ūІַϗĳӇ̣ԓԄçٵXȬٶƑ˸ɣԠՂνٶʕַϗֶŧҤūІ·ǂٶNӇՊ̏ĩ

^ķІż̬ġòBs£ՂνٶÅԴˬȍ°ּ͕ІԄϨٶSṆǙþʩƕkІȶӜȸ
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ֿɽԎ˙B 

 

-9ÃMWibÃM�«-o�

 
[63] NgӖKindlerǕs£І́ƶ˅hҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄ԄϨٶҺсþʩƕˬȍӄ^!-,"

$).,"%6!1þՓԿūІҧćBļ͕ŲٶȐLĦâϦ^ɣԠäͬІɝBǙ

NgІɝٶؙԐаٸ 

¢ɴę6ÁĨ͌��ɶ�¬̉͌8»zȉY7H@�ě?¿ǭ��þG#ʂɤȆ&ɔĕ
#[Ř̈́�

[64] ؙ°âLֳҺ̌̐ٶSπǁ˅âNļɣԠ̞B�̏ūآÒѯT̥ë́˹ٶÅԴűϓ

ǂ̈́zMٶĳǙ̢װƕҟԉԄxͰçBҭɮîּë́˹ٶƭỌ̄Ƒ˸ɣԠՂνٶǕַϗ

țΠîI¡xѕĹūآÒѯԡў�źԉͰçІūǈٶNɸԓԢνĩ^țΠūІҧćB

ǠNgІ�ƶүԩٶsԓțΠŧūȬغٶǙІԉç˿Ț̏űͼǆTъɕүͰBүƕƑ˸

ƭŌՂνͩр˿Ț̏ٶΙħNȹԞІ֘٣ħѩвLІʙЭٶүNѕĹūآÒѯіJ̈́І

ɣҧٶеͧͰçνʹçҡB�ǠKindlerІ�ƶүԩثٶςsІԵϘӖ�-ІԵϘļֶ̐

˿ІԉçʹطSٶՂνxͼΚΐǔԄͰٶƭỌ̄ÈǙKindlerІ́ƶ°â·ǂ̏�ٶ

ȚBŨͩǕKindlerțΠŧҤūٶSΉ̥ĩþʩƕ̾˝ūآÒѯɸЌІҧćB 

[65] ƭỌ̄ļ̐\űKindlerІ́ƶTԐаٶÜ؈ķнȋʆֿɽІͰϏϦթٶSNȹς̏ʹ

�ƭŌʪNļɣԠBű̥ףBLֳÐ¡́ƶɿ̥֭k̿ІȩkطA-І́ƶT̥ٶ

kՂνъɕӔͰSNͽÕƼԄͰ˿Ț̝ʹBűKindlerІ́ƶT̥ٶkՂνٶūآÒѯ

TеͧɏɣöơϮŇ͝Ї́˹ٶÄÈÒѯTÅԴͰçЇ́˹ٶ˝ͩþʩƕNɸű̪Ыǂ

KindlerṆԓԄͰçІϘMٶǕsțΠŧҤūB  

ٶͰçІūǈ؛ЫŲԴĳǞ̪Ȕ̌ـÒѯі6̈́і2ӓ5آςūثٶԞΐɣІ̏زٯI̥ל [66]

ĳxֹŢ̿ІˁïٶǕͰçגϰ̀E̢ŢװІҟԉF̏�ٶі6̈́і6ـ\˅îٸE̬

̈́X{�ÎǉٶųNȯϰ�ʤȖɿƩЯ{�Òѯ̣Ō٣Ȕ؛ͰçІׄнFBūآÒѯԴ

ĳͰçІ`ǏٶȹفĥרÒѯLM˹�ԧBūآÒѯثςǉȻͰçІƸű̏�ٶS̪

νͰç˅�ͨϼɈB 

[67] Âќĸ˿ʛʪNļɣԠٶɾ£̏לĳxȱҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄І·ǂԙΞ͈ŲЕîٶxI

ӛǂҧ�ЕٶEͰçFԓՂν̏IрʹOطkІçҡٹNٶϱ̀ūآÒѯT̥ϓ

ǂ̈́˹ʸ̣͝Ōūű̶eɝMêԄͰçٶʆxEʹӖطkFІɣɆ̏ԓؘ̝Ғԧ

 ІB

 

±l$Ã-o�

 

[68] ͥ Βkؙ͝űǑϨSoering v United Kingdom ÍІ̐§ٶ\Ǚٌ�Œׄوԉ֬ՑBű

Կ́Tٶؙȹف·ǂ̏ĿțΠַϗŧҤūˀīͷkҟ – űҤū�֎xԓêͰçІҟ

Ľ – ІǑêBĩǙІkUȞٶǕַϗțΠŧҤụ̄ٶեsדīطkO̥֭k̿Іȩ

ɿçҡٶƧͩỊ�ٶ�ӄͥΒk͝Òѯі3̈́ІԡǂBͥΒk͝Òѯі2̈́أ�ϮŇ

�źԉؙǙЫǏǂҟXêçFν�ƐBؙƑ˸ɣٶ�ÅԴE̾˝ȫǂXçҡٶ͝

ԠՂνٶі3̈́NӇԓԧɽʆ̥ͰçІеͧԡǂٶĿòẠ̇̄եі2̈́̈́˹դȯπˮB�

̏Ƽ̏לĳxϰ�ä̱êԄͰçІ́z̏Ŀĩі3̈́Іԡǂٶ�ƧٸǂҟɿԉçІ˿

ȚAԓǂҟҮІ¡́ɝAҟԉӖҟձ̏ĿБϼAԉçôІЍе˿ȚјјףٶĳӇӄ
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^і3̈́ІԡǂB 

[69] Ǡ`Ǐ�ЕٶǕַϗțΠŧҤūˀī҈ĺǡféǑؙІǑêٶĳӇ̣եԿĽַϗʒī

ϗͷkҟϼٴϼ`kІȈѮٸІϓͲŨѶčʧײǙі3̈́ʆՊІǙȩBؙҭغԞٶإُ

̐Ȉ¼18ͭٵAīˌІ̗üAxħǂҟȬĳӇ8؈ȈІί؈ͰϏʙЭBͩ؛XƐثٶς

țΠϲՏʆ�˝ІϗҟԉνЃϮŲűҤūٶĳ̏Ũνַϗ̏ȶūkٶʆx\ĳxűȶū

�ļIҟĽ։ԵBǺ҅Ȕ؛ͰçІȶūٶ\˅â^țΠІԞ΄ٶԞ΄űȶūǑϨͩ͐ͷ

kҟBŨͩٶؙȹفűNĩі3̈́ԡǂІɝMחٶ˘ǕַϗțΠîҤūɿȶūBե

Ӧūؙ·ɥƌüІٶSN̏ϼ`kțΠȬĳӇԓêͰçɿË؛çҡІŒٶوү̏ϼ`

kțΠȬǕűՂĳɿȔ؛ͰçІūǈīǑІŒوBɾ£ϼôІԄƇӦūؙȪٌ�B

ęطɵؙű·ǂؙǕ̶¡ͷkϗêԄͰç̏ĿɵІ̐§ٶʆԞח˘ІٶSN̏

ͰgɿҮӒϱٹɵؙʆԞח˘ІٶÕǏ̏Ȫǜ˸́zT̾ٶ˝і277̈́і1ـіaͣê

ԄІͰçٶɿҮѻ֘ЍеІŢçҡB 

 

Eh��JDc¦h�

 

[70] ϱ̀ęط՜˿˅âІȐXĨɣԠٴamicus briefٶٵVxěȎ̢٤ؙê·νUԞ�˝ٶ

ʆxɾ£ȹفѢϸŲ˲ֳIMěȎȫІέׄͮĵB 

[71] ěȎçі302̈́ʸؙ͝êͷkҮͰçBűBachan Singh v State of Punjab ÍTٶϼ`

kǙͩḮͣϯϮϻ՟BěȎɵі21̈́ԡǂٸ 

ŝ�òʁĤ¯#ƶȧ͌&B̒˥ňĩ+#JŲł,+<Š̈́�

[72] Lֳ̈́˹ІϰՆ�ȯԞǙͰç˅âʭʁ̏ٶũدІٶŨνЫǏּ̥٬ḮԡўͰçІE

ȫFBİƐٶɵі72̈́ս_Ҕ҂Ӗٙ؈νͰçϗΟçІ͝ìٹɵі134̈́˅î̢٤

ؙǙͰḉzІLԵǑϨ͝Bּë́˹űűَаâěȎïɵƕҬ̀1949ȈֽɵІ̐

 SOԴĳͰçּрçҡ˿ȚB̩قЫǏٶ§

[73] Bachan SinghÍІԓł֬աȫǿɢԞÊּ̦рأЯٶҺсі21̈́ȹفӖі19̈́і1ـI

։°ֽЎԧٶүȬҮأ�^kͿԩՑẠتAѽбAזȰAǤ�ӖǠ͉ІӒϱBԞɢ

ؘïּeż̬Ӓϱٶı̥űּeؘï̏ν^îі19̈́і2î6ـXЏІү̥ĹϨɈٶO

ȹفxɵ�°âؘïBİƐ\̥kUȞٸϮŇ̏͝jīLֳż̬ӒϱІ̬̾ԞzٹͰ

çı̣NĹϨŲؘïż̬Ӓϱٶπî{�б̣ƻІЏІٹͰçІŠؔˮüN¼̪҅

՚ǏٶүOͰçלԜθ^¡kǗŢB 

[74] ̢ ٤ؙä̱^і19̈́і1̈́ـ˹ÎǉȬ°^I¡ҔѽٶՂνż̀Ǚ̬́�ՊSNװƕІ

ϨϱٶěȎçі302̈́ІԡǂSENزԞîɵі19̈́і1ـІ͓ΦFB�̏ˀӳٶ

ؙҭɮٸEν^ׄԉɆ֫үԳFƧ̳ȹفά֎ɵі19̈́іـ�ІĹϨɈ͓ΦӖÒÔ

ìЉמٶѽ̳Ħ̣̏Ƨ�B 

[75] ̢ ٤ؙűԴƑ́�TףļɣٶͰç̥ŠؔϗҟІ�ϰٹű1967Ȉ̠ǙͰçͩI՟و°

ɸԿٶؙŨͩՂνٶȘ՟�϶ͰçBűּрɝM\ٶХхІěȎȫ`ćƭỌ̄

EϱՏًk՚̌Ͱç̏̐ANǘȂɿȎІçҡٶӖэЏІӖɣ̉X،ƿÏΉ̥{

�ĹϨІׁѽFB 

[76] ؙˀM�ХхĸūUќ͘؏քɽӖĩǙͰçІɨȎٶxħŠؔɹҡІĸрԥٯB͚

 ٸؙՂνٶȬٯІՑ˿جĩͨ؍

������1Ǎ�¬̉ȟ°HUź3̉˩y4#ŧ#͌'ŝĕȰË̓ɿɃǋȆ̳t#ß÷͌6Ș
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\ċɁ̪̓ɣ#9ò̈́1)̲ò��þ3��þȴɽ�ÿÁÇ#Ǹ˼4͌ȟōÛ¬̉2
�ȚȡÇȴ¯#ÿ̲Ç͌$E°&ś1)˙`¹Ǝ[� ̓UƧʃǱő¹ĪƛőĻ#[
Ʃ9ò� ͌ÌźňĩɊ¯�¾͌LGØ'[#̈́Ę'932½ÁÇ̓*yß¹¾Ĩ#
+E͌)Ē%ȡ÷4ƄJÿÁǋȆĽǅ#R̪͌/s($EƫƓ#ÁŠ͌Ǝ̩ÜŽ+
ɦ͆Īƛ¬̉Ē%ȚȡÇþ�Ê�&ƿÁŠ¹ŧ#͇#�Ď̈́�

ؙŨͩêǂٶěȎçі302̈́ES̪ĩі19̈́̈́˹І˹ƷӖѩвFB 

[77] ؙˀӳä̱і21̈́ІÎǉBؙՂνٶƧ̳Ԟ̾˝ؘïі19̈́і1ـӒϱ͝Іȫʆ�

ϰІԽġò�ˡƕԧі21̈́̈́˹٬מٶԿ̈́̈́˹ǠɸԿԓ˩ɽٸ 

ŝ�*ƀòʁĤ¯#¿Ċ̓¿È¹ÿÁ#ƶȧ͌&B̒˥,+#JŲł,+ȯƄ̈́�

ˡƕԧȬٶȪَ̌ŲٶūǈĳxֹEÒȇAÒͨӖĹϨІнȋFöơ¡kІϮŇB

űּрɝMٶļ̐ҭײîؙXôʆԐаІE1949ȈІïɵƕҬ£ՂνͰç̏Iр̥

ˮІçҡ˿ȚFٶؙՂνEǠћɢ½üÚƦٶ\NӇՊͰç...Nќ̏Ͱç̬֘ɿֹ̏

ѿçźԉІԉç˿Ț̏ٶIрNĹϨAʹɿNǘȂІçҡFٶSOīîɵІеͧB 

[78] ̬ ūɵБ؏̈́˹ІϰƷ̏NļІBɾ£ʆԞҭɮІٶSN̏ǕͷkҮǅêͰç̏ĿEƿ

ÏNÖϨϱӖЏІFٶ\N̏ǕͷkҟêԄͰç̏ĿEƿÏπĹϨŲîFç`ԵԲ

і277̈́і1ـіaͣІэЏІӖɣ̉Bɾ£ʆԞҭɮІ̏̾ٶ˝̬ūɵٶͰç̏Ŀ

 Ŀțϰі33̈́ǠĳxǕͰçͨϼďB̏ٶӤ̏ٹɿ̥֭k̿ІkطAʹ̏

[79] ěȎç×ǕêԄͰçІ͝ìٶѰÍéǑǁІӒԉԔײц،BűBachan SinghÍTٶ

ϼ`k̾˝̠ԓҤūؙˀīІEɏɣԔײFІϨϱٶվϾLֳ̈́˹ІĹɵɈBؙƑ

˸ɣԠĩǙϼ`k̥؏EɏɣԔײFІՊٶՂνƧ̳ԉ�ķԔ͝ײІ̏ٶI¡̥҅

٠AŲ�ǰ٤І¡kٶүOsʆ̾˝І̏҅ϱķê·Ö٣ďІġò٬מٶǠNӇћ̏

ɏɣԔײBν΄ÇäؙؐɣԠٶÚԗÇI̶ٸٯézԉçôІ̐؈،ʤȖјȩٶ

ԓěȎؙՂν̏Ǚϼ`kNÒȇANÒͨІǙȩBűּрɝMٶǠɸԿ˔ͰçB 

 

;XÃ�

 

[80] ɾūɵі9̈́ʆԡǂІ¡k̆ȯІπ̈́zϮŇ͝ٶĦ̏İI¡EͰç̏Ŀ̏ɵі11
̈́і2ـʆсXʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡFͩ Iϊ՟ɕɕБ؏Ї́˹BűּI˿ٶغ

ɾūɵӖҤūħěȎɵ̥͊ƕІǸϻͥٶΒɵӖūآÒѯ\̥͊ƕІNļBN

˹ÂќḀ̊́ɵ̈́ٶЫǏ̥ǁűNļɣԠ̞TUȞٶűLֳɵӖÒѯІ́�Tٶ

ɿǳÖԡўͰçٶ�ȱ̬̾L�ՊٶͰç̏NɸԿԓԴĳІB 

[81] ̥ eǁІNļɣԠǕρٯ˫űϮŇ͝BͥΒkؙ͝ǑϨSoeringÍ̐ٶDe Meyer
ǁűĘļɣԠ̞ԙ˅îٶͰçSENѕĹϦ̐ІͥΒ˹̌FٶŚŚν^ּ¡ϨϱٶǕϼ

`kțΠîҤūІ·ǂٶǠ�ϗ^ַϗІϮŇ͝B 

[82] ҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄ǑϨKindlerÍ̐ٶB. WennergrenƭŌ\űsІNļɣԠ̞TȟՍϮ

Ň͝ІװԞٸ 

[ňĩ+.G͌JŲ#ĶƟ7'pòĬó#̈́¿ǭ�
þȴ¯#JŲȳ͌'ş�p4#+
ȳ̈́¿ǭ6ęV*ǲƮLĪǖĿ<ùǯ¹ū̴ý*+ǵ#JŲ̈́Ⱥ[JŲȳ#ĪǖƄ
JȚȡ͌&BUhVVýòłĆČ¿ǭþ�?ƍŭƖeòʁ̈́Ș̆¿ǭˏȳ#ňĩ˟
óȳ͌&@Ɩe͌¸?)¿ǭȴɽ#ǲƮ�A͌O*Ɩe#ė ̈́)Ēśɀ%§ċž
#'͌VXƪ[&@˂Ơ�
þ��Ƈ#ȳť̈́2=/'?rC¢ʶō?͌·ŉ5˚Ǝ(
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�
þ��Ƈ#ȴ¯͌¸?·ŉ5Ƌ¯Ä��
����ŭJȘ̆�mV#Dº͌ǙŜȟ¯Ș̆�
i��
����ŭJ&6�ģ¬̉̈́�

[83] ¡kІϮŇ͝ԓȣǉνEʆ̥k͝ԙ̢غż̬І͝ìFٶĎύìɵؙǠ̏�τͩр

ɨȎٶǅłͰçɵBĎύìkͿǙͰçІվϾٶUԞxɵі54̈́ν̾˝ٸ 

���� )̾ɟťǉZV͌++7*ɊB#JŲȳ¹+Çʀɓ͌ňĩ+7&BUň�#�?̒
˥2½ȳť̈́�

���� ++7&ăĝâ3ɘŘłʂɤłŝ+qł*̅+Ŧ#̉˩̈́�

[84] Бϼ̀ęطɵі33̈́ІĎύìɵі8̈́ԡǂٶȫNȯx{�˿Țؘïż̬͝ìІ̽

ȸȹԞÎǉB̾˝ؙ̬XϨԧٶͰçؘï^ż̬ϮŇ͝ħǗŢ͝І̽ȸȹԞÎǉٶNĳ

ŧȲІ؛Ĥ^Ƽ£ٶŨͩ̏ɵІBؙ̬űê·̞TȟՍ^Ðz`ٸіIٶϮŇ͝Ǘ

Ţ͝X،І؏ٶ�xħʆּ̥e͝ìІװԞɈٹіaٶLֳÐр͝ìƿ˷AѾǙІϓɈB

Ĺ։�ЕٶÕƼʆ̥͝ìףΥӒּ̀Ð¡͝ìBثςÕƼ͝ì̥̐ĳӇ̣īîؘïٶϭ

ӓԓ˔ςȬÚװ˽ʸӖ̏�ٶNќƧ�ؘïףٶṆ�ƸϮƸӖǗŢجϮ͝ìІ

ȌؘBּÐ¡جϮ͝ì̏ʆ̥ɵ͝ìІѩؤBΉ̥^Ƽ£ٶÕƼ͝ì\NȲƸűB̬

ȀǕ̀оȬÚؐɵTE͝ìІؘïٶNȯĿǂÕȹԞÎǉFІԡǂBǠЏôІ˂Ց

�Պؙ̬ٶıفʫâٶĎύìؙxͰçNѕĹϮŇ͝ӖǗŢ͝νϱٶǅłͰçɵB 

[85] ̬ ūɵSπӖĎύìɵі54̈́і1ـБļІؘïɈ̈́zٶԿ̈́ـ˹ɠϞе EͧɏɣІF

öơϮŇBŨͩɾ£ĳxՊٶɾūɵі9̈́ҁ_ϮŇ͝І̝ٶأ�ϭ̀ĎύìɵB 

[86] ҤūěȎثςףՂĳͰç̏�ٶÐū̢٤ؙ̠ףűϓǂ́�TٶxɵLІϨϱp

ÍSOؔͧ^ͰçІźԉٶŨνǠמé�¡́ҭٶײͰçʹ̏ףІçҡBҤūؙ

ӖěȎؙІLֳ�َٶаâ�աϮŇ͝ІװԞٶxħЃϮɵϊ՟̐ٶͰçІǅê

ӖźԉʆīîІŢ̿ЍКBɾ£ȱͥΒkؙ͝ӖҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄І·ǂTٶ\ĳx

ЕîƼ£ǙͰç՟وІ٤Ȏ؏åB�ƧٸؙűSoeringІ�ƶTԐаٶǕԿ́ϼ`kț

ΠîҤūٶĳӇ̣եԿĽϼ`kדīطkɿ̥֭k̿Іçҡٹk͝ƭỌ̄òűNgІ�

ƶTǅłٶNɸǕÕțΠîþǲٶŨνԿǲźԉͰçІ˿Ț̏ǕͰçϗȁׄͼǆٶե

sъɕүͰB 

 

»´�

 
[87] ͚ ǍҔ֬؈сٶîȌ�ՖEʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿F̥͊ٶƕעäĪ·̀ϼ̐Іб̣

ɨȎٶүęطб̣SNՂνǕͰçגϰî͊ђІͷkҟ̏ʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿Іç

ҡ˿ȚB̥kվϾٶӤեб̣ƕИגϼŲҼĪĸ˿ɣԠٶs£\Դ̣̝˦ʪͰçB�ɾ

¡kϛɢٶљ́ɸԿ̏ӂǂІٶƑ˸ęطkɸԿ̣˦ʪǕͰçϰ̀ͷkҟּр͊ђ́�B

ٹkՂνͷkҟîȌԿêԄ�рçҡطSN̏ű̀Ƒ˸ęٶôІɵϊ՟غűؙ̬ٶ̏�

ү̏ęطɵ̏ĿÅԴͰçƸűB 

[88] ֤ ՑǙ̬́ĳӇ̥Ieĥҭ¿¬̏�ٶNӇǠͩĪvؙɵІձ{ٶxħؙxπʆ

ϵɼAπʆ¯لІ˿Ț҈աɵІձ{BƧ̳֤ՑÖ̥·ǂɈІˮü٬מٶɵؙ̾

̬Ή̥ƸűІȹԞB�ա͝ìІձ{ٶ\ĳxӲîụ̄І֘LBụ̄īkͿІuԯٶź

ԉ{ć̐ȹفǙkͿիձB�̏ƧͩIٶ�Ạ֖̇̄װEụ̄ΊūFІԟ֧ٶե1993Ȉɵ

ʆȘэІ˽ȫлȋ؋¤֚Bļ͕ІٶͰçĹɵӖĿٶ\NגĹֹǜ˸̦ȱƑ˸І

ÒͿʗд·ǂBXʆxԞȘэ˽ІȫлȋٶXʆxԞǕǑ̸ȫІ͝ìʸ͝ҁĸѴ

ϼŲ�աӒ֘͝ìІk£І͝ìBӓגͿUнȋǜ˸̄Ҧxħπֹأ�Ǡ̏Ԟٶؙ
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̀Ջ̥̏͝UȞLֳأ�ІkּٺǠčʧ^ԓб̣˫ֺІkٶxħԓб̣םҍďІkB

ɾ£ȹفÈ̥�ա̢ɡҮ̢ȝҮІɣًٶʈӇЫ�ɾ£Ӓ֘І͝ì\ףӇϟȯأ�B 

[89] ̬ ؙṆǉȻӒǹxƕИŗƦνżЮ�°â·ǂٶүɚخÕ֘νɵϞэԔ·ҮІһձB 
PowellǁűFurman v GeorgiaІNļɣԠ̞TÚ͟ȟՍٸ 

���ǍǞǧŻ͌[¡ĉ�ţs#ʃǱ¬̉őĻæɁĀG#ʃǱ¬̉#qȁ¤¹ǰ6ĶƟ͌
5ȭɆȖǙŜ@ąâ̈́Ã'pőŔȭ�ĩƥʷ)ĒÔ}ÇN5#ȡ÷45ȭ�¾&¯ć
#ʝ}͌[Ŕ�¥-��͌d)ɺ̲Ɍã#Əòƶȧ4˛ČǈYø͌�&'ʄFß÷̈́
ƥʷ5ȭ�¾͌¢Ŏ4'Ʃò#1Ʈ͌�&'Əò#1Ʈ̈́�

�')0743ǁ\űWest Virginia State Board of Education v BarnetteÍT˅îٸ�

+ȳòɌ#Ť1ŧ#͌/'1ÎːǎŚʽ#ǼȵȚő;͌ǑWĥ¯�÷͌kĢE&â:
Ĵ+¹Ǽɭųę#ġȝ͌ǋȆÄĢEƬƩ`HUƖe3Ŀĵòǁ#òʁìǳ̈́,+#J
Ų̓<Š̓ȯƄȳ͌ơő<Š͌ʦÖ<Š͌ˣń�ˍ<Š͌Ǯ6<ŠUƧÓĢǸ¢ȳť͌
7&BȪIŖŶ.Ƌ¯͌=&ăâďțû�ġȝ̈́�

 

�ª�f$¡¨I}$|cD§�

 

[90] ҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄UȞٶͰçǠǂҧL�Պʹ̏ٶO̥֭k̿ІçҡBĎύìɵ

ؙӖþʩƕ̢٤ؙІKĽǁ\ļɣּрԧBͩ؛XƐ٫ٶǲӖþǲІǲɵٶ\

 ĩ^ɵІԡǂBSOٶɿNǘȂІçҡʹՂνͰç̏ף

[91] þǲؙűPeople v. AndersonІ�ƶԙ٤̢ٶؙ7¡ʒǑǁT6̥ٶ�Ղν̾˝þǲɵ

ǙEʹɿNǘȂçҡFІеͧԡǂٶͰçÖ̥ENĳǉԴІʹٴϓɈٵFBͩ؛

XƐٶ 

ɖˑ¹ɶ�¬̉#Iƶ͌*ʏ*Ū¹Ļ#+Ŧ¹+Ç̈́¬̉[*#VXÿòŧƲ.
G͌7ŝś1͎¹+ǵ#ʀɓ̓Əòƶȧ͌ˠ&ÆĦ̈́�

[92] ű٫ǲؙІ́�District Attorney for the Suffolk District v. WatsonTٶϱ̀٫ǲɵеͧ

 ɈBʹ6�ՂνͰçÖ̥NĳǉԴІ̥ٶʆxʒǑІ7�ǁTٶɿNǘȂІçҡʹ

[93] űLֳÐ́TٶEʹɿNǘȂІçҡFІEɿFƷІ˘Iˮ̳ٶԓՂν̏եǁȯx

ǅłͰçɵІ؏ٶĝ�Ͱç̪ȹ̏ENǘȂІFçҡBʬτɾūɵі11̈́і2ـІ

ԡǂٶͰçS̏طɵІٶƧ̳Ͱçı̏EʹFAɿı̏EطkFɿı̏E̥֭k

̿FXçҡB 

[94] ؙűɆҭ̶ـçҡ̏Ŀ̏ʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡІ̐§ٶ\̣ҭɮîͽ�ġ

òІŒوBͽ˿Պٶű18PѮІӦūٶФ͖ɿͷ٪Іԉν̏ĳxԓêͰçІ̏�ٶȯ

Ƨ̳̥k°âļ͕ІԉνٶϼoؙNĳӇ̏לՂνԡўͩрçձІȫ̏ĹɵІBԾ

NĳӖФ͖ɿͷ٪јEҟĽFБ˅SՑB˭ɣơĪπ֩ϮŇІ\ٶͷkІԉνٶƧͩث

ԉνٶȹفīîŢģІçҡٹԴƑūǈqς�϶ͰçٶǠ̏ԞǕͰç϶�ּٌɝІç

ҡـחXIB̥؏ͽ�ġòІҭ؛ٶײ^ҟçųԏġòלٶčʧÕƼŨѶٶ�ƧٸƧ̳

ЃϮՉɿɏɣԔײІϘBͰçű̬վLÖ̥ȦؾΜבӖπʱŧІϓɈٹҒǛؙ

Ǚٌ�́zІԔͬײϻزٶԞҲյƕ҅ײյӖѩüٹр̄AծũAπРӖÕƼUԥŨѶ

ѰעЇĳ\ɸϼǕLֳŨѶÏٶ§ǸϻBɾ£űɆҭͽ�ġòІ̐ײĳӇֿɽؙԔף

ÍҭɮBϱ̀ϔΙ͊ȕٶɾ£ĳӇπŚظI¡ŨѶٶǠ՚ؙ̌ǕͰçêǂνEʹA

ɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡF̏kط ͨϼІ·ǂB�ּ̏eŨѶ̬�ǠNɸԿäֺ�؋IԭՑB
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ؙȹفԞǕƼ£Ĺ։�ЕBν^·ǂ̶ـê·̏Ŀ׆^і11̈́і2ـІ؉͛ٶؙȹ

żـǗŢ͝ӖϮŇ͝ÐٶÕT\čʧԓłʆ�րІٶײǕּeŨѶӖÕƼŨѶ҆ĹԹف

̬͝ìB 

[95] ͰçІźԉˏ^ϮŇٶϮŇ̏͝īɾūɵі9̈́;π�϶Ųأ�І͝ìٹͰçΘΩ^

і10̈́أ�ІkɈǗŢٶͰçІźԉḁ̏ɏɣІɽäٶƼІȬ̳̏πȡԗІBҭײî

ּeŨѶ̬̥לٶȀǙę֤طՑІ˂ٶÚþLǙі11̈́і2ـІ˹Ʒ�ȕҧүطϙҧԧ

 O̥֭k̿ІçҡBkطAʹͰçЫǏ̏ٶǠɾūɵÏ˹Îǉ�Еٶ�ȀЫ̬ٶ

 

�$dL�JDjN8���

 

[96] ˀM�ԞŧљІŒٶ̏وűç`ԵԲі277(1)(a)A316AӖ322(2A)˲ֳІɝMٶǕ

Ͱçגϰ̀ͷkҟ̏ĿͨϼB 

[97] Ȫدɢ½̥l٬ɝĳxǕі11̈́і2ـʆՊІçͨϼďBǠћ̥ٶʆՖІç\N

IǂčʧͰçBͰççNI͕ٶǞ̪ԓūآÒƿÏеͧBŨͩٶɾ£űͩԭՑEǠ

̬ūɵүԩٶͰç̏Ŀ̏ͷkҟІI¡ͨϼçҡFͩ I՟ٶوSطNגϼBͩI՟ٶو

ŨνͰçͽ։ÕٶBrennanǁűFurmanÍTʿԭІEͰç̏IрȹԞІçҡ˿Ț

Ƽ֞NŢģІçҡ̝ٶӇ̥ˮؓقĳԄͰçІϗҟF՟وȪ½Bļ͕ІŒوűPeople v 
AndersonÍTٶȯîWrightǁĿǂê·BҤūІҹןɵӖþǲɵSπؘï̈́ͣٶ

ӤԞűּÐ¡ɵ̵͎MʿԭͰçІŒٶوǠȹفʕ՟وўŬˡƕٶ�ԭՑ͝ìІǂ

ҧBǠ̬́�Պٶòȹفűęطɵі33̈́і1ѐІ̵͎MԭՑͩI՟وB 

[98] ɵі33̈́і1ـІעä̈́˹ԡǂٸ 

¢Ąȴ¯#ȳť͌BU%ȽƖe#òʁǃĤ�͌Ã'Ē�ǃĤٷ�

���śɀƿƐAƳ1ã�@�ůHٷ�

� � ���� 'ÿÁ#͎�

� � ����� )%,U<Š¹Ċ�?Ǹ˼#Ŕ�^¶ǰ6͌'È»#͎ǋȆ�

���� &B͂ʠɯǃĤ#ȳť#ś1ýĦ̈́�

[99] і33̈́і1ـіbͣˀӳԡǂٶǙϓǂ͝ìٴčʧі10Ӗ11̈́ԡǂІ͝ìٵІؘïٶE؛

^ԞѕĹі(a)(I)̥؏ĹϨɈІԡǂٶiȹ̏فԞ̥ȹԞɈІFB 

 

TkHKa�

 
[100] ɾūІɵֹIӛؘï̈́ͣ�ؘï͝ìBƧKentridgeǁűZumaÍTʆՊؘٶï

͝ìزԞʾϰEÐ͵ȚF°ٸԽі3ѐż̬͝ì̐ٶɸʾˡƕүNؘ̏Ғԧؘٹ

ï͝ì̐ٶòȹفѕĹі33̈́ІԡǂʈȯxͨϼďBűּI˿ٶغęطɵҤūɵ

SNI͕BҤūɵSπؘï̈́ͣІ`Ǐٶ�ȯҤūؙȹֹؘفҒԧІ˿Țٶʑ

âɵ͝ìІϴҋBثςL EֳÐ͵ȚF�ĳӇϯϮâEI͵ȚF�I͕Іѽ̳ٶ

�ּϷяN̏ѾǙB 

[101] ̬ ́\ĩ̎âI͵ȚӖÐ͵Ț�űǏćѽ̳LІNļBӧǕGregg v.GeorgiaÍؙ

ê·̞ІƑ˸ɣԠˎƧMٸ 
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éû.G͌$E&@ǦȵȥƩòĻ~#ˑǪ͌ʡĭ͆¬̉)Ʒ½ɌS;H@'ś1
#͇͌?�ǧ³ɢ̈́Ɯó3Ƶ̗�ǲ͌UƧƩòĻ*@�/Ó[¬̉#qȁǉǀ̓¬̉
ź`ʱʒƀ�#ǰ6ř@�ĥ¯ɇƈ.ƥó͌ĳ$Eśɀ)ȼˈx*�ȟǍǞ#fɕA
éû͍U¬̉¨?Ƞ+Ļ#̉˩͌ǋŝ&ƿÈ»Ç͌¸Ē=ǋŝ́ê̲ò#ɤ̉̈́�

[102] ɾūɵʾĪ^İIрэƂBЖͨІŒٶوSN̏ű̀ūǈІ·ǂ̏ĿâϦ^َ̌І

ՉٹЖͨІŒوű̀̾ٶ˝і33̈́І͓Φ�ЕٶūǈІ·ǂ̏ĿĹϨOͨϼBЖͨІŒ

ǕͷkҮٶű̀وЖͨІŒٹNÖͨϼɈFطSN̏ű̀ǕͷkҮêԄͰçESٶو

êԄͰç̏ٶĿ̏ĹϨOȹԞІٶSOѕĹі33̈́ІÕƼԡǂBɸԿ̏эҮɿҮ�ϰ

ȫІkٶЫэͰçІͨϼɈٶүN̏ϱʭʁͰçІϼ`k�՚̌ͰçNÖͨϼɈB 

 

����cµ<�

 

[103] і33̈́і1ـԡǂ^ؘïі11̈́і2͝ـì̐ɸוƽІԞzٶӧäֳƧMٸԿؘـïűx

ӒϱӖȇјνżЮІ؋˫ͿUб̣TٶɸԓՂνÖ̥ͨϼɈٹԿؘـïȹ̏فĹϨOȹ

ԞІٹԿؘـïNȯĿǂؘ͡ï͝ìІ̽ȸȹԞÎǉB 

[104] ν^ɽԓͿUб̣ՂνĹϨOȹԞІЏІزٶԞؘïɵ͝ìٶǠȹفԏר¿¬X،

ІԎш̢ٶѻxͽ�ġòνżЮ�°âԹ�Bɵі33̈́і1ـÕǏ\ئŀ^ּIٯB

NļІ͝ìčʧ^ͿUІNļÎΛٶxɾūɵνٶ�Õʆִ΄ІEI¡Ơż̀ӒϱӖ

ȇјІ؋˫ͿUб̣FٶԐаṆ̥I¡ѾǙ͓Φĳxϰ�Ԕ·ĹϨɈӖȹԞɈBɾ£

ĳxȘэġò̏�ٶƧ̳ԞǕּeġòϰîϓǂɝٶıӇ�¡́νXBּ\̏ͽ�

ġòŪ̥ІϓɈٸǾ̧ӇűNļìЉTʑâȇԏٯBűԏײнȋTٶБ؏ІҭɮŨѶč

ʧٸʆؘ͡ïІ͝ìІ̬վٹԿ͝ـìǙI¡xӒϱӖȇјνżЮІ؋˫ͿUб̣Іװ

ԞɈؘٹï͝ìІЏІxħԿЏІǙб̣ІװԞɈؘٹïІўŬAýˮAǟÕ̏ƼІȹ

ԞɈ̏ٹĿӇֹÕƼ»Ǉ֞ǛІʇ͵îБļІЏІBͩƐٶűä̱нTٶ\ȹف

ҭײîі33̈́і1ـІԡǂٶxħɵІż̬ѩвBȹفՙIٶٯƧļI�þʩƕ

ǁʆՊٸEؙІ{ćٶSNű̀Ǚэ͘؏·ǂˬњ̐І̗ɬ�`ȬʏԹBF 

 

3y'¥ÃMctV�

 
[105] TrengoveȫǿűХхּ¡Œٶ̐وƕײțϰ^þʩƕ̢٤ؙűR v Oakes ÍTʆ°

І·ǂBþʩƕk͝ɵѐ6+68'.��3'/*'3'�ٴ� čŀxٶýӇӖɾūɵI͕ٶٵ87.-/��,4

IӛɈЇؘ́ͣï͝ìІԡǂB͝ìі1͵ԡǂٶȹفE҅ӒϱͿUІб̣ՂνÖ̥

̌ЫІͨϼϨϱFٶʈӇĹϨŲؘïɵ͝ìBؙűԿ́TԔǂ̾ٶ˝ôֳԞzٶӤ

Ԟؘï͝ìTІ͝ìٶȹ̏فν^ԞîÖ̥ÇäװԞɈІЏІٶʈћȯL̥ͨϼϨ

ϱٹļ̐͝ٶìІؘïӖʆ͡ɽІЏ͓،ٶ\ȹفѕĹͽ�ġòBDicksonǁ̥I

͵ȂԓțֳІԾٶǠ̏űԧͽ�ġòІԞzٸ 

¢ʶU?͌Éʵìǳ*n,TÑ1#1ã̈́�%͌ĳe#tƇśɀ�IʮFƒĬ͌1e
.ź`Ȑƒ#ŧƲ̈́2½tƇ&@U̿�̓&¿ĊłU&ÁÇ#}�?Ǹ˼̈́�À͌t
Ƈ¹ŧ# ĭĳ*ÿÁ#ŕû͌[ɯǃĤ#ȳťł<Š#ĜƠ͌ʍă͆ưH@Yȶ3T
M͇̈́͊Ūʻ��"���������!����� �� ����	�Ƒ͋̈́�n͌ǃĤ̲òȳťł<Š#tƇ͌
Óƀ�UƧ͆ƿ*ǛRÑ1Ç͇#ŧ#� ͌śɀ˱ÿÉʵìǳ̈́�

ϰͽ�ġòіIԞג£ɾ̏�ٶЫ̥ĹϨІׁѽٶ،ɽІЏІXՊͰçӖͰçʆԞث [106]
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zІ̐§ٶ\ȹفҭɮîͰçǅêІɏɣANÒȇANĹϨІϓɈBגϰіaԞzІ̐

Ͱٶɾ£NеԞվϾٹĳxϼ�̡vçҡٶîİ̥ѻ֘ЍејŢģІçҡ˿Țײҭٶ§

çîȌӇĿǕٴǙؘ͡ïІ͝ìІǙթІٵ»ǇЌĳӇŲؗî̢ǛB̬ ȀǕ̀оȬՊ̌ٶ

Ƨ̳Ǖʆ̥ŨѶףѰÍҭɮؘ�̢ٶȎỤ̈̄wkǙEǕͷkҮêԄͰçĳxά֎þʩƕ

̢٤́űOakesÍê·Tʆֳ؞ІіK¡ԞzFІՊƸϾB 

[107] OakesÍê·T�ν͓ΦІіa¡ԞzEǙ͝ìІ»ǇɸЌĳӇŲؗî̢ǛFٯâķ

Ǒ̸ІI¡̬̾ŒوBطͿחІؙ̏ٶĿӇƓAɿɸԿٶĪvͿחІэ͘؏ٶү

ЫэÕǙ�νĹϨӖȹԞІɣԠ̙ٺR v Oakesê·XȬٶþʩƕ̢٤َؙаâƼǙͩ

I՟وІ˯ɥȎּٶűӖˬњ̥؏Іê·TٶǟÕَ̌BűIrwin Toy Ltd v Quebec (+'
24)ÍTٶDicksonǁ˅ؙٸEȹفՙэ͘؏°νͿɣ͎͘ІýӇFBű

ManitobaДçі193ħ195̈́і1ـіcͣІĥҭ˹ϡTٶؙ˅îٶEؙІ{ćٶS

Nű̀Ǚэ͘؏·ǂˬњ̐І̗ɬ�`ȬʏԹFٹűR v ChaulkTٶؙԐаȹفǕ

ЏІǙ͝ìІˌǇEЌĳӇĹϨŲؗî̢ǛFBϼؙê·ΙħENļІĹϨˬњח˘F

եs£ήԢٶ�EṆҁs£NīؘІؘ͝ٶװؙ̣եˬȍǨϦǙэ͘؏ІǗٶ̐

¡kīɵأ�І͝ìBƧ̳ˬȍπ՚̌ƼűԼŮɽЏІІнTٶS̪ĩ̢�

ˌǇІԡǂ٬מٶБ؏ȫẠ̇̄ԓǅłπˮBF 

�

°�¥ÃMctV�

�

[108] ȶūɵSπؘï̈́ͣٶ�ļɣϓǂż̬͝ìȯīȫІؘïBGrimm˳ʸԐаٶҹן

ɵؙÅԴLֳؘïEı̥űեБԎшІ͝ìØүSэٶɿ̏ν^أ�sk͝ìɿװ

ԞбҦìЉІô˅M...{�Ǚk͝Іؘïز^؛ٶԞ̥ɵL̥ˮІϨϱלٶȹفӖň

ʆϊźX͝ìІؠ�ӖװԞɈͽ�БѕІ˿ȚνXBFͽ�ġòűҹןɵؙІБ؏

ê·нTٶʎέ^Ә֎֡װІԦӞBؙҭɮîІŨѶčʧؘٸïȫІЏІؘٹï

ȫǙÕ͡ɽІЏІ�Պ̏ĿĹǃؘٹïȫ̏Ŀ̏`ǏLνЏІʆȹԞІȫٹ

xħؘïȫɽІЏІӖԓؘïІż̬͝ìX،̏ĿĪȯȇԏBثςȶūɵ\̥

ɾūɵі33̈́і1ـіbٌͣ�Іԡǂ̏�ٶȶūҹןɵَؙؙςŲיËțϰԿ̈́

ԡǂٶǐֹͽ�ġòІ͓ΦٶԄϨǙ͝ì�ŢؘװïІŒوB 

 

±l¶a¥ÃMctV�

 

[109] ͥ ΒɵiπIӛІؘï̈́ͣٶ�ÅԴ�τϓǂ͓Φؘïϓǂ͝ìBͥΒkؙ͝Іͽ

�ġò͓ΦٶԞ΄ʇ͵ӖЏІІȇԏBЏІȹ̏فEɇֲІб̣ƕИز΄Fٹ�ϰІʇ

͵ǙƿɽЏІ�ՊٶȹفѕĹͽ�Bؘïϓǂ͝ìІô˅ּ̏ٶрؘï̏ν^ɽɵ

Б؏̈́ͣԧІЏІٶүȌEI¡ͿUб̣ʆȹԞІFBͥΒkؙ͝ʸ͝ūǈUќ

͘؏ԧEȹԞFІǂҧٹūǈUќ͘؏ثς̥^EԹ¿ц،Fּ�ٶSN̏NīؘІ

͝üBEԹ¿ц،FĳƕĳǛٶƿÏԞЕ͝ìІ̬վٶxħؘïІўŬ�·ǂBÒИì

ЉӖиkìЉX،ٶȹفԞʑîI¡ȇԏٯBƧؘ̳ïІ̏ͿUб̣Іż̬͝ì٬מٶ

ּ¡ؘïȫǠزԞīî٤͓Φ͚ԢٹƧ̶̳ـȫƩЯ^E¡kϮΓиǋІע|Fٶ

\ɸԿī٤͓Φ͚٠Bĩ�ՊٶƧ̳Ιħȶԡўɿб̣ˬњ٬מٶūǈUќ͘؏Ǡ

̥֞ƕІЃˊц،BͥΒkؙ͝ІϨХхٶ˅�^Ie͓Φ̥ٶĀ̀ɾ£·ǂEl

٬̏ĳxԓԢνͿUб̣ʆȹԞІFB�̏ɾ£ȹف^ԧͥٶ Βؙҁ_Uќ͘؏ІEԹ

Ƽٶҭɮîĸ̣ŌϼŲІȫBŨͩفȹלʆxٶĘ՟آǞ̪ɽνͨȚІūٶц،Fײ
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\NIǂ̏Խɾūɵі33̈́І̢�ǳÖB 

 

��$dL�JDjN�Fgf¶ac�Z��

 
[110] űZumaÍTٶKentridgeǁʫâٶþʩƕؙϰ�ԧþʩƕk͝ɵѐі1̈́І͓

ΦٶĳӇǙɾūؙ̥ʆȅĀBNٶϱ̀ɾūɵӖþʩƕ͝ìX،̥ʆǸϻٶʆ

xűԧі33̈́ÎǉІ̐§\ԞǕּeǸϻѰÍҭɮBļ͕ІϨ\ĳxגϰűÕƼ

EɾЕٸІê·ɣԠLBKentridgeǁ̠ՊٵȶūɵؙӖͥΒkؙ͝јٸƧٴؙ

Nấ̬̥{�Ϩϱ...ԞǕþʩƕ͔Țϰűɾ£Іä̱LFٶɿҮՊǕ{�ūǈІ͔Ț

ϰű̬ūؙІä̱LB̆ςі33̈́Ö٣Ųԡǂ^ؘïĸٌ͝ì̐ɸוƽІ͓Φٶɾ£

Ԟ°ІٶǠ̏Ԟϰі33̈́І͓ΦٶνEǕͷkҮêԄͰçFІԄϨ˿Ț˅â֬աB 

[111] EkkF̥͝ףUȞǙs/ƥіKѐ͝ìІ�աٶEΉ̥kFɸԿԓʢѾҁ_Lֳ͝

ìǙs/ƥІ�աBǙϮŇӖǗŢІǗ̏ٶװі11̈́і2ـІ̽ȸ¿¬ٶɾūɵ\ս_

Ƽ̢٤ІŲ�BźԉͰçǕΩԓǂҟҮІLֳ͝ìӖÕƼ͝ìٶʆxɾ£ȹف˅â̌

ЫḀՊ̦üІϨϱٶʈӇƓҁ_ͰçͨϼɈB 

[112] ͚ ǍҔ؈ʫâٶʬτǂ͓ΦٶǙͷkּрɝѝװƕІ́ƶêԄͰç̏ٶ ̥ͨϼϨϱІٶ

ŨνͰçͽ։ÕƼçҡ̝ٶӇ̥ˮŲά֎ͷkҟּр͊ђ́�Іê·ԞzBͽ˿ՊٸͰ

çІŠؔˮ̳٤̀ѻ֘ЍеٹͰçĳxЫ�̢ɡÿІͷkϗṆĜħÕsϗkɿƽԍІ

ϮŇٴӤեE̢ɡÿІͷkϗF϶űϏԙүNźԉͰçٶẠ̇̄ƯӈîskІϮŇͩٹٵ

ƐٶͰç\ά֎^б̣ƕИEɹҡFװƕҟϗІزԞBҭײîūÎװƕϗҟǪâNыІ

ɝٶͰçӒςɽνç`ķ٣ѬІȹԞɽäB͚ǍҔ؈ԐаּٶрԥɀǺīîLԵȐ

Іٵʈ̣҈ʪéǑؙͰçІġêٶ§ϼçҡ˿ȚІ̐גLԵȐı̣űЫ�Ή̥ÕƼٴ

ӂǂB 

 

&�awcLP�

 
[113] ͚ ǍҔ؈˅îІLԵȐê·ٶӖ̬́ȹفԧљІՓƑŒوX،ٶı̥eȴІ؏ҹɈB̾

˝LԵȐțϰІȫٶűגϼІ́�Tٶͷkԉν֎xԓêͰçBLԵȐǕͰç�϶ҁ

ȹفԄx̢װçҡʈћגϼІ͊ђ́�B¦ӤLԵȐNּ͕°ٶSOʢѾǅêͰçמٶ

Ǡј̀LԵȐՂνͰç̬̾N̏I¡גϼІçҡ˿Țٶі277̈́і1ـіaͣІԡǂ\N

ɸԿԓźԉB�ּSN̏LԵȐӇüўŬÎĳ°І`BLԵȐՂĳEǕͷkҮêԄͰçF

ʆэMІ͓ΦٶӖǙ̀ɏɣʈײІŒٶوЫ̥Б؏ٶ\˅�^I¡ê˾ͰçĹϨɈІż

ЮB�̏ͩ؛ٶXƐٶΉ̥̝ƑB 

 

Y[5S&�a~cLP�

 
[114] ŵǞǡfLԵؙűMbushuu and Another v The RepublicІê·̞TٶÒ؋˦ʪ͚ǍҔ؈

Іע|ɣԠBűԿ́TٶؙՂνͰç̏ŵǞǡfɵеͧІEʹO̥֭k̿Іç

ҡFثٹςƧͩٶͰçSNɵBɵՂĳν^ͨϼЏІǙż̬͝ìІؘïԉνBƧ̳

ؘïԉνN̏{ɣІٶүȌνЏІʆĹϨȹԞІ٬ּמٶрؘïǠ̏ĹІBͰç

ʆԞɽІͨϼЏІٶǠ̏ɵʆԡǂІEͻ¡kІϮŇ͝ףɸīȫ�աFBثςͰ
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ç̏ͷkԉνІȟïçҡ̏�ٶؙSNՂνּ̏Iр{ɣІԔٶײŨνǁ̥͝°â

̥ҟɿπҟІ·ǂBΉ̥՚˝ĳx՚̌ٶͰçּрçҡ˿ȚٶIǂͽ̐؈،Ѝе�ȯ̥

ˮB�ǠؙІԥٯ�ЕٶͰç̏Ŀ̏I¡ȹԞІçҡٶɸԿhϱб̣үNؙ̏�·

ǂBؙЫٶ�б̣̏˦ʪͰçІٹűּ͕ІɝMٶ�ϰͰç\îEĹϨOȹԞF

І͓ΦBŨͩٶؙêǂͰç̏ǙEеͧʹO̥֭k̿ІçҡFXԡǂІĹΟˌٶ

Ũͩ̏ͨϼІB  

[115] ŵǞǡfLԵؙűԄϨؘïż̬͝ìІŒٶ̐وű�L�YīîŵǞǡfɵ˹

ƷٶxħؙԚ�ІɵġòІȦؾBɾūɵІБ؏̈́˹ӖŵǞǡfɵNļٶɢԞ

ͨЫŲԽؘï̈́ і33̈́І˹ƷBEʬԽٶÈ^ԧƧ�ű˷¡ɵІ̵͎MفǠȹͣٶ

τɾūɵі33̈́І͓ΦٶͰç̏ĿÖ̥ͨϼɈFּ¡ŒٶوɸԿhϱؙٶүN̏б

̣ƕИɿụ̄�·ǂBűּ¡нTٶɾ£ԏـ̶ײȫ̏ĿĹϨOȹԞІ̐§ٶĳx

Ǖб̣ƕИІɨȎѰÍҭɮB�̢̏Ȭ°·ǂІkٶɸԿ̏ɾ£ӒǹBƧ̳ŵǞǡfL

ԵؙІ·ǂӖɾ£ІѽՑNIӔ٬מٶɾ\ıӇԐӖÕNļXɣԠB 

 

ºe:��

 

[116] ͚ ǍҔ؈БϼװԢŠ̛ؔüϗҟІŒوBsՂνٶǺ҅Ȕ؛ͰçІūǈ٤̏ףٶȎ؋Ѓ

OгňІūǈٶ�ϰÕƼçҡǠĳӇîÇäŠؔІˮ̳B�̏ɾūǞ̪îּ͕ІЃ

Ǩؠ͵BȊȈXȬٶƧ̳ɾū\˞֘٤Ȏ؋ЃūǈX̲٬מٶî̐§ɾ£\ĳxȔ؛Ͱ

çٶϱụ̄�·ǂ̢גϼІ̐͘B�ǠЏôɝ�ЕٶƧ̳ɾ£̥ȸʊ˙̛üϗҟמٶ

٬ͰçǠ̏I¡NĳɿҝІǳÖB 

[117] Ǚ̀EӇ̥ˮŠ̛ؔüϗҟІǳÖFІزԞ̏ٶI¡ЏІٶƼІˮü̏NǉվϾІBū

ǈَς̥͝үO̥ҧćʾĪԉĆٶ�աϮŇNīsk̛ü�ǇBͻ¡б̣̥ףȫԡў

kٌԉνٶ\̥ȫʸ͝ūǈǙNԉνҮ˅âͿ`ɿç`ïԔBν^�ƸӖ�աɾ£

֘ԄІбּ̣ٶeïԔ̏ȹԞІBΉ̥ȫٶб̣ǠπƸűBΉ̥ȫٶб̣TІ¡

kǠΉ̥^͝ìBɾư̄üϗҟІɝwkɯȸٶƼƯӈîɾū֦ŶνͿUūǈІн

ȋٶxħνÏ٣ūͿùֿЃḲ̌͘ІӇüٶүּȅףɵІUԞЏ͓B̛üϗҟ͙ԉ

̏ИʆńРІ`Ǐٶ՜Ǎǣ؈ІȐXĨɣԠ̞І҂ԫո˺\ÇäŲՊ̌^Б؏ɝB

ūǈǙҮïԔІ͝ü̏ٶNǉɺϾІBν^Ы�ūǈІ̪ٶ�ɾ£ȹفɎȲkͿǙ

ȫІǗٶװSOׂʴSxŢͨɨȎǙȩĜإІҟϗB̬ɵԧІʆ̥ÎǉףٶNɸ

x{�˿ȚԓϨԧν̏ɚͩخIэƂB�̏ٶŒوSNű̀̏ٶĿɸԿ˫ҟϗIٚٶե

s£Ë̀غǙÕĜǇб̣ԉνІȬ B̳Ȫَ̌Ųٶɾ£NɸԿǠּ͕˫s£ևٹļ͕Ųٶ

̛üϗҟԉνk\ɸԿīîŢģІȫïԔBŒوű̀ٶɾ£̏ĿӇͨϼOĹϨŲٶʕ

EͷkҮԄͰFѰÍȫԡǂBּǠԞЕƼ̏ĿѕĹі33̈́і1ـІԞzB 

[118] ͚ ǍҔ؈ʫâ̛ٶüϗҟ`zűĤ5ȈÎƕȃƈþBּ͵̩،TٶˬȍS̪źԉ{�

ͰçB͚ǍҔ؈UȞּٶрϦթ՚̌^sXôՊІEЍеSN̏ÇäІŠؔǳÖFІՑ

ͰçIА̏ٶՊ̌^ɾ£Іб̣Ǟ̪ׄͪîĳxNϰͰçІƇϴBűּ͵̩،T\ٶٯ

ĹІçҡ˿Țٶ`ǏLؙ\ʪқê·ͰçٶıNIАΉ̥źԉBęطˬȍ̀1992
Ȉ3̤27̇ͨȚǅ�̐̚±ͧźԉͰçІŇwB�̏ˬȍ̐ؤĳӇ�âБĩ·ǂװٶ˽

¡ּٶ§ϼs̪�ԓʖAīǑAԓêͰçІ̐ٶΉ̥I¡ҟϗĳxЫǂٹƫźԉͰç؋

ͧ̚ŇẉלƸűB 

[119] ̛ üϗҟϢѝѝĔٶ٤NӇѢŚŲͯŉ̀ˬȍπźԉؙǅêІͰçB̛üϗҟϢε

ƈІϼ̐ٶб̣ͨŨˬΊΝ]ӖԎшغӑװƕ˩դَ̢̌ٶІ̏1990Ȉî1994Ȉּ͵̩
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،Bʕּ͵̐،ϗҟϢĔ٤І`Ǐͯٶҟҁ±ͧźԉͰçּz`ϼςȪǉ̍B�̏ÕǏ

ϗҟϢِ٤І֍Ċ̊ٶűˬȍǅǽ±ͧźԉͰçXôǠǺ҅؋ƫ^BɢԞԧּрϦ

թزٶԞҭɮȪƑŨѶB�Ȃ՛ê˾ǠРּٶ͵̐،ІˬΊԎшٶǟÕ̏NatalӖ
WitwatersrandּÐ¡Ų˿ІˬΊ٦ϊֿٶɽ^ԴƑôʆ̪ԠІ̛üӖЦƍ`zBԳэе

ÍđAűλ֚LІ͘ؤͷǇ`zAǙˬΊǙʇІ˪˙Ӗĩ˙ٶùֿâIр̛ʄONфǂ

ІϩƇٶīîˬΊϻ՟|ƶӖϗҟ|ƶXΕІ˚ғB 

[120] LֳɝǚӔІπǈĳͯAƚ͉AծыӖʮ˱ɝҊٶ\̏ϗҟϢεƈІġŨB̥לI¡

�˅IА̪Ӈ̥ˮԄϨּeɝB̾˝՜˿ȐXĨɣԠ̞ʆ˿ج՜͚ٶԞŨѶǠ̏װ

Іո˺ٶƕע|І̛üϗҟףπЦ́B͚ǍҔ؈\ԷǏٶҟϗԓ՜˿�̛üϗҟҟĽ

ׂʴSOǂҟІ͘Ϣٶƕѯű	���
��X،B͚ǍҔ؈ʆțϰո˺Іּ͵̩،ٶͰçq

ς̏IـǂçҡٶүOϼؙՂνגϼІ̐§ٶqς̣ǕԓǂҟІͷkϗêԄͰçB 

[121] Ƨ̳ɾ£Ղνٶűּ͵̩،̪̥ל�І̐،ԙٶͻȈԄ·ȊĽͰçϗٶӇƓؗ�wkπ

ˀīІ٤ϗҟϢ٬מٶɾ£Ǡ̏űٝ͢ӒǹBб̣L̥̣ףבɝҊNфAүևإA

ϿɨІkٶǙs£�ՊٶԓׂʴӖԓЍеІُ̬̾إNÖŠؔˮüBԾثƧͩٶɾ£Ή

̥՚˝ĳx՚̌ٶͰçІǅêǙּekІԉν̣̥{�ȦٹؾɿҮǕȮç�νŐIçҡ

˿Ț̣ٶեּekІ˸ײƈþBǙ̀ѝѝ٤ΰІϗҟϢ͚ٶǍҔ؈˅�Іı̥Ie҂ԫ

ո˺ٶŚɱּeո˺ٶıӇՊ̌ɾ£֘ԄűI¡Çά̛ʄXІб̣TٶүOƕעäІ

ҟϗ̪ףԓԄҡBּȅףɾ£̊ǠРІ`ɝB 

[122] ̢ ̥ˮІŠؔǳÖٶǠ̏ҮĳӇ̣ԓׂʴAǂҟxħɹҡІ`ǏBүּ̏ͨٶɾū

Ϧoç`ķ٣Ѭ͞ҝІ̰ԝBűּрɝMٶν^ԧ·ϗҟІ̾ΥٶūǈȹفԼӳʊ

˙ּрЏπѮІϘɨB 

[123] ՎîͰçІŠؔˮü̥̐ٶ§ƕǈƦ½ʕƼϼɽԞűEͰçFEեͷkҮָאƐF

X،°Iʔ˘BǏآІɝϼςNּ͕̏Bɾ£ʆԞח˘І̏ٶǕҟϗԄͰٶɿ̏եҟ

ϗדī̐؈،ЍеІŢģçҡٶűגϼІɝٶϭӓĳӇեsʒīѻ֘ЍеBŨνּÐ

р̏ףŠؔǳÖٶʆxŒوǠű̀ٸԓԄͰІĳӇɈ̏Ŀͽԓêѻ֘ЍеІĳӇɈ̥ٶ

̝ƕІŠؔˮüٹxħɵ̏ĿԴĳͰçǙīçk͝ìІؘïB 

[124] űֳؐՑٯІ̐§͚ٶǍҔ؈UȞٶƧؙ̳ǙԓǂҟҮêԄІçҡƗmɧٶȫẠ̇̄

ԓΆĽďٶб̣ƕИẠ̇̄ʕȫ˧ŧӒǹІʇԙBƧ̳ķ٣ѬˮüNȥٶҟϗËīç

ҡ٬מٶȫ\̣ԓΆĽďB�̏Ƨ̳ķ٣Ѭ̥ʆɽˮٶ\ӇƓׂʴAǑϨҟϗٶű

ɝѝװƕІ́ƶԙלٶӇǕҟϗԄxŢģçҡ٬מٶȫǠṆԓΆĽďBɾ£ǺԴM

ʒՔٶԞù EֿI¡Ǭ̀ʆ̥ęطkІٶxӂǂk͝AͿUӖňȇÔƸνżЮІ̪�FB

ǙϮŇӖǗŢІǗ̏ٶװLֳʒՔІ̽ȸ¿¬BеͧͰçІϨϱXT̥ٶI¡̏EÅԴ

ūǈͷkٶǕ�kŇդȯȓ¿ٹŨͩӤNּٶ°٬ūǈ̶рнȎLǕĳx�νб̣Tͻ

¡kІ͕͌FBɾ£ІūǈٶЫǏزԞּ͕І͔ўB 

[125] ͚ ǍҔ؈ļ̐UȞٶǠћԄ·ȊĽҟƕɡ͊ІͷkϗٶıӇԧ˰1Ľπ֩ϮŇּٶ¡Ϩ

ϱ̏ל֎xҁ_ͰçͨϼɈBǙ̀π֩ϮŇĳӇԓʨ˰ІͩϹԳٶ\ȹفxɵ¿¬

Ӗūǈ�νkͿ͕͌ІӇüٶ�SװԏײBƄֿI¡Ǘװk͝І˹ď̩؈ٶ�ՊٶĳӇ

̣ͽԄ·ͷkҮלٶӇԧ˰̝ƑϮŇB 

[126] Ͱçԓ�϶ҁ̢͊ђІ́��ϰ̥͊�ٶƕעäԓǂҟІͷkϗSN̏E͊ђF́�B

ͩƐٶӒȱęطؙű60Ȉô؋ƫҭײΟ֡ҟձ`ϱȬٶ\ȪǜkԓêͰçB̾˝͚Ǎ

Ҕ؈˅�Іո˺ٶӒ1990Ȉç`ԵԲ�ͨȬٶî͚ǍҔ؈ν̬́˅â̞ϘІ1995Ȉ1
̤X،ٶؙǅê^243ـͰçٶÕT̥143ـԓLԵؙ҈ʪġêB�̏̾ٶ˝՜Ǎǣ

ÕT̥ٶͻȈȇųЃϮ20,000ǀͷḱٶűּ͵̩،Tٶ�І҂ԫ˸Ʒ˅؈Ӗ͚ǍҔ؈
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9,000ǀԓؙǑϨBԼŒٶźԉLֳ143z҅LԵؙЫǂІͰç̏ٶĿӇŠؔÕsͷ

kϗɿҮԧ˰{�kІϮŇٺ 

[127] ͚ ǍҔ؈ʒՂٶͰçБ؏˹ϡǙͩŒوІЕȧͩƕБͬϻBsԐаٶʬȂϨê˾̢ٶ

wkǇɄІçҡɸԿĳxȁ�̢ƕІŠؔˮ̳ٶ�`ǏLğΉ̥՚˝ĳx˦ʪEͰçІ

Šؔˮüƕ̩̀؈ЍеFּрՊB͚ǍҔ؈Ղνּ̬̾ٶǠ̏I¡π՚ǏІŇٶو

Ũνɾ£בπРՋԓŠؔ^ٶıӇРՋΉԓŠ̥ؔלٶՋϗM^ɌɅІҟϘB

ּįԾՊȯӒςΉٶүOǠћΉ̥՚˝ĳx՚̌ͰçͽЍе̝̥Šؔˮּ̳�ٶSN

IǂԐаͰçNӇѕĹі33̈́ІԞ΄BıNּٶрɝЫǏӖ͚ǍҔ؈ІՑϨ̥â

ÍٶŨνsȹفՊ̦ɾ£ٶͰç̏ĹOȹԞІٶүOҭɮsІՑٯІ̐§לٶԞ͝ԏ

̥ekǙͰçŠؔˮ̳ІվϾBE͊ђOπʱŧІɹҡƧͰçٶÕĳӇІŠؔˮü̏

πŚظϛ�˾ǂІ...FBÚԗÇՊ̌Iٶٯ՜˿ɣԠ̞ІՓƑȘ՟ԙ̥ٶȈـU

ȞǕç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـІ˹Ʒ˩ȯ̝ѩЫٶSOЫǂͷkҟІ͊ђٌëٶեͰç

ɽνĳԓǉԴІçҡB�̏ĝ�ּ͕°ٶ\πм؛ɾ£ǙͰçŠؔˮ̳ІվϾB 

�

¤Q:��

 

ͰçSN̏ŐIІ̏�ٶϗҟ̏çҡІİIЏІBͰçӇЫ�ҟϗṆÚϗͷkҟؓق [128]

˿ٶѻ֘Ѝе\ĳxîļ͕ІЏІBثς\̥űЍϝTϗMͷkІ́ٶ��űƕײ

ІՕͷǂҟІ́zTٶŊՂЍе�֎xؓقϗҟBүűǜײІגϰͰçІ́zTٶğΉ

̥ո˺َаͰçǙ̀ؓقϗҟ̏ȹԞІB 

 

¾§�

 

[129] ɹҡĦ̏çҡІİIЏІ̏�ٶƼІˮü�̀ŠؔІˮüBͰҮԣĨǾ̧�ȞͨҧІɃ

ٶþΜ^б̣ƕИǙٌͩϗҟІĢɡɥBּрĢɡɥٶȪ֡̍ŲǠ֦դɽԞ΄ƁȲІ

ҺؽB�̏ٶͰçSN̏б̣ƕИǙҟԉԐسɃɝҊІŐI˿ȚBɾ£̊ǠӋخ^Į

̊xôٶАˀȱƷغԧҵ҅LՊІExύלύٶxЗלЗFІȈvBҟԉӖҟձű̶

рнȎLȹفБϼٶ�N̏ՊÐҮIǂԞƿÏI͕BƧ̳̥kɡɣ»ǇskٶșМ^ë

kІЗЙٶūǈSṆʕϗҟԉνkІЗЙ\șМٹƧ̳̥kϗ^ȟ̛ҟٶūǈ\Ṇ

ʕϗҟԉνkĤĊٶʕsֶׄwkīЌǦ֭ІЍϝBƧ̳̥kϗMͷkҟٶūǈ\Nز

ԞÝԈŲͷǇsٶxԐūǈǙּрԉνűȶLІسɃBǙԿĽҟϗêԄطȂ̐؈،

Іçҡ̏ٶİIрԐɳɃɝҊӖɹҡҟϗІ˿ȚB 

[130] űI¡ȇԏІнȋTٶƁȲNɸԓҁ_ƑІװԢBɵxEɾū̏I¡xӂǂk͝ν

żЮІɵˬūǈFІԳνô˅B̢̫ḮԡўEūǈůѽӖňԧFЇ́˹ƧͩʒՔٸ 

öI¢̲ò͌ĭ?Ţŝ+Ṟ́AçêIL#Rĸ¹Ȼƨ#ƞ¯Ǹ˼͎Rĸ¹ȻƨɓÑY
˂Ơ+ȳ͌)Ⱦ�Ȼƨ;˚Ǝ(+qìǳ͌ƛA(˺ɮ̓ɻ˝̓ʔȅ¹ŒǠ#ɜɸ̈́�

�u)ȪI̲ò2,Ǹ˼͌$EHUÌ�͌$EĞ1#'̫Ĩ͌&'Ǡ˺͎$EĞ1#
'ZĨ͌&'ŒǠ͎$EĞ1#'͆ÔϮ͇͊���
��͋#+ÇĶƟ͌&'�ƠĻ�ĸ
͊�����	�����
͋̈́�

Ïπ؏�Bν^ѕĹEÔطІԭՑŚ̬Ƽ̏�ٶϰűˬΊňԧLςLֳ͋ɀUԞث [131]

ϮF¿¬ٶɾ£Іб̣ɸԿ̏EǾ̧ؓقϗҟ...ٴүN̏ٵͷǇҟϗı΄ľs£ƁȲF
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Іб̣B 

 

ÃMc7r,v�

 
[132] і33̈́і1ـіbͣԡǂ͝ٶìІؘïNɸĿǂԿ͝ìІ̽ȸȹԞÎǉB̬ͣ̈́˹űƷغ

Lḁ̏NЫǂɈBԿ̢̈́ͣ̊�YԠ̀ȶūɵ؛ٶęطɵXƐٶűƜѦͽfɵA

ĎύìɵḀלIeĳӇІÕƼūǈɵԙٶ\̥Б�ІԡǂBԽ̬̈́ͣ˹ІدԄ

ű̀ƼІNЫǂɈٸîȌ�Ֆ͝ìІE̽ȸȹԞÎǉFٹE̽ȸȹԞÎǉFĦ̏Ƨ�·

ǂІB̏ɸԿϱ͝ìԓ�ǇІ¡kІUԥɣ՛�·ǂ̏לٺɸԿϱ͝ì̬վӖűɵІ

Ǥз˳ʸ(Currie)˅îԴƑȶūٺɿ̏ɸԿϱÕƼ˿Ț�·ǂٺјǄԥ̈́z�·ǂؠ�

ƻҮІϨՑٶԧƧ�՛ë͝ìEƸэXʆűFٶxħגϰɵ̈́˹І˿Bȶūҹן

ɵؙȪَ̌ŲיËԨħּe՟ٶوүʕԭՑІўŬؘҒîԿͣגϰІͽ�ġòٶx

ħϊ՟̈́ͣІўŬӖŀɣB 

[133] Ƨ̳NīʹANkɿ̥֭k̿XɹҡІ͝ìІ̽ȸÎǉ̏ٶǗװϮŇӖǗŢٶǙͷ

kϗԄxͰçٶȱԓǂҟІϗkІԦȎ�Еَ̌ٶŲĿǂ^Կ͝ìІ̽ȸÎǉB�Ƨ̳

̏ȱɵԡўԵ΄ϮŇħǗŢͽفԓ�աІԦȎ�Е٬מٶͰçSNȹςĿǂ^Կ͝ì

І̽ȸÎǉB̥kľؙ̬UȞٶͰçּрçҡІЏІXIٶǠ̏Ԟأ�π֩Іб̣ɽ

ŌІϮŇxħǗŢBƧ̳`ǏLɽͩЏІ٬ͩמٶрçҡǕΉ̥ĿǂɵԡўBNٶ

°ּрԳٙٶÈȹفԞ՚̌ͰçЫǏӇƓɽقǂІЏІBּǠԞҭɮîͰçІŠؔ

Ӗؓقˮüּ̥לٶÐрˮü̏Ŀͽ�ν̡vçҡІѻ֘Ѝе̝ν̥ˮBƧ̳Ή̥מٶ

٬ǠNӇՊƼ£Ӈîأ�ϮŇІЏІBƧ̳̏ȱUԥӖǄԥІԦȎ�ЕǙԿ͝ìXĿ

ǂٶͰçԐغLІЏІȹفӖΘΩI¡ϮŇI։ԏײBν^îLֳԳІЏІٶɸƁ

Іɽ|ȹفʻٶʹ؛үOȹفЫՂͰç̥ʨ˰kŇІýӇB 

[134] Nٶɾ£SNزԞű̬́TǠԧ·ּ¡ŒوBӓǜƼեɾ£ΐɣîؘٶï͝ì̐ٶN

ӇƿÏNīɵІѯ̯BּрЕ�YȯîÕƼê·ІؾɸٸDicksonǁűR v Oakes
ê·T˅î͝ٶìІؘïɸԿEÂĳӇŲȴǛFٹȶūɵؙ\ű̶¡ѻ֘ЍеІê

·̞TԐаٶNɸʻ؛{�ĳӇІ̣͘B 

 

·��O�

 

[135] űԏײнȋTٶɆҭŠؔAؓقӖɹҡБ؏Œٶ̐وȹفҭɮîūǈĳϰІ̡vçҡٶ

xħʆ̥Ĺ։�Е̣եͰçَȯʹAطkӖ̥֭k̿ІŨѶٸΩϮŇAΘΩǗŢA

ɏɣԔײANȇјxħźԉçҡ̐ĳӇâϦІՉB 

[136] ͚ ǍҔ؈UȞٶϮŇ͝ӖǗŢ͝SN̏ѾǙІ͋ɀٶƼ£ʆ̥ÕƼ͝ìI͕̥ףٶI

ǂІؘïBÕTI¡ؘïǠ̏ٶϼ̶kͷǇskٶүϗҟɝ�і277̈́֎xԓêͰç

�ˀӳțֳͨϼؓԍġò؈ϗҟԉνkǠŘƚ^UȞϮŇӖǗŢ͝І͝ìB͚ǍҔٶ̐

˦ʪsІՑٯBƧ̳ȫӂǂ̶¡ơĪskϮŇІkٶ�¡́ɝê˾̥ͨٶϼІӒɾ

ؓԍ͝ٶ٬מٹν^ŠؔÕskٶSOЫ�ļI¡kṆÚͷǇπ֩ٶνl٬Nĳxҁ

_ūǈơĪEԓêͰçǂէІͷkϗFϮŇXӇüٺБĩŲٶƧ̳ȫՂνͰçĿǂ^

ϮŇ͝ІȹԞÎǉٶ٬מٹν^�ԍӒǹAϭӓ̏űʁϊɿĬ]І̐§�ԍūǈٶүơ

ĪskϮŇٶĦɂӇՊּ͕°̏ͨϼІŃB 

[137] ּ рՑ̏ٯՉІBɵі3ѐս_ʆ̥kІ̆ȯ͝ìٶɸīі33̈́ІؘïBű҉ɇɝ
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̥ٶe͝ìĳӇ̣īɵі34̈́ІؘïB�̏ĝ�ּ̥eؘïٶLֳ̥̆͝ìqςħ

̀ʆ̥kٶčʧҟƕɡ͊ІҟϗűÎBּٌҟϗS̪Řƚs£Іɵ͝ìٶs£Iū

ÕskI͕̥͝UȞּe͝ìٶÕTčʧٸϮŇ͝ٶǗŢ͝ٶË̀ʹAطkɿ̥֭

k̿ІçҡІ͝ìB̶¡çҡ̏ĿĹɵٶĪ·̀ɵБ؏̈́˹ІԽٶNӇıxȶê

  ǠUȞͷkҮNɸjּ̥e͝ìBٶ˾

[138] ͨ ϼؓԍ̏ʆ̥ȫѬ҂ףӂǂІ͋ɀBƧ̳ԞűÐ¡ɿƑ¡ϮŇX،٬מٶ˘ח�π

֩ҮІϮŇٶỤ̈̄ÄÈ̀˪˙ҮBּ\ѕĹі33̈́і1ـІԡǂBöơ^π֩ҮӒɾؓ

ԍІ͝ìٶẠ̇̄öơ^sІϮŇ͝Bļ͕Іɝȣčʧٶϼ̵҃ҮĜǇkվϮŇ̐ٶxӔ

Ňʇ͵Ǚu̵҃ҮBͷǇ̵҃Үxʨ˰π֩Іkվ̏ٶԓԴĳІB�ı̥űkվ֘ԄӔ

ŇĜإTІ̐§ʈĳxBȫǙּٌŒوʾĪͽ�ġò�ä̱ٶԏײ˪˙ҮІ͝ìӖī

ǇҮІ͝ìٶǕπ֩ҮІϮŇ֞ϗҟҮІϮŇҠ̀Ä�BNٶơĪskϮŇ̏ٶīî

Ţؘ̿ïІBǠћ̏űôֳȊ¡ɝMٶȫ̏לԞ΄ԞɓƽБ؏ԡǂBπՑű�рɝ

ٶν^ͨϼؓԍɿȹԞүͷǇskӖūǈԄ·ϗkX،װ̥ףٶƕǸϻBͨϼؓԍЃ

ϮІ̐،̏ٶٯԓǇkϮŇīîƯӈІ̐§̏ٶű҉ɇɝMϯϮȹԞɈІ̐§ٶүO

̏ԓǇkëπ»Ǉ֞ǛІÕs֪ĳɢІ̐§BūǈԄ·kϗІ̐،ٶò̏űϗҟ`Ǐ

ЃϮȪWxȬٶSπ҉ɇɝٹүOūǈ\̥̈́zĳxrѹɆҭ̡vçҡB 

[139] ʕʁϊӖĬ]ʩ�ūǈԄ·kϗБ˅SՑٶ\NגϼBʁϊӖĬ]ּрϓͲ́ٶ�ȹ

ÅԴūǈѽ̯Ĭ]|ƶІϮףțϰԡўԿٌɝІϓëȫ�ԄϨB{�ūǈІɵف

Ňٶx�աūǈNīƐü�ϸBν΄ͩЏІʆȹٶفүűʁƂLͷk̏ٶīîɵȹԞ

X�Ɛʆԡўٶ\Ũͩٶīɵі4̈́і1ـʆÅԴB�ؘ̥̏̏לïٶ�ƧٶūǈǠN

ӇԄ·Ǚ̀ūǈNÚ̏ƯӈІʁط؛ٹ�ȜȇĬ]ʆȹԞٶ\NӇ�ϰӔŇʇ͵ǙuĬ

]|ƶB՜ǍľַخϗҟϦƂІҟϗٶ͏؋\țЃԴƑϊ՟Bç`ԵԲі49̈́і2ـ
ÅԴІ̏ٶ՜ǍűπxͨȂ˿ׂʴҟϗٶŐ̥ľҟϗ͏؋ІɝȣBļ͕Ųּٶрϓ

Դ\̥ƼІؘïB�ƧٶƧ̳ҟϗ֦֘ӄľ՜Ǎַgط؛ٶϰЌʆ̥ĳӇІï̦Aׂʴ

˿ٶĿò՜ǍNȯǙԿĽҟϗְ֏͏؋خBɾ£űͩSΉ̥ԞԭՑç`ԵԲі49̈́
і2ـІˮü̬ٶȐǙͩ\ϓëיËЃԐ{�ɣԠBǙӔŇʇ͵ІŢؘ̿ïٶĳӇ̏Ș

эI¡Ǘװ¡kϮŇ͝ІɵˬūǈІؖǬϯŋBɝɇXMľűַҟϗٶ͏؋NIǂӇ

Ԅ·ԓׂʴІҟϗúLјԅB�̏ٶƧ̳̬ɵɣԠІĳӇˮ̳XȈٶӔ�і49̈́і

EǙٶ�xѕĹɵІѩвBπՑƧٶ˹̈́؏Бͨ�ف٬эҮǠȹמٶɵІԡǂـ2

ͷkҮԄͰçF̏ ĿĹɵٶSNű̀̏ĿÅԴűϦԉȫеͧІ�ƐϘɨMٶơևϮŇٶ

ү̏ű̀Ͱç̏Ŀνɵ33̈́ǂҧMĹͨϼІçҡXIBԞǙͩŒو°â·ǂٶȪװ

ԞІ̏ԞҭɮîٶԓêͰçXkԓĿǂs̥͝Γӳּ¡`ǏB 

[140] ͚ ǍҔ؈UȞٶʆ̥çҡ̣ף�ǇǗŢBȮç̏ͰçІ̡vçҡ̏�ٶƼ\ŢװŲؘï

îīçkІż̬͝ìӖӒϱBűЍϝԙٶı̢̥�ؘȎІזȰɿǤ�ӒϱٹÕƼ½ԩՑ

ӒϱӖ̣تӒϱјż̬͝ìףٶīîŢ̿ІؘïB 

[141] Ȯçɿ{�çҡٶNĳיËŲ̣ף�Ǉî¡kǗŢٹūǈֹç`ķ٣ѬІNǉվϾ

Іêç͝ٶ\Iǂ̣�ϗîīçkǗŢB�̏ٶīçkׄÍЍϝІ̐§ٶSṆŘƚʆ

̥І͝ìB 

Ĺ+Ŧ*Ï#̓ƪ[̓<z#ȳť͌ʡĭ�,+7*ȳ�Ď#ȳť̈́ȟٵẩ+Īƛٴ
°͌ǽz�hE#�<Š�ʪʱIƶ5ʭǃĤ͌Ã'hEK'*ȳ1ğh+ʀÑhEʍĪ
*#ȳť̈́&@UhE#<Š�òʁǃĤ?˔ĉ͌Þ%Ŭ˂ɗhE#ȳť̈́*+�Ď͌
%˅ÞÚʪ˿͌ẩ+d@�Ďòʁ¹ȴ¯̕ʹh#ȳť̈́Ã'Óh+�Ď#Ê�Æ
Ǝ#�¾͌�'Èȟ#�¾̈́d1O�ʳDÕũ͌ł&˱hEµģfɕ͌ẩ+ʍz�
**,+ȳť¹ʀɓ̈́�
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[143] űЍϝԙٶīçkSṆԓöÉA҄҃AƅĭɿԓƟLʇ؆ӍBӖÕsϗkҹҘІ͝

ìAĆІ͝ìAǒ�Ӗ˧�І͝ì�33/7̥לٶǁ˅îІk̿͝ٶǙīçk�Պӓ؏

ٶƐϴ°ؘ̥ІΧֽıӇٶ،Ũνs£ԓؘïűе؊ІцٶԢװīs£І͊\ٶԞװ

үOלԞוƽЍϝԙغІԡǂBȮç̏طȂŢģІçҡ̏�ٹīçkűі33̈́ÅԴІЍ

ϝ̈́�ІԡўM̥�ٶіKѐս_¡kІʆ̥͝ìBּe͝ìףٶͽNLі11̈́і2ـ
ENī{�ȣȚІç…\NīʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІȩɿçҡF�ȯװԞɈB

νçҡЏІү�ϗ͝ìٶӖƿÏΘΩ͝ì̏ٶNļІ͋ɀBͩрǸϻɈ̬́̏ͨٶԞ

ԭՑІŒوB 

 

�´�

 

[144] ϮŇ͝ӖǗŢ̏͝ʆ̥k͝ԙװ̢غԞІ͝ìٶ\̏іKѐÕƼʆ̥k̿͝І̾ΥBɢ

ԞȘэI¡xӂǂk͝νżЮІб̣ٶɾ£Ǡȹفս_ϮŇӖǗŢ͝٤̀ÕƼ͝ìІŲ

�BūǈІʆ̥ԉνٶčʧǙҟϗІԄҡٶȹفӇȥَͩI͋ɀB ʕͷkϗϼɽϐ٣

SOԄͰٶxϮ՜ɞŠؔІˮüٶSNӇîLֳЏ͓B 

[145] űԏײІнȋTٶI˿غԞҭɮġòɈŨѶčʧٸźԉͰç̣ΘΩ¡kІϮŇӖǗŢA

ɏɣԔײAĳӇՉźԉͰçٶxħƸű̡vɈІŢģɹҡٴѻ֘ЍеٵјBİI˿غ

ԞҭɮІٶòčʧٸҺсБ֞̀ѻ֘ЍеٶͰçǙՕͷ֞ÖŠؔüײA\̝Ӈ̥ˮؓق

ϗҟٶxħÒИԞ΄xƁȲȚͨҧ�ǙuͷkҮٶүı̥Ͱçȯîּ¡ЏІB 

[146] űɾūɵ̵͎MٶɹҡІװԞɈNӇϮŇӖǗŢ͝БͽٶŨνȬҮ̏іKѐʆ̥͝

ìԙװ̢غԞІ͝ìBΉ̥kӇƓ՚ǏٶͰçͽѻ֘Ѝеͩр̡vçҡ̝Ӈ̥ˮŠؔɿ

ٶӖźԉͰçЃϮՉІĳӇɈײxħɏɣԔٶͷḱzІЃϮBҭɮîּeŨѶؓق

ɾ£SΉ̥ЕîI¡̌ЫḀՊ̦üІϨϱٶ֎xҁ_EͷkҮԄͰFͨϼɈBͰç\

NӇά֎і33̈́1ـІԞ΄Bɾ£ȹفՊ1977ٶȈç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaͣSNѕ

Ĺɵі11̈́і2ـІԡǂBűͩɝMٶɾՂν\NزԞҭײç`ԵԲԿ̈́˹̏Ŀ

ѕĹɵі8A9A10̈́ٶӤּK̈́̏ä؋ԭՑүطxս_і11̈́іـ�ɣҧІ˷٣�Ԣ

XB  

 

¶a������	��

 

[147] ϼɵ̀1993Ȉ؋ƫϮˮІ̐§̬́ٶǺ҅ƿɽéǑнȋͨٶјȩLԵȐǙϼ`k˅â

ІLԵׄԉê·B̬́ԞԭՑІٶN̏éǑê·̥ˮӖĿІŒٶو\N̏ê·ϼ̐Ͱç

̏ĹçҡІ`ǏBLԵȐԞ׳ΞІ̏ٶӇNӇAԿNԿ҈ʪͰçІġêBLԵȐǕê

·̐،ȖȬٶјȩɵؙԧБ؏ϾҧB 

[148] ̬ ́SNزԞԭՑі241̈́і8ـІŒوB͚ǍҔͨ؈ЫŲʫâٶƧ̳EͷkҮԄͰF

ɵ٬מٶǠNӇǙԓêͰçІԓłźԉͰçBǙEʹAطkӖ̥֭k̿çҡFІе

ǠٶçҡІźԉـĳxԓϰ�̶ؓͧ\ٶϰ̀ʆ̥ű4̤27̇XȬźԉІçҡגĳٶͧ

ћ́ϰ̐ԿçҡνĹ\I͕B 

 

a~LP�
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[149] ̬ Ȁű̬ê·̞TثςıԭՑ^ç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaͣІԡǂ̏�ٶȪَ̌

ŲٶԿـԡǂӤɵ٬מٶļ̈́ļـіcӓfͣ\IǂɵBļ͕ŲٶǠɵі229̈́І

ԥٯ�ЕٶűūÎ{�Ų˿̥ˮźԉІі277̈́і1ـіaAcAdAeӖfͣІБ؏̈́ͣٶ\

ɸԓǅłɵBі33̈́і1ـʆțЃІNļԥٶٯĳӇĳxגϰ̀іbͣǙʁ̐ǕĬūҮ

êԄͰç°ɽ�̞ІԡǂBNϱ̀ϼ`k̪Ǚͩ՟و˅âɣԠ̬ٶȀ\NǙͩЃԐ{

�ЕB 

[150] ԓłɸī�рçҡٶɸϱLԵȐүطɵؙ�·ǂBLԵȐXôxEɵؙǞ̪Ы

ǂͰç̏ĿĹɵFνϱٶȖהê·І̬́ӖÕƼͰḉٶű̬ê·̞�ɽXȬٶ�ɸ̾

˝̬ê·̞II·ǂBط؛Ǚê·Ϩϱ̥ϻ՟̬ٶê·̞І�ϰXIٶǠ̏еͧūǈɿ

{�ūǈ͘؏Ԅ·ÕLԵǺԓЫǂІϼ`kBּeϼ`kɸҚқ̦çٶАîБ؏çҡ�

ԓȔٶ؛SϱÕƼגϼAĹІçҡĪvνͧBxL¼ν̬ê·̞ІIעäB  

[151] ؙ°ɽMèê·ٸ 

1. ȱɵі98̈́і5ـІԥٯ�ЕٶӒê·̇։ٶç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaAcAdA
eӖfͣٶxħʆ̥�˝і229̈́ʆԪэٶűūÎ{�Ų˿̥ˮźԉІԴĳͰçІэٶ

  ŨͩųǬπˮBٶԓǅłNѕɵף

2. ȱɵі98̈́і7ـІԥٯ�ЕٶӒê·̇։ٸ 

(a) ūǈħʆ̥ūǈ͘؏NȯԄ·{��ôֳπˮ̈́ͣǅêͰçІkϗͩٹƐ 

(b) ʆ̥LֳkϗɸҚқ̦çٶАîБ؏çҡ�ԓȔٶ؛SϱÕƼĹçҡĪvν

ͧB 

 

 

A. CHASKALSON 

ɵؙUȀ  
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[152] Ackermannǁ؛ٸ^MغȊٶٯɾƿÏքļUȀІѽՑħϨϱٶxħUȀ�ɽІê

·B 

[153] ɾļɣUȀǁІѽՑٶ\Ǡ̏Ͱç̏ɵі11̈́і2ـʆՊІEʹAطkӖ̥֭

k̿ІçҡFٶN̏і33̈́і1ـʆՊІĹϨAͨϼOȹԞІçҡB�̏ɾͽ֞װԢІ

̏Ͱçê·ІENĳיËІɏɣɈFІŒوB 

[154] UȀǁűê·̞і43î56͵TٶԭՑîͰçԔײɏɣɈӖNÒȇІŒوBUȀٴűі

55A56͵ٵ˅îҤū̢٤ؙЪîІʭʁٶԼŮֹɵі5A14̈́�ͨ́ͨϼнȋІ

ԡǂؗ�ٶ�ɏɣُإBּр�زԞҲյƕײІ҅յӖ̐،ٶUȀՂνٶɾ£NɸԿ

ԞׄIͪʿԭɏɣӖNȇјІزɾ£NٶSNԐаּ�ٶɾļɣٯȳҤūІ�Bּו

ŒوBҤū̢٤ؙǙġ̥�ƝԉNɚІϨϱٶűɾЕ̏ٶ�ŨνҤūɵԳūǈ

ӇƓȘэI¡ͨϼнȋ͘ïٶĳxϰ�ԄϨê·Ͱç̐ɏɣӖNȇјІŒوBĩԥɾ

ūٶSN½Ҥū̢٤ִؙ̥ؤәԡІƌüBɾ£ІϮŇ͝ٶӖҤūɵі5A14̈́�

ͨ́ԡǂІϮŇ͝\SNI͕BȱęطɵІԦȎ�Պٶɾ£SNزԞĄȟӒǹˀīê

ԄͰçĳӇЃϮІɏɣɈІȬ̳B 

[155] ęطɵűȋ˹T˅îٶԞνūǈȘэI¡˽лȋּٶ¡ūǈٶǠсνEɵˬūǈFB

і4̈́і1ـҺ̬̌ٶɵνEÔňūX̢٤ȫF̾ٹ˝і4̈́і2ـІԡǂEѯ̯ˬȍ

ĸѴэAԉˬӖķūǈ͘؏FBȫXôkkȇјІ͝ì̏ٶīîɵі8̈́і1ـ
Іأ�Іٹļ̈́і2ـ\еͧ^ĸȚĸ͕ІNÒȇͬԢBȇјűɵLІװԞɈٶűі

35̈́і1ـTϟȯÚ͟ӂǂٶԿ̈́ـ˹ŇwؙűԧіKѐ̈́˹ԡǂ̐ٶԞǅˆEx

ӒϱӖȇјνżЮІ؋˫ͿUб̣FІ̬̾¿¬B 

[156] ҭײîɾūІͮĵٶɵˬūǈAȫūǈxħȫXôkkȇјІɵ͝ìІ͋ɀӖ¿

ՀѹèӘ^эـԞІBі33̈́і1װȂطǙ̀Șэɵȋ˹˅îІE˽лȋF̏ٶ¬

͘؏ؘïɵіKѐ͝ì̐ٶȹفѕĹІĸрԞzBԿـԡǂȟՍ^I¡ٸٯװűɾ£

˽ІɵūǈT͝ٶìІؘïȹفÖ·ĹϨɈӖͨϼɈBȱȫ�ІԦȎ�Еٶɾ£

Ǻ҅ȱĤІɏɣӖNȇјׄٶǨî̪�ІɵˬūǈٶԞ΄ūǈІԉĆȹفӇԓĹϨŲ

ä̱ӖԧBɵˬūǈІ͋ɀٶ�xI¡ӇƓīîĹϨ͚ԢɿĹYȫԡǂІѬ҂νô

˅BɏɣԔٶײǠÕ̬֘�ՊٶƿÏNѕĹɾū˽ɵˬлȋІ̽ȸ͋ɀBπՑ̏ɏɣІ

ԉνٶɿ̏Ö̥Ū̥ɏɣɈɿIǂ̣ǚӔɏɣѽ̳ІȫɿԡòٶNќű�рɝMٶ

ɏɣɈ̢ѻ\Iǂ̣ǚӔǙ¡kІNȇјȩٶɵԡǂɿġòІҭ٠BͩƐπֽף

ğ̣ȯîَ̌NļІѽٶνl٬ٌ�І́ɝٶNӇĹϨŲԧٶBɏɣІԉνɿ·њ

̳Bǜ^ּрĹϨAͨϼІ͘ïٶǠIǂ̣ϯϮNÒȇІȩB 

[157] űɾūٴƷغLٵʾƿÏأ�Іі[̈́ϮŇ͝І˹ƷTٶӖҤū̢٤ؙ\Ϩԧîɏɣ

ɈІŒوӖȬ̳ٶɾԥǍîБļXԄBNļІ̏ٶɾ£ĳxNűɵٴNՑ̏̌аɿئ

аІٵǙͰçІԴĳІϔïMٶӒϱІǑԢɏɣǑêІЃϮϢӖȬ̳Bɾ£ϼς\Ԟ̐

̐ՙٶҤūɵі8̈́�ͨ́ІБ؏Ԟzٶɾūɵі11̈́і2ـІԞzSNБļB

ôҮеͧІ̏EʹONǘȂFٹȬҮеͧІò̏EʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿FB 

[158] űLԵîҤū̢٤ؙІFurman v. GeorgiaÍTٶřΊfǲǕͷkħȟ̛ҟІԓłɸ

ԓêԄͰçɿÕƼçҡІŒٶوhϱǁɿǑůԔײBDouglasǁűê·І̐§ٶ

țֳ^I͵sԠԧБļІ̩æ˹ѐٸ 

Eçҡ... ԓԢνGNǘȂHІԞz̏ٶƼІǅêн̏ɏɣɿÖ̥ͬԢІ... ϱ̀țϰ

ͰçԡǂІɝǜXĦǜٶ�țЃ^k£ǙÕɏɣɈІ˂˾BF 

DouglasǁĦՊٸ 
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Eі8�ͨ́е GͧʹONǘȂHçҡІǰ٤Џ͓̏ٶűԞ΄э͘؏ïԪN¯N¨A

 ɏɣɈІçԡǂ…FطɈA˘חط

[159] ˅ îɏɣɈІŒٶوBrennanǁűFurmanÍІê·TԐаٸ 

E·ǂ̶ـçҡ̏ĿѕĹkɈǗŢٶɾ£לĳ΄ĀΥӒ̀GʹONǘȂçҡḦ́ͣІ

іa¡ġòٸūǈNȯɏɣŲêԄŢģçҡBͩIġòԊϮӒGϼūǈπ{�ϨϱŲٶ

ǕIekêԄ̥ë̀skІŢģçҡ٬מٶūǈǠNǗװkɈǗŢHІ͋ɀBF 

BrennanǁĦԗḈٴz`Ǐ̬́Б}̥ٶƑĽԓłԓ�ƑǀͷkҟĽ։ԵOǂҟٶ

�̢̏ȬԓԄ·Іٶı�^ʆ̥ԓłІБǙǜ˸ٸٵ 

EלΉ̥kӇ˅âI¡эՑ̾˝ٶӇƓԧνl٬̥ІԓłԓêͰç̥ٶІԓłòԓê

ȮçBϗҟӖҟϗNӇǉԴٶϰѹȴІđë�·ǂٶИƑͰçϗTɸԓԄ·І͊ǜ˸k....
`ǏLּٶрđë\SNĳظBF 

[160] Stewartǁűê·̐ٶ˅îI¡`Ǐ́ٸþͰçּр͊ђçҡٶx΄ɽřΊfǲǲ

ІэЏ͓ٶNĳיËŲIǂ̣ḁ̏ɏɣɈBҭײîÉ̬LԵk͘ؤ̏ףʭחІǺԓ

êԄͰçІϼ`kFٶǁԩѢɣշŲԐаٸ 

Eɵі8A14̈́�ͨ́NӇǉȻٶϱI¡ԴĳٴؙٵҾπȺɲŲAөɊϻŲêԄ

ͰçІȫѬ҂ٶľϼ`ḱþͰçFB 

[161] űCallins v. Collins114ٶ S.Ct. 1127, 127 L.Ed 435 (1994)ÍTٶBlackmunǁ˅âІN

ļɣԠ̞TԐаٸ 

Eɾ£ȱĤІ҅٠ԙƻîٶӤԞɽΘ؛źԉͰçІɏɣɈӖͬԢɈІɵЏ͓ٴĥ

ԠٸFurman v. GeorgiaٶٵǠȹفÈ˫ͅI¡ļјװԞІż̬ÒȇԞѶٸǙ¡kٶү

¡kӖ¡kX،ү̥ʆđëІǂҟBٴĥԠٸLockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586ٵ1978ٶF 

ͩƐٶǙNĳיËІɏɣɈІŒٶوǁԐаٸ 

)$9.͌N�ǧY͌O*ňĩƶȧȴǳł°Öȴ¯#Ȅÿ͌HU˵Ȩ¬̉ʨ*#̲ò
ȼˎ̈́Tǟ¢#ß÷'͍2,ŅǇ@ȩÈȟȆ%ȈYƋ¯Ł,�Ɓ͈ĝ¬͉͏�2,ȑ
Ɍ͌&H@'ɳ¯#̈́�

BlackmunǁҚқЃԐsІЕٸ 

ǽzǰ65ȭ5:ȊȒŴü͌�Ȇ̲ò-Û=˽ů¬̉͌Ã'p̍ȎɨY͌��pòU
%ȈȆÁÇ#�ò°ʣ¬̉͌]/ǟ¢&ĝ°ʣĒ�̉˩̈́�

ż̀LֳϨϱٶűFurmanÍê·XȬٸ 

$EN_Y\u͌��1ɧǱ͊òǁ[͋¬̉#˟óė ͌/%¯6ɛ̝3˭Ƨ�ƁJ
ŲD͌�Ɓă�#Ǹ¢¿ĊÇ̈́�¦»Ńǰ6&§Ħǜʋǝł*ǫ¼ŘƘ#¬̉ˑƋ%
Ƚ���� ¹DʾÞ#ȿȜƲƢ͌1ğòǁ)ɶ�ǰ6Tľ̉˩D͌1Ɩ»YƜó�,�Ɓ#
ƌĥÇ���� òų)�!����%Ɍ;˽ʘ#%ȈÇ¹ÿÁÇ͌Ĺ͊òǁ͋Ɯʌɖˑ¬̉D»
o+ăB#¿ĊÇ͌ǘ`%,ƎÉ#ÏȬ̈́Ⱥ1�·%ȈÇ͌/6̔̎¿ĊÇ̈́�

[162] Lֳ˹Ʒ̏؏̀Ƨ�űҤūɵІ̵͎MٶЫэNīҤūɵؘïɿԽŒوʆ̯ґІ

ϮŇ͝ٶɾՂνٶƼʆԽІ͋ɀ\ĳ�ɾ£űԭՑEęطͰçĹɵɈFͩI՟̐وĥ

ҭBǙĳxגϰ̀ɾūɵІIӛɈġòٶɾˀīSOքļBlackmunǁІЕB 

[163] ӓ̀EɏɣɈϒԨ^ȇј͝ӖȫXôkkȇјІ͝ìFּ¡IӛġòٶɾІЕٶ

BhagwatiǁűGandhi v. Union of India 1978 SC 597 at 624ÍЃԐІɣԠI͕ٸ 

)Ē͌$EśɀÑʜE.P. Royappa v. State of Tamil Nadu (1974) 2 SCR 348: (AIR 1974 SC 
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555) %Ɍ;#:Ĵ�¾͍͈Î°Ǎ#Ɣl.9͌Ċ�¹̿�'ɄÆ[Ʃ#ʩſ͉̈́o
°4͌Ċ�¹̿�'&ǉʟ0#˺+͍%,.<ǉZǼÖ#òȵŅǇ͎ƻ%,ǳ.<õ
Ĥ˨�ɩDQ�#8ò̈́%,̿�#�?͌&ū'ÎǼȵ̐ȏł̲Ǽƾí.9͌pɨ#
7'&Ċ�#͌¸Ē/˚Ǝ(�14þ#ȴ¯̈́ 

[164] ɾΐɣîI¡`ǏٸűײçнT̬̾ٶNĳӇĤ؛ɏɣІɽ|ٴīȫŢ̿ԡўІȟ

ïɈǂҟ̏�Ɛ̏�ٶȟïɈǂҟ̣ǚӔÕƼІĜٵإBɏɣɽ|Ԡؙ̀ӝدІ·њ

˿ͰçͩрçҡٶԞêƑWІç̩BN̥לٶĿԞʕéϗҮֶׄЍϝ̏ٸ�Ƨٶн

ȚІȬ̳ٶÕƼçҡ˿ȚІȬ̳̏ٶʀςNļІB؛^ԐϦűçҡІнȎLٶ\ԐϦ

űçҡІǏվÎǉLB҈ʪϮŇІçҡٶʝΩϮŇІçҡ̏ٶπͽ֞ІBԓԄ·І

kٶ`ǏḶEƚĤ˖̥͝ìІ͝ìFBȱּ¡ԥٶٯͰç̏ϞϓІٶͰçɏɣɈІǪ

 ӳ̬̾LІNļB̥ٶӖѽ̳غÕƼçҡɏɣɈІǪٶӖѽ̳غ

[165] UȀǁű̬ê·̞і44ӓ46͵˅î͚ԢͰçІȊ¡Б؏̌˹ԡǂٶxħ̢٤ؙLԵ

Ȑ̏ϰּeԡǂ̐ІʫǚġòBҔͯ�ՊٶNќɂג٬ϰּeʫǚġòףٶȹفԏײEΟ

֡ŨѶFٴӤ̥ІԾٵӖEþװŨѶFٶςȬʈêǂEͰç̏גϼІçҡFîȌ̏Ǚ̏

BɾSN̏UȞԞ�ͨôֳ̌˹ԡǂٶɿ˩ŕLԵȐІʫǚġòBٯװű̀ٶϱ̀ϔ

ΙîƗƑǙ¡kІԹ�AԏײӖԡўɈІê˾ٶLԵȐІê·πַӋŲĩ̎âَ̌І

ɏɣɈBIǂ̥ԴƑםҍɈ́ثٶ�ςԓłӖϗҟ`ǏI͔Ȉ͕�ٶê·ѽ̳ğNI

͕BɾБٶ�ǠћèȀǁ̏½ΗÊüƏӖة×ưXٌٶűȪƑ́zTq̣ϯϮͬԠٶ

πĹϨԧ̏ĿɸêԄͰçٶŨν˷¡ê·нٶǠ½ç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـԡǂ

ІI͕ٶϔΙîԴƑǂԞzӖNļІ¿¬ê˾B 

[166] ɾІѽՑ̏ٶêԄͰçNĳיËІIǂ̏ɏɣONȇјІBπՑɵі9̈́ϮŇ͝Іў

Ŭ̥ƑƕɿƑǛٶƼπϾŲčŀ ÊNīūǈxɏɣONȇјІ˿ȚӷɣԄͰFІ͝ìB

ŨͩٶɾՂνٶç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaͣІԡǂٶĩ^ɵі9̈́أ�ϮŇ͝І

ԡǂBͩƐٶɾ\ՂνٶƼĩ^і11̈́і2ـІԡǂBϼɏɣӖNȇјêçІѽ̳ٶ

ֿ̣ɽ½Ͱçּ٬Ϟϓ͊ђІçҡٶǠեɾԤȯּ̏ʹӖNkІBեI¡kדīͰ

çٶүե́ɝٌ�ІİƐI¡kËīͰçٶǠɾІ¿¬ê˾�ՊٶǙīçІk�Պ̏ʹ

ķ͑حNŔ̏ǕEkFؗ�νԛٶեêǂI¡kϮͰ̏Iр͘ϢٶІBϰּр˿Ț

ֹMІI¡π¿¬Іkٶ\ǕīçҮԢνπkɈІϐ٣BʕLֳɆҭUȀǁІԠԧ

I։ʩ�ͽ֞ٶͰçǠդɽI¡ʹAطkO̥֭k̿ІçҡB̾˝UȀǁ̀ê·

̞TֳؐІϨϱٶ\̏¡kĒäքļІЕٶç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـіaͣǙɵі9
̈́Ӗі11̈́і2ـІ�Ǉףٶπțϰі33̈́і1ـІԡǂٶүĪȯĹɵɈBŨؙͩȹ

  ĩɵі9A11(2)̈́ІԡǂBіaͣـі277̈́і1ٶ·êف

[167] UȀǁűê·̞і132î134͵Tϸν˅ħٶɵі33̈́і1ـіbͣʆՊІٴٶǙ͝ì

XؘٵïENȯĿǂѬϊ͝ìІȹԞÎǉFІԡǂ̏�ٶsļ̐\ʫâԿͣ̈́˹ІNЫ

ǂɈٶՂνNȹԞű̬́Tԧ·ּ¡ŒوBNٶUȀǁqűі133͵TٶȱUԥӖ

ǄԥІԦȎЕȩּ¡ŒوBɾNƿÏքļsІǄԥԧBűɾЕ̬̬̾́ٶ�NزǙԿ

ͣ˹Ʒŀɣ̥{�ӳƉBԿͣ˹Ʒ̏ɾūïɵƕҬȱȶūż̬і19̈́і2ـțϰ�

Іٸ 

EIn keinem Falle darf ein Grundrecht in seinem Wesensgehalt angetastet werdenFٴNќű

�рɝMףٶNȯ�Ǉż̬͝ІѩӭԞzٵ 

ּeؘï̈́zІϰƷ̥Ȫَ̌ІǸϻBNٶḀ̊́ԴƑȶūê�Ӗ˹ϡǙͩ՟و˅â

ԭՑBط؛ӇÇ|ֳؐA֬ՑȶūϨƻǙͩŒوІƑ˿ЕٶɾNًɣǙͩIUوԐ

 �ЕB}
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[168] Ǚ̀ϮŇӖƾÏٶÒИȂȂɥîɯȸּ̏ٶĳϨԧІٶϓë̏űI¡ϗҟЃϮϢ٤үǕ

þǇҮׂʴӖǂҟϢ�Іб̣Bּ̏I¡ֲåІб̣՟وBثςĤȟՍ¡k͝ìűɵ

LІװԞɈٶπȒҠϾŲȪزԞԓװԢٶ�ɵˬūǈѼɽІİI¡˦̺ĳӇԓĜħٶS

̪ȯîɸ̥ІװԢBɾɢԞٯâּ¡`ǏٸűI¡ɵˬūǈԙٶ¡kļɣٴӓǜġòLٵ

˫ͅs£Ӓ˰x�աӒǹ͝ЉٶƿÏ̏ŨνՂǂūǈűɵˬūǈІ̵͎Mּأ�̥ٶe

͝ìІҧćBƧ̳ūǈΉ̥גϼŲǫԉּـձ{ٶĜإɈ̏ٶ¡kĳӇ̣ԤȯĳxϨА

ϘŲ�ϰӒ˰ʇ͵ٶʳԍӒ֘І͝ìBּűęطN̏NĳӇЃϮBUȀǁűÕê·

TȟՍ^EǙȟξŠ̛ؔüϗҟІʇ͵Xز΄Fּ̏ͨٶūǈІձ{ٶԞֹç`ķ

Ѭ҂ٶЫ�ϗҟҮ̣ԓׂʴAǂҟٶŨνűɹҡXôȹּ̥فeͪ٢�νô˅B 

e̠ԓǂҟІÚ͟ϗҟBçҡ̬מؓقǠ̏ԞٶçҡІİI¡ЏІٶŠؔskϗҟ^؛ [169]

֘ІэɣٶNќ̏ؓقϗҟAɿǾ̧եk˩Ӓ˽ףٶïͧϗҟ̥؏BNϼςٶ˩

îǾ̧Ӈٶʆx̝¬ȯզҤBб̣ƕИ̥ͨϼϨϱٶľŕ˩Ӓ˽ŨνӇեīçk

ؓΊϗҟІЏ͓BƕǈףǇɄٶà̛ҟϗÏϟ̣ٶÚ͟Ǚбֿ̣ɽ»ǇBб̣ƕИ

ǟÕ˛ȸІ̏ٶƧ̳Ȕ؛^Ͱçٶ¦ӤLֳɝȣЃϮűǞ̪˩Ӓ˽Іͷkɿȟ̛Ѹϗ

֘L̥̣ٶl٬͕ІȬ̳B 

[170] UȀǁűsІê·ɣԠTͨЫŲʫâٶűҭɮͰçІŠؔˮü̐ٶSN̏Ԟͽ֞Ͱç

ӖƿÏNī{�çҡX،ІǸ֏ٶү̏Ԟͽ֞ͰçӖ̩؈Ѝе̶ٴézϭӓĳӇ̏ѻ

֘ЍеͩٵрEŢģçҡFX،ІǸëBɾļɣּр�BӤԞȔ؛Ͱçٶб̣ƕИز

ԞӇЫٸ�NќīçkǺ̦҅^ƑWІç̩ٶƧ̳̥ĹϨІĳӇɈَаٶԿĽīçḳ

Ú͟ϗ́٬מٶԿĽǞ̪˩Ӓ˽Іͷkɿȟ̛ѸϗٶǕṆԓЍϝ˫Bб̣ƕИز

ԞūǈʒՔٶűLֳɝMٶūǈ̣եԿĽѸϗWŲ϶űЍϝԙB 

[171] ɾքɽNÈĤ̩قԳɢѻ֘Ѝеּ¡ŒٴوπՑƧ�źԉӖќϨ̏ٵĿĹɵBļ̐ɾN

Б�ּÐ¡Œ̏وƿÏäخІÐ¡ķđƃBƧ̳ͰçǕԓȔٶ؛ƧļɾʆБ�ƼɸԿ

ԞԓȔ٬מٶ؛б̣̥͝Ы�ūǈ̣أ�б̣NÚīǂҟ̪˩ІÚϗͷkϗɿȟ̛ϗ

ʆ»ǇBƧ̳¡k̥͝Nԓç`ķѬ҂ԄxͰç٬מٶūǈ\ׁ̥ȁІձ{ֹٶç

`ķѬ҂أ��б̣NÚ͟ԓ̪˩ІÚϗͷkϗɿȟ̛ϗʆ»ǇBٴNīͰçІٵ

͝ìأ�ٴNīϗҟ»ǇٵІҧć̏ļI¡ɵˬūǈ̵͎TNĳäخІI٣B 

[172] ȶūż̬і102̈́Ȕ؛^ͰçּрçҡBȶūҹןɵؙ\ű1977ȈІ̐§ٶԭՑ

ٶBϼؙ̐ǙEͷkҮȯêѻ֘ЍеFІç̈́˹˅âվϾوѻ֘ЍеĹɵɈІŒ

ՂνƼϒԨ^ȶūż̬ǙkɈǗŢٴі1̈́1ٵـӖk֘Ӓϱٴі2̈́2ٵـІأ�B�

ؙ̏Ȭ҈̏ל�ʪ^ּـȫٶϨϱ̏SΉ̥՚˝ĳ՚̦̌ٶѻ֘Ѝе̣ǙīçҮІ

²ȑֿٶɽNĳȡԗІ֘٣ɿȸϨLІˌǇBNٶؙ̏לêǂٶż̀ǙkɈǗŢІ

Ǘٶװźԉçҡ̐ٶɸʾϰkІʇ͵BּԐаՊٶϱԉˬ͝·ǂϓֆІϦԉȫٶȹ

ؙ\Ξ͈ٶΦFІ˽ʆĪvBűê·ɣԠT͓˫ԓEԡўīѻ֘ЍеҮXǄԥف

ŲԐаٶӤīçk̪˫͓Φٶեșƿѻ֘ç űɵL�Պ̏ƿÏюȯ�ӍІB̩ٶ

ؙűê·̞і242ؿ˅îٸ 

"Die Menschenwhrde wird auch dann nicht verletzt, wenn der Vollzug der Strafe wegen 
fortdauernder Gefährlichkeit des Gefangenen notwendig ist und sich aus diesem Grunde eine 
Begnadigung verbietet. Es ist der staatlichen Gemeinschaft nicht verwehrt, sich gegen einen 
gemeingefährlichen Straftäter durch Freiheitsentzug zu sichern." 

ٶүO\πԞ΄ϓֆٶ�ȯźԉçҡqςȹԞٶEƧ̳īçkǙskІƯӈ�ςƸűٴ

xٶҟϗإԿĽīçkІkɈǗŢīî�ϗBȫS̪еͧūǈЍеĜٶ٬ǠNӇՊמ

Ы�б̣ƕИNīs£І�ǇBFٵ 
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[173] DidcottǁٸǙ̀UȀǁІЕٶɾɢԐքļxħĘļɣԠBɾքļІ̏ٶUȀ

ǁՂνɾ£І˽ɵ1993ٴȈі200ԅ́ٵм̬́؛ΙħІęطͰçІĹɈBɾԞ

ǙUȀǁ°ɽІê·ԐаĘļЕB 

[174] ż̀MֳϨϱٶɾՂν̾˝̬́ԓłʆϗҟĽٶүêԄԓłͰç̏ٶɵІԉνBͰç

kطAʹǙEـĩ^і11̈́і2\ٹІϮŇ͝أ�īɵі9̈́ٶĩ^kkЇ̥І

غ˿ـѯ̯^ūǈӖūǈ͘؏űі1ٶɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡFІеͧԡǂBּÐ̈́ԡǂ

І͝ìBç`ԵԲǙϓǂϗҟÞ_êԄͰçІԡǂٶ\ŨνϒԨі9̈́Aі��̈́і2
ٶіaͣІ͓Φـîі33̈́і1BŨνƼ£̪ӇԓǅłπˮІŇүַNٶІԡǂـ

NӇћ̏�ƐɝçBԿ͓ͣΦٙÈԞ΄çҡԞĹϨٶˀӳԞ΄Ԟԓб̣ƕИՂνͨϼB

ͩƐٶƼ£\̪Ӈîіaa͵ІȹԞɈ͓ΦٶʆxNӇћ̏Ǚі11̈́і2͝ـìІĹ

ؘïB 

%��& �ƐϘM�ȯϮŇ͝І̽ȸȹԞÎǉԓĿǂּٶN̏ɵі		̈́іـ�(͵ʆļɣІѽ

ƐЇ́zXىïűENӇ�͝ìπЃϮFּ͕ІؘٶԿ̈́˹ǕǙ͝ìІĹϨ�Ǉٶ̳

MB�̏Ƨ̳Ή̥îԿ̈́˹'͵Ӗ''͵ІԞzٶLֳՑٯ\ĳxÈˣűIם^BĿǂ̶

ǏòNςBӤնςǙͩٶLЕ։�ѢŚOΞ͈غɀԐּ͋ٶɵ͝ìІȹԞ̽ȸÎǉـ

͋ɀ°â{�Ыǂê·ٶĳӇ̣Ǚ̪�ɾ£ԞغǙІÕƼŒ̥وΜבȦؾBű˽Іȫ

٣ïõõӰӢІϦלٶ͵ؠȪدЕâ�ּeȦؾBŨͩٶɾԤȯ̢ٶƦNԞű̬́TΜ

хͩIŒٶوү̏�ʪٶ˫؋϶ȩİI¡¡́TͩٶŒوȹفԞԓŧљІ̐§ٶÚԉҭ

ɮӖ·ǂB� �

[176] ż̀ļ͕ІϨϱٶɾՂνٶӤɢűϦűʑâI¡πʆNčAѩЫπՉІǂҧٶԧɵ

ςȫ̌ǂ̆ٶԞРزɾ£ıٶǕ̏N̗ІBǠ̬́�ՊٶغІϮŇ͝ІĸрǪأ�

ϮŇ͝ٶūǈ\Ԟ΄ԞǗװϮŇؘ͝�̢ٶ٬מٶȎٶ¡kɸ̥NԓūǈӷɣO̥Ѭ҂

ŲԄͰІ͝ìBǠˬњغ�Еּٶ р�Ŀǂ^ԓǇkϮŇІ¿¬BLֳɝMІͰgٶ

ƿÏNļ̀ūǈЃ։ؓԍʁAȜȇĬ]ɿˍ˰kվ ٶĳӇֿɽІͰgBLֳȊ¡ɝ̐ٶ

եkɢׄIͪʿԭٶɵأ�ІîȌ̏l٬͕ІϮŇͩ͝ٹƐ\ٶūǈԄ·ҟϗІɝ

ٶȣɽَ̌ІǸϻB 

[177] Ԅ·kϗîȌ̏N̏ʆՖІʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿Іçҡּٶ¡ŒوSΉ̥ŪǂІԏ

ê˾Ȫ¬¿ٶʆxٶẠ̑țЃБbäͬІ¡kɣԠٶوBϱ̀Ιħ¿¬ê˾І՟˿ײ

ǉ̍Ӗ¡kȶɝɥѭҜNΞٶɿī¡kȶɝɥІȦؾBثςƧͩٶؙ̐̏לȂȹ

՜ɞӒǹNԞʹÍNϼІٶǁ£ı̥yր̬֘ІԮҐӖ҅٠ٶ˾âٌͩІ¿¬ê°ف

Uԥؒ؟BּǠ̏ɾ£ϦűԞ°І`ٶNќљ́Ƨخַףٶ�Nּ؋¡ձ{Bűּ¡՟

 ɾ£SΉ̥ĳ�ĥҭІʫǚġòB֨ǻƯ̢٤ؙűCatholic Commission forٶLو
Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, and Others 1993(4) SA 239 
(ZSC)ÍTٶԭՑî֨ǻƯɵеͧطkɿ̥֭k̿çҡІԡǂBGubbayUȀǁ

űê·̞T˅îٴі247I-248B͵ٸٵ 

Ē%þűīɑŷ̂ȆÁ8#ʀɓ̓ +Ç¹ȿȜʩſ̈́ ĢĪǍ͌ ̉˩�������e),+µ4͌
ɶ�#Dºă̚ɬ��ƲƢ#ȴɽ̈́ ňĩ%�̉˩�������&˱ÿBȖǧ`ȓǰ6Þǔ
#¹DʾÞ#ȿȜƲƢ͌łÄȘ\&ś1#Ňż͌7'Ȧ+ȱȅ#̈́²îc©&ŏŝ+
q#o͌)Ǝˉ��ÞŬ#>|âw͌H@Ȧ+¨̨̈́�

ļ͕ІϨٶɾŽٶ�\ĳxגϰűі11̈́і2ـLBGubbayUȀǁˀӳՊٴі248 B-C
�ٸٵ͵

eĒ��ò.Ƌ¯Ʒ����̉˩���� 'ȩ'ŝ+qł*̅+Ŧ͌ÕƋ¡ĶƟˑǪ���͎&@d
Ɯʌ��VȌǰ6͊$V='VȌǰ6;#%ę͋>Ǥ#ĶƟǉǀ���͌K1ƜʌɷǢɛ
»D#ǰ6ȴɽ͌UƧɷǢɛ+Ŕ#|â̈́�
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ɾļɣGubbayǁІՊBȣɽôֳԡўӖɥīІװ̢ٶԞІٶǠ̏ìsUҧxħk

UҧІŏƻϨɀBּрϨɀӇνɾ£ІɵΐÍϮӖΓüBűҤū̢٤ؙҎԅ238
І́�TٶƑ�èȀǁՀЌŲֳؐ^ٌ�І̌؋ϨɀB �

[178] ͰçͩI՟ٶوűFurman v State of Georgia(1972) 408 USÍTٶīîȕΎІԭՑٶ

 8+;'68ǁǕͰç˄ֳνCі306ؿDٸ 

�����ƌĥ#���¸?ĢÊ�ʼƪȹō$E+Çʩſīɑ#*ȳťB 

BrennanǁļɣLֳЕٶűļÍzІê·̞T\Ԑаٴі290A291ٸٵؿ 

¬ʺȟ°'%�Ȧ+̊ˌ#̉˩̈́VX)ĠFœƜ�AȠ¬%,+͌/Ēĥ˶#¢Ŏ�
ơ͌ţ˭Ƨ[ẩĻ#+Ç#ȩ¯̈́¬̉Ĺ�ˑľµʪʱ�+ģ�żǾ͌ÆÉ�A�
ǧ'ŝĕ́˶#̈́ ����¸?iĻ#ẩ+ʍ'+ǵXʇ#%ę���¹*ÓĢ̉˩ÆÉ���VX
̛�Yũʿ+Ų͌̋'[+ÇʀɓɓÑ#̰ě� ̈́� �

BrennanǁűÕƼ́ƶTٶȟՍ^ͰçІَ̌ϓȵٴі287Ӗ288͵ٸٵ 

¬̉)va'%�&ɔĕ#ɓˆ̉˩͎&ɔĕ)ÓŇż̓)ÓľûÇUƧ)Ó5ȅ̈́Î
µÖ¹FÁ#Ǻɫ�¤.9͌O*%,u*̉˩@Ĺ¬̉ÆÉ �̈́��� <ÎʃǱ(ì¢�̲
òůH#̣̉�i���͌¬̉`?ɋ%%,˭ƧµÖŇż#̉˩̈́ǱĒ�ï͌$E�q͌
ˑģʔɗ¬̉#Dº͌&HʊƆY%¯6ȘQĠĮ4#Ňż͍òǁɖˑi͌́�ŜƋ#
�̉aā͌kẩ+)Ǔ«#�ŘIƶ;͌ɹâˮʖ���� ¬̉&ɔĕ#ɓÑÇ͌�1ǧŻ
)Ģ#ľƽÇ¹Ñ5Ç̈́Î2½ƾí.9͌¬̉'<`%ǵ#̉˩̈́�

űþǲٶWrightǁűThe People v Anderson (1972) 493 P 2d 880Íê·і��
͵˅îٸ 

¬̉#ʂɤ͌&d)¡�̉#�ŸK*Ģä.#Ňż͌=)¡�̉©Ǔ«�ŘIƶ̒
˥+Ç#ƀ�͌)2ƇIƶ;͌śɀɶ�%«˓ò¯È»ƶȧś1#Əò¹�Ǽƶ
ȧ̈́̉˩yĻ¹ǡyõX¦�͌ɶ�ˑƋ#Iƶ͌öĕ7*̅+Ŧ͌=ʂǜYǺɫẩ
+#Fǒ͌¸Ē͌ǘ`FÁ4#ɤ̉̈́� �

Ҥū٫ǲІLiacosǁׄٶIͪűsʒǑІDistrict Attorney for the Suffolk District v 
Watson and Others (1980) 381 Mass 648TֳؐٶsІɢBɾԞțϰІ͵Ӳ681 ,9 - 678ٴ
Ӗ683͵ٶٵÕэƂ̏طȂ٨̌ІBӧäֳƧMٸ 

ňĩ%,ŅǇ͌%˅Ɓ�»o+¬̉#ˑƋ͌�i�)ɖƁ¹�̉� ͌ķɵ( ʑ#
D ͌]C/&HʊƆY͌6[¬̷ƙ`ɓ̶#Ɯƹ̈́pő[¬̉#ʂɤ*rC9ò͌
2�Ⱦ��?[ẩ+FÁ4#ĜƠ͌ś¯6[^�#Ǽɭ͌ƙ`ȿF4#Ǻɫ͎=6
[��ǰ6;#+F͌ƙ`pȍư#&Í���� ¬̷śɀÈ¤Ǩą2�ìĔ#ɻ˝͌�Ȇ1
¤[T*ʏ+Ŧ#fɕ̈́ǟǞ`ř4Ƕłǩ̉#H@Ç͌¬̷HU�q<jˬ¬#D 
Ĺ�Ÿ̈́h=%¯ÉÓh+͌xŀ�,+J¬#ß÷̈́hśɀ�Ř%,ĥ¯#¬ʺ͌&
'1Ȑā%,Ǒǌ#¬ʺ̈́Ǳ(<ȠłB3&ȵ�ʆ#fɕ͌�ˑ¬̉Ļ[¡¬ʺ͌ƅ
*%�ȟ¯Ç̈́VXÄ¬ʺ#ß÷ɂs¬̷͌�¬̷ǳśɀ)ȟ�<jpò<z¬ʺł
Ī*+Ç#fɕA͌¹¬ʺ#ȟ¯Ç˪ɥ̈́¬̷�Ǧ#͌'%�[+Ŧ#ƽȸ̭ě����
¬̉/Û[Â+ɖƁ͌ ǰ65ȭ�Bẩ+rC7&'͌ É+Kƭ�͌ &ƟBƝŞ�P̈́
Ã'2�[+Ç#ȩ¯͌Ó°Îˑ̉/^Ĕ͌1%ĐİŞ3ɶ�¬̉�ûɎ̈́�

GubbayUȀǁűCatholic CommissionÍTٶ\ЃԐ^ٌ�Е268ٴ E-Hٸٵ�

Îẩ+ÞÚ¬˴#]%ǅQ͌h/ÞÚ(%,ēȒƪü#ȩ¯+Ç#ǎǾ̈́hģY
�#ɋ%ŧƲ͌ /'1k2®¬̷�P͌ -kh3DºHU�ģ¬̈́ ¬̷/Û'�¬+������
d@ĹÓh¬̷Ï)%Q͍]½4Ƕ�̩�͌�ŘģƋłʫ̉#+͌ł']½4ǶǙŘ
˧ÁłK)˧Á»;#+̈́ǽz4Ƕ/*HUƝŞ�P#H@Ç͌Ã'4Ƕ=*�̩�
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#H@͌Ē%&ȟ¯Ç͌�Þ%Ŭ·Ľ(¬̷FÁ4#ǄĜ̈́¬̷Tid@Ä*Ŵü
ˇ˸)ʫ̉4̈́)2Ƈā ͌¬̷pDpǅ7?<jŜ�#Ųįż̈́H@61)˄S
4ˋ4̙Sẩ̮�¬͌H@61¤ɩŇż#����ģƋIƶ����2½8ò͌%Đņ&^¬̷
#Ɗë̈́� �

[179] þǲӖ٫ǲɵеͧʹІçҡBÐǲؙףՂνٶͰçĩ^ɵǙçІеͧٶʆ

xπ BˮDistrict Attorney for SuffolkÍІUȀǁHennesseyűê·̞TԐа664ٴӖ665
 ٸٵ͵

¬̉¸PĢ&ɔĕ̓ʨ*#Ș\Ňż#@�͌'&�»ŃȿȜƲƢąâ#̈́ĠĮ4#
ŇżpɨY'%�ɻˌ����� $Eō?������ ¬̉Ɖão͌ī˒Ō��.#µÖ¹ĠĮ4#Ǻ
ɫ͌'&H˽ů#ʂɤ#�����2'ǟǞ»ŃȿȜƲƢ¨WˑǪ͌B3#û�̈́�

İI˿ثٶغς·īʚ˙̏�ٶͰçԄ·ğSطƿÏNĹٶͽ˿ՊٸFurman v State of 
GeorgiaɿCatholic CommissionǠ̏Ð¡�ƶBƼ£ІэՑ̾˝�Ӓ̀ҤūɵӖ֨ǻƯ

ɵІϓë̈́ͣٸÐҮףx̘аІ˿ȚٶɿӓǜЕ։�̥ʸ͝ͰçٶŨνƼ£ԡǂٶν

ʳԍϮŇ͝үͷǇϮŇ̏ٶĳxNīͰçІBʆxثٶςűϓǂɝͰçĳӇүOЫǏ

̠ԓеͧ̏�ٶɾ£ğΉӇЕBrennanǁӖGubbayǁπϾǕĒä͑ԠІEǙͰçІ

ÏغеͧFB٫ǲɵSΉּ̥реͧԡǂٶþǲɵ\I͕Bĝ�ƧͩٶɾqIÚȟ

Ս4¡́�TٶҟϗјȩA҅ͮçҡІЀӥBǠɾʆРٶȱ�Ή̥kվϾמeǙ̀ī

çkȸϨσφІ˄ֳٶүOٶɾ\Ή̥ϨϱՂνמe˄ֳĳӇ̏NͨЫɿՁƕNǏІB

Ƽ£Ǻ֎xՊ̦ɾٶν^і11̈́і2ـІэЏІٶͻI¡ͰçףɸԿԓȔٶ؛Ũνȱ

̬վL�ՊٶƼ£ʹ̏ףAطkO̥֭k̿ІçҡB 

[180] ˀ Mٶ�ԞԭՑі33̈́і1̏ـĿÅԴٶǕͰç�ν̬́ϗҟԉνІçҡـחBɾNЫ

ǂͩрʹAطkO̥֭k̿Іçҡ̏ٶĿӇԓ˹̌б̣ԢνĹϨɿͨϼІʇ͵̝ٶ

NϰՊƼ̏Ŀ̏ȹԞІçҡB�ɾɸÈԳͰçSطNѕĹּeԞzB 

[181] ̢ ȂҼîІ˦ʪͰçІϨϱٶ\̏ɾ£ȹفҭɮІ̢UԞІՑٶ̏ٯͰçĳxԓϼ°I

рϓë̥ˮІŠ̪ؔ�ϗҟІǳÖBּрՊٶƧ̳ЫǏƧÕʆՊמٶǠ¬ȯɾ£ՂЖ

ҭɮBŨνƧͩḀ̇̄ȟξІϨϱٶűĸрՕͷ́ԙٶǕͰçԢνֽɵ͚٠Іגϼʇ

Ǡ̏γűԓǇkІϮ\ٶBŨνі9̈́�աІ̏π֩ІϮŇٵɷטςȪwkɥîثٴ͵

ŇBּ̏I¡ȹفԞԓҭɮІŨѶٶǟÕϼoб̣І̛üϗҟǪâNыٶϗҟϢǺٜ

kІŲͪٶÏūĸŲף¢ɥρɮٶΜɄĜ̣إȱŎ¡ԦӲâϦƯӈkͿІϮŇBͩр̐

цӄ̔ٶSNגĹ˫ǓȫІŢģԡўBɾ£N˴Āּ؈рĜٹإɾ£̠҅ЕîٶΟǜ

ŠؔüʆЃϮІŢװȬ̳Bɾļɣٶɾ£Іūǈʒ˛N։ּ͕Іѽ̳ٶɾ£\NǾ̧Ѓ

Ϯּ͕Іѽ̳B�̏ɾ£\NӇŨͩүӶӹ^ԢҋBٯװSNű̀ٶͰç̏Ŀ̥Šؔˮ

üٯװٶű̀ٶƼІŠؔˮ̳̏ĿבבĳϰІ̡vçҡٶͽ˿ՊٸI¡גϼAŢģ

ІȮçٶN¼҅ȯ։ɵ͚ٶ٠ƕעä̏ԓ˦ʪ�ϰІB 

[182] ӖLֳŒوБ؏ІϊՑٶπՑ̏űɾūɿÕƼūǈףٶϱ�ǺWٶȂԓϰ��ɽ҂ո

ɽ̶рϓͲІŠؔЏІBּeո˺̣ͽ֞ȯԄͰçӽxَаͰç̥Ā̀ɿπĀ̀ٶ˺

ІϗҟЃϮϢٶű�̥ͰçІūǈƧٶ�űΉ̥ͰçІŲđĦƧ�BƼ£\̣͚Ԣô̠

ͨȚԄ·kϗٶ�ϦǺNÚźԉͰçІūǈʆ�̥ІѮBςȬٶÚͽ֞Ȕ؛ͰçôІ

ϗҟϢٶxħȔ؛ȬІЃϮϢBּٌ҂ո˺ٶűä̱ȬٶҔ̏ԓՂνNÖ·ǂɈB

ٙÈͨٶĩج˿ɣŮ˄җІ̔½̬̾ǠNI͕BÕ͟ٶїԨІΞ̕Ȏ\̥ȩ˩ׄٶŨν

̥ӳƗƑNԓÅԴІդ˸Bͽ˿ՊٶÎȸІȶ͓ΦӖ¿¬ԥA՜ǍؓقӖՍ̸ϗҟІ

ˮϢAزԞб̣ƕИשĹӖˋĀІÎǉAՕϗҟІѼҖӖʓǵװ̢̥לٶԞІ̢ٶА

ˀȦؾϗҟЃϮϢІб̣Ӗ҅ζɝٶNļḳ̥NļІԧգBŨͩٶҼîĝ�̥٬מ

Ƒ҂ԫո˺ٶqπȘэIƟϨՑ�˝ٶ\NwɾɣƐBͩƐٶ\̥Ieıגϰ̀ęط
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Іո˺Bּeո˺֟1988Ȉî1993Ȉ،̥ٶѮІҺсІͷḱzBűּÓȈTٶę

Ǖٶν΄˿�։ԠٴȇųͻȈѯƈþ6%ٶϢ؈âϦ^ҸĽPϴІ35%Іͷḱz٤ƈط

ġ̬˸ƷŦʵcÍٶʆxĳӇͽǏآІѮо٤IeٵB¬ȯΐɣІ̏ٸҺсІͷḱ

zٶײű1993Ȉıƈþ^1%ٶƿÏNļ̩̀قІ6%ٶ\̥ë̀1992Ȉéӓ1993ȈȌІ

źԉͰçІŇͧ±ٶԞɈű̀װÐȈІБǙȇų˸12%Bּe˸ƷІמ̀�̏לּٶ9%

w̏ٶϱęطˬȍ̀1992Ȉ3̤ͨȚǅłІBֹLֳ˸Ʒٶɾ£ĳxНԧٶƧ̳҂ԫ

˸Ʒ̣ՊԾٶƼĳx՚̌ٸǅǽҺсІͷḱ˸̏ײƿÏNåوІٶŨνؤӳˬȍֺȈ

Ԅ·kϗٶͷḱЃϮϢğʪқфǂɽٹ؈ˬȍ±ͧźԉѿçȬٶğ̪ŨͩƕȃƈþB

ɾä̱Іѽ̳ٶĳӇĳxׄIͪȟďUȀǁűê·і119Ӗ120͵ІՑٛٶٯ˻±ͧź

ԉͰçǚӔͷḱzƕȃƈþІՊB 

[183] űҝZ҅٠՚˝َаͰçŠؔˮ̳ІɝMͨٶĩÐ˿ІՊٶͻͻI҅֬ՑٶՊ̦ü

ĳӇלͽNLȂ՛˂˾BI˿̥ٶغkUȞּр͊ђçҡNĳיËІͽlף٬ĳɄٹ�

İI˿ٶغ\̥kՊּ͕ІƗԐغүO\NåǏآBÕǏЖ̥ͨϨІ̏MغІՊ

̥͊ٸƕע|Іͷkϗ̬̾ٶΉȸɝĤɢɿ؏ȸͷkȬĳӇדīІȬ̳BϨɈị̂ҭ

ɮȬ̳ІkٶƕƑח˘տIʕٶǾ̧Ӈ¥Ë̀ȮçħׂʴB`Ǐ՚ּ̌ٶрɝȣЃϮІ

͘ϢطלȂ٤BԓǂҟӖɹҡІĳӇɈ֞Nэĝٶʆxs£̬̾N_xҭɮBȪدɢ½

ҟϗ̣ԓֶLѿçĴІĳӇɈʆƯŠٴĝ�űęطԄ·̢ƑkІ̩̐ٶԓêͰçҮ\ı

�ǂҟҟϗІȪǜͽٶٵ�үN̏ԓԓűϏԙ؏LȪ̐؈،ϭӓѻ֘ІĳӇɈʆƯŠB

űɾЕٶ�іaрՊͽ֞ӇƓʺˈϦǏɝٶͽіIрՊ�ȯĳ�O̥Պ̦üB 

[184] Nٶɾ£Ή̥ȹԞƕյńȞŲ͕מ°BªǚͰçІk̥ձ{Պ̦ɾ£ٶͰç̏ԓɵ

і33̈́і1ـʆǉԴІçҡBʬτNļ́�ʆزІŠؔˮ̳ٶs£ȹفՊ̦ɾ£ٶͰç

ЫǏî^ƼІэЏІBϱ̀kŇ؏Ɩּ̏ٶs£̢�ؘȎɸԿԞɽІ{ćBŚŚ

UȞ҈ʪͰçĳӇ̣̥ƦԄٶĳӇπեˬȍĪȯҚқԄ·ϗkІ͝ìBȱּ˿غ�

ՊٶքɽҮ̥իs£І{ćּٹ{ćs£S̪ɽٶűĳԠІ̪�ɌɄ\دxɽB 

[185] űê·̞TٶUȀǁǙԄҡІİI¡ЏІνɸƁٶxħɏɣӖNȇјƧ�Ά̷^xź

ԉνѻٯІ˷¡Ǒêнȋٶ�â^ʿԭBUȀǙіIٯІЕٶԓ˧űі129îі131
ɸƁÖ̥ІȲnɆ҈Ɨٶűі48îі54͵BɾļɣUȀǁʆՊІ˧òԓٯіaٹ͵

ϦűطN¬ȯI¡Ƨęףٶ�NՑ̏ɸƁ̬֘ɿӖÕsЏ͓ѽĹ։ٶNӇˀīІ̏ٶװ

ʆʒՔІ؋ďб̣ٶʩ�ϼ�çҡІЏІٹүÕİI¡֞ב؈OĳҭɮІЏІٶ\Ǡ̏

EԐϦȶҧɳFٶ\ĳxxѻ֘Ѝеּ͕Іװç¹â�BUȀǁʆֳІNȇјٶ

ӤN̏Ƨsʆ˄ֳІɏɣǑêІѽ̳̩؈٬מٶүԩ̏ĳȜȇІB�̏ɏɣІŒوǠN

ļ^BAckermannǁűі158î165͵\̥˅îͩIҝ؟Bּ¡ŒوűęططȂ͆ʇٶ

үOűҤū\̏I͕ٶҤūּؙ̩؈¡ŒوԦü̏�ٶѽ̳ҔπwkάɣBŨν

ɏɣԔײUԞ̏ӒƫӓѻІнȋӖϮ �ІŒوBǠћN̏ͷḱzٶ\ĳӇЃϮٌ�

ІŒوB�̏ǙǅêͰçІǁٶɏɣԔ̏ײNĳǉȻІٶŨνÏԉçٶǠπʱ

ŧٶǠћ`ȬЃϦՉɢԞȡԗٶ\π`πԗBɾՂνٶLֳҝ؟ŢװȦؾ^ͰçІĹ

ϨɈӖͨϼɈB 

[186] ż̀LֳϨϱٶɾ·ǂņɸUȀІɣԠٸͰçπֽɾūІɵ͚٠Bɾʆ̾˝ІϨ

ϱӖUȀІϨϱٶÐҮX،̥eԴNļB̥̐ɾ̣ȱİI¡ԦȎåÍϓǂU̥̐ٹوɾ

̣Ǖٯװ˫űNļІ`zLBͩƐٶɾІѽՑ\NӤUȀǁІѽՑՀЌٶŨνsЫǏ

̠ǠžуƧǭІո˺ׄٶԉѹعмІХхٶSxsІĚƻƑҸֳؐٶ^ȱTȯ�І

ȸȯӖϨՑBNٶƕӔLՊ։ٶ�ɾļɣsűê·ɣԠ̞ЃԐІɣԠ̏מٶI̥עΜ

ȎḀѮɀ¿¬І¶�Bɾ\Ȫ͍ȉӇĥӖ̬́ê·ІнB 

[187] űν̬ê·̞�ѽXôٶɾɢԗÇUȀǁǺ҅ԐаɣԠ̏�ٶɾלΉ̣͘ЃԩІȊ
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 Bٯ

[188] ͰçîȌɸԿԓ�϶̏לȔּ؛¡Œ̥ٶوkՂνǬ̀ˬњغІŒٶوʆxɸϱụ̄�

·ǂٶŨνụ̄՟Ō̬�Ǡ̏vԐkͿ̓ɣȽٴgeneral will͘ٵ؏B NٶͰçļ̐

\̏ɵLІŒوBƼԓ̌ЫOגϼŲԓҠ˫űɵؙІغôBɾ£NӇǕɾ£ɵ

ІҧćٶÚʫΔҁụ̄ٶ\NӇԡּי¡ҧćBɾ£ȹفԣӒǫԉͩIҧćBűּ͕°

Іļ̐ٶɾ£̣ҼîNļɣԠٶɾ£ȹفΐɣÒИɣԠB̥kՊٶęطб̣̏քɽ�϶

ͰçІBɾ£Ή̥˿ĳx՚̌ęطkͿЖІּ٬ɢ̏�ٶɾϛɢּ¡˂Ց̏ǙІBİ

ƐٶĳӇ\̥kȁӳБϼІ�ȸϛɢٶƕע|˦ʪͰçІkٶXʆxּ̣̥рɢٶU

Ԟ̏Ũνs£Бٶ�Ͱç̥ÕϞϓІŠؔˮüٹǙs£ӒǹӖs£Іǈk�Պ̥ٶͰç

ͽΉ̥Ͱç�ȯƾÏBּрɥԤ̏طȂӇƓwkϨԧІBNٶƧ̳ƼІэՑżЮ̏

ՉɿҝZ`Ǐ̾˝І٬מٶǠN¬ȯɾ£ׄIͪԭՑƼBүּͨƦ̏ɾ£ʆغǙІɝ

ȣBƧ̳եӒǹ{ϱÒИɣԠNϼŲˣǽٶNќ̏űl٬ɝM̏ףٶՉІBPowell
ǁűǑϨɵϊ՟І̐§̢ٶNװԢІǠ̏ƐעƌüBsűFurman v State of Georgia 
(at 443)T˅îٸ 

���ǍǞǧŻ͌[¡ĉ�ţs#ʃǱ¬̉őĻæɁĀG#ʃǱ¬̉#qȁ¤¹ǰ6Ķ
Ɵ͌5ȭɆȖǙŜ@ąâ̈́Ã'pőŔȭ�ĩƥʷ)ĒÔ}ÇN5#ȡ÷45ȭ�¾&
¯ć#ʝ}͌[Ŕ�¥-��͌d)ɺ̲Ɍã#Əòƶȧ4˛ČǈYø͌�&'ʄF
ß÷̈́ƥʷ5ȭ�¾͌¢Ŏ4'Ʃò#1Ʈ͌�&'Əò#1Ʈ̈́�

�')0743ǁűWest Virginia State Board of Education v Barnette and Others (1942) 319 U5 
624 (at 638)T\ЃԐ^ٌ�ІЕٸ 

+ȳòɌ#Ť1ŧ#͌/'1ÎːǎŚʽ#ǼȵȚő;͌ǑWĥ¯�÷͌kĢE&â:
Ĵ+ͅ#ġȝ͌ǋÄĢEƬƩ`HUƖe3Ŀĵòǁ#òʁìǳ̈́,+#JŲȳͅUƧ
ÓĢǸ¢ȳť͌7&BȪIŖŶ.Ƌ¯͌=&ăâďțû�ġȝ̈́�

[189] ɾԞ˅ІİƐIٶٯӖÕՊ̏ϓǂUȞٶNƧՊ̏˅âŷɉٶḀ̇̄̏ekʕǙͷkϗԐ

ͰçӄȬІĆ؛Sԓ̥e˦ʪͰçҮ�ν˪˙ȔٶԢνNļɝԓǇҮӖÕǈǬٶÔɥ

͘BɾǾ̧πؙ̬زŧɸּeՉ¹Bνĩּ͕ٛІʏԹٶ\̏ν^יËּeʏԹǙΦɾ

8ǁűThe People v Anderson Íê·Tі896ħ899.-/6#ٶƧMˎԛװΉ̥ͽٶ£
͵ʆǒІ̝ٶƦІ˿^ٸ 

$E�q͌ů:¬̉ɗ#ʔ�͌'Tʂɤ�ȆTˊȅ#͌ÛhE]�+͌ǟ¢O*ȳť
1ğǰ6)ɶ�ƏòłÓĢDº͌sʹhEƸʢ#¦f����$E�U�Ď·Ƥ&§Ğ1
¬̉����ǋ&'W¡[Ⱦ�ɗʔĻ#¦f͌�'W¡[ǰ6#ÏŹ͌ĽŰ�˥Õ%®ǰ6
`ę#JŲ͌$E#ǰ6/6Þ%ŬćAȫ̞̈́ƣV4ȡǁȡ«��������)ȀőƣV'
ȩăĝʃǱ¬̉D͌Ʀķ3͍TÙƣVòʁȴ¯ˑVĻăẩ̮̓�JJY�Ź˻̓�
JJY�ǱLýˁ͌zi�5̈čǂ͌Ã'i.$E/ʃǱ(2½̉˩̈́ʃǱ#ì¸͌
ǋ&'¸?$E¦f2½ˑV˳͌�'¸?$Eō?͌]�̉˩ª&§�<ʀ<Ñ#ǰ
6ąâ̈́�

[190] ęطȱĮӓo҅ͮ^ƗƑʹȻױԇІнBɾ£ȹف±ͧҾπȺɲІͷǇԉνٶĿòǠ

̣�ȯęطšȨASOֹɵԞɽІ˹̌AkAǌ̥ļɝȸІбَ̣ٶȯөĳ

єBūǈȹفx֘�òٶӂǂūkٶčʧ̢ӱɡNΙҮٶІϮŇ̏π¿ІB 

 

[191] KentridgeǁٸɾļɣUȀǁІê·ٶxħsӖ�/*)488ǁʆ̾˝ІϨϱBҭײî̬

՟وІװԞɈٶļ̐\ν^ԐӖ҈ϫϓԂ͚ǍҔ؈ІNļɣԠٶɾלɢԗÇIe¡k

ɢB 
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[192] б̣L̥ԴƑkǙͰçʛʪȟξĦÐБǴĶІɣԠBԴƑḳԤȯٶ½ּ͕ӝدOװƕ

ІÒИ՟ٶوɂ٬ĳxҁɵؙԙٶغđđ11�ǁ�·ǂBɾ£ȹف^ԧٶɵ

ؙǁˀMּ¡{ćٶN̏Ũνɾ£ՂνӒǹ̥kІ̗ɬٶү̏ٶǠ½UȀǁűê

·ɣԠ̞TʆՊІٶŨνïɵƕҬҁ_ɾ£πַӋІҧćٶɾ£ȹف·ǂٶͷkҮԄ

Ͱ̏ĿѕĹɵіKѐІԡǂBɾ£ȹفΐɣٶNќ̏ĹɵɿɵٶɵؙІ·ǂף

 ІBؾІȦבȂΜط̥̣

[193] ̥ eǙ̬́Ǚؙ̬˅âɣԠІÒИkƏ˂ǂٶ{�ǙͰçɵІվϾ̏ףٶɵі[

̈́ʆʻ˻ІٶԿ̈́˹UȞȱƿÏأ�ІԦȎ�Еʆ̥kףɸԿj̥ϮŇ͝ٶԠՓɵі

33̈́і1ـіbͣٶԡǂΉ̥{�ǙԿ̈́ɿÕsɵ͝ìІȫؘïĳxEĿǂѬϊ͝ì

ІȹԞÎǉFBs£ՂνٶǙǂҟІϗkźԉͰçٶIǂ̣ÏЎĿǂԿϗkІϮŇ͝ٶ

Ũͩ\ȹςŨͩ`ǏٶүӖɵԎшBȱɾІԦȎ�ЕٶɾNБ�ּрѢŚ˂ՑІԧ·

˿Țĳxֽ٠͚BثςϮŇ̏͝xƿÏأ�І˿Țٶֳ؞��ƼʆΛӸІўŬÏժħ

ÎΛלٶȩ̪�́zXāüBϼςٶƧļUȀǁʆʫâІٶϮŇ͝ȹفčŀŨؓԍӒ

ǹɿskІϮŇүͷkІ͝ìٶ\čŀ^ūǈ̥͝�ԍӒǹNīʁ]ʆǇІ͝ìBϮŇ

͝\ĳxԓԢνؘǂūǈ̥ҧćȹٶفӽϱЌÕʆӇŲЫ�NІͷkỤ̈̄דîגϼІ

ɹҡٶxͩأ��ÕūͿІϮŇBԿɹҡٶǠƧļÕsɹҡٶȹفīîɵі��̈́і�

ɾļɣUȀǁІЕBɾiՂνؙ̬ٶـ)̈́і�ͣі		ʆ́þІؘïBӓ̀ɵіـ

ű̬́X·ǂٶĳxNزԞɾ£ǙԿ̈́ͣ�â͝ƯɈԧٶʈӇîB�ɾ£ЫǏҼî
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ɍͷkϗX،°Iח˘Bɾ£Ԟח˘І̏ٶͰçɿҮ̩؈Ѝеٶű̶éלٶ�ĳӇ̏

ѻ֘ЍеBȱ˹̌б̣ІԦȎ�ՊٶɾՂνٶNќϗ́Іk̥Ƒҟƕɡ͊ٶɾ£SNӇ

ĤI͕űÒИƂĹźԉɾ£ІɳɭBǠ½ɾ£NӇ�ԐٶԄ·ͷkϗІ˿Țֹ

ѿçɿӀԧkϗB 

[204] ̢ Ȭٶɾɢؖ՟�/*)488ǁʆՊІٸȔ؛ͰçٶSطâӒǙͷkҮІļɝٶiطԞǓɍ

sІҟԉB̬ê·ɢԞ°І̏ٶԞЫǂIz`ٶĝ�̏ҟƕɡ͊Іҟϗٶqςīîɵ

І�աB1910Ȉסٶĺϋ̠űM՟ؙЃԐMèՎԾٸ  

ǰ65ȭ9Řɗʔ¹ʔɗ#Ff¹fɸ͌'ƴ×VX��ƶí#HŨôƿ̈́�ĩƃAF
.ɳ¯ּeǙūǈNìІ�Ɓʚşī˒�¯ʔІҟϗ#ȳť2ٷ']½�ģU̜˩#
ɉň#+#%ǣİŞ#Fǒʧɾٷ%�æŹ#ɱğ͌Ŵük]½ª�˔ˤż#̜˩#§
ƙɈWhEă»ɈW#+͌Ñ>�ɠ˃̏#ǰ6͎%�&̤̯#Ǵ�͌ɔđʞĜ̓ÑJ
#�ò͎%ŋƞ¯#�F͌ō?d1*F͌)�,+#F;7@\uåȗ̈́2½Ɣſ͌
)ķ3ʔɗ¹ɗʔß÷D͌HUÌŻǋȆ˖ó%,VX#V�͌=HUƎˉǋȆǍ�ǰ
6#mȁ̈́�
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[205] Krieglerǁٸɾļɣ̸UȀІѽՑٶxħsʆ̾˝ІϨϱٶNǙê·Іע|ò̥N

ļɣԠB�̏ɾıɢ°Ðz`ٸіIٶǠ̏ԞϓëȟՍIeٹٯװіaٶò̏Ԟ˅âͽ

֞NļІϨՑ˿ľB 

[206] ƧļȀǁűê·̞؋ƫӖѽ̯І͵ӲʆՊٶUԞІϊٯű̀ٶɵ̏ĿՂνͰçűę

Nؙ̬̏Aụ̄AɿÒИɣ\ٶͰç؛SN̏ɾǾ̧�϶ɿȔٯװNĹІçҡB̏ط

Ԡ˦ʪɿĩǙͰçBٸ̏ٯװɵǙͰçîȌʛʪl٬͕ІЕB  

[207] Ԟŧљּ¡ŒٶوȹفÈׄԉxȫνUٶүN̏ȶɿŏƻνUІä̱BՊǏԾٶķ

нȋNĳӇűȶЖцԙ�BϷяٶՇ�AĩÒȋӜ�AɿĹϨɈј͋ɀףٶI

ÚŲǕ¿¬ê˾țÍǁІǳ�ԙBıԞ̥ɆҭӇüІḳףʒՂٶķнȋٶǟÕ̏

ɵϨІХх̣ٶϔΙî¿¬ê˾ٶŨͩ\ȹفҭɮIeىƐІŨѶBثςƧͩٶɾ

£Іä̱нІن؋A̵͎AӖѽǢٶqςȹفĹBɾ£ІūǈӖūǈ͘؏ІżЮA

ԡўūǈ͘؏ȧͩX،ІbĆІȫAxħԡǂkͿ͝ìЇ́˹ףٶϱụ̄эԡǂB

ԿǕźԉȫІ͝ìʸӖĸѴؙBүEǙּ̀ë́ͣІԽA�աӖźԉј`ٶـ

̢̥Ȭ·ǂ͝ІFٶòؙ̬̏ٹԞʕ́zhҁŎIрؙ̏ٶȫǿІؘ͝Bű�І̏ף

ǁٶN̏ҵkٹs£ІѮȫ̏ȫٶN̏«Ϩɿŏƻٶϼς\NĳӇ̏ˬΊB 

[208] ôֳՌ̉وűЫǂٶͰç̏Ŀ�Ǉ^ɵіKѐʆأ�І͝ìBּǠ 

Ğ1e3͈�ƇŸ͉ʎƴ̈́Ťŭ͌¬̉'ȩ˚Ǝ(â̲òĪ˦#ȳť͏Ⱥ'͌'ȩ@Ɠ
ȘeǃĤþű#ȴ¯͌Ä¬̉È»ĸ͏ 

Ekkٸ^ƼІɣɆÚΞ͈NٶԞțֳɵі9̈́ІԡǂزıٶوІŒ͵ؠǙіI

ɸ̥ϮŇ͝BF 

Nќі9̈́űÕƼɝ̥l٬ÕƼԧٶӓǜƼԐ̌^ٶūǈNȯ˭ɣöơ{�kІϮ

ŇBςүٶç`ԵԲі277̈́і1ـ�Yĩ^LֳؘïٶԴĳؙê·öơ¡kІϮ

ŇBּÐ̈́ԡǂٶI¡ؘïٶI¡ԴĳٶȪَ̌̏bБПГІBŨͩط؛ٶіaؠ͵І

ä̱̥ì̀ç`ԵԲІԡǂٶĿòƼɸ�ɵі4̈́і1ـԓǅǽπˮB 

[209] ׄ ԉіaؠ͵ä̱І̐§ٶȹفԞŒІŒٸ̏وǙϮŇ͝І�Ǉ̏ٶĿ̏ĹϨІٺǙI

¡xӒϱȇјνżЮІ؋˫ͿUбּ̣ٶр�Ǉ̏Ŀͨϼٴٺі33̈́і1ـіaAiӖiiͣٵ

ͨƧɾЫ�і277̈́і1ـіaͣπîĹϨɈ͓ΦІ؉͛ٶɾŨүՂνNزԞÚɆҭ

ͰçűԓôֳXб̣T̏ĿÖͨϼɈBͩƐٶɾ\N˂хі33̈́іaـіbͣІɣɆٶŨ

νê·̞і132A133Ӗ134͵ٶxħ�+386/*-+ǁê·̞і193A194Ӗ195͵ףḀ̊́ԭՑB

ŨͩɾNÚփֳB 

[210] İƐٶɾ\ԤȯΉȹԞʿхĹϨɈּ¡͋ɀІ̢ƕؘȎBӤIـȫІĹϨɈ̏Ӗɵ

Ƨ̶̳̈́ٶż̬ІBŨּ̢ͩ̏ٶԞĒäÇäІЫэفĹϨɈȹמٶìАˀԎш͝أ�

ȫϔΙî½ϮŇٴΉ̥^ƼÕƼ͝ìǠlף٬Nּ͕̏ٵż̬OϤղІ͝ìٶǠȹف

ԞطȂَ̌ІĹϨB 

[211]  ɾ£˧îɽēLӱؿІո˺̥ٶІքɽͰçٶ\̥ІĩǙͰçٶƼ£ІՑٯŀӸǀ˳A

νքɽٶḀ̑ʓǵŲطȶAŏƻAɣ՛ȣɨA˸ƻӖ҂ԫƻј͋ɀBVon LieresÈϮ

�϶ͰçІؚω֬աٶsUԞԼŮțϰі33̈́і1ـІԡǂٶνͰçǘʑĹϨɈӖͨϼ

ɈٶȟՍƼІŠؔӖɹҡˮ̳Bê·ɣԠ\ӳװűּÐ¡ٶ|עɾıɢǙͰçІŠؔ

ˮüٶÚЃԐIeЕB 

[212] ƕѯű25ȈôٶҤū̢٤ؙ�ɽ^I؏ـɈІê·ٸFurman v GeorgiaBűsѢβ

ğ̥ΜȎІɣԠ̞TٶMarshallǁ͚Ԣ^քɽӖĩǙͰçІʆ̥Њ̿ٷ٧ҤìŽ˹

ϡBֹּ͵sӒсEί؈O̴ѷІ̃нFٶsǕ200ȈІХх˹ϡٶ�ɽƧMѽՑٸ
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Eʆ̥ͰçĳxɽІЏІٶѻ֘Ѝе\ĳxîI͕Іˮ̳FBĒȈȬٶěȎ̢٤

ؙĦűBachan SinghÍTٶԭՑūآLքɽӖĩǙͰçҮІĸрϨՑBűמXȬٶĦ

̥ԴƑͨĩ˿ɣԠԓ°ɽ̞غBĳ̏ٶՊ^٬מƑ٬מ^°ٶƑٶљ́̏לMarshall
ǁ̊űFurmanTǠǺ҅ՊІԾٸͰçSΉ̥̐؈٤̀،ЍеІĳ՚̌Іçҡƻ¿¬B

Ή̥IـǏ՚ХхA҂ԫո˺AϨՑä̱ĳx՚̌ٶͰçІŠؔˮüЫǏ٤̀ŢģІȮ

çBͩIѽՑ̏ٶɾ£ä̱ƕغ̞ײո˺Ӗج˿ϊ֬ÎǉXȬٶȹςІѽ̳B 

[213] İI¡ȹςІѽՑǠ̏ٶͰçSNӇӽϱɵі33̈́і1ـІԡǂٶүĪȯͨϼɈBƧ

̳űNЫǂǏآŠؔˮüІɝMלٶԴĳķ͘؏öơkͿІϮŇמٶǕ̏ƿÏNĹ

ϨІԉνB 

[214] ̆ ςǺ҅Ыǂ^Ͱçĩɵі9̈́ІԡǂٶүONӇțϰі33̈́і1ـІ˹ƷĪȯͨϼ

ɈٶɾԤȯٶ\Ή̥ȹԞҚқԭՑٶͰç̏Ŀĩ^іKѐأ�ІÕƼ͝ìBƧƒ՜ӛ

�աkɈǗŢІ͝ìٴі10̈́ٶٵNīʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡІ͝ìٴі11̈́
і2ٶٵـπϾ̏طȂװԞІBŨͩײٶç̐Іɏɣٶű̬̾LǠĩ^і8̈́і1A2ـ
IÚȟՍІȇј͋ɀBɾNɢեëkԤȯٶɾɾІ{�I�ļ`ٶűΙħּe͝ìӖ

ÕװԞɈІ՟وL̥ٶNļІɣԠB�űіKѐNļјѴІ¿¬Ӗż̬͝ìTٶɾՂν

Lֳ͝ìІ̀�ףؠ�ϮŇ͝B`ǏLٶs£ÏףǬ̢̢̀ż̬І͝ìBүϱ̀ͰçА

ˀȦؾîІ̏ԓèű̢٤�ІϮŇ͝ٶʆx̬́ІԭՑĳxîͩνͧB 

 

[215] L'3-'ǁٸɾļɣUȀІѽՑٶƕӔL\քļsՀЌĚƻІê·ɣԠʆ̾˝ІϨϱB

NɾǙsȘ՟Іê·ٶòʛʪNļɣԠBɾǾ̧ӇׄIͪȟՍs̠˅îІȊٯB 

[216] 1977Ȉі51ԅ́ʆֽІç`ԵԲі277̈́ԡǂٶŨνĩMè`ٶـʆxɵٸ 

(a) ɵі9̈́أ�ІϮŇ͝ٹ 

(b) ɵі10̈́أ�ІkɈǗŢɸԓǗװІ͝ìٹ 

(c) і11̈́і2ـԡǂІNīʹAطkO̥֭k̿ІçҡІ͝ìB 

[217] ƧļDidcottǁʆՊٶɾ̣ʕٯװ˫űϮŇ͝LBɵі9̈́أ�І̏ƿÏNīؘïІ

͝ìBƼ̏ʆ̥͝ìІżЮٶ\̢̏ӓ٤πLІk͝BɾՂνΉ̥ȹԞνϮŇ͝úǂI

ǂІўŬٶıɢϓë׳ΞÐ¡͋ɀٸ 

(a) ƼCі9̈́DSN̏Պͻ¡k̥ףNԓūǈ�τç`ԵԲі277̈́ñɣêԄͰçІ

͝ìB 

(b) ɾSNՂνϮŇ͝ĳxʻؘ؛ï̈́ͣІגϰB{�ԼŮǙ͝ìԳؘІȫףٶȹف

ѕĹɵі33̈́і1ـІԞzBż̀UȀǁèâІϨϱٶCͰçDS̪ѕĹі33̈́І

Ԟzٹūǈ̪Ӈ˅âI¡ĹϨAͨϼІϨϱٶ�ԧç`ԵԲі277̈́ǙϮŇ͝ʆ°

ІؘïBɾNӇˀīҺсԿ̈́ԡǂǬ̀ɵі33̈́і1ـʆՊІEĹϨFІԡǂІՊٶ

ŨνԿ̈́ԡǂűҝŽЫ՚˝ĳx՚̌ͰçІŠؔˮüƕ̀גϼІ̩؈ЍеІɝ

MٶǠնςĿǂ^ʆ̥͝ìT̢̢ż̬І͝ìٸϮŇ͝B̏מI¡̪҅՚ǏІԳBż

ּ͕̀ІɢٶɾԤȯ\ΉȹԞÚԭՑɵі33̈́і1ـІÕƼԞzB 

[218] ɾXʆxϓëȟՍϮŇ͝ע̥ٶ|ġŨ̏ɢŧɸūÎְȈ�ЃϮІ`ɝBĤȊĒȈ

ٶϮŇӖkɈǗŢІ¿¬·īɁԢBˬΊAб̣ӖÕƼŨѶűȲnӖƁȲІ˹ďԙٶ�

ȘֿâÇά̛ʄІŬBűּ͵нT̢ٶƕІϖϑŋǠ̏ǙϮŇxħǙͻ¡kӖϮ 

�ІǗŢІǗװBūǈűͩIԑֵнTȹفʒ˛ע|ձ{ٶNıŨνƼűĤԎшT

ʆʎέІԦӞלٶŨνƼח˘�϶Ie̪ӇÇ|Ǘװ¡kϮŇӖkɈǗŢІçҡB 
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[219] űŧٍɾūɵˬͮĵІ̐§ٶȹفȟՍϮŇ͝ӓ٤πLІŲٶ�xħϮŇ͝ӖçҡX،

І؏�BEụ̄ΊūFٍٶĽɆҧٶʫІ̏ıԞнȋͨЫٶūǈǠĳx{ɣïǂ{�

ȫB 

[220] ɵõكǽІ̐§ٶƼvԐ^ΊϨѬ҂ІװƕդďٸȱĤϱụ̄˦שІѬ҂֦ٶդν

¡k͝ìīɵأ�ІɵˬūǈBͩƐٶƼ\vԐ^˽ІќϨ˿ȚٸȱĤІx͝ü҂

Ί֦ٶդνͿUġòΊٶǕˬȍѬ҂Ơż̀ȇјӒϱġòLB 

[221] ȪĳӇٶűּ¡ūǈԙ̥ٶ˸xЅӱԫІk̪לٶɥīîLֳ֦դІȦؾB�Ǚɾ£Ï

٣�Պּٶ¡˽І̵̀Ǻ҅ȘƦ^ٶɾ£ȹفե˽І˹ďűּԙϮ̾Aɽ؈B 

[222] ɵ̈́ͣӖ˹ƷԁŀІ̏֞ɽυІб̣І¿¬BƼ£ʆ�րІ̏ٶȶČՊٶүN̏͝

üٶ͕͌̏ٹүN̏٤ƌ҂ΊBȱּ¡ԦȎ�ЕٶūǈІԦӞǠطȂΞ͈BNќ̏Ʀ̏

ƍٶūǈ̏б̣І͕͌BūǈȹفȁنȘэI¡xɵѩвӖ¿¬νżЮٶSOǗװk

ٌϮŇӖǗŢІ˹ďBν^ʎέƦּ¡ԦӞٶūǈN¼Ԟĩԟκ֣ǙȫІǗװxħ±

ͧͷǇІԥɀלٶԞϰ̢גϼІ˿ȚٶϰǏ�՚̌б̣ǙϮŇӖǗŢ͝ІװԢٴƧʢѾ

Ԅ·kϗٵBƧ̳̥k˦ʪͰçٶȹفłԵsּ͕̏ІBԧІ̐§̾˝ІϨϱIǂ

ɘԍּ¡¿¬B~ìՔǲ̢٤ٶx֘�òفūǈȹٶkٌϮŇІ¿¬̏π�ћІٸ̏

ؙSchaeferǁ̠Պٸ 

$Ee.ɶ�̉ò#�ò͌NƖŹY�ǻ?͌HUe.ƥǪ$E��ƶí#ƴóôƿ �̈́

[223] Ƒ͟ԓțֳІɵEūǈůѽӖͿ̄ňԧFѐѝֳؐٶ^˽˹ďІͿ̄ѩвBUȀǁ

űê·̞і7Ӗ130͵ٶ\̠țֳԿѐѝІÎǉBƼǕɵȣǉɽΧֽĤӖ̪�ІE͗

͒FٶEׁѽ^vԐΜȎäďб̣ٶSOÇάϊ٦AԎшAπͧЌІЀӥӖͨطҧІ

Ĥٶxħӂǂk͝…ʆ̥ęطkІ…̪�F̢ٹȬٶƼUȞԞՍ˷ȸɨٸϱƁȲ֦νϨ

ԧٶϱȲn֦νԗÃٶȱīǇ˹ď֦νEÔϮF˹ďBɵS̪Ǚ̢̫I¡͋ɀ˅�ǂ

ҧB 

[224] Lֳ͋ɀɾ£ȹفʳԍІ¿¬̥eԴ؏�BƼ̏Iр˹ďٶȟՍбҦTІÔļɈӖb

րBƼӂǂ¡k֘νkٌІŲ̥͝ٶ�Ԟ΄бҦÕsɽŌǙ¡kІѾǙǗװAǗŢAϤ

ԢAӖˀīBБĩŲٶ¡k\ʒ˛IeҧćBsȹفҁ_ÕsɽŌБǙІǗװAǗŢA

ϤԢӖˀīB̝װԞІֹ̏ٶƼʆȟՍІ͝ìäjAÔļʒ˛ӖÔļjīј͋ɀٶƼ

ν͝ìІԉ�Գǂ^IƟ͓ΦBŵǞǡfLԵؙűǑϨDPP v PeteІ̐§ٶνƼ°^

I¡̢ƿҤІԽٸ 

ɺ̲Dśɀ̄ú)F#�À,Ñ1ìǳ/'͍,+¹ǰ6ǉƼ#śzo°͎UƧ͆,+
ȳť¹ǲƮ͇¹͆ǰ6ǰǷȳť¹ǲƮ͇ǉƼ#o°̈́)¨e4.G͌4ȤǉƼuǌÌ
Ż͌,+ȳť¹ǲƮâǰ6ȳť¹ǲƮ#ǃĤ͌Ǝ�ʡz̈́�

[225] ȱбҦІԦȎ�ՊٶEÔϮFІUԞϓٯű̀Ƽս_ϮŇӖkɈǗŢІ¿¬Bּр˹ď

ІTȸɆɢű̀ٶskІϮŇӓǜ¡kІϮŇ̏I͕ϤղІBǙ¡kǗŢІǗ̏ٶװ

ּ¡͋ɀNĳɿҝІġѶBư̋üϗҟهҕٶб̣Ç˻̛üԎшІ̐vٶ·ɥũˤІб

̣ɽŌѵѵԐа֘ԄűҝZEÔϮFІȈvBʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІǙȩ˿Ț̏ٶ

̥ӄ̀EÔϮFѩвІB 

[226] ű̶рнȎLٶɾ£ְ̏ףȊȈEϊ٦AԎшA˸NΞІЀӥӖNÒFІīǇҮB̥І

бҦІīˌнȎƕ̀ÕƼбҦB̥eбҦTٶȊYΉ̥kN̶̏рнȎІīǇҮٶɿҮ

ȊYΉ̥kNű;πϨІ̛üTƚĤԣǋІԣkB̥e̛ü`zֹ̏ٶūǈּ¡͘

şƿɽІٶı̏ν^҈ʪI¡ȿԞևîѻٯІEϦϘFBςүּٶȅףkٌǙkٌІ

̛üBϮŇդȯȴN֎ٶȊYƿÏΉ̥¿¬B 
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[227] űּрNǗװkٌϮŇxħӖϮ �ІǗŢІɝMٶбҦІĸ¡ԦӲѵѵЃâŧͯ

EÔϮFІҺؽB̥e˹ѐ̠˅îÔϮ̏�ٶƕע|̪Ǚ�ՖEÔϮF°âԧBث

ςƧͩٶ˅îÔϮІ̐§ٶk£Ҕ̣̏ǕƼ˄ֳνIрk£ʆΤ̧І̰ԝٶIрūǈɸ
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ˀīAÅԴA҈ʪSOïȎďǙƲƣxħ̥Ӟkрَ̌NÒІͬԢٹүϦűٶɵі8
̈́xħɵȬȋףٶԼŮȘэIрб̣ŬٶN¼ԞĩǙĤІϨՑלٶԞ̌ЄŲӂǂ

EеͧLֳͬԢF̏ĹϨOͨϼІBűĤٶk£ÅԴN҅ǑêІЍеٹүϦűٶі11
̈́і1ـğеּͧрԉνBűĤٶk£ÅԴ̥֭skk̿Іȩٹ�Ϧűٶɵі11
̈́і2ـՊ̏מɵІBűĤٶk£{ɣŲؘïԩՑẠتAѽбӖזȰӒϱٹ�Ϧ

űٶɵі15A16A17A18̈́ǕּeǂҧνEż̬͝ìFBűĤٶǜ˸̄Ҧ̪Ӈj̥

ʗд͝ٹ�Ϧűٶɵі21ـՊkk̥ףʗд͝BűĤٶūǈ̣xр̄ħӎӞνϱٶ

еͧūͿʪ̥AĪȯլϯٹ�Ϧűٶɵі26̈́Ξ͈Ųأ�kͿІլϯ͝BLֳϨӄ

ԓɵȬȋȣǉνEÇάϊ٦AԎшAπͧЌІЀӥӖNÒFBɵΤ̧°îIрٶ̔

֦դٶʕĤwkπˀīІб̣ϓȵ֦ٶդɽƕȃБϻІEӂǂk͝AͿUAʆ̥ę

 ѴA�yɿɈëІ̪�FBؠπ؏YӎӞAр̄AٶkňȇÔƸAÔjЃḲ̌͘ط

[263] ɵȬȋԐϦІ̏Iр˽Іб̣ŬٶƼʒՔԞEνɾūͮĵ؋œI͵˽ІѐѝFٶ\

ɜŝūǈб̣ĤǙEk͝FӖEkġòFІ�ǇٶSOԐаEزԞІ̏НԧٶN̏
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Ȳn̏ٹňԧٶN̏ƁȲ̏ٹkXʆxνkІEÔϮFkɈ¿¬ٴɒĮǡՆٸubuntuٶٵ

N̏īǇІ˹ďFB 

EǙÔϮІزԞFּįԾʆԐІ̏ٶľļӅʇ֎uâSOˀīɤІIр̬Ӈ̏ٹӂǂ

Ӓ֘kɈȬІŗɗӖά֎ɥ̏ٹӖ٣تбҦbĆȬȯîІŧƁ̏ٹƼʆεЃІըǌùֿ

üٹļ̐\̏́_І¡kӖˀīІб̣ٶÐ˿ףغӇɥīîІѩвӇײB 

[264] ɾ£ȹف·ǂٶűּ͕І̐цӄ̔Ӗб̣ŬMٶͰçîȌ̏ĿɵB 

[265] ͰçՂĳñɣΘΩϮŇІԉνBƧļɾXôʆՊȄ̢ѻ͊Oπxͽ˟І͊ђІçҡ... 
Ƽ̢̏ȬA̢ÖΩɈA̢πʱŧІçʇ͵ٶNĳיËŲϔΙî҅ٶԫћAԫú

ІϮŇѻѽٹΩʆ̥kٌףԓս_І̢װԞO̢ϤղІзϐF (S v Mhlongo 1994 
(1)SACR 584(A) at 587 e-g) 
LֳE҅ԫћAԫúІѻѽϮŇFٶű̬ɵǞ̪ÒǽôІĤ̏ٶԓÅԴІB�̏

ϦűŃٺϼéïԪɵІՓÒٶƧً̳ɣІԾٶÕǏĳxʕּ¡՟وϼ�̬վLǬ̀ˬ

ΊӖȶІŒ̌ٶوЫŲֹɵ�϶ɿеͧͰçB�̏s£Sּ̪͕°ٶүǕּ¡Œ

 hϱҁؙ̬�ԧ·BٶوԢνɵŒو

[266] э͘؏°ɽІˬΊê˾ٶӖ½ɵּؙ͕Іķ͘؏ʆ°І·ǂٶÐҮX،̥ٶȪ

ƕІNļBэ͘؏ԉ�ˬΊԔ̣ٶײǕE̥͝חâˬΊ·њҮІחͿFІˬΊ¯ƦѰ

ÍҭɮBŨͩٶэ͘؏űԭՑͰçͩрÒИ՟ٶ̐وӒς̣եÒИɣԠʎέװԞḀ

̐ϭӓÖ̥·ǂɈІԦӞBķнȋǠƿÏNI͕^Bν^ԧ·̶ـϊ՟ٶɵؙȹ

ĳӇٹ�́؏ūÎӖūƐБٹ˹ϊ՟̬̈́ͣ˹ӖLMٹͣ̈́؏ɵБٸǑԢMèոԬف

Ȧؾê·ІūÎҨɫӖūآÒٹ`ǏLӖͮĵLǙϊՑ՟وІĸ˿ՊٹБ؏̈́ͣ

ϰՆІɣҧӖɣΛٹɵԐϦІб̣ŬٹȹفűNļɿϭӓĳӇБbԎшІԥٯX،

ĦеͧlٶâɵîȌÅԴl٬˅ٶŨѶȬـӖԹ�ĸxħűǑɦԽٹٯîІȇԏ

٬B  

[267] ֹ үO\NӇțϰі33ٶԞ̈́ͣװĩ^ɵІٶͰçּрçҡٶɾՂνٶLֳä̱
̈́Іؘïԡǂ�ĪȯͨϼɈBɾɢѢСŲԧIMɾʆ̾˝ІϨϱB  

[268] ٙ ÈٶƼĩ^ɵі9̈́Ekkףɸj̥ϮŇ͝FІѾǙԡǂBמîȌ̏l٬ɣɆٺ

l٬̏EkFٺE¡kFӖEϮŇFĦ̏ȱl؋§٬̐ƫٺі9̈́ІEϮŇ͝FٶӖɵ

�	̈́ս_ͺԣІEj̥¡kئиFІ͝ì�ͺԣǙӒǹ֘٣̥ʺˁӖ�̥ӒϱІ͝

ì̏ٶĿ̣̥ʆԎшٺі9̈́ІEϮŇ͝F̏ٶĿеͧ́ԉϦvЂІǿٶʣ̩̫؛

Ͽk֘LІ҈ϮÀşٶĝ�ϿkǺ҅EӌͰFٶĝ�ϿkǺ҅NÚ̏I¡EkFٶı�

̥IeEϮϐFІϓȵٺƧ̳љ́̏ĿǂІٶ٬מٶիձΊЂІϮ؛^Θ͊ʣќ̏ٶ

ĿӇׄԉу͊І�ÍΊЂٺpÍІ̐،̏ٯlٺ§٬̐ĳxpÍІɝĦ̏lٺ٬ 

[269] Ǡ̬́ԭՑ՟و�ՊٶSNزԞҁі9̈́ІEϮŇFI¡πʆNčІȫǂҧٶ SOԼ

Ůŧљôغ˅îІħÕƼԛحІŒوBמeԛحІŒٶوԞјî̪�ЫǏâϦ^ٶʈز

ԞׄIͪІä̱BϦٶ͵ؠɾ£ĳӇĳxŚѲŲֹI¡ǝǍЫІŒٶوǠĳxԧ

·Ͱç̏ĿɵІŒوІٸ 

Eі9̈́أ�ІϮŇ̏͝ٶĿčʧkkNīūǈñɣͷǇІ͝ìͩٺԄʆՊІͷǇԉ

ν̏ٶūǈՂĳІ̥Ѭ҂ḀԫúІԄ·ԉĆٶԓϼ�çҡIрٶϱˀīÒǈӼٔІԉ

çkźԉBF 

ɾՂνּٶ¡ŒوІљ́ɸԿ̏ٸȄІٹkk̥ףLֳ͝ìFBүּ\эñǕּр͝

ìôغ˅îІIe͝ìđäٶ�؋ͽƧٶűϮͰh؏І̐§ٶŨνͨϼؓԍүʕϗԉ

ҮʊͰІɝȣٹɿҮٶūǈغǙÎ]ƐɛІ̐§ٶx�ūԍͿνϨϱٶơĪskϮŇB 
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[270] ūǈ̥Ѭ҂ḀԫúŲñɣΩ·¡kϮŇٶSʕͩрԉνϼ�çҡ˿ȚІIрٶôֳ

ɝ̏ƿÏNI͕ІBƼN½̏ầͨϼؓԍІͷkԉνٶԓǇkν^ʳԍӒǹІ͝ì

ӖϮŇүͷkٶűȫL�Պ̏ͨϼІBƼ\N½ūǈű҉ɇĜدɿÎɯƐɛ̐ٶν΄

ӒɾؓԍүͷkBּр̥Ѭ҂ḀԫúІԉç̐،ٶӖϼéþǇkϗҟ̐І̐،̣Бء

ȪW̥̐ٶ§ϭӓƦȊȈBűּ͵̩،ԙٶsıӇűЍϝԙπüŲјȩԉç̇Іî�B

ևîϮŇЌٶنsǕבŘƚʆ̥ɵіKѐӔüʳԍأ�ІÕƼ͝ìBż̀Ͱçּр

πʱŧІϓɈٶƧ̳ű`ȬЃϦīçk̏π֩ІٶɿҮ̥՚˝՚̌īçkҟNӔͰٶ

\ƿÏΉ̥ԗÃɿԗͨІٖŲB  

[271] Ͱç\ȹςű̶рнȎLٶűÕźԉTǨϦIрȹςІѾ̧ٶļɣϗԉҮȹςȯˀīͩ

јԄҡٶŨνՂǂkɈǺ҅ΘƚîNÅԴ̝ϮA˩Aə˩AπȣІǾ̧ӖصɈٶүO

s\ѾNĳӇű̪�̶IƖٶxԉĆ՚̌SOװ˽ϟȯɵіKѐأ�ІǗŢAƾÏA

ż̬Ӓϱј͝ìٶŨνּe͝ìı̥űϮŇ͝Ή̥ԓˏІϘMʈνĳӇBͰçІѻ

ѽɈ̏NǉԴּeԗ˰ІĳӇɈІBƼȷȌΩ^Ƽ£ƸűІĳӇBͩ؛XƐٶƧ̳Ԟ

ȹٶŨνԞԓԄ·Іkٶأ��Ǉîɵі10̈́ǙkɈǗŢІװǠIǂ̣ŢٶɽЏІ

1977Ȉі51ԅ́іٴîѾ֘gνͧFٵӊƶٴԞْīԓEĻ\ٶЍе،̐؈īדف

279̈́і4ּٵـрɀنІʙЭBǙǗŢ͝І�Ǉ̏IǂІBk£I͟ĦI͟ŲłԵsٸ

E�Ǻ҅ƿÏŘƚkɈB�NÚגĹÕskI։ϮΓB�Ή̥ϮƸІ͝ìB�Ή̥Ԟ

΄ǗŢІ͝ìB�N̏kBʆxɾ£ԞΘΩ�ІϮŇBFٴĥԠBrennan J in Trop v Dulles 
356 US 84 at 100ٵ 

[272] ԓ�ϗІٶSNIǂı̥ԓԄ·ҮІǗŢ͝Bɾ£\ĳxՊٶűªǚk͝І˹̌ԙثٶ

ςɾ£ν^NļІϨϱٶǙͰťϼéͷkІԉνΜɡЀѾٶ̏�ٹԄ·ͷkϗּрIÚ

 ĥԠFurman v Georgiaٴ�ϗ^ɾ£ʆ̥kІǗŢ͝B\ٶԛḀѬ҂үOñɣІԉνװ
408 US 238 at 273 (1972) BrennanǁІĘļɣԠ̞ٵB 

[273] ͩ Ɛٶɾ\πļɣEͰçS̪ĩɵі8̈́ȇј͝FּрՊBɾБٶ�ʆ̥ǁ

нٶB�̏ҁ_NļԓłNԓÅԴІNȇјȩٶ§çІ̐ײËűיٶЌ̢ƕІāüף

ȋ̬֘ḁ̏ɏɣԔײІُٶإեɾ£π·ǂɿقٶîȌŎ¡ԓêͰҟІԓłĳxË

̀IͰٶŎ¡ԓłĦַN^ͰgІŇBNűײçІؙٶүűнȋ̬֘B̢ȬІѽ

̳SطĪ·ؙ̀�ϰІĳقǄԥ͓Φٶү̏IžԛحІդ˸ٶͽ˿ՊٸxԓłІծ

ǌϘٶs̏Ŀ̥ӇüҶՏǖѩІ֬աkǖǈٹs̏Ŀ̥֎ƓոΥٶĳxׄԉՍ̸A

ִ֗AĪȯ՚kSO՚̥̌Ā̀љ֬Ӗĳ�ȎІ`ǏٹիձêçІķǁŌІɈ̿Ax

ħs£ɿԴSNϓâ�ЖՇȇǏІ¿¬ԥּ̥לٶeɢǙ̀þװɿΟ֡çȎІȦٹؾ

ϱ̀ոΥֲؘ̥ٶ�ÒЉ֬աkCpro-deoDѬ҂ıӇyրχՇ̥ٖ�̏҅٠N֎ІӬ٩

ȫǿٹԓłNļІī˳ӃнȎӖԐӇüٶ\·ǂ^̏ĿӇǕ֎xȦؾê·ѽ̳Іѹȴ

́ɝӖ˂ՑÇ|¹ҁ֬ȫȫǿРٹĭ՞ŌІԮҐнȎӖՆԩӇüٹԓłӖ֬աȫ

ǿA͚˿AǁІ¡ëâϮӄ̔̏Ŀ̥ȪƕІNļؠٹѴAр̄AƬëӖȈٲŨѶ\ĳ

ӇȦ̢ؾѻê·Іŕɣ˂ǂěթٹʒ֪Ō՜ІѩüAӇüӖʗÍнȎ͚ٹ˿ȫǿІȐ

֬ՑʓǵӖ҅٠B̥לȪƑÕƼŨѶףٶĳӇȦؾî̢ȬՋ̣ԓԄ·ٶՋĦӇƸΓІ·

ǂB̢ȬІѽ̳̏ٶΉֹ֪ǄԥقүϟȯІBּрнȋ�Y̬֘Ǡḁ̏ɏɣԔײ

Іɽ|Bׁͮ؍ըǌІҤū̢٤ؙІ�1')0293ǁףNȯNԐаٸ 

)$9.͌N�ǧY͌O*ňĩƶȧȴǳł°Öȴ¯#Ȅÿ͌HU˵Ȩ¬̉ʨ*#̲ò
ȼˎ̈́Tǟ¢#ß÷'͍2,ŅǇ@ȩÈȟȆ%ȈYƋ¯Ł,�Ɓ͈ĝ¬͉͏�2,ȑ
Ɍ͌ &H@'ɳ¯#̈́ 0293('�1ٶCallins v Collins 114 S. Ct. 1127; 127 L.Ed.2d 435 (1994)ٴ

ǁІNļɣԠ̞ٵ�

[274] ϼςٶɾ£\ȹفʒՂٶؙǅêͰç̐ІɏɣԔײɝȣٶűؙǅêȮçІ̐§\̣
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ЃϮB�̏ٶͰçȮçɿҮ{�ÕƼçҡX،̏לٶƸűӳБϼƕІǸϻBּN¼̏

Ǡٶ^Ͱçê̏�ٹĳxű`Ȭǘ΄ȡԗלٶ^վІǸϻBȮçê̏לٶІǸϻײ

Nĳ̝˩\πʱŧ^Bԓ؏ׄЍϝԙІԓłٶűNĩЍϝԡǂІўŬÎٶqςĳx

ԉ�NļнȎІɵأ�kkЇ̥І͝ì̏�ٹԓԄ·ІԓłٶǠАˀƚĤ^ִ΄{�

ÕƼ͝ìІ͝ìBͰ^Ǡ̏Ͱ^B 

Іـĩ^ɵі11̈́і2\νl٬ͰçɢׄIͪԧלɾٶUȀǁ˅îІϨϱ^؛ [275]

ԡǂBԿ̈́ـ˹ԡǂٸ 

O*+ăʸâµÖ̓FÁłfɸ4#ňĩǘŸ#ɤ͎̉Ēï͌=O*+ăâ3ʂɤ̓ŝ
+qł*̅+Ŧ#ŘƘł̉˩̈́�

[276] і11̈́і2ـІԡǂäɽȊ¡ٶ|עȹفä؋�ЕBٴűNĩі33̈́ԡǂІɝMٵ

ͰçϒԨі11̈́і2ٶـŨνƼ̏ٸ  

(a) çٹɿ 

(b) ʹІȩٹɿ 

(c) ʹІçҡٹɿ 

(d) طkІȩٹɿ 

(e) طkІçҡٹɿ 

(f) ̥֭k̿Іȩٹɿ 

(g) ̥֭k̿ІçҡB 

 ĥԠEx Parte Attorney-General, Namibia: In re Corporal Punishment 1991 (3)ٴ

SA 76 (NmSC) at 86B-Dٵ 

[277] ɾՂνٶͰçЫǏ̏і11̈́і2ـʆՊІʹAطkAɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡB 

[278] πϾŲٶɾІѽՑЫǏḁ̏eԴ¿¬ê˾ּ̏�ٶ¿¬ê˾̏xǄԥ͎ɽІٶSҭɮî

MèŨѶٸі11̈́і2ـ˹ƷІIӛɣҧٹͰç̏ĿѕĹÕƼɵ͝ìAɵŏƻAɵ

ô˹ӖȬȋʆԐІkUҧٹͰç̏ĿѕĹ҅ɵЫՂІͿ̄ѩвٹïǂɵ̵͎

ӖЏ͓І̐цӄ̔ٹͰçȹוفƽІͽ�ġòٹͰçǙɵʆأ�ІϮŇ͝ІȦٹؾԉ

�̐Ū̥ІɏɣԔײŒٹوǙkɈǗŢІԎ˙ٹxħƼ̏ĿѕĹęطӖÏϧÔjІɵˬ

ԥɀٶiĝǙ˹̌б̣ĳǉԴІçҡؘïӖЏ͓ӓ؏װԞІ˽ӗ¿¬B 

[279] ɾűä̱ɵ˿ٶǟÕ̏ɵі8A9A10̈́І̐§ٶǺ҅ԭՑIe՟وBİƐ\̥

Ie՟ٶوǺ҅Ԡ̀UȀǁІѩؑê·̞xħɾļ`І̥üԠԧB 

[280] űԹ�Ͱç̏Ŀ̏EʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡF̐ٶɾքļҹĹūk͝ƭỌ̄І

ѽՑٶ\˦ʪĎύìɵˬؙ(Decision 23/1990 (X31) AB)ʆՊٶͰç̏EʹO̥֭k

̿ІçҡFІՊٶSO\ļɣþǲ̢٤ؙԐаІٶͰç ȄNĳÅԴІʹFB(People 
v Anderson 493 P.2d 880 (1972)) 

[281] ɾՂνٶͰçļ̐\̏طkІçҡBƼNĳʱŧŲ�Ǉ^ҟϗІkɈٶŨνƼٸΘΩ

^ҟϗǺԓΟî̢�Іі9̈́ϮŇ͝ٹwkπˀīŲΆ֭^ҟϗǗŢ͝Ū̥ІkɈٹ

źԉ̐NĳיËŲḁ̏ɏɣɈվٹűԉçXô̐؈ٶ،ʪқOŢװŲԸ՝ҟϗІkɈٹ

Ǖҟϗм؛б̣Іçҡ˿ȚٶNĳיËŲĿǂ^ҟϗІkɈB 

[282] [282] ҆LʆֳٶɾՂνٶͰçéͪԓêǂٶƼЫǏäë�ϗ^ɵі9A8A10A11(2)
̈́ʆأ�ІϮŇ͝Aȇј͝AǗŢ͝AxħNīʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿çҡІ͝ìB 
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٬ɾ£Ḁ̇̄ҧćԞ҈աͰçІĹɵמٶƧ̳ɵі33̈́ĳxҁ_ͰçͨϼɈٶςƧͩث [283]

ɈBԿ̈́ԡǂԐа̬ٸѐʆԡǂІ͝ìٶȯxIӛגϰІȫؘïXͩ̏�ٶрؘïٸ 

(a) śɀƿƐAƳ1ã�@�ůH͍ 

(i) 'ÿÁ#͎ 

(ii) )%,U<Š¹Ċ�?Ǹ˼#Ŕ�^¶ǰ6͌'È»#͎ǋȆ 

(b) &B͂ʠɯǃĤ#ȳť¹ś1ýĦ̈́ 

(aa) '�10, 11, 12, 14(1), 21, 25ł30(1)(d)ł(e)ł(2)Ī˦#ȳť͎ł 

(bb) ......... ǟǞ(a)(i)͌Ǳ('ÿÁ͌Kśɀ'ś1#̈́ 

Ƨ̳גϼŲԽі33̈́І˹ɣٶɾ£ĳxՊٸƧ̳̥EIӛגϰІȫF�ϗ^іKѐ

͝ìٶǠɸԿԓǅłɵ̏�ٹƧ̳�րԿـȫІkӇƓ՚̌ٶԿـȫЫӇά֎̬

̈́èӘІĸ̈́ـzٶòNűؘͩB  

[284] ν^եͰçɽνі33̈́ԴĳІؘïٶūǈȹفЫэǙϮŇ͝ANīNÒȇͬԢX͝AǗ

Ţ͝AxħNīʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡІ͝ìјٶʆϯϮІ�ǇٶӓǜԞά֎

ɵі33(1)(a)(i)A(ii)Ӗ33(1)(b)ІKـԞzBӓ̀ǙǗŢ͝ІؘïٶxħǙENīʹA

 ά֎і33(a)(aa)̥؏EȹԞFɈІԡǂBفòȹٶɿ̥֭k̿çҡF͝ìІؘïkط

[285] ν^˦ʪͰçЫӇά֎і33̈́ҕƑԞzІՑ̢ٶٯժ�ĳ�ІՊǠ̏ٸͰç̥ƼІŠ

ؔˮüBּ\̏ūÎƐƕע|քɽͰçҮ�˝ІϨՑB 

[286] Ƨ̳ĳx՚̌ٶͰçЫǏӇƓŠؔk£ĤϗĳӇ̣ԓêͰçІװҟ٬מٶɢϼςϋٶU

ȞͰçѕĹі33̈́ʆ̥ԞzІՊٶ\َ̣ȯͽ̥֞Պ̦üB�̏ٶԞk£ˀīEͰç

Ϧű̏ɿҮIАَ̏ףү̍ԠІŠؔǳÖFІUȞٶűǏآL̥̏ƼІũدȎІB 

[287] űɾЕּٶ�рՊІĹϨɈٶű̶рнȎL̾ٶ˝І̏ՉAÇά٤ȎӐANÖϨ

ɈՊ̦üІԳBƼԳٶҟϗűϗװҟộٶԏײԓǂͰҟІĳӇɈ̏Ŀ٤Nԓǂ

Ͱҟүԓê20Ȉɿ̝̩؈ЍеІĳӇɈBƼԳٶƧ̳ĳӇԓê̩؈Ѝе٬מٶɢϗҟ

Іḳ̏לϗҟٶ̏�ٹƧ̳Ͱç\̏çҡ٬מٶـחɢϗҟІkẠ̇̄ÊïӒǹϗҟІ

̧͡BɾǏűπļɣּрԳBٙÈٶűūÎɿūƐSΉ̥Б؏Ǐ՚՚˝ɿХхƁł

ĳx˦ʪLֳԳBіaٶƼԳҮ̥ĩДAΜɆυɮAɽυä̱ІӇüٶɾԤȯ

ּ̏NåǏآІɢBіKּٶϔΙîطȂ̬̾ІŒٶوƼɁϸ^ُإԹ�̢̐ٶĳӇ

��ҟϗϗҟІǏآŨѶٸsNIǂ̣ԓʖîBƧ̳sБ�Ы̥ԓׂʴAԓ։ԵAԓǂ

ҟІُמٶإsӒςNًʒ˛ԓťеƑȈІُإB 

[288] Ƨ̳½ɾʆϛɢІٶLֳҟϗXʆx̣ϗ̏ŨνsБ�s̬̾Ṇԓʖ٬ּמٶрɢ

ÕǏ̏طȂĹϨІBɾ£ȂҼîٶÓɽɿJɽІװҟϗ̬̾ṆԓʖٹǠћԓʖٶƕ

ȯІϨϱN̏ҟϗĳӇṆԓêͰ¬ٶإІk\ṆԓǂҟBּϼς̏Ȫ¬ȯÛІ|ע

çٶү̏ҟϗĳӇ̬̾NغزǙ{�çҡBęװطƕϗҟهqІɝЫǏwkɯȸBԴ

ƑkףԤȯϮŇ¢ɥƯӈٶүOǺ҅î^ȻπĳȻІŲͪBЫǏٶɾ£زԞу͊Šؔҟ

ϗٶŢؓs£ȱ`ŢװĜǇÒͿƾÏӖӒϱІԉνB�̏ٶŚɱĳȯІ՚˝ٶȪدեk

ԤȯٶͰçӇƓ˅�ɾ£ʆزԞІŠؔˮ̳Bô˹̠˅îIe҂ԫ˸ƷBɾűͽ֞

ҤūƇÎ�̥ͰçǺȔ؛ͰçІĸǲѮȬٶɾЃϦSπَ̌՚˝՚̌ٶNՂĳͰç

ĸǲІװƕϗҟЃϮϢ̥ͽ֞٤BͩƐٶ\Ή̥̥ü՚˝՚̌ٶȔ؛ͰçȬІװƕϗҟ

ЃϮϢֺ̥α˥٤І֑թB(Peterson and Bailey, "Murder and Capital Punishment in the 
context of the Post- Furman Era (1988)66 Social Forces 774; Thorsten Sellin, The Death 
Penalty, 1982). 
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[289] ҹĹūűǑԢБ؏ХхƁłȬԐа 

Ē�ɚɅŜ@Uǿy�ŸǍ�͌ģƋ#ɼ˗ƀ��¡ľµʪʱ� ͐� Ŝ.=&{H@Wu
2�Ǎ�̈́ƉÖ.G͌2½ǍǞʍzpòǍ��©[¬̉ɼ˗ƀ�#ƕƒ'Èȟ#̈́
(United Nations: The Question of the Death Penalty and the New Contributions of Criminal 
Science to the Matter (1988) at 110). 

[290] ɾ£ʇםSΉ̥ĳظІХхƁłٶ֎xՊ̌EװƕϗҟЃϮϢFӖEϗMװƕҟԉȬԓ

՜˿ɽýׂԗAǂҟІ͘ϢFX،І؏�BּỤ̈̄̏I¡̥͊ɣҧІХхBűɾЕٶ�

՜˿ЦϟװƕϗҟІ͘Ϣׂٶ٤ʴƴϗІ͘Ϣٶ٤ɢԞϗҟІkȸԙ�ћІُإ\

̣٤Bȸԙ�ћІُإդٶ^٤Ạ̇̄ȦװؾƕϗҟЃϮϢB՜˿ȹفǕɽýІׂԗӖ

ǂҟ�νŠؔǳÖٶūǈȹ̾ف˝ؘ̥ոΥֹٶƑ˿ќŠؔװƕϗҟٶ�Ƨٸҁ_

՜˿גϼІȩٹҁ_՜˿˩ׄԮҐӖʓǵІՅŨٹűٯװŲđǅ¹s£ІԅЬٹxħ

þȟбđͿИǙūǈźӖÒ͝üІ�ȸјB 

[291] ͩ ƐٶԞɢɽýŠؔװƕϗҟלٶȹفƕȃ˩ŕб̣҅ζ̈́zٶȅĀծũAWϿAxħ

Ũ̪ī˳ӃүԄ̀ÿĊҮBӤӇȿּͨ�־eɝٶБ�̣ǙϗҟϢІΟ֡ƕ̥ȅĀB

űͩļ̐ٶԓװƕϗҟʊ˙Ібđ\ɸԿ؋ƫŕϰ̬֘Іź͎͘ٶӖūǈƾÏ͎͘Ĺ

�BİƐٶ\ȹװف˽ЫэҬǿA̼؈Ӗǀ˳مԒјȶ͝ƯІüײӖȦؾüBϗҟ̥

ƑрغľٶɢԞ̥ˮŠؔϗҟٶǠȹفǙƼNļІغľäë˅â˪˙B 

[292] ɾ£ĳxԥǍ1990Ȉ؋ƫϮˮІ±ͧźԉͰçІŇwٶSOϰƼ�ԏײEͰç̥̏ˮІ

ŠؔǳÖFּрՊІЖǏɈBּрՊٶՇƧ�/*)488ǁä̱ІٶS̪ȯî±ͧԉç

ȬІБ؏҂ԫ˸ƷІ˦ʪٹ\πԧĤԄ·Ϣ¯̏�ٶ٤ϗҟϢqֺȈƈþІϦթB 

[293] ƧLʆֳͩٶI՟وϔΙîϨɈxħķê˾ٶΉ̥֎ƓІϨϱ�ɾБٶ�ǙͰçІϵ

ɼٶűϨՑLɿǏآLӇƓŠؔɢԞϗװҟІkϗҟBż̀ɾXôǺ҅ՊІϨϱٶɾ

ՂνٶͰçqς̏I¡wkπǉԴІʹ͝�ԉνBƼʆ�ϗІ̏ٶ˹̌б̣րxƸ

қІ̬վ̏ٶīîęطɵѩвأ�І͝ìٶļ̐\̏kUҧӖkɈ؏ɺІԞ̉B 

[294] Ǡћɾ£ĳxˀīLֳՉSOḁ̏٤ȎӐɈվІԳٶļɣEͰç̏I¡̥ˮІŠ

ؔǳÖFІՊٹʬτϨɈ˂˾ط؛ٶԓɹҡІĳӇɈȪٶ٤ĿòγűҟϗІÎȸ̏ٶ

ṆǙͰgɥîɼɄІB̾˝Ϧ̥ո˺ê˾ּٶрĳӇɈ̏ȴYÕȴІBȱ҂ԫƻІԦ

Ȏ�ЕٶƧļTrengoveȫǿʆՊٶͷkϗԓׂԗAǂҟAˀīçҡІĳӇɈٶ\Դͽs

Ͱ֚̀жІĳӇɈל�BŨͩٶɾ£\ȪدՊ٬ּٶǛІ͘ϢîȌӇƑ̥ˮŲŠؔγű

ҟϗB 

[295] ƧLʆֳٶƧ̳Ǖʆ̥Б؏ŨѶӖ`Ǐ°I¡ÒͨԹ˾ٶɾՂνٶūǈπ՚̌Ͱç*

3ǙװҟІγűҟϗ̥{�ŠؔˮüB  

ŐI¬ȯɾ£ՂЖԭՑІϨϱǠ̏EͰٺĳxҁ_ͰçͨϼɈٶĿ̥ÕƼϨϱ̏ٶ٬מ [296]

ç̏IрɹҡǳÖFІՊBɹҡЫǏ̏çҡĳԓǉԴІЏІXIٶŨνk£IӛףӇ

ˀīEԓǇkб̣ɸ̥źԉçҡІ͝ìٶӽxԐs£ІɳɭӖNȇІɝҊFІՊB

�ˀīǕEͰç̏IрɹҡǳÖF°νǕÕĹϨAͨϼďІϨϱBͨЫІدɾȪٶ̏�

ٶN̏ԞǙτͰçͩрɹҡǳÖƿÏΉ̥ɹҡX،ІǸëBּр�̏҅N։ʏ

êٶүO\юN�ӍІBͨЫІ�̏ٶԞǙτͰçطȂ̐؈،ІЍеX،ІǸëB

ɾȪدϨԧٶνl٬̥ḳԤȯƑȈІЍеAӖǈkІäخAŢІťеϩƇA̐؈،

πjī˹̌ϮΓІը٘ӖɒպјјלٶNӇ̥ˮOגϼŲԐԓǇkӖб̣ІɳɭB

ּрՊNΞ͈ϨϱٶĦԞUȞı̥Ͱçʈћ̏גϼɹҡǳÖІՊٶѢАǠֹ̏ïȎ

ͷkІ�̏ٶ wkπˀīІBψʹғλϗІʅƶٶSN̏IрĳԓÅԴІçҡ˿ȚB

ȟ̛ȟ̛ϗٶ\N̏IрĳԓÅԴІçҡ˿ȚBٶ٬מνl٬Ԅ·ͷkϗ̣̏ٶIрĳ
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ԓÅԴІçҡ˿Țٺեɾ£ʪĩǙɣԠІϨϱȪƑٶͽ˿ՊٸźԉͰçĳӇ̣եɾ£ƚ

ĤǙϮŇ*3І˯ɥȎјјB̝װԞІ̏ٶűęطɵ̵͎MٶͰçƿÏӄخ^ɾűô

Ͱç̏ٶɾǏűNՂνūǈӇƓ՚̌ٶîּeϨϱײǺ҅˅îІɵô˅ӖѩвBҭغ

E{�xӒϱȇјνżЮІ؋˫ͿUб̣ףՂνĹϨͨϼІçҡFB 

[297] °ƿLֳѽՑٶɾɢɾ\NزԞÚԭՑі33̈́ÕƼЇ́zB�̏πՑƧٶ�ɾՂνٶū

ǈףπ՚̌ͰçǙɵіKѐ͝ìІؘïٶĳxԓс�̏EȹԞFІBEȹԞɈFű

Ӗі33̈́ٴǙ͝ìІؘïٵAі10̈́ٴǗŢ͝ٵAі11̈́і2ٴـNīʹAطkɿ

̥֭k̿ІçҡІ͝ìٵІБ؏ԭՑT̏ٶӓ؏װԞІBπ՚̌ȹԞɈٶǠπά֎

і33̈́ІԞzBŨͩ1977ٶȈі51ԅ́і277̈́і1ـіaͣǠɽνּ¡ѽՑІϖϑŋٶ

ȹفԓǅłπˮBϱּ̀¡ѽՑʆ̾˝ІϨϱٶ\ĳxגϰ̀і277̈́і1ـіcAdAe
Ӗfͣٶʆxּë́ͣٶ\ɸԿԓǅłπˮB�˝UȀǁ˅âІϨϱٶɾļɣɸԿǕ

і277̈́і1ـіbͣ̏ĿɵІŒٶو϶ȩ̪�Úԧ·B 

[298] ļ͕ŲٶʬτôֳѽՑٶ\ΉȹԞϦűǠ·ǂٶͰç̏ĿƧļі33̈́і1ـіbͣʆՊІٶ

EĿǂ^Ѭϊ͝ìІ̽ȸȹԞÎǉFBɾɢּ¡Œ̏לٶو϶ȩ̪�Úԧ·BűǞ̪Ҽ

ɾԤȯNԿǙ̥؏E͝ìІȹԞÎǉFІԭՑƨMѽՑBٶÇ|֬ՑІɝM˿جĩͨ

UȀǁűê·̞і133͵̠҅ٶ˅îÐр�̪�ٶϓë˂ӻŎIрٸԽȹԞÎǉ

ІEǄԥFԦȎӖEUԥFԦȎBɾ£\ĳxՊלٶĳӇ̥іKрԦȎٸҷρ̀͝ìІ

EȹԞÎǉFxħIeEÕƼÎǉFX،ІǸëBּрE͝ìȹԞÎǉFІѡח˿ٶ

UԞȯÈđä͝ìІ̽ȸÎǉӖńםÎǉٶςȬÚЫǂϰ�ؘï̥̆͝ìІEIӛגϰ

ІȫFٶS̪ĩôֳ̽ȸÎǉBȱּ¡ԦȎ�Еٶɾ£ĳxϨԧ̥ٶІ͝ì̬��

ĳxԓׄIͪ�Ǉ̥ٶІ͝ìòNĳxB̬́S̪ǙLֳđä˅âÇ|Ցؙ̥̬�ٶٯ

˘̇Ú؋Ȑ֬ՑІȹԞBxLǠ̏ɾ¡kІɣԠB 

[299] ŨνӖɾǙΙħE·ǂͰç̏ĿĹɵFІķнȋІɨȎIӔٶŨͩɾǙǺȯîÕsļ

`˦ʪІê·\Ԑа͠νļɣB 

 

[300] M40-464ǁٸɾļɣUȀǁІê·̞AϨϱ̥לٶѽՑٹǙ̀sІê·ٶɾɢԐа

ĘļɣԠBɾɢӽͩȟՍɾԤȯװԞІȊמٸٯǠ̏ٶɾ£Іؙűҭɮ̶ـȫІĹ

ɵɈ̐ٶɸЃˆі35̈́ʆՖ؋˫ͿUб̣І̬̾¿¬ٶSOɸԿʒՂٶęطІűŲ¿¬

үỌАٶغčŀűɵԙף¬¿eּٶπ؏ІBɾՂνבSN̏ٶ،XوIՌͩ

ˀԎ˙îͰçͩрçҡB 

ǕƿÏNļ̀\ϦvІэԽٶ|עԞװȫ٣ѬІطӳɵˬUҧֺαɽν˽ӗęؤ [301]

ụ̄ïǂІȫNīķ͘؏ІٶĤІȫлȋԙBűĤűȫлȋMІэԽ

Ǒ̸ٶؙıӇŚѲŲԧȫٶSOźԉΞ͈̌ЄІȫԡǂٶƿÏNќБ؏ԡǂ̥

Ƒ٬ІNÒȇBPickardUȀǁ̠űBongopi v Council of the State, Ciskei 1992(3) SA 250 
(CK) at 265 H – IÍTՊٸ 

¢ǁ%§¿^ÌŻ͌òǁǋŝĤ¯òʁ#+̈́òǁd6ɶ�ĢFŧ;#òʁ̈́×ðķ˾
òʁǋŜȴ¯#Ǽʉ͌łÄòǁō?#»Ń¿ȭƈíłƲƢ·˯4ȤǼʉ4͌7&'
òǁ#ňƮ̈́�

[302] Nٶϱ̀ɾū̢٤ȫčŀ^Eż̬͝ìӖӒϱ́FǖѐٶؙԽȫІǳ�Ǡ

ȂϔΙîɵˬ·њٶȹفԞȇԏБbԎшІż̬͝ìӖӒϱBԞɽּ¡{ćٶȂԞҭ

ɮîԴƑӖɵ̈́˹π؏ІƐעŨѶּٶeġòvԐ^ïɵϼ̐І̐цӄ̥̔ٶĀ̀ɾ

£ԽɵІЖɣBɵϓëŤԯؙٶԞĘĀūǈЃǨ؋˫ͿUб̣ʆВ̧Іż̬͝

ìٶԞȘэIƟIӔІ¿¬٣ѬBνLֳЏІٶĳxĥҭÏϧk͝�աІÔļ¿¬ٶ
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 ƐūؙІê�B̥ל

N̏ԞؙĥٶǙͰçІĹɵӖĿMI·ǂ̏ٶԞ΄ؙ°І̬́ٶՂΞفςɾ£ȹث [303]

ӖքɽͰçҮӖȔ؛ҮІ֬ՑB�̏ɾ£\ȹفРٶżؙ̀�νɵҮІԦӞ̬

վٶxħі35̈́þՓؙІҧćٶؙIǂ̣ԓֲ°âȹԞІ¿¬ê˾B 

[304] Ǖі33̈́і1ـІؘï̈́ͣגϰűϒԨіKѐ͝ìІIӛגϰȫ̐ٶż̬L\̏űȇ

ԏБbǙэІ͝ìBԞîͩIЏ͓ٶNĳËŲ̣ϔΙî¿¬ê˾BּǠ̏ɵBЫǏٶ

ęطɵі11̈́і2ٴـБϼ̀֨ǻƯɵі15̈́і1ـІԡǂأ�ٵkͿNīʹAط

kɿ̥֭k̿ІçҡٶǨϦІ̏IрȕΎAϨɢІǗŢӖkɈ͋ɀBӤԞțϰԿ̈́ԡ

ǂٶ�·ǂͰç̏Ŀ̏IрʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІçAȩɿçҡٶẠ̇̄Ιħ¿

¬ê˾�9ٶ(('< ǁű Catholic Commision for Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v 
Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, 1993(4) SA 239(ZS)і241͵\ּ̏٬ՂνBν^יËʹÍ

�/*)488ǁűsІNļɣԠ̞T˅îІENϼІUԥؒ؟Fͣ̈́ؐٶԞ΄ؙĥҭū

¿ͿUб̣րxЃǨІ˫؋ӽx˂˶âxӒϱӖȇјνżЮІٶ�ԡўӖūƐķêآ

¬Ѭ҂BƧ̳̏Ξ͈ŲՊ̌ٶүN̏ئӾɾ£І·ǂӄȬІ¿¬ԥٶɾ£ǠṆ̏Uԥ

ІBБĩŲٶɾ£Ԟxֹ̌OǄԥІ˿ȚٶэMɾ£ɵ̐Іח˘ІżЮٶ�ÕĳīÒ

ԹBі35̈́�Yɣ՛îūÎҝZk͝ê�Іɝٶ�ɆħĤȫлȋІƌֲɨȎּٶ

ÕǏ\Ήl٬Ʀwk١ԱІBʆxٶؙ֦ľūآÒӖƐūê�ǘ΄ɵІʫțٶ

ǾÙűŻٕk͝Ϩ͋ɀІļ̐ٶӇűęط˅ªϨɢSOȕνūآб̣ˀīІ¿¬BN

ּٶȱÕTЃǨٶ˅ġϮ¿¬Ѭ҂νôٵϨɢɈІٴɾ£ɸԿxɾ£Ū̥ٶɾՂνٶ

kȫǿٮπ؏�Bּ\Ǡ̏νl٬;طɾ£ExӒϱӖȇјνżЮІб̣FІЏ͓S

ՑƋٴBlack Advocates ForumٵІDavidsȫǿ̣xȐXĨІ֘|ٶâȐԐаɣԠІġ

ŨBثςƥІɣԠS̪ȯîגϼІŁϦB 

[305] űDudgeon v United Kingdom (1982) 4 EHRR 149TͥٶΒkؙ͝ІWalshǁ̠Ԑаٸ 

���� )%,Ŕ�ǼÖ;͌òʁśɀƜʌ3ǰ65ȭ#qȁǉǀ͌ȩǳ/1¤[pòȹɞ#
i�̈́��*Ł%ǣòʁɰņ(ǰ65ȭ#qȁǉǀ͌&ū'I¹&Ƨ͌ĝǣòʁ/6
�+ŔŐěٴ����Ƈ͋̈́�

SٯLֳԥٶƽɵі35̈́Іԡǂוفîؙȹ˅̏�ٶнІ̏эٯςLֳԥث

ȂդĆІÒИɣԠ̐ٶ¬¿dĮNդІ̬̾ٶϰîɵê·LІBςүגÏςNӇط

̏NI͕ІB͚ǍҔ؈űsLŁؙІ̞ϘTԐаٸ 

���� ˙`Īƛ¬̉#ȂƺÇ¿ȭ�¾͌�¿ō?Ţŝǰ6#b°ıļ̈́Ţŝ5ȭ#2��
¾͌H¾¡Œɪ�Ą̓ǏĻŖŊ̓ʦÖ̓ő̓UƧ�ū�Ïą3#Ŀ��¾����

͚ǍҔ؈˅îІĸрÒИɣԠ�ΥٶȊYћNL̏йƻ՚˝ٹǠћ̏ٶɵǑ̸э

I͟ח˩Ԟͻ5ȈزNٶԞիˬΊձ{І͎͘زŨνؙ̏I¡NٶȂNI͕ط\н

ǁBі35̈́ɢԞ˂ȕІ¿¬ٶSN̏ȘэűIɽNդɿ̥ɽԠІÒИɣԠLІBؙ

ІýӇXȈͨٶԞЫ�ūǈṆöơǜ˸̄ҦІɵ͝ìB 

[306] ν^˦ʪƥІUԞՑ7*/:'�ٶٯȫǿطȂגϼŲԐаٶԞȘэęطІȫ٣ѬٶǠȹف

ҭɮXôԓםҍďІ̄ҦІ¿¬Ѭ҂BȪĳɟ̾ٶ˝SachsǁűNļɣԠ̞T˅âІ

ϨϱּٶрɢS̪ȯîج˿ϼ`kׄIͪІԭՑBЫǏٶǠћ�':/*7ȫǿІɣԠΉӇ

Ȧؾؙ̢ȬІ·ǂٶӤӇեϼ`kǙͩ՟ׄوԉ֬ՑٶḀ̣̇̄͘˅â̪ԓʍ̜A�ű

ͮĵLԓęطķֿѬ҂IÚɁԢІ¿¬BͩƐלٶӇǕּe¿¬țÍęطІUΕ

ȫ٣ѬBɾՂνּ͕ٶƶІ҅ٶ٠Ǖ̥Ā̀Ú͟ȟՍٶűęطȘэI¡ØǉSӷІȫ

٣ѬٶNŚı̏ɵؙٶɿ̏ķ͘؏Іǳٶ�ү̏ÏͿІǳ�Bʆ̥Іȫȱ͉k

ŌAƻҮAÒͿб̣ІѼɽ|ƶٶǟÕ̏؏åӖÒÔìЉБ؏ІȫІkףٶӁիI͕
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Іձ{ӖԦӞٶԞѽĹƕǈІüײӖոΥٶʕȹԞІ՚˝ŁϦűؙغôBɾ£ʆҝǜ

ІSNּ̏˿غІ՚˝ٹɾ£ʆҝǜІ̏ٶ˅�՚˝Іɣً̥לٶǙּe՚˝װԞɈІ

ӂǂB 

[307] ƧôʆֳٶűԽEż̬͝ìӖӒϱ́F̐ٶƧ̳Ӈ̥IƟęطІƑÆ¿¬٣Ѭɿ̏

Ôļ¿¬ԥɀٶɾ£ǠӇxƼνżЮٶȘэęطk͝ȫ٣ѬBثςęطűͮĵL҅ͮ

˹ƼǠ½̏I̾чNļٶÔjIр¿¬ӖϨɢףkطʆ̥ę̏�ٶԴƑԎшӖäԕ

ďІ״ҋI͕מٶǠ̏ÔϮٴUbuntuٶ¬¿ٵI¡Ϧűֺαű̬ūīîؐˆІ͋ɀBI

ӛÒՂٶΠ̩̐Іɵ̏ٶՎêȬˬΊňԧMІϯϐBƼ̏I¡͗͒ٶĳxׁѽŢ

  ٸȘӖňԧІ̪�BɵȬȋ̌ЫŲԐаװxħvԐٶĤġòІĩk͝Ӗkװ

ͅ� $EĞ1#'̫Ĩ͌&'Ǡ˺͎'ZĨ͌&'ŒǠ͎'+�U?+#͆ǉJ͇+
ÇĶƟ͊ʙǥȢŵ͍���
��͋͌&'âƠ�ĸ����

Nıɵű̢ȬІŲ˿Ξ͈Ų˅îÔϮѩвٶɵȬȋ\ֳؐ^ÔϮʆ�˝ІɢӖ¿

¬Bּe¿¬Ǡ̏ɾ£Ԟű˽ІΊūǈֽEż̬͝ìӖӒϱ́FІTȸɆɢBƼ

£̏ßҷіKѐ͝ìٴčʧі9̈́ІϮŇ͝Ӗі10̈́ІǗŢ͝ٵІװԞ̈́zB 

[308] ƕ٣үԩٶubuntuĳԓҪ՞�EkɈFٴhumannessٵBƼ̢̬̾І͋ɀٶò̏k̿

ƼϰEumuntu ngumuntu ngabantuFׄٶBթȵȚŲٵmoralityٴȶӖٵpersonhoodٴ

IͪԐƼІÎűŀɣٶ˄ֳX̀бҦƸқĒä؏ІƸқ՟ٶوҦ٣ůѽ̥ƑװƕB

¿Ԟװ٣IӔɈјتƽż̬ԡўAוAkɈǗŢAװςƼţʧ^Ҧ٣ůѽAļɝAǗث

ԞǕԎшٶװȶBÔϮѩвȟՍǙkɈǗŢІǗkɈӖ̏לٶƼ̢̢ȟՍІ̏�ٶ¬

ďνňԧBűęٶطÔϮֺαɽνūǈȘэͿUïȎ̐IÚԓ˅âІ͋ɀBثςNļІ

бҦĳӇǙÔϮ̥NļІԽ̏�ٶÔϮЫǏ̏ɾ£ҚʒІƑÆטϯІIע|Bĩԥԝ

˿˹ďטϯٶǙϮŇ͝ІǗװӖϤԢٶ\ԐϦűØǉSӷІhumanityӖmenswaardigheid
ј͋ɀLBּȅףі35̈́Ԟأ�І¿¬BƼ£ĳxեxӒϱȇјνżЮІбَ̣ٶȯ

̝̥ɣҧٶ\̝̥ÎǉB 

[309] űҤūІȫ٣Ѭԙٶؙ̊Ǡӂǂ¡kǗŢ̏Ҥūб̣І̢٤¿¬BǠћ̢̏נɡІ

ҟϗٶҤūؙqςêǂs˖̥skБļІkɈǗŢٴFurman v Georgia 408 US 238
і273 (1972)ٶٵŨͩٶñɣźԉͰçٶǠĩ^ͩI̬̾¿¬BűĎύìІȫ٣Ѭ

ԙٶϮŇ͝ӖǗŢ͝ԓɵі54̈́і1ـԢνجϮ͝ìBؙԢƼ£νNĳäІ͝ì˷

٣BNıּ͕ٶƼ£\ԓЕɽ̏ʆ̥͝ìІùƫBİI˿ٶغȱūآІԦȎ�Еٶk

ɈǗŢֽȂԓϼ�ʆ̥͝ìІΌΥBÒͿ͝ìňˬΊ͝ìūآÒѯ (1966) G.A. Res 
2200 (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR, SUPP. (No, 16) at 52, U.N. DOC. A/6316(1966)űȋԩІŲ˿

Ǡ˅îkٌǈȐʆ̥ɽŌŪ̥ІǗŢٶՂνk͝�Ӓ̀¡kŪ̥ІǗŢBɾՂνּٶр

ЕٶÔϮѩвSΉl٬NI͕B 

IАN˾»Ǉkٶ�ĒȈ˸ٶ�Іб̣ˬΊѬ҂űÕT̥לٶІȫѬ҂طęٶ̏� [310]

ٌѩвBȱȪƑ˿غ�ٶƼ֕֔І̏ÒͿ£Іż̬kɈBɾ£πˑӳӜȸՊٶǠ½

Ҥū̢٤ؙűFurman v Georgia 408 US 238, at 296 (1972)ÍTʆՊІI͕ٶǗ˵k

ɈǗŢAأ�kɈǗŢ̏ęطȫ٣ѬІ̽ȸ¿¬Bɾ£\πՊٶͰçű̬̾Lĩ

^ɾ£ŢģІȫ¹҂BЫǏٶűĤٶɾ£̣ʕŢģІçҡ́þîΤ̧˖̥ɵĸـ

k͝ІkІ֘LBͰçǙמрźѬ҂�Պ̏ٶNĳɿҝІIрŢģçҡB 

[311] NٶęطϦű̥^˽ІɵٶԞӽxȘэ˽ІɵˬūǈBּ̏xӂǂAأ�ż̬k͝

νżЮІūǈBثςּvԐӳȫLІػŇɈ˩դּ̏�ٶр˩դӖɾ£ҚʒІę¹ط

҂¿¬̏IӔІ – ּe¹҂¿¬űĤٶȊYΉ̥̣͘ӇǕęط˅ĔîӖÕƼūǈБ

ļІŲ�Bؤӳ˽ɵֺαĪvĤŢװĩk͝І˹ďٶęطІȫ٣Ѭ\ǕЃǨâ
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ǗװA�աż̬k͝І˹ďBԞîּ¡ЏІٶȪװԞІIٶٯǠ̏Ԟװ˽ŖęطІ

kɈǗŢ¿¬ٶςȬÚװ˽ǂҧSOՂΞٶkɈǗŢІ͝ìӖǙkɈǗŢІٶأ�ÕǏ

kʈӇЖͨ٣̣طęٶ�ʆ̥kٌӖϮ �І͝ìBƧͩȈٶϮŇү�І͝ìؤ�̏

îEĝ�ÚƍІҟϗ\̏kFІŀɣB (Furman v Georgia, supra)ɾՂνٶϮŇӖǗŢ

Ȫ½I¡ШȄІÐغBүÔϮòּ̏ÐغІتĹB  

[312] űĤІȫлȋȌMٶęطІż̬k͝ٴčʧϮŇ͝ӖkɈǗŢٵS̪īîɵEż

̬͝ìӖӒϱ́FǖѐІּٶأ� рɝIАʪқîϦűBụ̄űĤʺ̥ūǈU͝ٶ

ĳxֽ{�ƼɢֽІȫBэ͘؏̏ӓ٤πLІٶűҝZķǑ̸ïԏІɝ

MٶΉ̥I¡ؙӇƓxĩż̬͝ìνϱȔ؛Iـȫɿ̈́ Bּͣ \Ǡ̏νl1977ٶ٬
Ȉі51ԅֽ́Іç`ԵԲі277̈́ӇƓIАԓ�϶îϦűB 

[313] ɾ£І˽ɵٶƼϞԔІô֘NȈ͕ٶx¿¬νżЮІB؛^ëІԡǂXƐٶƼ�

ԷԞأ�ż̬k͝ٶÕTǠčʧ^ϮŇ͝ӖkɈǗŢּÐ¡īîÔϮѩв˦ʪٶSOä

ëīîɵі9̈́Ӗі10̈́أ�Іż̬¿¬Bîі35̈́ٶ˽ɵԞ΄ūǈԞϰ؋˫Ϳ

Uб̣˖աІϨɢ¿¬�ԏײkІ¿¬ٶүN̏�˝р̄AӎӞAˬΊA҅ζӖб̣ؠ

Ѵ�·ǂkІ¿¬Bثς̥k֬сٶūÎЏôІ٤ϗҟϢٶԐаб̣Іȶѽֺ͎αű

ϫԧB�̏ٶSΉ̥·ǂɈІո˺َаٶͰç�νIр̣�ϗîż̬¿¬Іçҡ̏ٶǏ

ćLĳϰІ̢�çҡ˿ٶĳxϰװ�Șȶѽ͎BÚٶ�ǠћЏІwkάɣٶ�\N

ӇŨͩǠǕʇ͵ͨϼďBͰçĩі9̈́ϮŇ͝ІȹԞÎǉٶŨνƼΘΩ^I¡kІϮ

ŇBͰçǕІkٶԢνĳȅĀūǈɽçҡЏ͓ІǳÖBּ̏Ή̥kɈІ°BƼ

N¼̥֭k̿לٶĩ^ɵі10̈́ҁ_kɈǗŢІǗװӖأ�B 

 

[314] ÏI¡kІϮŇԓñɣḀԫúŲĪևּٶ\Ǡ̏ĸūԄ·ϗk̐ʆ°І`ɝٶǠȣ

ɽ^IzπՑ�рϮϐ̣ףԤȯNƀІѻ͊çBNќҟϗǙԓǇkІþǇԉν̥Ƒ٬

ĖּٶץрþՓűҟϗ֘LІ͊ђçٶű̬վL�Պٶqς̏ʹІBNќ̏Ǚמ¡

ҟϗІkɈ̏לٶǙźԉּ¡Ć�ІkІkɈ�Պط̏ףٶkSO¢īǦ֭ІB 

[315] ơĪI¡kІϮŇ̏ףבɸīʫձІԉνBƧ̢̳ŢģІçҡĳxŠؔϗҟٶȅĀҟ

ϗ̝Ϯ̥ٶˮŲȅs£ǚÍ֛ͨ٬מٶͷkϗףɸԿˀī̢ŢģІçҡB�̏ٶǕҟϗ

ԄͰSNӇîּeЏІBūÎІ٤ϗҟϢЫǏwkNƾٶūǈ̥ҧćԞ�աʆ̥ÒͿ

ІϮŇ – čʧͷkϗІϮŇűÎBNٶūǈɸԿʑî̝kɈďA̝̥ˮІ˷Ĺ˃́ٶ

�ќϨç`Ѭ҂ٶȅĀϗҟҮ̝ϮB 

[316] ūǈvԐ^kͿٶűȪƑ˿غ�Պٶ\Ԟνб̣TІȶ¿¬Ԫэ͓ΦBƧ̳ūǈԴĳ

ǕͷkҮԄͰІȫٶǠјֹ̀ȫ˦ʪƁȲІԉĆBƧ̳Ƽּ͕°ІЏІ̏ɢԞŠ

ؔskϗҟٶ٬מٶƼqςöơ^מ¡kІkɈٶʕsϼ�ؓΊϗҟІI¡ǳÖBν

ūǈЏІٶүֹ̥ԫúІԄ·ԉνٶǕI¡kϐďٶN¼öơ^ϗҟҮІkɈǗŢٶ

үO\öơ^ϗҟҮІkɈٶŨͩٶĩ^ɵі10̈́ІԡǂB 

рUȞּٶs\ʒՂ̏�ٶUԞ�˝І̏ͰçІŠؔˮ̳ٶ§űՑֳІ̐؈ς͚ǍҔث [317]

S̪ȯî՚ǏB\Ή̥՚˝֎x՚̌ٶͰçּрçҡ˿Ț̢̏ٶӇ̥ˮȅĀҮ˩

ľŕІ�BŨͩٶνLֳЏІү�϶ͰçٶÕǏ̏NȹԞІBі277̈́і1ـʸּ͝

рNȹԞІطkO̥֭k̿ІͰç̏ٶNѕĹі9̈́ІϮŇ͝Ӗі10̈́ІǗŢ͝Іٹ

ͩƐٶƼ\АˀϒԨîі35̈́ɣŮֹɵІĆ�˅ªІż̬¿¬BxñɣḀԫúІ

ʇ͵̥לٶUȀǁűê·̞T˅îІʇ͵ĪևI¡kІϮŇʹ̏ٶAطkɿ̥֭

k̿ІȩɿçҡBƼĩ^ɵі11̈́і2ـІԡǂBŨͩٶɾՂνٶͰç̏ɵІB

ƼN¼ĩ^k£NīʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿ІȩɿçҡІ͝ì\ٶĩ^ϮŇ͝

ӖkɈǗŢB 
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[318] O'REGANǁٸգƿUȀǁІê·̞Ȭٶɾļɣs˅âІê·B�̏ثςɾļɣͰ

çĩ^ɵі11̈́і2ـІԡǂٶүO\πțϰі33̈́ІԡǂǕÕͨϼďٶĳ̏ɾ

Ղνٶż̬̀ê·ɣԠ˅îІϨϱٶͰç\ĩ^і9̈́ϮŇ͝Ӗі10̈́ǗŢ͝ІԡǂB 

[319] ̬ ́ÐĽԓłϗMϦǺԓЫՂІҟԉ̐ͨٶűˍơ̥֟ѯҩǡ˼ſCoronation ؙϼ̤

ӼոІ֚BȱLԵȐІê·ɣԠ̞�ЕٶÐĽԓł̏ףȟЋتůІɽŌٶүԿتů

űˍĂô̠҅ÝԈŲԫú˷zˍ́Bʆ̥ІˍĂҮ̥שףAK- 47ٶű֚ƶ؋îؙ±

֚Ƃ̠̐ף\ٶǙôֳ֚Ӗ؋֚ؤλBűּƂ͏˙`zT̥ٶÐĽ՜ǍAÐĽԉ

�ÏkŌŘŇB 

[320] Ή̥ḳɺϾ̬́ٶÐĽԓłʆϗІҟԉ̏wkĢɡІBɾ£Іб̣NӇ\N̠Ǔɍʹ

ȻІͷkɿȟЋԉνB½ּрҟϗٶȹדفīɾ£ç`ķѬ҂ІŢģɹҡBǠ̬́�

ՊٶÐĽԓłǺ҅ԓؙǑêAǂҟٶSOǅłçҡBؙ̬ȹفŧљІŒٶوSN̏

Պԓł̏Ŀ̥ϗMLֳҟԉٶ\N̏s£ɸNɸԿԓԄҡBXôĸѴؙǺ҅êǂּٶ

ekЫǏϗMБ؏ҟԉٶүOȹفŨͩү_xԄҡBؙ̬ȹفŧљІŒٸ̏وؙǅ

êІçҡ˿Ț̏ĿĹɵٺɾūɵ̏ĿÅԴˬȍǕǺԓ՚̥̌ҟٴπՑҟɝƑװ٬ƕٵ

ІҟϗԄͰٺ 

[321] ɵԡǂ^Ȋ¡ż̬І͝ìٶÕTčʧٸϮŇ͝ٴі9̈́ٵAīǗװӖ�աІǗŢ͝ٴі

ٶB̬́ԓłҺсٵ̈́і11(2)ٴɿ̥֭k̿çҡІ͝ìkطAʹAxħNīٵ10̈́

Ͱçĩ^ôֳʆ̥͝ìBϱּ̀ë́ͣϰѢŚІ˹Ʒ͋ʧБ؏͝ìٶʆxẠ̥̇̄֞ƕ

ІԽц،Bٶ٬מؙԿƧ�·ǂּe͝ìІÎǉӖўŬٺі35̈́і1ـŧљ^ɾ£

ͿU˫؋ԞӇEǅˆxӒϱȇјνżЮІٶɵ͝ì̐ƼŤԯؙűԽٶІϾŒ|ע

б̣І̬̾¿¬FB 

[322] Ή̥ḳɁԢLֳԽ͓ΦІװԞɈBɵņѥؙǅˆІ¿¬ٶSN̏ɾ£Ĥוƽ

І¿¬Bɾ£ІĤʆvԐІ̏ٶƌֲٶN̏Ӓϱ̏ٹǎنˬΊٶN̏ͿUˬ̏ٹ٣р

ІˬȍBǠ½ɵѽǢІֹ̌؋N̏ÒٶµµˑˑІˬȍ̏ٹN̏ȇјٶӖͬԢخء̄

Ų˿ՊІٸ 

¢̲òķɵ(%,ǦȮ#ʛ̵͌ŕû(ƲúPɥȚ̓Ȼƨ̓Ŝ�9¾#Ňż¹&ǲ#Ľ
íRĸǰ6#IL͌UƧɳ¯+ȳ̓Ŕ�̓*Ţŝ+ZĊǉƼ̓ǉ�\ǔ�6͌pÏ
Ȕà̓�ɲ̓˕ĵ̓�ˍłÇ¼#Ŝ.̈́ 

[323] ŨͩٶűԽіKѐ͝ìІ̐§ٶؙԞǕЗÉ˫ű̪ٸ�ԞȘэI¡xÔļ¿¬νż

ЮІϨɢб̣ٶեɾ£ІūǈƿɽˬΊ֦ŶٶƠǂ˽ɵІ̾żB�ּSNԐаĤʆ

̥І̰ԝףٶɸԿԓʠͅBϼςN̏BƧļKentridgeǁűؙ̬іI|ê·ɣԠ̞Tʆ
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ԠB 

[350] ̬ ؙNƗĳӇÚЪî½̬́I͕ٶű˹ƷLطȂАˀ̏�ٶűɝɥӖŏƻLğwkԤȯ

˹EkkЇ̥ϮƸІ͝ìBFּeѾǙІA̪҅�ٓІٸxʲˑІ́ƶBі9̈́̌ǂد

Ʒٶѯ̯ӳūǈٴі4A7̈́ٵɸԿȔ؛ͰçBі33̈́ЫǏÅԴūǈֹȫؘïż̬͝

ìٹ�ɾՂνٶԄ·kϗSNؘ̏ïϮŇٶү̏ΘΩϮŇB 

[351] ϮŇ̥ƼІϞϓɈBͨƧMahomedǁՊІٶϮŇ̏͝NӇīαׄȚІ�ǇІBϮŇN

ӇıԓΟǜIǛ̐AIƖAϭӓEI֢ƶFBɾ£ĳxؘïϮŇj̥І̰ԝ̏�ٶNӇ

ؘïI¡kІƸűBļ͕ŲٶͰg\̥ƼІϞϓɈBƼ̏ѾǙAπʱŧІBϮŇΉ̥

нȎІǸëٶǠ½ͰgΉ̥нȎІǸëI͕ٴNٶɾ£Ǖ̀M˹ԧٶԉçІ˿ٶ

̠҅IȎ̥֡װXëٵB̶рнȎІɏɣɈxħՉІĳӇɈɌɄ̏πיËІٶȣɽ

^ļIҟԉĳӇνNļȣXçҡּٶǺ҅ԎЦ^ĹɵɈІײԐB{�kІϮŇǕNĳי

ËІx͊ђNĳقνͨϼнȋІķɈվBɾūɵNǉԴxπיËІ{ɣІȫ

ͨϼнȋνÕÎΛB 

[352] ӓ̀ÕƼɵ͝ìٶòĳxϰͽ�ġò�͚Ԣ͝ìІԉٶ�xħĳԓÅԴІ͝ì�ǇB

Ƨ̳ϔΙîNԓՂĳІçٶǠĳxȘэĳÅԴӖNĳÅԴІ؉͛BNٶƧ̳ϔΙî

ͰçԄ·ٶǠΉ̥ϰͽ�ġòä̱ІٖŲٶŨνȪNȉŲٶÏ֒^؉͛غٶǙІǠ

̏ͰȬІPϴB 

[353] ǠћȱǄԥԦȎ�Еk£j̥ІϮŇ͝ٶ\Ǡ̏Պٶūǈ̥ҧćùֿӇեÏͿj̥ϮŇ

͝ІϩƇٹɾՂνٶ\NvԐūǈӇƓπؘˡȞƼІ͝üٶեƼĳxֹƿÏAñɣA

ĳיËІʇٶí؛¡kІUԥ͝ìBűҝZǙͩ՟ׄوIͪԭՑІɝMٶɾІéͪ

Е̏ٶLֳǄԥԧٶĳxϰ�ؘïǙϮŇ͝ІUԥjī̏�ٶNӇƿÏ؛ʹּ¡U

ԥjīٶϼς̝NӇ؛ʹּ¡U٣BͩƐٶ\ĳxxƼν̾˝ٶűNĩі33̈́ԡǂІ

ɝMٶű̶͵̐،A̶рÖ٣ɝAɿ̶¡Ǐ٣ц،ؘٶïÕƼUԥ͝ìІjī – Ǘ
ŢAk֘ӒϱAזȰ BπՑƧٶ�ϮŇּe͝ìű̬վL̏NļІٶƼ̏NӇԓؘ

ïAؘǂAҒСAԳؘɿճˌІBI¡kN̏ΓٶǠ̏ͰB 

[354] ɾՂνٶі33̈́ÅԴІ̏Ǚ͝ìІؘïٶN̏ΘΩBűּ˿ٶغɾūɵNļ̀x̌˹

ʸ͝ūǈȯֹͨϼнȋöơϮŇІsūɵٶ\Nļ̀еͧɏɣơĪϮŇІɵBEk

kЇj̥ϮŇ͝FּрѾǙAπ̈́zІԡǂٶǏآLǠ̏եͰçNĹBɾūɵSN

̏ԞȘэI¡ĳxեūǈöơkͿϮŇІɵˬ̵͎ٹБĩІٶɾūɵŤԯūǈٶԞЫ

ՂA�աϮŇBͨŨνі33̈́ԞȘэІٶSN̏ɁԢ¡kϮŇІϩƇٶ\Nؘ̏ïϮŇ

̬͝վɿÕԉ�І�Ɛ̈́zٶʆxɾ£NӇʕі33̈́ԧɽͰçІʸ̈́ͣ͝B 

[355] ԞɢȘэϮŇ͝Іƿ˷͋ɀלٶȯÈ͚٠ȪƑԛحŒٶوͻ¡ŒوĦ̥Ƽ¡ëІӉҀԳ
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ǂӖϓͲɈBӖͰçБͽٶÕǏ̥ԴƑϮŇ͝Б؏Іɝ̏ףٶĳxӽϱͽ�ġòІ

ä̱�ȇԏБbԎшІìЉІBNīؘ̬̀́ԭՑўŬٶʆxɾ£űͩSNزԞԭ

Ցٶі33̈́̏Ŀĳxגϰ̀Nļɝٶɿͽ�ġò̏Ŀĳx̏͝ì̬֘ІўϽٶɿƼı

ӇϰűϼÐ¡ɿƑ¡kԉ�͝ìүϯϮѓֺү�Կ͝ìדīэĝĜǇјјBʒLٶȶū

ɵؙƕײyրͽ�ġò�ԄϨk̿Ӗīȫأ�XϮŇȱ�̐؋ƫٶϓë̏Ƨ�ȇ

ԏأ�ƵÌІ͝ìxħͺԣБ؏І͝ìјŒوBūǈűؓԍɿغǙĂʪkվҮɿĬդҮ

̐ʆ�ϰІͫüٶȹفӖƼʆغӑІĜإɽͨͽٹŒوâűٶÐ¡ɿÐ¡xLІkűϊ

ơІ̏ٶϮƸІ͝ì̥ٸkƸΓMٶ�Ḁ̇̄kȹفȯͰBűּрɝȣMٶĜإІɇֲɈ

ǠɽνI¡ӓ؏װԞІ͋ɀٸƧ̳ͷǇ˪˙ҮɿĂʪҮɿʁ�І̐،̏ٶٯűsԓĞM

ͫşXȬ٬ּמٶẠ̇̄ԓԢνͷkІԉνB 

[356] ư̋üԉνЃϮȪWXȬٶʈԄ·I¡Ǻԓ҃�ʇӍІkٶǠƿÏNѕĹ�ϰͫüІͽ

�ġòٶ\NӇћ̏ͨϼؓԍBȱ̶рԦȎ�Еط؛ٶԉçʇʹٶĿòEӔͰІç

ҡF̬֘ǠÇάПГBôĕעІEӔͰFٶեȬĕעІEçҡFΉ̥ĳźԉІٖŲٹͰ

ťı̣ԓΘΩٶүṆԓɹҡBʕI¡ΓϮϮІk؏űЍϝԙغȊȈ̏ٶIрɹҡٹĳ

̏IÖǧ٣̏Ή̥֪ÚԓɹҡІ̢ٶƑıӇþxӀԧBŨͩٶͰçSN̏ɵʆՊІ

Ǚ¡kІçҡٶү̏ԞǕN֎xνkІҟϗٶȱɵІԢϴTí؛B 

[357] ȱ̬̾L�ՊٶɵˬUҧ̏Ԟ�աЃǨٶүN̏ԞΩѾĸ͝ـìІBŨνΉ̥Ξ͈ІL

M˹ԧĳx՚̌ٶïɵƕҬϼéǾ̧ǕūǈІÒ͝üˡȞîĳxñɣĪևūͿІϮ

Ňٶʆxɾ£ɸԿȱƷغLԧі9̈́ІɣɆמٶǠ̏ٸkkЇɸj̥ϮŇ͝BĿòٶ

Ạ̇̄եͷkϗN҅ɣŲɽ̢ѻSO̥ȂϨІȶĈìٶŨνūǈ\ɽ^ͷkϗٶү

б̣\ؗ�^Ǚ̥ɣ՛ͷkԉνІĢɡɥB 

 

¿¬І�Υ 

 

[358] іazɾɢȟՍІ̏ٶɾ£űԹ�Ͱç̏Ŀ̏ʹAطkɿ̥֭k̿Іçҡ̐ٶʆ̾

˝ĸـ¿¬І�ΥBּ¡Œ̢̊وԠ̀ȐXĨІɣԠ̞ٶȬ��':/*7ƣƏ\̠vԐٮ

kȫǿՑƋ(Black Advocates Forum)Ǚͩ՟وЃԐɣԠB 

[359] ƥUԞІՑٯű̀ٶűǞ̪ǙБ؏б̧̣̩AɥīӖìЉׄԉÏغІб̣ƻä̱x

ôٶؙNɸԿǙͰçϊ՟�âǅêBƥʫâٶűĤٶѲЄkІǜ˸̄ҦʕͥΒTȸ

ՑІ¿¬ԥȟþîƑ˸̄ҦІ֘LٹѲЄkІķ͘؏ǑϨ́zІ̐§ٶ\ı̣ҭɮî

Єkб̣ІìЉBƥՊٶϦűٶɾ£ѻ̥̣̀͘Żٕâ؋˫ͿUб̣ٶSOӇƓגϼҭ

ɮӖçҡ̥؏Іֺαӗ։ІÏͿÔ՛B 

[360] ƥʆ˅îІՑٶٯȪƑ̏ףˬΊүN̏ȫϨՑB\ŨͩٶƥЃԩІŲ˿̏ïɵƕ̣ٶ

үN̏ɵؙBثςƧͩٶƥʆՊІԾ̏לٶ؏�îؙ̬Іһʺٶʆxؙ̬\ɸԿ°

âзժɈІŧɸB 

[361] ٙ ÈٶɾɢԞŽǂŲԐٶɾքļEűЃǨęطІȫ٣Ѭ̐ٶЫ̥ȹԞĥҭęطʆ̥

̄ҦІ¹҂A�yA¿¬FּрɣԠB 

[362] Ǡȕҧ�Պٶɵս_ؙ̬І{ć̏ٶԞΞ͈ŲԐ҅ɵ̌˹ǅаٶϱÏ٣ūͿÔj

ІͨҧӖ͝ìІż̬͋ɀBɵ̏ęطĵLіIעÏغɈAӇƓvԐƌ¤ɈƑ˸kͿɣ

ԠASOÖ̥ȫˮüІÒ˹̞Bɵ˅îūآÒűɵ̐ʎέІԦӞٴі35̈́і1
ÒՂġòІ�ɀBπՑXôІȫɿȫآIͪшَâɾ£Žƽūׄٶٵі231̈́ٶـ

Ѭ҂ɂ٬ԡǂٶ˽ІɵvԐІ̏˷¡б̣AүNͧ̏ŚĪҦІҺؽB  
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[363] ɵІȋ˹AѽǢAxħі8A33A35̈́˖աІӒϱȇјġòٶ˄җІ̏Iрȕ؎ІԢ

xħ˽ū̅AūͤӖūǂٶUǚ^іKѐ̥؏ՆԩІԡǂ\ٶBּрčǉɈІġòױ

̇ІחǂB 

ƼǕˢĪÏūĸŲ̢ƦІķƻՊӖɣԠBּԐаūٶ؈ӳɾūȫѬ҂űфǂTɽؤ [364]

ǈǕīЉ̠̀űĤtҧАԩІǁІɣԠٶs£^р̄Іؘïٶӂǂ^½Baren 
van NiekerkĚƏјƻҮІǌ̥ʭʁɈІՑּٶٯeƻҮă˴ŲʊЦ^XôNӇʏԹȫ

٣ѬІеȺB 

[365] Nװ̢ٶԞІIٯǠ̏ٶ˽ɵѻ̀űƑȈXȬٶǕطΒІȫӖƻɆҭٶèν

ȫɣԠA¿¬ӖǏćІIע|BwkטɷŲٶɾ£πǕȇјġòΨħ̆Ȩ؛ٶĤôk

Șװٶ¬¿x�·īƌֲɿʻ˻ІɣԠӖ̩؈νٶĳx̏ל£�ɾٶīІΆ֭Ӗҥɐד

Ƽ£ġ̥ІǗŢB 

[366] ԞֹIрű͋ɀLĹϨAű˿LϏظAűýӇL̥ˮІ˿װ�Șĸр¿¬ԥІȇ

ԏ̏ٶȪNǉ̍ІIz`BIǂԞ҅ȕΎІХхӖÒ؋І֬ՑBэǕʎέװԞІԦ

ӞٹЫǏٶɵ̌ЄŲԡǂٶxǀ˳νżЮІȫƑÆՑ̏ĳxԓՂĳІٴі14̈́і3
ٶҨɫٸƧٶϰBɵіĒK̈́ġòԡǂE...... Ų˿גŲ˿LІȫ\ĳxԓٶٵـ

ɸԓؙՂĳAגϰ̏�ٶqNӇĩɵІż̬͝ìٶxħǙLֳ͝ìԪǂІȫBF 

[367] ĳ̏ٶʂ҈˼ƣƏ˅âІŒٶوÕǏבͽɽENļиѬ҂XЫՂFלԛحB 

[368] ԧԡўż̬͝ìІɵіKѐІ̐§ٶĸѴؙףȹفǅˆxӒϱȇјνżЮІ؋˫

ͿUб̣ʆ˖աІ¿¬Bү؋˫ͿUб̣˖աІ¿¬XȈͨٶԞ٣Րîб̣ʆ̥̄Ҧ

І¿¬ٶűԄϨӖƕИ̥؏І՟ٶ̐وԞגϼŲǗװAҭɮNļІɆҭ˿ľB�':/*7ƣ

ƏʆɯȸІ̏ٶؙűԧіKѐٶϓë̥̏؏ɹҡІ͋ɀ̣̐ٶϞϞҭɮб̣T̶I

 BؽäkІ¿¬ӖҺע

[369] Paul SieghartʫâٸEͿUб̣ІϓȵčʧٸƑÆAǓǉAӖ؋؎ІȸӆBثς¡kì

Љ̥̐§NȯNԓʻűů٣ìЉXȬ̏�ٶͿUІɣɆSN̏בԞxƑ˸kɣԠν

Uٸȹفǘ΄I¡ӇƓҁ_ǜ˸̄ҦÒȇגϼȩלٶӇיËÄĊŲ�ԓηϰІȇԏ

ɵٶƧ̳ՊٹɸԿNǜ̀Ƽҁ_ǜ˸kɣԠІ؏ΐٶBFб̣ҁ_Ƒ˸kɣԠІ؏ΐٯ

І{ćXȈٶԞ�աNīͦ֯І̄ҦË̀ԓ»Ǉ٬מٶɵІİI¡{ćٶIǂǠ

̏Ԟʨ˰Ƒ˸̄ҦNԓםҍďB 

[370] űͿUб̣ٶ\Ǡ̏ɾ£ԼŮȘэІͿUб̣ԙּٶUԞ̏ụ̄Іձ{ٶԞűż̬͝ì

І̵͎TٶАˀԐƑ˸kɣȽB�νؙІɽŌٶɾՂνٶɾ£Іձ{ò̏ٶűɵ

І̐§גٶϼŲҭɮб̣ʆ̥̄ҦІ¿¬ԥٶүN̏ǕӒǹ�ؘ̀ŚĪҦІ¿¬ٶN

ՑԿŚI¿¬űĤІҺ̧̥Ƒ٤ɿƑ�B 

[371] wkũˤŲٶɾ£ІƻƁłӖ˳й̞űîęطIӛȫІΥ̐ٶı̥ǜע|̣˅

îϼŲІΥB�ؙ̬̏NӇxͩνϨϱٶҚқɁԢūÎБϼƑ˸kІ¿¬Ӗȫ٣

Ѭּٹekűәˬȍ҂ΊXMדٶī̢ƑІż̬͝ìІ�Ǉٶʆxs£Ǚ˽ɵˬлȋʛ

ʪІ̧̩ĳӇ\̢٤B 

[372] ϱ̀גϼІΥո˺طḀؘ̑ٶʆxؙ̬{IɽŌĳӇ°ɽІѽՑدٶẸ̈̏Ș՟Ɉ

ІٶүN̏·ǂɈІBɾ£ѾǙĳxԞ΄ؙ°âͽ̬̝́ƿ˷ՀЌІХхӖ֬ՑBͨ

Ũνո˺N֎ٶʆxɾ£̝̥ϨϱԞʕּ¡՟وþÍ՟нٶүN̏ʕƼˠҠîאNĳħ

І̪�Ú°ԭՑB 

[373] б̣Tͻ¡̄ҦӖ̐ ׄІ̽ȸ¿¬ٶӖϼ̐k£ǙEʹAطkӖ̥֭k̿ІçҡF

Іǂҧ̥͊ƕІ؏�BɾՂνٶі35̈́і1ـԞ΄ؙ̬°ІٶNı̏ԞҭɮūآÒ
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ӖƐūêלٶ�ԞҭɮĳӇ̥Ā̀ɾ£ǅˆӒϱȇјІęطȫέׄІĸрǪغBƧͩ

Iٶ�ǠȹفĥҭȫkʆՊІEɾ£ІҨɫFٶxħ¹҂ІطΒϨƻB 

%	
& ɾȹفȟՍٶɾˀM�ԞՊІԾٶӖű̬́ϊՑнT̪ԓÇärѹԭՑІ`ɝ̥؏B

ɾǕ°ІҺ̌ٶNɸԿԓԢνɾ¡kԼŮǙĳӇÖϊ՟ІUوE�âǂơFBĩүٶɾ

˅âּeո˺̏ٶŨνƼ£ĳӇ̥Ā̀ɾ£ʑâɵ˹ƷӖѩвІɋW̽ȸ¿¬BȪט

ɷŲٶű֬ՑІ̐§ּeո˺SΉ̥Łîؙ̬ٶ�s£І¬ȯ©XԄӖÄٯĳxԓ֬

ՑٹѲǬ¡kЃԩٶӤ�':/*7ƣƏ̥ǕÕŁîؙ̬үطʛɉؙ̬Ή̥ĥҭּٶeո˺̏

ɾՂνǙ̀Ԕ·̬́TІŒ̥̣وȅĀІƻŒΜĠІոΥBɾ\ԞԗÇּNvԐٶؙ

Ƨ̳űI؋ƫǠРSOӇƓäּ̱eո˺ІԾٶIǂ̣°âNļІ·ǂBDavidsƣƏ

Һсɾ£ההNًʾϰּeո˺\;π̾˝BБĩŲٶɾˀM�ԞՊІԾٶǕĩ̎â

UȀê·ɣԠƿÏIӔІ¿¬�Υٶ\ӇƓ҅ɵӂǂІEÔϮFġòБņɸB�

[375] ɾ£Ů̞ٗÎ˧Ӿ^ԴƑطΒӖÕƼŲđҺ̧ėӳƻҮІХхٶՀѹŲ֟¹҂طΒб

̣Ƨ�ԧ·ϊ՟ٶƧ�źԉɹҡBثς\̥IeǙͰçІ˄ֳ̏�ٶȪĳɟŲ̬́ٶS

 ǙБ؏́�ׄԉä̱ХхB̪

[376] ٙ Èּٶeġƫո˺ʫâٶɾ£ȹفՂΞٶxϨɈнȋνżЮІźѬ҂ű¹҂б̣T

̏̾ΜӵŪІBHenri JunodűХхTsongāІ̐§̠ՊٸE...ÔϮk˖̥ȟξІͨҧɥB

s£Б�б̣лȋAוƽȫثٶςּeȫS̪ԵՓ˹Ʒ̏�ٶƼ£ףԉÏūٶү

ȌИʆЇРІBFThe Cape Law Journal̠űIџԭՑʆՖKafirkІԵԲІ˹ѐԙ˅

îٶ×ŶІǑԬнǠ̏EƿҤІԀ̿ʟȌȚ֬ՑІŁϦBFJohn Henderson Sogaʫ
âٶk£ՂνҟԉʆǙІ̏бҦɿעӲүN̏¡kٶŨνҟϗЦƍ^עӲϮΓІň

ՒٶʆxԞǙśԉу͊ɿТͨɈІɹҡB 

[377] ŧîּ̬́ٶeո˺َаٶǙCape Ngunik�ՊٶͰçı̣ϰ�ǙuԓɺϾІǷǿٶү

OֽȂÏ̥ÈР˅âʫ ˁ̮ٶ kٚLẠ̇̄ԉçBSogaՊٶͰçȱ̪ԓȟþűҟϗ֘Lٶ

ŨνٸE�ȹν^I¡Ǻ҅ƚĤІϮŇٶϖϑіa¡ϮŇٺFZ.K. Mathews˳ʸ\քļ

ּрՊBThe Cape Law Journal˅îٶӨϢІԄ·ֽȂϰ�ɹҡǙ؈קƪƶІ�ϗԉ

νٶɿ̏ŢװІǷԋٹͰçE͊ụ̈̀ϰ�ɹҡ̪҅ӒςüײĘĀІͷkԉνٹν^ٞ

ֺNӜ|ƶٶťеA֘٣çط̏ףΒȫѬ҂ȂԠІçҡּٶekІլϯٶǠդɽs£

ÃלÒҧºćІż״BF 

[378] Ȫَ̌ŲطٶΒÕƼ̄Ҧ\ٌ̥�І°B 48.4ūϣMoshoeshoeĩǙͰçІэƂ̝̏И

ʆЇРٶsϭӓNļɣǕ́ԉǷԋІkêԄͰç̠҅ٹ҂Ί BarolongƑȈІMontshiwa
\ʾĪБļІэƂBZulukN�ϰͰçІ`ǏَٶςεɃ^NatalДøД؈ShepstoneB
Donald Morrisǒٸ 

[379] E1850Ȉ9̤25̇ٶShepstoneűҼîԞʕͷkҟêԄІͰç̡ٶˇɽϼŲʾϰІώبϑ

ĭҡ̐״Պٸ 

[380] E... ɾЕֹ^�£ .... I¡kІϮŇ̏π¿ІٸÚƑІώب\uN։BӷɣͷǇskІ

kٶπՑ̏ν^ׇԉǷԋɿÕƼϨϱףٶɸԿԓԄͰBF 

[381] ̓ LʆֳٶƧּ̳eո˺ĳ٬מٶ�Е։ٶ�ű̬Ųб̣ԉX̥ȈІķнȋٶIӛ�

ՊSN˦ʪEͷkҮԄͰFІ�BثςƧɾ£ЕîІٶԓԄ·ІЁƶٶԓkűķн

ȋXƐͷǇІǷǿּٶeNɆҭAطϨɈІҦИԉνٶȪNȉŲIАȖқîȯٶͽ

˿ՊٸѿçAοψǷǿјјBͩƐ֜ٶ`Ǖمźԉ֜Ѯ̐ʾϰІɹҡ\طȂŢģ̥ٶԴ

ƑkϭӓŨͩүŘŇB�̏ٶL˹țϰІո˺َаٶıԞֹ̏ķнȋֽٶȂͷkҮ

SṆԓêͰçB 

[382] űǘʑĳx¹ɾ£ԧɵ̐ȕΎІغľІ¿¬̐ٶɾȪΞ͈űּKрɻͲІ¹҂X
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Іż̬͝أ�ŪɵؼƿÏѕĹSӇٶľغîȌԿƧ�ĪʵBϨɈAkɈďІķٶ،

ìٹүxǷǿӖ֜kνUІغľòĿB 

°ٶغɾ£\Ṇʕ¹҂ȫІĸрǪٶǠ½ɾ£NӇƿÏ�րҨɫI͕ٶςƧͩث [383]

νŐIІΥӖ¿¬�ΥBŨͩٶI˿ٶغɾ£ԞʠͅIȎӖ͝ƯAǀ̄ӖU¾ïȎБ

؏ІҨɫ¹҂ٶŨνƼ£NѕĹӒϱȇјġòٹİI˿ٶغɾ£\Ԟ҈աSЃǨٶӇ

ƓƈЉ̀ɵż̬͝ìІҨɫ¹҂BɾБ¹ٶ�҂طΒ̥ԴƑ˿غӖ¿¬ףȹفԓ

ʠͅɿ˩ׄٶեƼ£ӇƓ̝ѕĹ˽ɵˬлȋІġòB 

[384] ɢԞׄIͪ^ԧͩI՟ٶوǠԞ͚ԢͳͿ̐vӖطΒб̣ĸр¿¬ԥІέׄͮĵBűӪ

ԂkͳͿ̩̐ٶŨνǞ̪īî͙ʷͥΒІդػ֍ĊȦٶؾçqς̏ķѬ҂ІװԞע

Ξ͈hvĳɄІԉç̣לǁٶIАԓȖϰî18PѮ̫νͧBҟϗN¼̣ԓêͰçٶ|

˿ٶԞեͰçϗű̢؈І̐،Îדٶī̢ƕІЀӥӖ�֭BٍħͰçϗǗŢІԉç˿

ٶԓՂνَ̏̌ІϒԨBб̣ƕИԓךՏԠ՚ͰgAӀԧAǕkٌդɽ٩ϠّϐІ

нBּÕǏ̏ĳxwkϨԧІBɢԞЃˊͰç̢ƕІŠؔˮüٶϼςǠԞե̢ƑІkЕ

îԉçнٶ\ԞեͷkϗɥîԓǇkI͕ІЀӥB 

[385] Ȭٶ�ӦūűӖʩЦǱІʁϊTĪȯĈìٶǠI˩xȨ�ُٶȔ^؛çٶİƐ\xБ

Ǚ�ՊȿʶІѿçĪvŢģнȎNIІͰçBӦūͳͿˬȍՂνٶçxħʹІԄ·

˿N¼ױԇٶ\̥ˌ�ϰּeçҡІб̣ƕИІغيBϼ̐Іǁʘ՟ՊٶNќ˽І

çҡ˿ȚǙӦūk�Պ̥Ƒג٬ϼٶҭײîCapeϼŲІɝٶӤŚɱѿçAҿçӖЍеٶ

ǏűN֎xŠؔƤا։�̛Ćɿװ»skBġ̬իձźԉͰçІźԉҮٶϭӓԓ˽ԡǂ

ũˤîLĻӒЌBּȅ̥ףѮĳȳІЖǏ`zB 

[386] űמXȬٶĦ^ÐЅȈٶïɵƕҬϨʆϼςŲԳб̣¿¬űּ͵̩،TϯϮ^Ie

վІդďBęطŲđϦűǙͰçІǏć�ٶõƦĩ̎âּI͵ͮĵέׄB̾˝ؙ̬˧

îІո˺ٶӖęطͽצІÓ¡ūǈTٶı̥IūűְȊȈ̠҅źԉͰç֨ٴǻƯٵB

րѷʋ̢ȬI͟źԉķԄ·І̐،̏ű1984ȈٶĵϫζԂ̏1983ȈٶΏ̭מò̏1986
ȈٹNٶͰçűּeūǈTqς̏ǂçҡٶүؙ\qς̣°âͰçІǅêBӫK

ͽÊӖמѦͽfÐūףΞ͈ŲǅłͰçűs£ūǈ̏NĹІB 

[387] ӫKͽÊӖמѦͽfïɵƕҬXʆx̣°Ǯּ͕І·ǂٶSN̏½�':/*7ƣƏʆ̘аІ

ʙ̦̀Ɛ�ɆɢXMٶү̏Ũνs£ɢ։s£ūǈƕǩͷӖͱدІNƀȨBסĺϋՊ

ȯƦٸEѿçӕMІӡӨ؈בN҇BFȶūű҅ͮѰѨXȬٶҧƕìű҅ͮԝ

˼UҧXȬٶӴӯύAк٧AǡþʟϪAǻԝAؕ̾ȗAӮȫչӖԝϥύÏףű҅ͮ

ƌֲˬ͝XȬٶǕͰçʻ؛űȇ̐çҡـחXƐٴБǙ̀ʁ̐ٵBs£ƕע|Аˀֹ

ɵƿɽּрǅՃB 

[388] ɾ£\ĳxĹϨ˂Ցٌٶ�ІϨϱٶ\Ȧؾ^ɾūІïɵƕҬBνיËАˀɿ،ˀ˅î

Ͱçٶs£גϼŲȟՍٶǙ̀מe̠νÒȇͨҧƢ٦ІÈҵÈռ�Պٶę̢طղװІո

ϯXIٶǠ̏ūǈǙӒϱAͿUӖk͝ІχɤBּрχɤלٶčʧ^ǙϮŇІǰ˵ӖǗ

˽Bװ ІūǈƧ̳NРϤɟּ¡ոϯٶẠ̇̄ĜħӒǹІ̪�BïɵƕҬ£NĳӇNРٶ

Ԟ֊ƕǈǙĤNÒNҧӖЀӥІɶϜ˽І̐§ؓٶўİI͟ƌֲˬ͝І�ӑBƧ̳

s£̳Ж·ǂюűϮŇІּI٬מٶםĳӇ̥ע|̏Ũνٶs£Ǿ̧ӇӽͩIĉׅ

Ųٶեk£πֹԄ·ǙʇІ˿Țٶ�ԧ·װƕб̣AˬΊŒوB 

[389] ȱͮĵІԦȎ�ЕٶɵˬUҧ̏œӶ̩̐ІϯϐBƼІЏІűˆͅɏɣІ͝üٶԼŮЫ

�ˬȍІ�ӇƓ̾˝ɋWNդІ¿¬ٶxħǺЫэІġòӖнȋBɵˬUҧ̏ӖȔ؛

ΉٹkkЇj̥ȱkɈԊϮү�І̥̆͝ìٸű̀ٯçӖŲϏļ̩ϯϮІBUԞІՑ

̥k˖̥҂ΊskІвպ͝ìB 
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[390] a͟ʁȬӗ։іaΏІɵˬUҧٶ\̏űĩ̎Xôˬ͝І͝üηϰAïȎɈІʹȻ�

νAxħ̥Ѭ҂ІǙϮŇІN˵BֹӖūǈU͝ѽĹІр̄ɣ՛ŶɨٶԴƑūǈâϦ

р̄ǩͷӖĩkІҟԉٶ�ȯȬ�Іˬȍѵѵװϲk͝ٶSOֹɵؘïūǈ͝

üBǟÕ̏מe̠҅եϮŇӖkІ¿¬ƕȃճ¬Іūǈֹ̝̏ٶɵҁ_ϮŇӖǗŢ

̝͝ΜIǪІ�աB 

[391] űɵˬUҧâϦІļI̐،ٶę\طî^ȇјAӒϱA؋˫AňԧӖǓǉјɽǠBï

ɵƕҬűŧٍȨ̐ٶRͅ^Ö̥҂ΊӖäďӞȤḀЯӒϱԭՑӖϨɈ֬ՑAxħʹ

ȻO̥ˌ̀ɾ£ǙϮŇ͝ІǗװІȫӖҨɫB 

[392] ̓ Lʆֳ̬́ٶê·ɣԠ˦ʪІϨɢUҧٶSN̏ƸűʒǑǁІȸԙٶү̏Ƹű̀ɵ

І̌˹ԡǂٶxħɵϤԢІ¿¬TBɾБٶ�ǠћïɵƕҬ£UȀǁʆՊІI

xħٶs£ʆ�ϰІ˹Ʒֹ̏ל£sٶȩɵؙǂơ϶وUԥŲɢǕͰçІŒٶ͕

s£Ԟ΄ɾ£҈աІ¿¬ؘٶҒ^ɾ£ІԔײц،BǏűЕNâ�s£̣°âl٬NI

͕І·ǂBűҎǒԡǂż̬͝ìІ̬̾ƕ̐ٶïɵƕҬıӇ°âʸ͝ɿNʸ͝ͰçІ

·ǂBɾՂνٶі9̈́ԐІ¿¬Ǚ̢̬̥̀́ѻІ·ǂɈˮüBʆ̥kٶčʧҟƕɡ

͊ІkűÎףٶj̥ϮŇ͝ٹŨͩٶͰçĩ^ɵІԡǂB 
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 QÀ٭
 ٵTƙХхؙȫƻХхʆĀХхŌ / ӟþōƕƻƻĚƏٴ

 
 
ևр̄خءІȈvٶęطű 1995 Ȉ 2 ̤ 14 ̇�˝ӑ̐ɵɽэ^ɵؙBءƖٶ˽Մ

ϮІɵؙǑϨІіIǀ́zǠ̏EͰç̏ĿɵFB`ǏLٶęطˬȍȱ 1989 Ȉ؋ƫǠ

±ͧźԉͰçBʀӓɵؙǑϨ̇νͧٶǺ҅ѸуKЅƑkԓêͰçү̪ϟźԉB1992 Ȉ

3 ŨͩEˬȍǾ̧̥؏Ͱçٶƕϊ՟װԐаͰçІźԉÇάٶЃǽI|Һ̌עćطęٶ̤

ІĹɵɈŒوĳ̧ű̪�֮־Ųԧ·FB�̏ٶű 1993 Ȉӑ̐ɵٴinterim ConstitutionٵІ

ĘőнTٶхя̏ĿԞ½ȶūI͕űɵTАˀȔ؛ͰçٶΉ̥̌ЫІѽՑB̢Ȭٶɵ

̈́˹Ǚͩ϶ЄٶǕŒو϶ҁɵؙ�ԧ·B 
 
ȱɵؙͨȚ؋�ƫٶIׁK̇ٶĒIĽƕǁҼĪ^ج˿εξІ֬ՑBŦ¡̤Ȭ6ٶ
̤ 6 ̇ɵؙ�ɽװԞê· State v. Makwanyane & AnotherٴxMѢс Makwanyaneٶٵǅł

ͰçɵB1ּ|ê·ϱٙȀƕǁ Arthur Chaskalson UїٶÕٖĒĽƕǁ\Ïף˅âĘļ

ɣԠ̞ٶÏעĹԫaЅٖؿB̾˝ Witwatersrand Ųđ͚Ǎ؈˅âІͿՍո˺ٶϼ̐Ïūkĭ

TІЅäXÓĒK˦ʪͰçٶĝ�̏űUȞȔ؛ͰçІźˬٰEطΒͿ̄՟̣FٴAfrican 
National CongressٵІ˦ʪҮTٶ\̥ЅäXcĒc˦ʪͰçB2ŨͩٶɵؙƧ�űͿU

ďXȬІęطɵԡў̵͎MՑ՚ͰçɵٶɽνИʆОЏІρٯB 
 
ּ|ê·̥Ȋ¡ϓٸٯіIٶsӠ^طȂ؈Іџȃűׄԉͽ֞ä̱ٶȕΎŲͽ֞^ĸūħ

ūآkؙ̥͝؏ͰçІê·ٶŀʧ^Ҥū؛ٴ^ҹ٤̢ןؙƐלٶčʧ٫ƅՓւǲAþ

ǲħ~ìՔǲІ̢٤ؙٵAþʩƕAȶūAĎύìAěȎAҹĹūk͝ƭŌ  Human Rightṣٴ
Committee of the United NationsٵAͥΒkؙ͝ٴEuropean Court of Human RightsٵBNٶ

ęطɵؙʫâּٶeͽ֞Іä̱ı̏�ν̬ūɵä̱Іǳ�Өтٴ travaux 
preparatoiresٵүǺ̢ٶѻ̏לԞŧîęطɵ̬֘�ׄԉԧBϱͩĳРٶI¡˽ӗͿUū

ǈІɵؙٶűŞԼȘэӒǹІɵԧٶ̐ȪיدËĥҭͽ֞ňūآװ̢�ٶԞІ

ChaskalsonٶԞŧî̬֘ІɵӉҀׄԉՑϨBіȁל ƕǁűּ|ê·TطȂ̌ЫŲʫ

âÒИɣԠٴpublic opinionٵSطԧɵ̐ɸԿԞҭײІٶĿòǠNزԞɵؙ^Bү

Os\NՂνÒʗĳxԧ·ͰçƸȔӖĿІŒوBіKּٶ|ê·ǕͰçІĹɵɈ͚٠đä

νa¡ٙٶ͵ؠÈԭՑͰç̏Ŀ͎ɽęطɵіĒḮіaـʆсІEеͧʹAطkɿ

ճ�kɈІԄɿçҡFׄٶүĩі[ Ë́ϮŇ͝Fٴright to lifeٵňіĒ Ë́kɈǗŢFٴright 
to respect for and protection of dignityٵІٹأ�Õ͟Úä̱ͰçǙ̀ż̬kֿ͝ɽІȦٶؾĳ

ĿֽęطɵіKĒK̈́іI̥ـ؏͝ìؘïІ՚э؉͛ٶiĝͰç�νIрç̏Ŀq

νɵʆÅԴІż̬͝ìؘïB҅ՀѹІ˂ՑħέҙٶęطɵؙՂνіĒḮіaـ

еͧçňطkçҡІ̽ȸɣҧű̀ǗװϮŇň҈ʪkɈǗŢٶEּNĳӇֹǕͷkϗϐ

ďٶςȬԄͰs£ٶxÁˮǟ̩ٶȩÕskԓͰçʆŠؔүɽFB3үOͰçІррïȎЏ

Іףπά֎ɵіKĒK̈́іIـІͽ�ɈԞ΄ٶŨͩÕǙż̬͝ìֿɽІؘïπԓ՚

ɽٶŨͩͰçɸǬɵBxMǕǙͩIê·ɽэІӄ̔ħÕՑϨÎǉׄԉʐԞІpѺB 

                                                
1 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC). 
2 Ursula Bentele, Back to an International Perspective on the Death Penalty as a Cruel 

Pubishment: The Example of South Africa, 73 TUL. L. REV. 251, 271 (1998).  
3 144 
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ęطІͮĵǠ½ƼƇÎІр̄I͕ƑÆԛحBȱĒJPѮӪԂͳͿ̩̐؋ƫٶͰçǠǺ҅ɽ

νęطІçҡïȎBî^ΏϋʁϊٴBoer War, 1880-1902ٵȬٶӦūkĪȯÏغˁïٶͰç

ІגϰўŬֺαΟҒîͷkҟүǺB4�̏1948ٶ ȈęطūͿ ٶĪȯˬ͝ȬٵNational Partyٰٴ

ͰçІגϰўŬ؋ƫդǓٶčʧþװˍĂٴaggravated robberyٵAьЋٴburglaryٵA̵҃

ٵapartheidٴïȎخءƫֺͪ˂Ćр̄؋ūͿٰطĳxԄxͰçBүϼęףјҟٵkidnappingٴ
ˬ�ƧEĪȯɿ¹˕ÔϯUҧոԬFAEˀīƐūٶˡȞîĸрˬΊɈ́zײͰç̝ԓƕٶ̐

ȍɿ͎͘ոĀүx̛üʇ͵ׄԉб̣҅ζ˩ػXǅ¹FףٶĳêԄͰçBű؈KĒƑȈІEр

ūͿٰˬȍҾπȺɲŲϰͰç�ǙuˬΊϻ՟|ƶB̢ٶF٣ïMخء̄ َ̌І�ƶǠ̏ 1983
ȈűӳĽІٮkʘ̛`z Soweto J׃ȈѮɀ̇ԄͰ^KĽطΒͿ̄՟̣Іϻ՟|ƶٶӽͩ˅

 ĳxǕĩǙkƏIIѿͰB5ٶͿИNԞȾūǈʇLˈ̥͝ü
 
ęطūͿֹٰŢçǯҡؼŪІр̄خء҂Ίٶű 1980 ȈvțЃ^εξІб̣Ԏш̝ׄٶI

ͪǚӔūͿٰ˸ȎЃǽ҉ɇŇwٶս_՜ǍȕΎІңʞAׂʴ͝üٶϭӓĳxֻԉŇwƳ٣

NȯƁǚ{�Ӗ҉ɇŇw̥؏І˽ҸBƕԡ͔Ԍنʘ՟ԉĆN̐âϦٶǟÕ̏ǙͰçІη

ϰBūآб̣І؏ΐ\�ȟξٶӦҤƕƻ̼ŭԙ҅ȂâϦضŴаƯٶԞ΄̼˿NԞǙę

�ūͿٰѻѽIٰǖˬň٤ƌ҂ֲٶζïԔ҅Ǿֹ̧ٶʾցϐոطËľęיٶԉʗոׄط

ΊB̢ȬٶűȟƕІūÎƐƌüMٶęطˬȍű 1988 ȈІ Sharperville Six ́zٶǕġÈêԄ

ͰçІÓĽٮkٶ˩êĒÑîaĒcȈІ̥̩ȮçB6 
 
ļ̐̾ٶ˝ϼ̐І҂ԫՍ̸̏ٶĿêԄͰçֽẠ̑ŨǁүϻٶŨͩͰçІÒȇɈ\Μīվ

ϾBүрֿ̄ͨ̏ɽͰçǸϻІװƕġŨXIٸ¼ 1988 ȈIȈÎٶűٮkͷͰЄkІ́zTٶ

ЅäXŦĒJІٮkԓԄxͰçٹ�űЄkͷͰٮkІ́zTٶΉ̥{�ЄkԓԄxͰçB7

ȱ 1910 Ȉî 1975 ȈνͧٶűͷkҟTٮٶkԓźԉͰçІͽ�̏ЄkІaĒJ¢B 
 
؇̀ūÎԎшεƈAūآƌüƈȟAͰçІÒͨɈדīվϾٶȱ 1989 Ȉ؋ƫٶęطˬȍǠ±

ͧͰçІźԉBءȈűʂÊʟÊҔ҂ІUǚMٶęطІр̄خءïȎ؋ƫطٶ٥҃ΒͿ̄՟

̣ІمԒ̟ȶʟȱί؈ІˬΊϏϝTԓ˫âٶ�ęطѻ̀ͪLͿUďІ֓BźˬІūͿ

ٰň̩؈ĩˬȍІطΒͿ̄՟̣űͮ҅̐؈،ІǙэԎшȬٙٶȎ˂ΔkחǨ؋ˬΊՎêٶ

Ǿ̧ĳxּ¡ūǈĤŦĒȈ�ѸуІррnɑӖƁȲB1994 ȈӘԉіI͟Näр̄І

Ҕ҂А̟ٶחȶʟϟחνҔ҂B 
 
ςүٶԞŦĒȈ�ѸуІ̘ͮٮĵٶՎ�ǉ̍ٶN̏ŚחظâI¡˽ІҔ҂ǠĳxɽB

1993 ȈֽІCӑ̐ɵD̢ȬIѐĽνEūǈůѽӖňԧFٴNational Unity and 

                                                
4 Peter Norbert Bouckaert, Shutting Down the Death Factory: The Abolition of Capital 

Punishment in South Africa, 32 STAN. J. INT’L L. 287, 288 (1996).  
5 Nathan V. Holt, Jr., Note, Human Rights and Capital Punishment: The Case of South Africa, 

30 VA. J. INT’L L. 273, 303 (1989).  
6 Sharperville Six ̏cĽϳɈħIĽƣɈٶųνٮkٶԓˁűаƯԉнTٶĥӖҦИ

̛Ćٶx]УЧͰϼŲøǼ؈ Jacob DlaminiB�ּ̏Ó¡kףΉ̥ň Dlamini ̥{

�ǏվLІˀԨٶ˷¡՜ԬA´̸ħǑêнףĒäѧѪٶŨͩțЃ^ҹĹūƾϨ

̣Ð͟·՟ՠձęطˬȍٶĸūمԒčʧӦūٙБ̻ƞϋƘkAҤūҔ҂̾رAȶ

ūҔϨ̹ϋųӔãęطҔ҂̚±źԉͰçװٶ˽ׄԉǑêB 
7 ļôԶ ؿٶ4 292-293B 
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ReconciliationٶٵÕTǠǅа^Eּעɵ˅�^IȏͮĵІׁ͗͒ٶѽI¡Ţװäԕб̣І

kͿNäӎطňƼІ̪�@Șэűʆ̥ęٶxԩśІЀӥħNҧدĤ@ÇάѵϊAԎшӖ

ӞAр̄AؠѴA�yӖɈëʆÔjІk͝AͿUAňȇÔԄħЃḲ̌͘XLBF8ϼ̐ęط

БϼװԞІƻǈ Etienne Murienik ̠ѩؑŲʫâּעɵ˅�І͗͒̏ԞեęخבطE͝Ư

І˹ďFٴa culture of authorityכٶٵľEՑ՚І˹ďFٴa culture of justificationٶٵiĝʆ̥͝

üІԉף�ȹفűɵлȋMԓ՚эٴjustifiedٶٵIåףȹֽفȫІϨɈՑ՚B9ͰçĹ

ɵɈІŒ̏ͨٶوI¡ׁѽĤӖ̪�ІϨɈՑ՚ҭٶ٠Լʿּ¡˽ɽэІɵˬͿUūǈٶ

̏Ŀ̥ӇüȱEÇάѵϊAԎшӖدxԩśІЀӥħNҧFІ̘ٮƇŹٶևľENäӎӞA

р̄AؠѴA�yӖɈëFٶÔjEk͝AͿUAňȇÔԄħЃḲ̌͘FІȤԆūȎB10үּ

 ǠӲűɵؙІĒI�ƕǁӁLBٶ�ӝũү®ƕІՑ՚ǳـ
 

#�� ��u7��¹?²�s;XÃ¨$]�À��¶aa~c�.LP�
 

Makwanyane ́ІÐ�ԓł Themba Makwanyane ň Mvuso Mchunu űIǀˍớׇ̪TͷͰ

^ÐĽŌ՜ňÐĽԉŌٶŨͩԓêԄͰçBęطɵؙʭּחǀ́z�ǑϨٶSطŨν

ƼІ́ɝԛحAϊװٯƕٶБĩŲͨٶŨνּ¡́zІ`ǏБǙŚѲ̝ٶӇƓǕŒوҷρű

EͰç̏ĿĩęطɵFּ¡՟وLB 
 
 нǑϨٵIٴ
 
ϱּ̀̏ɵؙԳэȬІіIǀ́zجٶ˿űֳ؞ɣԠَ̐ȯ̿ƐǛȸҫҫB̟ȶʟҔ҂

{ŇІĒI�ƕǁT̥̩֘؈νk͝٦ƏІȫǿٶ\̥ġÈ̢٤ؙԙغІ˩ػΔǁٶ

xħƻؙ˳ʸBÕT̢̥ĽІ؛^ٙȀƕǁ Arthur Chaskalson Ɛ̥לٶȕīǗ˵І Albie 
Sachsٶs̬֘̏ϜƗԖЄkٶȱƻϮ̐vǠʰ֘ĩʘр̄خءïȎٶȬ�aȎԓʥе̩؈ٶ

ΕgΗƐٶűӫKͽÊ{˳̐ٶԓūͿٰxΈ֚μȠ̘ͷٶȉү̪Ͱٶ�ƚĤI˦ʇӏBּ

eƕǁثςӄ̔ĸϻ̏�ٶǙ̀ĤˬȍІη̥͝ףΜåІĩДٶ\БϼװԢ˽ɵ̵͎

Mأ�Іk͝¿¬B 
 
̾˝ҴҼϦƂ֬ՑнؽІ Ursula Bentele ˳ʸțֳٶԓłȫǿ William Trengove UԞx

K¡Ցٯ�˦˓EͰçɵFІUȞٸIAͰçІ·ǂÖ̥ɏɣɈٴarbitrarinessٹٵaAͰç

̈́ͣűגϰLȨȨ̣̥γűІǸëȩٹKAͰçňIӛçҡNļٶÖ̥NĳŧȲɈBűɏ

ɣɈІŒوLٶTrengove ȫǿՂνıԞǁűײçLÖ̥Ԕײц،ٶǠIǂ̣âϦגϰLN

IӔІϘBNٶƕǁՂνęطȫս_ǁІԔ͝ײSط;πؘïٶqς̥IǂІ͓

ΦűؘïͰçІגϰB 
 
ƕǁǙ̀ԓłȫǿǕͰçĹɵɈŒوǂűּ٬ϙщІўŬٶɥîĒä١ԱħeԴNұB

s£Ԟ΄ԓłȫǿɸԿǠÖ٣Іɵ̈́˹�UȞԓłІ͝ìīî�р�Ǉٶɵ̏ĿÅԴͩ

ј�ǇBę̆طςǺ҅ӋخE՟̣U͝Fٴparliamentary sovereigntyٵІٶ͵ؠǖԳɵؙ

�Ǒ̸ȫ̏ĿɵٶǠɸԿȱɽ˹ɵІÎǉ�Ց֬BςүٶԓłȫǿğБϼ�ƽŲUȞٶ

                                                
8 “This Constitution provides a historic bridge between the past of a deeply divided society 

characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future founded on 
the recognition of human rights, democracy and peaceful co-existence and development 
opportunities for all South Africans, irrespective of colour, race, class, belief or sex.” 

9 Etienne Murienik, A Bridge to Where? Introducing the Interim Bill of Rights, 10 SOUTH 
AFRICAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN RIGHTS 31, 32 (1994). 

10 EȤԆūȎFٴrainbow nation̏ٵǩŮƕU˳ű 1994 ȈҔ҂ƕחȬùֿâ�ІԺȢٶ

ϰxȥَͿUęطІ¿¬ƑÆňр̄ȇјB 
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ɵ̈́˹ԡǂІϮŇ͝SطѾǙ¿¬ٶˬȍĳxֶūͿLʁƂٶ՜Ǎĳxͨϼؓԍͷkּٶ

ȅףϮŇ͝ȹֵفեІɝȣB�̏ٶTrengove ȫǿՂνٸĝ�ϮŇ͝SطѾǙٶϮŇ͝І

ÎΛӓǜȹفčʧNīūǈxͰçٴūǈͷkٵνϗҟïԔ˿ȚІ͝ìٶŨνūǈͰç̏̾

̬ŲǕkȱбҦTΘΩٶǺ҅ȷȌΩ^ϮŇٶӖϮŇ͝أ�БϒԨB11İƐI�֬աkò

UȞŨνęطūƇÎІ Ciskei ϞэןǺ҅Ȕ؛ͰçٶŨͩƧ̳ÅԴͰçҚқźԉֿ̣ٶɽę

үNѕĹׄٶٵlaw of general applicationٴϰXȫFגN̏E̓ٶϰІNIӔגūÎȫط

ɵіKĒK̈́Ǚ̀͝ìؘïІԡǂ@Կ̈́ԡǂE̬ѐٴż̬͝ìٵʆԡǂXĸ͝ـìȯ̀

ѕĹMֳ̈́z̐ٶī̓גϰXȫʆؘïBF12 
 
wk١ԱŲٴ\ԴΉ̥٬١מԱٶٵķעІvԐűּƂɵǁķT̏քɽȔ؛ͰçІBsԐ

аٶWitwatersrand Ųđ͚Ǎ؈Іǳ�̏։Եҟϗٶ�ķעІǳ�̏˅âķˬњٶaҮĸ

̥ʆķٶŨͩűͰç՟وLvԐNļэƂٶSΉ̥ԎшBs\ՂνͿՍɣԠNӇ�νԧɵ

І�˝ٶƕǁ̏לɸԿ҆Ĺɵԡǂňɣ̉үνê˾BİƐٶϼ̐ν״ǭƕƻƻ Eؙɸ

ϰƻХхTȸFٴCenter for Applied Legal Studies, University of WitwatersrandٵU{І Dennis 
Davis ˳ʸϓëvԐEȔ؛ͰçĘ̣FٴSociety for the Abolition of the Death PenaltyٵħEk͝

ȫǿѼҖFٴLawyers for Human RightsٵâȀٶS˅âɣԠBDavis ˳ʸՂνٶűׄԉͰç̏

ĿɵІê˾̐ٶɵؙɸԿǕ˷עɵԢνIٶ٣iĝǕɵôԩʆ˖ʛІk͝¿¬ٶ

xħ̢ȬIѐʆˉ͜E֒ĤӖ̪�І͗͒Fϼװ�ԞІɵ¿¬ٶxͩνɵX̬̾Џ

ІٶʈӇƓѩЫŲʺˈɵأ�ϮŇ͝Іɣ̉BςүٙٶȀƕǁ Chaskalson ϼ̐ǙͩIU

Ȟ�ʪɺϾІɨȎٶՂνôԩň̢ȬIѐƑǬˬΊɈǅԩٶSطÖ٣І͝ìԡǂٶǙɵ

ؙΉ̥ʥ̯üB 
 
ν̩K̇ІԩԺ֬ՑȐٶϱ̀֬˿˅âІՑ˝ƫѻϸَ�ؘٶƕǁ Albie Sachs ĝʏԹ

Trengove ȫǿűϮŇ͝ІÎΛL�^ƗƑNȹԞІֵեBɵؙøؙ؈ Ismail Mahomed ƕ

ǁi̠űԩԺ֬ՑнTվŒ֬˿ȫǿ̥؏ȫؘïż̬͝ì̐ٶNȯ�ϗÕ̽ȸўŬІ

ɣɆٸEɾՊԞͷ^̏�ٶ�ɾԞ�РɾIףٯΉ̥Ԟ�ϗ�ІϮŇ̽͝ȸўŬBFּ͕Ĺ

ϨŜ13ٺҔѽ�ՊٶԩԺ֬ՑȐSΉ̥âϦwkҳЏI˽ІȫՑ՚ٶ\Ή̥ÇάεɝІ

˹Ǚ̀ɵ̈́ٶL{Іƕǁ£ĩүَȯ̝νϕì˽ٶ�БǙBӖϺŲӒؘІȫǿůͽ։

ħɵǑ̸ӄȬІŏƻżЮٶiБϼυпB14 
 
 ê·Ϩϱٵaٴ
 
̬zɵԵԲІѬϊŒوű̀ęطç`ԵԲі 277 ̈́і 1 іـ a ͣԡǂͰç�νͷkҟІ

çҡXȈĿĩɵBּ¡ŒوϔΙîKـɵ̈́˹ٶі 11 ̈́і 2 Eеͧ{�ȣȚІٸـ

ɿçҡBF15іɿճ�k̿ІԄkطAʹеͧٹɿɝҊІصπՑ̏ҿ٣Aȸٶç 9
EkͿj̥ϮŇ͝BF16xħіٸ̈́ 33 ̈́ż̬͝ìؘï̈́ͣ17B 

                                                
11 ļԶ 2 ؿٶ˹ 269B 
12 ļLԶؿٶ 270B 
13 ļLԶؿٶ 269B 
14 ļLԶؿٶ 271-272B 
15 “No person shall be subject to torture of any kind, whether physical, mental or emotional, 

nor shall any person be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” 
16 “Every person should have the right to life.” 

17 “ (1) The rights entrenched in this Chapter may be limited by law of general application, provided that such 
limitation- 
(a) shall be permissible only to the extent that it is- 
  (i) reasonable; and 
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1. ȫԧ˿ٸͽ֞ħЏІɈԧ 
 
Chaskalson ƕǁűê·TٙÈʫâǙ̀ż̬͝ì̈́ͣІԧȹفʾĪĹЏІɈԧٶȱɵ

̈́˹ɽэІнӖӄ̔AѬϊ̈́ͣӖÕs̈́ͣ،І٣Ѭ؏��ʺˈٶSǪǏ֕¡k͝ì

 BІԧٵlegalisticٴĐӛطүٶІԧٵgenerousٴԉ̢̥ìׄٶІ̢ƕՈŇأ�
 
Witwatersrand Ųđ͚Ǎ؈UȞٸƧ̳ïɵҮ̥ɣȔ؛ͰçٶɸԿ̣̌ǂ̀ɵ̈́˹T̆ٹς

Ή̥űɵ̈́˹TȔ؛ͰçٶǠԐаïɵҮSNʊћּ٬�Bĝ�ԞȔ؛Ͱçٶ\ɸԿֹ

՟̣ٴParliamentٵ�ïǂɿ�ԪȫxȔ؛ͰçٶүֹطؙȆق�ԧ·B 
 
ChaskalsonٶوǙͩIŒ ƕǁŧɸٶȱэĵħïɵӄ̔�ЕٶͰçІƸȔűïɵн

TІЫ̠̥εξІԭՑBęطȫƭỌ̄ٴSouth African Law Commissionٵű 1991 Ȉ˅âІ

k͝ƁłTĝ˄ֳͰçІźԉÖ̥٤Ȏϊ՟ɈٶŨͩȘ՟ʾĪEʆҢ؉˿́FٴSolomonic 
solutionٶٵϱɵؙ�ê˾ϮŇ̏͝ĿĳxֹEżؘ̬͝ï̈́ͣFٴlimitation clauseٵþ

xؘïBęطȫƭỌ̄űƁłTʫâثٶςͩӘǕþװɵؙІի˛ٶ�ԿؙѻхزԞ

Ӂի։ֺI͚ԢĸрȫňԉˬŇwІͮĵ{ćٶĿòȯ�N̍ІɵˬͿUǕ¤ֵŧĤІ

՟̣U͝ӓLB18ķעì 1992 ȈЃ�I|·Ⱦ̩ٶȩ̪�ĳxÂȿǠͰçІĹɵɈ

Іç`ԵԲͰç̩̐خءɵؙՂνïǂ̀р̄ٶĪȯI·ǂBŨͩٵconstitutionalityٴ

̈́ͣ̏ĿӇűɵÒǽȬҚқגϰ̏ٶɵؙձπ̂մІ{ćB 
 
2. ɵ٣ѬMІͰçŒو 
 
ˀMٶ�Chaskalson ƕǁٙÈԄϨٸͰç̏Ŀ͎ɽęطɵі 11 ̈́і 2 ʹʆՖІEеͧـ

Ͱçϼς̏ٶê·Ղνȱ̇ȂՆԩІ�ϰӉҀ�ЕٺɿçҡFɿճ�k̿ІԄkطA

٤ؙ̢ןІçҡBsțϰҤūҹʹ Furman v. Georgia ê·TǽԂӇٴWilliam Brennanٵ
ƕǁІɣԠEٴͰçFǠÕ̬վүԩ̬̾ٶĿǂϗkІkɈٴhumanityٵFٶʆxϼς̏طk

ŨνǕϗkϼɽI¡ɸϱūǈΘΩІǄٶͰçöơϗkІǗŢٶІçҡBүOٵinhumanٴ

٣B�̏ٶChaskalson ƕǁՂνٶɵؙІǳ�SN̏ȱƷغL�˂˶̇ȂՆԩІɣҧٶ

ү͚̏ԢͰç̏ĿűɵɣҧL͎ɽі 11 ̈́і 2  ʆ͡еͧІǙթBـ
 
űּ¡ӉҀMٶęطɵؙˀӳԭՑ̥؏ͰçІȫԡǂ̏Ŀֿɽȫ٣ѬІNIӔ

iĝġÈϞэ̀ƐІٶٵdisparityٴ Ciskei ӒΊןǺ҅Ȕ؛ͰçٶűĹ�ȬֿٶɽļIūÎļ

Iϗҟ̥ḳԓêԄͰç̥ٶkṆٶϭӓ̥חַיҟձІŒوBęطɵؙՂνּ¡

Œ̬֘وSN͎ɽͰçɵІϨϱٶŨνɵǺ҅ԡǂ̆ƸІȫűÕĸӒđŹÎҚқ̥

ˮٶSΉ̥Ԟ΄ͻIđŹІȫףȧͩĘՍIӔB̪�ֹụ̄эٶÚׄIͪ˷ĹâÏū

ɈІȫBŨͩٶđŹ،ІȫNIӔٴdisparityٶٵSṆȦؾͰçІĹɵӖĿB 
 
3. Ͱç̏ĿνEʹAطkħճ�k̿ІçҡFٺ  
 
ˀӳٶChaskalson ƕǁțϰɵі 35 ̈́і 1 ż̀Ӓϱȇјׄ�فìɵѐ̐ȹ͝Eԧٸـ

ʆȘэІͿU؋˫б̣ʆװԢІ¿¬ٶSOɸűגϼԄĥτūآÒٶSȯĥҭБϼІƐū

                                                                                                                                                            
  (ii) justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality; and 
(b) shall not negate the essential content of the right in question, and provided further that any limitation to- 
  (aa) a right entrenched in section 10, 11, 12, 14 (1), 21, 25 or 30 (1) (d) or (e) or (2); or 
  (bb) a right entrenched in section 15, 16, 17, 18, 23 or 24, in so far as such right relates to free and fair political 
activity, shall, in addition to being reasonable as required in paragraph (a) (i), also be necessary.” 

18 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) [22].  
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ê·È�BFׄүǨ؋EɵІϩϧX̃FBԿê·ٙÈpѺҤūҹ٤̢ןؙІБ؏ê·ٶ

Sʫấ̬֬˿ȫǿ�րІՑ˝XIٶӖҤūҹ٤̢ןؙűԭՑɵіÑƈ�́TEʹ

ħϻȂІԄҡFٴcruel and unusual punishmentٵІŒٶٯوƕ٣LSπaӔ̀װ³̏ףٶEɏ

ɣɈFٴarbitrarinessٵBiĝٶƧ̳ȫ̈́˹NÅԴǁԉ�IǂІԔٶ͝ײǠπrѹҭɮ

ͻIz¡́ϼTÖ٣ϞϓІ`ǏB�̏Ƨ̳ÅԴǁԉ�ȎȕΎІԔ٬מٶ͝ײͻ¡ǁ

ІǑ˾ĦNļٶǕֿɽɏɣІѽ̳BŨͩٶҤūҹ٤̢ןؙ̢ȬІٯװդɽ̏ȟՍͰçê

·ІͨϼȫнȋB�̏̀ٶՙɩӖҕԛІнȋǕֿɽǑêнȋNĹϨІʤȖٶϯϮEͰ

ϏϦթFٴdeath row phenomenonٶٵͰṭ̌ЌĳӇŲҜ�нȋŒٶوыЌĸрĳӇІ˰ζʇ͵ٶ

ֿɽķոΥІȎΖյӖͰťÎȸπͽІʼʉσφٶŨүեťе̬֘դɽEʹӖϻȂІ

ԄҡFB19ǠͩүՑٶęطɵؙՂνҤūЇּ́֓ȭN¬ȯʾѰBļ̐ٶǠęطȫ̬֘

�Е؈ٶWx�̢٤ؙLԵٴעAppellate DivisionٵǺ҅Șэ^ǄԥІ͓Φxê˾̏Ŀɸê

ԄͰçٶSΉ̥ƿÏ˫{ǁӒԉ·ǂٶ\Ή̥ȎؘïǁІê˾BʆxٶɏɣɈІԭՑ

̥Õ�ؘɈB 
 
ӓ̀İƐI¡ŒٶوͰçІƸűáَ^ؠѴňр̄Ǹ֏ІŒٶوǌҮĳxى٤ҶՏȫǿӋҟٶ

ыkׁȫǿףՏN։̝ٶNԞՊӠƕĤՏǖǈ՚kĘĀ�՚BǟÕϼؠѴŒوňр̄Œو

ʽűI։̐ٶͰçІźԉ̶рнȎLǠ̏Ǚр̄X،ІNȇјԢӤπЛB�̏ٶɵؙé

ͪՂνٶűʆ̥І́zLٶծыAؠѴAр̣̄ףȦؾķê·Іѽ̳ٶ�ɾ£SṆŨͩ

ǠԞ΄Ȕ؛ʆ̥ІçҡBςүٶͰçͽ֞ϓëІŲ˿ű̀ÕENĳŧȲɈFBӒϱçɿԴלĳ

xֹūǈջÃІ˿ȚƆԗˌǇ̏�ٶͰçÏźԉٶϮŇ̬֘πÚŧȲBŨͩٶƧ̳̥

NȇјɿɏɣІɝȣЃϮٶͰçІźԉǠǺϗM^NĳȡԗІՉBςү\ͨŨνENĳŧ

ȲɈFٶʆx̣ϓëȟՍнȋÒͨٴprocedural fairnessֿٶٵɽĳԥІյϰňπыЌІȖٶה

ƧļҤū Harry Blackmun ƕǁʆՊٸEkٌNĳӇùֿâƿҤІïȎxיËɏɣBF20ϱͩ

ԥXٶęطɵؙ�YՂνŚѲȱENĳŧȲɈF�Ց՚ͰçІɵٶɌɄqςƗŚӺB 
 
4. kɈǗŢӖϮŇ͝ 
 
̬zê·ˀӳǕ֦ٯװľEkɈǗŢFІأ�BęطɵіĒ̈́̌ǂ{�kІkɈǗŢųɸ

ԓǗװSϟٶأ�N½Ҥūɵ̪̥ͩԡǂBŨͩٶɵؙՂνűԭՑͰç̐ٶęطɵ

ІïǂҮ̥̝ΜñІɆҭٶĳxՀþä̱B̀̏ٶChaskalson ƕǁҭǍ^ȶūҹןɵ

ؙňþʩƕ̢٤ؙІБ؏ê·ٴþʩƕؘ̀ Kindler v. Canada ê·TK�ǁІǜ˸ɣԠٵ
çҡFІӖNkʹѰՂνEkɈǗŢІˌFּ̏eķҮϰxՂǂͰç͎ɽEͯٶ21

UԞżЮٶŨνEеͧçFԞأ�Іѻ͊¿¬̏kɈǗŢІ҈ʪB22�̏űěȎٶŚǠ

̈́ІĩغԧүԩٶěȎɵS̪ʻ؛ͰçІц،ٶOԓłȹفիձՑ՚EͰç̏NĹǃA

ϻȂħȎІçҡFٶxħEͰçNѕĹʇ͵ӖЏІІĹϨɈFٶŨͩǚӔěȎ̢٤ؙű

Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab ÍٶǅłͰçS̪ɵB�̏ęطɵؙՂνٶęطɵ

S̪ƧěȎɵĳx�ͩĩغ˂ՑׄٶүӂՂɵSNʻ؛Ͱçٶęطɵȱïɵнħ̈́

˹˹ɣ̬֘�ЕٶǙͩŒوƿÏ϶ЄٶүO�τęطɵٶՑ՚Іձ{̏Ӳűˁ˿ٴiĝū

ǈٶٵŨͩٶěȎ̢٤ؙІê·űͩSπגϰц،B 
 
٬ɸԿƧ�űϮŇ͝מBٵright to lifeٴkͿІϮŇ͝أ�\ɵطęٶEkɈǗŢFƐ^؛

                                                
19 ļLԶ[55]ٶB 
20 ļLԶ[56 ,55]ٶB 
21 ʆțϰXȶūҹןɵؙê·ν[1977] 45 BVerfGE 187. þʩƕ̢٤ؙê·ν 

(1992) 6 CRR (2d) 193 SC.  
22 ļLԶ[61-59]ٶB 
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ԓЫэІɵ̵͎MٶĤՑ՚ͰçІĹɵɈٺęطɵּؙ̐§֦ľĎύìٶŨνԿūɵ

іcĒŦ̈́iԡǂٸEĎύìÔňūƇÎʆ̥kųjŪ̥XϮŇ͝ħkɈǗŢٶأ�Nȯɏ

ɣöơͩј͝ìBFĎύìɵؙՂνͩa͝ìٴϮŇ͝ħkɈǗŢٵȹفԓ˫űI։ٶ

͎ɽ^ʆ̥ż̬͝ìІ�ΥٶŨνƧ̳Ή̥ϮŇňk̿ٶǠΉ̥Õsż̬͝ìĳԩͩٶaج

Ϯٴtwin͝ٵ ì̬֘ǠǺ͎҅ɽɵLʆ̥͝ìІ̽ȸўŬٴessential content of all rights under 
the ConstitutionٶٵπՑƧ�ųNȯԓ�ϗٶ�Ͱçğöơ^īçkІϮŇ͝ňճ�ÕkɈǗ

ŢٶŨͩ�ϗ^Õsż̬͝ìІ̽ȸўŬٶĩE͝ìؘïF̈́ͣІԡǂٴNȯ�ϗż̬͝

ìX̽ȸٵBęطɵؙˀѰ^ͩI˷ÏɈІ͝ìՑ՚̝ׄ֓ׄٶIͪՂνęطɵІԡǂ

ͽĎύìɵ̝ǓٶŨνĎύìɵל϶̥ENȯɏɣöơFІؘïԡǂٶĩغԩXٶƧ̳

EطɏɣFͨ҅ٴϼȫнȋٵǠSطNӇöơB�ęطɵSπͩIؘïԡǂٶϮŇ͝ň

kɈǗŢɸj̥;N�϶Іٶأ�ȱүϮŇ͝ІԧΛӸўŬɸԿ̝ȕB23 
 
ɵɵؙűͩS̪АˀͽτĎύìɵؙxϮŇ͝ħkɈǗŢνǅłͰçطęٶ̏�

ІŐIżЮBChaskalson ƕǁűLֳԭՑȬٶŧîͰçхя̏Ŀ͎ɽɵіĒḮіaـ

ІEʹAطkɿճ�k̿ІԄɿçҡFB̥ՑҮՂνּٶԐаõɽэІɵؙSNɢ

Ԟȱͽ֞ȕΎІϮŇ͝ňkɈǗŢ�՚эÕê·ٶү̏ȱͽ֞Ö٣̌ЫAБǙүԩ\ͽ֞щ

ІEеͧçF�՚эٶŨүȥَ^ęطɵؙІE̢ǛUҧFٴminimalismٵħEǏϰU

ҧFٴpragmatismٵɈ̿B24NٶՀѹХգԿê·ȬẠ̇̄ЃϦٶęطɵؙS̪˫ͅȱϮ

Ň͝ħkɈǗŢ�Ց՚ͰçІĹɵɈӖĿBÕǏٶęطؙׄԉІ̏Iр˷ÏɈԽ

çFӖĿІǂҧׁѽîϮŇ͝ħkɈǗŢBűԭՑҟiĝǕEٶٵintegrative interpretationٴ

çБϼɈANĳŧȲɈٴɏɣħՉπ˩ͨٵAнȋÜ؈Ҳյ̐،ĉյAр̄ħؠѴǸϻјٶ

ȹفȱϮŇ͝ňkɈǗŢІԦȎĤԹ¿ׄٶүê˾Ͱç̏ĿŨ͎ͩɽʹNkІçҡB25 
 
҆ĹLֳٶęطɵؙՂνٶͰçІǏ́ǕˏϮŇٶΩѾkɈǗŢٶүOÕźԉÖ̥ɏ

ɣɈONĳŧȲɈٶ�τż̬k͝XԧɸʾE̢̥ìFٴgenerousٵXġòٶͰçűęطɵ

̵͎MɸԿǺ͎҅ɽEʹAطkɿճ�k̿ІԄɿçҡFٶνɵіĒḮіaـʆ

еͧB 
 
5. ͽ�ɈġòٸŠؔAؓقӖƁȲІԭՑӖÔϮ¿¬І 
 
ˀM�ІŒٶ̏و�τęطɵіKĒKּ͕̈́ٶІçҡ̏Ŀȯ�ƐνɵʆÅԴּٺǠׄ

Íіaؠ͵ІǑ̸B26űͩٶؙȹفԏײБԎшІ¿¬ٶSOê˾̏ĿѕĹͽ�Ɉ

ІԞ΄BChaskalsonٵproportionalityٴ ǁű̬́TȘэІԏȇІͪ٢čʧٸіIٶЫՂʆ

ΙħІ͝ì̬վٶSЫՂÕǙ̀I¡ż̀ӒϱȇјүȘэІͿU؋˫б̣ІװԞɈٹіaٶ

ЫՂ͝üأ�ІЏІٶħÕЏІXװԞɈٹіK͝ٶìԓؘïІўŬٶħͩIؘï̏ĿȹԞٹ

іŦٶʆ͡ɽXЏІ̏Ŀ̥Õs�Ǉ֞�Іʇ͵ĳxɽB27űͽ֞þʩƕAȶūħͥ

Βkؙ̥͝؏Eͽ�ɈġòFІê·ȬٶęطɵؙԼŮȱÕ̬Űб̣Ǚ̀Ͱçĳx

ɽІЏІׄ�ٶԉԏȇBsͯѰâͰçІKрЏІٸŠؔAؓقħȲnB 
 

                                                
23 ļLԶ[85]ٶB 
24 Mark S. Kende, The Constitutionality of the Death Penalty: South Africa as a Model for the 

United States, 38 GEO. WASH. INT’L L. REV. 209, 226-227 (2006).  
25 ļLԶ[94]ٶB 
26 ļLԶ[100]ٶB 
27 ļLԶ[104]ٶB 
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ǠŠؔІЏІүԩٶWitwatersrand Ųđ͚Ǎ؈ԐаĤcȈͰç±ͧźԉІȬ̳ٶǠ̏ϗҟ

Ϣَӳ˅ٶ٤ŨͩÉ̏ЍеπîŠؔІˮ̳B�̏ɵؙՂνثٶς±ͧźԉٶ�Ͱ

çS̪ԓͨȚȔּٶ؛͵̩،ԓêͰçІkqν˸ИƑף̐ؤٶĳxÚȎ؋ƫźԉBүOٶ

ƑІŨѶ̏�Ӓ̀ˬΊб̣̝ٶNԠȯ̏ŨνͰçІŨѶٶϗҟϢ٤ٵ1994-1989ٴĤcȈ

҅ζІװƕ֦դBęطб̣ű׀ד،̐͵מǶƕІ֦դٶб̣Ǚэ˅ٶ٤ԎшεƈٶūǈІ

٤ƌʇ͵\NԠ˫ٶ٥xӔ̀б̣҅ζVӓˬΊףâϦĸрُ̛BүOٶƗƑІ̘ͷAðͷ

́zեб̣Lιίӳ̛üɕB 
 
үOٶŠ̢̥ؔˮІʇ͵̏Ц́Ϣٶ٤ĳxͨЫŲׂʴkϗS_xǂҟB�̾˝͚Ǎ؈˅â

Іո˺ٶı̥ЅäXKĒîŦĒІ́zǅłЦ́ٶSOׂʴîkϗ_xǂҟBūǈNþȟӒ

ǹІϗҟ´ؓӇüٶĩү�րͰç�ɔŠkͿٶǏNĳĪBүOٶͰçňπ̩ȮçІŠؔˮ

̳хя̥ƑƕǸ֏\NРBƧ̳ՊʕמȊ¡kͷʹٶǠĳx˩ŕΊƾ̪מٶË\̏֡̀

̍ĞձІՊBؙվϾٶҔ̣̥̏NфǂAϿɨІgŇXȮNűYԓʖĤ؏ٶͰçІźԉ

Ǚּ̀ekүԩٶĦ̥l٬ŠؔІˮ̳ŃٺĦƧ�՚̌ÉظЍеٶNӇƓŠؔs£ϗҟІĆ

S̪˅�{�̥؏ϗҟϢεƈІոԬٶƐٵbare statisticsٴ˝˸ŚѲІ҂ԫ^؛؈E͚Ǎٺ͘

äϗҟעϦűб̣Çά̛üOƕٵІǠР̊ٴ£łԵɾ^؛̬֘˝˸eּٶٵinformationٴ

 SΉ̥֪՚̌l٬BF28ٶΉ̥ԓԄҡƐף
 
үO͚ٶǍ؈�Y̘аȔ؛ͰçٶԓłǠјļπҟ^B`ǏNςٶęطɵؙՂνȔ؛Ͱ

çSطË؛ϗkІձ{ٶү̏űçҡІח˘LٶȱͰç˩νπ̩Ȯçɿ̥̩ȮçBּeçҡ

ļ͕̥̏לŠؔІˮ̳ƸűB͚Ǎ؈Ղν̀ٶǓ٥ІçҡǕֿɽkͿȹفʩ։͏̓Ӓɾؓ

ԍB�ؙՂνٶȫƧ̳̣ԓӿԢ̏ףٶŨνķ٣ѬπˮϢňπɹҡϗҟBͰçı̏

ӽĭBƧ̳ϗҟףӇƓԓʖîSɹҡٶķ̥�ˮϢٶȫṆԓӿԢٶkͿ\πفӒԍB

үOٶChaskalson ƕǁI˩ÕűԩԺ֬ՑȐІɨȎٶՂνɵ̢ȬIѐ̏Ö̥ԡўɈІٶ

Õ̌аІ¿¬ȹفԓוƽBԿѐ̌ǂ^ęطȹفȘэI¡xk͝AͿUħňȇÔƸνżЮІ

б̣װ٬̢מٶԞІʒՔǠ̏ǗװϮŇňkɈǗŢBˬȍ̝ɸԿϢÈxȔ؛Ͱç��ν�ν

EǗװϮŇ¿¬FІԐϢB 
 
͚Ǎל؈Ղνٶĝ�ıԞӇƓʱ˰I¡kІϮŇٶͰçq̥ÕŠؔІɣҧBɵؙՂνӖ

Õ�րŢģɌɅІͰçלٶNƧȘэI¡͝ì˹ďٴa rights cultureٵBǠ̩؈үԩּ͕ٶĳx

�Ï̝ƑІϮŇB29̢ȬٶɵؙՂν͚ٶǍ؈\πĿՂІ̏ٶхяͰç�νI¡͊ђ

ŢІçҡٶπ̩ȮçБ֞ٶ�ҮІŠؔˮ̳֞ȟ͚ٺǍ؈\Ղνּ̏I¡πԓ՚̌І

ԳٶŨνɾ£בNРхяՋԓŠؔ^ٶɾ£ıРՋΉ̥ԓŠؔٶxħՋϗM^װҟB

ү̆ς͚Ǎ؈ȹفԞʒ˛Ә՚ձ{٬ͩמٶIŒوπԓ՚̌ٶǠ�ÕNӇֽɵіKĒ

K̈́Ǚ̀ż̬͝ìؘïІͽ�Ɉҭ̢ٴ٠Ǜ�ǇٵB 
 
ǠؓقІЏІүԩٶɵؙՂνٶЍе\ļ͕ĳxîؓقϗҟІˮ̳BүǠȲnІЏІ

үԩٶؙՂνͰçSطŐIĳxԐȶɳɃІʇ͵Bęطб̣ɸԿԞExύלύٶ

xЗלЗFІٶ͵ؠǙ̀ϗҟІɹҡSNIǂԞƿƿÏÏІI͔I͕ƁȲŧĤBƧļɵ̢

ȬIѐCūǈ҂IӖňԧDʆֳٶEɵ˅�^ŽǏІżЮٶեęطkͿĤІǙэӖϊ

źٶSŨּeǙэӖϊźүϮІѧ̛ĩk͝AkɈġòư̋üԎшTԓͅٶxħמ

eÇάnɑAɌɼAҟɡħȲnІטϯBּррŒףوĳxֹMèżЮүԧ·ٸȟՍ^ԧ

Іٶ΄زϭ̀ȲnٹȟՍ�ȲٴreparationٵүطȲnٴretaliationٹٵȟՍÔϮٴubuntuٵІز

                                                
28 ļLԶ[121]ٶB 
29 ļLԶ[125]ٶB 
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ˬǙςּ|ňԧІǅԩϼé̏ثɵؙՂνطBF30ęٵvictimisationٴԓǇkďطүٶ΄

ΊLІ֦Ŷͨҧүν̏�ٶSطňͰçІŒو;π؏ׁBƧ̳ԞǏ֕EÔϮFІ¿¬ٶǠɸ

ԿԞեɾ£Іб̣NÚ˖ʛExŇÃŇFІƁȲԥɀB 
 
űּԙٶChaskalson ƕǁS̪ǙÔϮٴubuntuٵ�âΞ͈ІԧBȬ�˛{ɵؙؙ؈

Іٮkƕǁ Pius Langa űÕĘļɣԠ̞TٶÚׄIͪŲּؐ̌¡ΥӒطΒ¹҂¿¬Іԥ

ɀBsʫâٶubuntu ּ¡͋ɀǕٯװӓ̀EÔļ٣ɈվFٴcommunalityٵxħбҦɽŌІh

b�րٴinterdependenceٵBƼʒՂͻ¡k�νkІŲٶ�Ũүj̥�ӒʆǬбҦɽŌ;π�

϶ІǗװAǗŢAϤɟħˀѰBSO\ùֿ^ǙԾBбҦɽŌБǙŲ\ȹفҁ_ļјІǗװA

ǗŢAϤɟӖˀѰB̝װԞІ̏ٶƼե͝ìІԉ�դȯ̝װԢäjӖÔļձ{ٶxħhbj

̥ʆ̥kІ͝ìٴmutually enjoyment of rights by allٵBLanga ƕǁțϰŵ͂ǡfLԵؙІ

ê·ʫâٶubuntu Ǡ̏¡٣Ӗб̣ІÔϮٶǠ̏͝ìӖҧćІÔϮٶǠ̏б̣ІÔļ٣͝ì

ӖҧćІتĹٴcollective of communitarian rights and duties of societyٵB31ˇԩXٶԞϤɟëk

ІϮŇIƧϤɟӒǹІϮŇٶǗװͻ¡kІk̿ǗŢIƧǗװӒǹІk̿ǗŢBűּ͕ÔϮ

І˹ďMٶͷk˫λІװҟ̏ĩ ubuntu Іٶʹ ĩ̏\ħճ�k̿ІçҡkطA ubuntu
ІBƧ̳ūǈҚқÅԴͰçІƸűٶǠ̏եƕǈףР ubuntu І¿¬ĳxԓĩٶ\πե

ęطб̣Úֱװ ubuntu І˹ďBƧ̳ęطԞű˽ɵȌMȘэI¡͝ì˹ďٴa culture of 
rights ٶٵǠNıԞǗמװe̢ȝĊІkІ͝ìלٶԞǗװϗ̢ƕՉІkІ͝ìB32 
 
̢ȬٶűׄԉęطɵіKĒK̈́ʆԡўІͽ�Ɉԏȇ̐ٶɵؙՂνȹفǕϮŇ͝ňk

ɈǗŢI։ňŠؔAؓقňȲnּK¡ЏІ˫űƖȇL�ԏٶײхяƺ֡ƺװBүIƧôֳٶ

ŠؔAؓقňȲnІЏІدףxֽͽ�ɈġòІ؉͛B�̏ٶİI˿ٶغWitwatersrand Ų

đ͚Ǎ؈UȞٶϮŇ͝SطѾǙ̥̐ٶiֵزե̝̀٤І¿¬ٶ�ƧͨٸϼؓԍAʁϊħʘ

̛ϘɨAǔͷַϗјٶϮŇ͝ףĳӇԓϖϑB�ęطɵؙՂνּe�ƶͰçףNƗI

͕Bͨϼؓԍňǔͷַϗ̐ٶͷͰІǙթלףűԉĆTٶν^יË̝ƕІĜǇЃϮٶŨͩÕ

ͷkԉνĳxԓȫʆÅԴB�̏ٶźԉͰç̐ٶǙթǺ҅ԓׂʴٶπӒϱΓĆ̏ٶĿĳ

xňͨϼؓԍɿǔͷַϗٌͽ̥ٶȪƕІŒوBͩƐٶĝ�̏ϗkٶϼsԓ؏։�̐ٶ\S

Ή̥ŘƚÕsІż̬͝ì̏לٶĳxӒϱֽ�ẠتѽбBê·ǒBЍе̏IрŢǯІç

ҡ̏�ٶϗkqj̥ɵіKѐʆأ�Іĸрż̬͝ìB 
 
ęطɵؙՂνɵіKĒK̈́ÅԴǙ̀ż̬̥͝ʆؘï̏�ٶƿÏΩ͝ì̬֘ňؘï

͝ìaҮ̥̬վLІǸϻBͰç̆ƧôֳǕˏϮŇAΩѾkɈǗŢٶүOÕźԉÖ̥ɏɣ

ɈONĳŧȲɈٶǬ̀ƿÏΩϮŇ͝ӖkɈǗŢٶπֽіKĒK̈́Іͽ�ɈԞ΄ٶǺ

 B؛ɸ_Ȕٶɵطĩę҅
 
%�� �©�
 
ɽэĒcȈٶ�πՑ̏б̣҅ζ͝Іأ�AļɈƱƮĹAɤΪϿɛ²ȑk͝ٶęطɵ

ؙІՓƑê·Ǻ҅ԓբνkٌ˹̌ĵLÔjІׄͪ¿¬BȔ؛ͰçІê·ٶiN�ƐBęط

б̣ІϗҟϢƫѻǤ٤NMٶI| 2003 ȈІ҂ԫʫâٶȇųͻȈ̥aӱaēkͰ̀Օͷٶȇ

ųͻĒӱkϼTḀ̇̄ŦĒJkԓͷͰBŨͩ2010ٶ ȈӘԉPϴЈ֎ϧւ̐ٶęطˬȍزԞՍ

ΔŦӱĽ՜üűĸϧƂńםźԉċćBϱͩĳРٶȔ؛Ͱç̏IzطȂӝũІǳ�BͿ،\

̥ԴƑĩȠҺΖٶՂνűęطІΊƾלΉ̥îͥҤΦXôٶNǃȔ؛ͰçBςүٶ

                                                
30 ļLԶ[130]ٶB 
31 ļLԶ[224]ٶB 
32 ļLԶ[229]ٶB 
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̬˹̈́ٶħճ�k̿FІçҡB�̏ANkʹSOеͧIåEٶϮŇ͝AkɈǗŢأ�

֘ṆέҙӒǹװ̝ٶԞІ̏ɵؙ�ȳӳl٬͕І¿¬�ԧɵٺű̬́Tٶɾ£Е

îęطɵؙ�τԿūɵі 35 ̈́і 1 б̣ʆ˫؋ʿѷEż̀ӒϱȇјʆȘэІͿUٶـ

x�ν̏Ŀ͎ɽٶˈʺ٣˷فЫՂϮŇ͝ӖkɈǗŢȹٶȕΎІͽ֞SֹٶԢІ¿¬Fװ

EʹANkħճ�k̿ІçҡFІê˾�˝B̢Ȭ҅ͽ�ɈġòІ͚ٶ٠ЫՂͰçǙ

̀ϮŇ͝ħkɈǗŢֿɽȷȌΩІѽ̳ٶǺ҅^ɵʆӇǉԴǙż̬͝ìXؘïBү

OٶęطɵؙÚK˅ƼІÒͿٶҌֿIע˽ІɵǠ̏ν^Ԟ֒ÇάȲnȸɨІ

Ĥ̨ٶľI¡ͿU؋˫ІęׄכطBűͩļ̐ٶūǈNɸԿҚқϰͰçּ¡Ĥ҅ȂԓƯ͝

ˬȍηϰІǳÖٶ�ïԔkͿІϗҟԉνٶŨνƼvԐІɣҧ̏ūǈӒǹ\NǗװϮŇBǙ

̀ϮŇͨҧІɆҭٶęطɵؙʫâ^طΒ¹҂¿¬ІEÔϮFٴubuntuٶٵͻ¡kІϮŇ

¡үͻٶӖϤɟǙ˿І¿¬ʈ̥ĳӇװϮŇІѽĹ̏űǗٶňëkІϮŇϩϩБʌІ̏ף

k̏ףϮΓűÔļ٣ІϮΓXÎٶÔļ٣ІȘэ\̥ր̀ͻ¡kІϮŇ¿¬ԓȥَBּрb

Б�րІϮŇÔϮ̏ٶęطɵԙغΜΜ͇ÍІ¿¬ٶȹفհчʆ̥ІɵԧBȔ؛Ͱç

Іê·ٶ\N�ƐBęطɵؙǙ̀ɵІԧٶSطŚѲı±϶ű˹ҧүǺ̝ٶΜÍѽ

Ĺ^ԿūĤŢҽІͮĵɶxħż̀ňԧү�ІÔϮϨɀBͰçІŒٶو\ԓ˅̋ν˷¡

ūǈغǙĤүȹف˅âІǶƕăBƧ�ȲnA̛üŠؔӖNͨҧІȳϩٶÕǏͨ̏
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________________________________________________________________

JUDGMENT

________________________________________________________________

[1] CHASKALSON P:  The two accused in this matter were convicted in the Witwatersrand
Local Division of the Supreme Court on four counts of murder, one count of attempted
murder and one count of robbery with aggravating circumstances.  They were sentenced
to death on each of the counts of murder and to long terms of imprisonment on the other
counts.  They appealed to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court against the
convictions and sentences.  The Appellate Division dismissed the appeals against the
convictions and came to the conclusion that the circumstances of the murders were such
that the accused should receive the heaviest sentence permissible according to law.

[2] Section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977 prescribes that the death
penalty is a competent sentence for murder.  Counsel for the accused was invited by the
Appellate Division to consider whether this provision was consistent with the Republic
of South Africa Constitution, 1993, which had come into force subsequent to the
conviction and sentence by the trial court.  He argued that it was not, contending that it
was in conflict with the provisions of sections 9 and 11(2) of the Constitution.

[3] The Appellate Division dismissed the appeals against the sentences on the counts of
attempted murder and robbery, but postponed the further hearing of the appeals against the
death sentence until the constitutional issues are decided by this Court.  See:  S v



     1 The last execution in South Africa occurred on 14
November 1989.  See infra note 26.

     2 This information was contained in the written argument
filed on behalf of the South African Government and was not
disputed.

     3 The mental anguish suffered by convicted persons
awaiting the death sentence is well documented.  A
prolonged delay in the execution of a death sentence may in
itself be cause for the invalidation of a sentence of death
that was lawfully imposed.  In India, Zimbabwe and Jamaica,
where the death sentence is not unconstitutional, sentences
of death have been set aside on these grounds.  The
relevant authorities are collected and discussed by Gubbay
CJ in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe
v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe and Others 1993 (4) SA 239
(ZSC), and by Lord Griffiths in Pratt v Attorney-General

 

Makwanyane en  n Ander 1994 (3) SA 868 (A).  Two issues were raised:  the
constitutionality of section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, and the implications
of section 241(8) of the Constitution.  Although there was no formal reference of these
issues to this Court in terms of section 102(6) of the Constitution, that was implicit in the
judgment of the Appellate Division, and was treated as such by the parties.

[4] The trial was concluded before the 1993 Constitution came into force, and so the question
of the constitutionality of the death sentence did not arise at the trial.  Because evidence
which might possibly be relevant to that issue would not have been led, we asked counsel
appearing before this Court to consider whether evidence, other than undisputed
information placed before us in argument, would be relevant to the determination of the
question referred to us by the Appellate Division.  Apart from the issue of public opinion,
with which I will deal later in this judgment, counsel were not able to point to specific
material that had not already been placed before us which might be relevant to the
decision on the constitutional issues raised in this case.  I am satisfied that no good
purpose would be served by referring the case back to the trial court for the hearing of
further evidence and that we should deal with the matter on the basis of the information
and arguments that have been presented to us.

[5] It would no doubt have been better if the framers of the Constitution had stated
specifically, either that the death sentence is not a competent penalty, or that it is
permissible in circumstances sanctioned by law.  This, however, was not done and it has
been left to this Court to decide whether the penalty is consistent with the provisions of
the Constitution.  That is the extent and limit of the Court's power in this case.

[6] No executions have taken place in South Africa since 1989.1 There are apparently over
300 persons, and possibly as many as 400 if persons sentenced in the former Transkei,
Bophuthatswana and Venda are taken into account, who have been sentenced to death by
the Courts and who are on death row waiting for this issue to be resolved.  Some of these
convictions date back to 1988, and approximately half of the persons on death row were
sentenced more than two years ago.2  This is an intolerable situation and it is essential that
it be resolved one way or another without further delay.3



 

for Jamaica [1993] 3 WLR 995 (JPC).

     4 These words are taken from the first paragraph of the
provision on National Unity and Reconciliation with which
the Constitution concludes. Section 232(4) provides that
for the purposes of interpreting the Constitution, this
provision  shall be deemed to be part of the substance of
the Constitution, and shall not have a lesser status than
any other provision of the Constitution.

     5 Section 4(1) of the Constitution.

     6 Constitutional Court Case No. CCT/5/94 (5 April 1995).

     7 Id. at para. 15.
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The Relevant Provisions of the Constitution

[7] The Constitution
... provides a historic bridge between the past of a deeply divided society
characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future founded
on the recognition of human rights, democracy and peaceful co-existence and
development opportunities for all South Africans, irrespective of colour, race,
class, belief or sex.4

It is a transitional constitution but one which itself establishes a new order in South Africa; an
order in which human rights and democracy are entrenched and in which the Constitution:

... shall be the supreme law of the Republic and any law or act inconsistent with its
provisions shall, unless otherwise provided expressly or by necessary implication in
this Constitution, be of no force and effect to the extent of the inconsistency.5

[8] Chapter Three of the Constitution sets out the fundamental rights to which every person is entitled under
the Constitution and also contains provisions dealing with the way in which the Chapter is to be
interpreted by the Courts. It does not deal specifically with the death penalty, but in section 11(2), it
prohibits "cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment."  There is no definition
of what is to be regarded as "cruel, inhuman or degrading" and we therefore have to give
meaning to these words ourselves.

[9] In S v Zuma and Two Others,6 this Court dealt with the approach to be adopted in the
interpretation of the fundamental rights enshrined in Chapter Three of the Constitution.  It
gave its approval to an approach which, whilst paying due regard to the language that has
been used, is "generous" and "purposive" and gives expression to the underlying values
of the Constitution.  Kentridge AJ, who delivered the judgment of the Court, referred with
approval7 to the following passage in the Canadian case of  R v Big M Drug Mart Ltd:

The meaning of a right or freedom guaranteed by the Charter was to be ascertained by an
analysis of the purpose of such a guarantee; it was to be understood, in other words, in the light
of the interests it was meant to protect.



     8 (1985) 13 CRR 64 at 103.  As O'Regan J points out in her
concurring judgment, there may possibly be instances where
the "generous" and "purposive" interpretations do not
coincide.  That problem does not arise in the present case.

     9 Jaga v D‘nges, N.O. and Another 1950 (4) SA 653 (A) at
662-663.  

     10 Minister of Home Affairs (Bermuda) v Fisher [1980] AC
319 (PC) at 328-329.  

     11 In the analysis that follows sections 8, 9 and 10 are
treated together as giving meaning to section 11(2), which
is the provision of Chapter Three that deals specifically
with punishment.

 

In my view this analysis is to be undertaken, and the purpose of the right or freedom in question
is to be sought by reference to the character and larger objects of the Charter itself, to the
language chosen to articulate the specific right or freedom, to the historical origins of the
concept enshrined, and where applicable, to the meaning and purpose of the other specific
rights and freedoms with which it is associated within the text of the Charter.  The
interpretation should be...a generous rather than legalistic one, aimed at fulfilling the purpose
of a guarantee and securing for individuals the full benefit of the Charter's protection.8

[10] Without seeking in any way to qualify anything that was said in Zuma's case, I need say no more in
this judgment than that section 11(2) of the Constitution must not be construed in isolation,
but in its context, which includes the history and background to the adoption of the
Constitution, other provisions of the Constitution itself and, in particular, the provisions
of Chapter Three of which it is part.9  It must also be construed in a way which secures
for "individuals the full measure" of its protection.10  Rights with which section 11(2) is
associated in Chapter Three of the Constitution, and which are of particular importance to
a decision on the constitutionality of the death penalty are included in section 9, "every
person shall have the right to life", section 10, "every person shall have the right to
respect for and protection of his or her dignity", and section 8, "every person shall have
the right to equality before the law and to equal protection of the law."  Punishment must
meet the requirements of sections 8, 9 and 10; and this is so, whether these sections are
treated as giving meaning to Section 11(2) or as prescribing separate and independent
standards with which all punishments must comply.11

[11] Mr. Bizos, who represented the South African government at the hearing of this matter, informed us that
the government accepts that the death penalty is a cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment and that it
should be declared unconstitutional. The Attorney General of the Witwatersrand, whose office is
independent of the government, took a different view, and contended that the death penalty is a necessary
and acceptable form of punishment and that it is not cruel, inhuman or degrading within the meaning of
section 11(2).  He argued that if the framers of the Constitution had wished to make the
death penalty unconstitutional they would have said so, and that their failure to do so
indicated an intention to leave the issue open to be dealt with by Parliament in the
ordinary way.  It was for Parliament, and not the government, to decide whether or not the
death penalty should be repealed, and Parliament had not taken such a decision. 



 

     12 Per Schreiner JA in Jaga v D‘nges, N.O. and Another,
supra note 9, at 662G-H.

     13 Attorney-General, Eastern Cape v Blom and Others 1988
(4) SA 645 (A) at 668H-669F;  Westinghouse Brake &
Equipment (Pty) Ltd v Bilger Engineering (Pty) Ltd 1986(2)
SA 555(A) at 562C-563A.

     14 1993 AC 593 HL (E).

     15 Per Lord Browne-Wilkinson at 634D-E, who went on to say
that "as at present advised I cannot foresee that any
statement other than the statement of the Minister or other
promoter of the Bill is likely to meet these criteria".
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Legislative History

[12] The written argument of the South African government deals with the debate which took
place in regard to the death penalty before the commencement of the constitutional
negotiations.  The information that it placed before us was not disputed.  It was argued
that this background information forms part of the context within which the Constitution
should be interpreted. 

[13] Our Courts have held that it is permissible in interpreting a statute to have regard to the
purpose and background of the legislation in question.

Certainly no less important than the oft repeated statement that the words and
expressions used in a statute must be interpreted according to their ordinary meaning is the
statement that they must be interpreted in the light of their context.  But it may be useful to
stress two points in relation to the application of this principle.  The first is that "the context",
as here used, is not limited to the language of the rest of the statute regarded as throwing light
of a dictionary kind on the part to be interpreted.  Often of more importance is the matter of the
statute, its apparent scope and purpose, and, within limits, its background.12 

[14] Debates in Parliament, including statements made by Ministers responsible for legislation, and
explanatory memoranda providing reasons for new bills have not been admitted as background material.
It is, however, permissible to take notice of the report of a judicial commission of enquiry for the
limited purpose of ascertaining  "the mischief aimed at [by] the statutory enactment in question."13  These
principles were derived in part from English law.  In England, the courts have recently relaxed this
exclusionary rule and have held, in Pepper (Inspector of Taxes) v Hart14 that, subject to the privileges
of the House of Commons:

...reference to Parliamentary material should be permitted as an aid to the
construction of legislation which is ambiguous or obscure or the literal meaning of
which leads to an absurdity.  Even in such cases references in court to Parliamentary
material should only be permitted where such material clearly discloses the mischief
aimed at or the legislative intention lying behind the ambiguous or obscure words.15

[15] As the judgment in Pepper's case shows, a similar relaxation of the exclusionary



     16 Id. at 637 F.

     17 ROTUNDA AND NOWAK, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW:  SUBSTANCE AND
PROCEDURE '23.6 (2d ed. 1992).

     18 In the decision on the constitutionality of life
imprisonment, [1977] 45 BVerfGE 187, the German Federal
Constitutional Court took into account that life
imprisonment was seen by the framers of the constitution as
the alternative to the death sentence when they decided to
abolish capital punishment.  KOMMERS, THE CONSTITUTIONAL
JURISPRUDENCE OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 315 (1989).

     19 Reference re s.94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (British
Columbia) (1986) 18 CRR 30 at 47-50; United States v
Cotroni (1990) 42 CRR 101 at 109;  Mahe v Alberta (1990) 46
CRR 193 at 214.

     20 Irwin Toy Ltd. v Quebec (AG) (1989) 39 CRR 193 at 241.

     21 H M SEERVAI, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF INDIA, 3rd ed. (1983) Vol.
I, para. 2.35 et seq.

     22 (1950) SCR 88 at 111, as cited in Seervai, id., Vol. II, para.
24.7, note 25.

 

rule has apparently taken place in Australia and New Zealand.16  Whether our
Courts should follow these examples and extend the scope of what is admissible
as background material for the purpose of interpreting statutes does not arise in
the present case.  We are concerned with the interpretation of the Constitution, and
not the interpretation of ordinary legislation.  A constitution is no ordinary statute.
It is the source of legislative and executive authority.  It determines how the
country is to be governed and how legislation is to be enacted.  It defines the
powers of the different organs of State, including Parliament, the executive, and
the courts as well as the fundamental rights of every person which must be
respected in exercising such powers.

[16] In countries in which the constitution is similarly the supreme law, it is not unusual for the
courts to have regard to the circumstances existing at the time the constitution was adopted,
including the debates and writings which formed part of the process.  The United States
Supreme Court pays attention to such matters, and its judgments frequently contain reviews of
the legislative history of the provision in question, including references to debates, and
statements made, at the time the provision was adopted.17  The German Constitutional Court
also has regard to such evidence.18  The Canadian Supreme Court has held such evidence to be
admissible, and has referred to the historical background including the pre-confederation
debates for the purpose of interpreting provisions of the Canadian Constitution, although it
attaches less weight to such information than the United States Supreme Court does.19  It also
has regard to ministerial statements in Parliament in regard to the purpose of particular
legislation.20  In India, whilst speeches of individual members of Parliament or the Convention
are apparently not ordinarily admissible, the reports of drafting committees can, according to
Seervai, "be a helpful extrinsic aid to construction."21  Seervai cites Kania CJ in A. K. Gopalan
v The State22 for the proposition that whilst not taking "...into consideration the individual
opinions of Members of Parliament or Convention to construe the meaning of a particular



 

     23 Article 32 of the Vienna Convention of Treaties 1969, 8
ILM 679 (1969) permits the use of travaux prJparatoires for
the purpose of interpreting treaties.  For examples of the
application of this principle, see Keith Cox v Canada,
United Nations Committee on Human Rights, Communication No.
539/1993, 3 November 1993, at 19, stating:

Nonetheless, when giving a broad interpretation to any
human rights treaty, care must be taken not to frustrate or
circumvent the ascertainable will of the drafters.  Here
the rules of interpretation set forth in article 32 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties help us by
allowing the use of the travaux prJparatoires.

Ng v Canada, United Nations Committee on Human Rights,
Communication No 469/1991, 5 November 1993, at 9; Young, James
and Webster v United Kingdom (1981) 3 EHRR 20, para. 166;
Lithgow v United Kingdom (1986) 8 EHRR 329, para. 117; and more
generally J.G. STARKE, INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW 481 (10th
ed., Butterworths)(1989).

     24 Reference re s.94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (British
Columbia), supra note 19, at 49.
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clause, when a question is raised whether a certain phrase or expression was up for
consideration at all or not, a reference to debates may be permitted."  The European Court of
Human Rights and the United Nations Committee on Human Rights all allow their deliberations
to be informed by travaux prJparatoires.23

[17] Our Constitution was the product of negotiations conducted at the Multi-Party Negotiating
Process.  The final draft adopted by the forum of the Multi-Party Negotiating Process was, with
few changes, adopted by Parliament.  The Multi-Party Negotiating Process was advised by
technical committees, and the reports of these committees on the drafts are the equivalent of
the travaux prJparatoires, relied upon by the international tribunals.  Such background
material can provide a context for the interpretation of the Constitution and, where it serves
that purpose, I can see no reason why such evidence should be excluded.  The precise nature of
the evidence, and the purpose for which it may be tendered, will determine the weight to be
given to it.

[18] It has been said in respect of the Canadian constitution that:

...the Charter is not the product of a few individual public servants, however
distinguished, but of a multiplicity of individuals who played major roles in the
negotiating, drafting and adoption of the Charter.  How can one say with any
confidence that within this enormous multiplicity of actors ... the comments of a few
federal civil servants can in any way be determinative.24

Our Constitution is also the product of a multiplicity of persons, some of whom took
part in the negotiations, and others who as members of Parliament enacted the final draft.  The
same caution is called for in respect of the comments of individual actors in the process, no
matter how prominent a role they might have played.   



     25 The brief account that follows is taken from the written
submissions of the South African Government.  These facts
were not disputed at the hearing.

     26 Address to Parliament on 2 February 1990.  In this
speech it was said that the last execution in South Africa
had been on 14 November 1989.

     27 South African Law Commission, Interim Report on Group
and Human Rights, Project 58, August 1991, para. 7.31.

     28 "The Commission ... considers that a Solomonic solution
is necessary:  a middle course between the retention of
capital punishment and the abolition thereof must be chosen
in the proposed bill of rights." Id. at 7.33.

     29 Id. at para. 7.36.

     30 Id. at para. 7.37.

 

[19] Background evidence may, however, be useful to show why particular provisions were or were not
included in the Constitution.  It is neither necessary nor desirable at this stage in the development of our
constitutional law to express any opinion on whether it might also be relevant for other purposes, nor to
attempt to lay down general principles governing the admissibility of such evidence.  It is sufficient to
say that where the background material is clear, is not in dispute, and is relevant to showing why
particular provisions were or were not included in the Constitution, it can be taken into account by a
Court in interpreting the Constitution.  These conditions are satisfied in the present case.

[20] Capital punishment was the subject of debate before and during the constitution-making process, and it
is clear that the failure to deal specifically in the Constitution with this issue was not accidental.25

[21] In February 1990, Mr F W de Klerk, then President of the Republic of South Africa, stated in Parliament
that "the death penalty had been the subject of intensive discussion in recent months", which had led to
concrete proposals for reform under which the death penalty should be retained as an option to be used
in "extreme cases", the judicial discretion in regard to the imposition of the death sentence should be
broadened, and an automatic right of appeal allowed to those under sentence of death.26  These proposals
were later enacted into law by the Criminal Law Amendment Act No. 107 of 1990.

[22] In August 1991, the South African Law Commission in its Interim Report on Group and Human Rights
described the imposition of the death penalty as "highly controversial". 27  A working paper of the
Commission which preceded the Interim Report had proposed that the right to life be recognised in a bill
of rights, subject to the proviso that the discretionary imposition of the sentence of death be allowed for
the most serious crimes.  As a result of the comments it  received, the Law Commission decided to
change the draft and to adopt a "Solomonic solution"28 under which a constitutional court would be
required to decide whether a right to life expressed in unqualified terms could be circumscribed by a
limitations clause contained in a bill of rights.29  "This proposed solution" it said "naturally imposes an
onerous task on the Constitutional Court.  But it is a task which this Court will in future have to carry out
in respect of many other laws and executive and administrative acts.  The Court must not shrink from this
task, otherwise we shall be back to parliamentary sovereignty."30

[23] In March 1992, the then Minister of Justice issued a press statement in which he said:  



 

     31 South African Government Heads of Argument, Vol 1,
authorities, 32-34.

     32 Id.

     33 This is apparent from the reports of the Technical
Committee on Fundamental Rights and, in particular, the
Fourth to the Seventh reports, which were brought to our
attention by counsel.  The reports show that the question
whether the death penalty should be made an exception to
the right to life was "up for debate" in the Negotiating
Council.  The Sixth Report contained the following
references to the right to life:

Life: (1) Every person shall have the right to life. (2) A
law in force at the commencement of subsection (1) relating
to capital punishment or abortion shall remain in force
until repealed or amended by the [legislature]. (3) No
sentence of death shall be carried out until the
[Constitutional Assembly] has pronounced finally on the
abolition or retention of capital punishment.

[Comment:  The Council still has to decide on the inclusion
of this right and if so whether its formulation should
admit of qualification of the type suggested above. The
unqualified inclusion of the right will result in the
[Constitutional Court] having to decide on the validity of
any law relating to capital punishment or abortion.]  Sixth
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Opinions regarding the death penalty differ substantially.  There are
those who feel that the death penalty is a cruel and inhuman form of punishment.
Others are of the opinion that it is in some extreme cases the community's only
effective  safeguard against violent crime and that it gives effect in such cases to the
retributive and deterrent purposes of punishment.31

He went on to say that policy in regard to the death penalty might be settled during negotiations on the
terms of a Bill of Fundamental Rights, and that pending the outcome of such negotiations, execution of
death sentences which had not been commuted, would be suspended.  He concluded his statement by
saying that:

The government wishes to see a speedy settlement of the future
constitutionality of this form of punishment and urges interested parties to join in
the discussions on a Bill of Fundamental Rights.32

[24] The moratorium was in respect of the carrying out, and not the imposition, of the death sentence.  The
death sentence remained a lawful punishment and although the courts may possibly have been influenced
by the moratorium, they continued to impose it in cases in which it was considered to be the "only
proper" sentence.  According to the statistics provided to us by the Attorney General, 243 persons have
been sentenced to death since the amendment to section 277 in 1990, and of these sentences,
143 have been confirmed by the Appellate Division.

[25] In the constitutional negotiations which followed, the issue was not resolved.  Instead, the
"Solomonic solution" was adopted.33  The death sentence was, in terms, neither



Report, 15 July 1993 at 5.

In the Seventh Report the right to life was formulated in the
terms in which it now appears in section 9 of the Constitution.
The report contained the following comment: 

[Comment:  The Ad Hoc Committee appointed by the Planning
Committee recommends the unqualified inclusion of this
right in the Chapter. We support this proposal.] Seventh
Report, 29 July 1993 at 3.

     34 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 290 (1972)(Brennan, J.,
concurring).

     35 This has been the approach of certain of the justices of
the United States Supreme Court.  Thus, White, J.,
concurring, who said in Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34,
at 312, that "[T]he imposition and execution of the death
penalty are obviously cruel in the dictionary sense", was
one of the justices who held in Gregg v Georgia, infra note
60, that capital punishment was not per se cruel and
unusual punishment within the meaning of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution.

 

sanctioned nor excluded, and it was left to the Constitutional Court to decide whether the
provisions of the pre-constitutional law making the death penalty a competent sentence for
murder and other crimes are consistent with Chapter Three of the Constitution.  If they are,
the death sentence remains a competent sentence for murder in cases in which those
provisions are applicable, unless and until Parliament otherwise decides; if they are not,
it is our duty to say so, and to declare such provisions to be unconstitutional.

Section 11(2) - Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Punishment

[26] Death is the most extreme form of punishment to which a convicted criminal can be
subjected.  Its execution is final and irrevocable.  It puts an end not only to the right to life
itself, but to all other personal rights which had vested in the deceased under Chapter
Three of the Constitution.  It leaves nothing except the memory in others of what has been
and the property that passes to the deceased's heirs.  In the ordinary meaning of the words,
the death sentence is undoubtedly a cruel punishment. Once sentenced, the prisoner waits
on death row in the company of other prisoners under sentence of death, for the processes
of their appeals and the procedures for clemency to be carried out.  Throughout this
period, those who remain on death row are uncertain of their fate, not knowing whether
they will ultimately be reprieved or taken to the gallows.  Death is a cruel penalty and the
legal processes which necessarily involve waiting in uncertainty for the sentence to be set
aside or carried out, add to the cruelty.  It is also an inhuman punishment for it
"...involves, by its very nature, a denial of the executed person's humanity",34 and it is
degrading because it strips the convicted person of all dignity and treats him or her as an
object to be eliminated by the state.  The question is not, however, whether the death
sentence is a cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment in the ordinary meaning of these
words but whether it is a cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment within the meaning of
section 11(2) of our Constitution.35  The accused, who rely on section 11(2) of the



 

Burger, CJ., dissenting, refers in Furman's case at 379,
380, and 382 to a punishment being cruel "in the
constitutional sense".  See also, comments by Justice
Stewart, concurring in Furman's case at 309, "... the death
sentences now before us are the product of a legal system
that brings them, I believe, within the very core of the...
guarantee against cruel and unusual punishments...it is
clear that these sentences are 'cruel' in the sense that
they excessively go beyond, not in degree but in kind, the
punishments that the legislatures have determined to be
necessary [citing Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349
(1910)]...death sentences [imposed arbitrarily] are cruel
and unusual in the same way that being struck by lightning
is cruel and unusual".

     36 Matinkinca and Another v Council of State, Ciskei and
Another 1994 (1) BCLR 17 (Ck) at 34B-D; Qozeleni v Minister
of Law and Order and Another 1994 (1) BCLR 75(E) at 87D-E.
Cf. Kindler v Canada (Minister of Justice) (1992) 6 CRR
(2d) 193 at 214.
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Constitution, carry the initial onus of establishing this proposition.36

The Contentions of the Parties

[27] The principal arguments advanced by counsel for the accused in support of their
contention that the imposition of the death penalty for murder is a "cruel, inhuman or
degrading punishment," were that the death sentence is an affront to human dignity, is
inconsistent with the unqualified right to life entrenched in the Constitution, cannot be
corrected in case of error or enforced in a manner that is not arbitrary, and that it negates
the essential content of the right to life and the other rights that flow from it.  The Attorney
General argued that the death penalty is recognised as a legitimate form of punishment in
many parts of the world, it is a deterrent to violent crime, it meets society's need for
adequate retribution for heinous offences, and it is regarded by South African society as
an acceptable form of punishment.  He asserted that it is, therefore, not cruel, inhuman or
degrading within the meaning of section 11(2) of the Constitution.  These arguments for
and against the death sentence are well known and have been considered in many of the
foreign authorities and cases to which we were referred.  We must deal with them now in
the light of the provisions of our own Constitution.  

The Effect of the Disparity in the Laws Governing Capital Punishment

[28] One of the anomalies of the transition initiated by the Constitution is that the Criminal
Procedure Act does not apply throughout South Africa.  This is a consequence of section
229 of the Constitution which provides:

Subject to this Constitution, all laws which immediately before the
commencement of this Constitution were in force in any area which forms part of
the national territory, shall continue in force in such area, subject to any repeal or



     37 The Criminal Procedure Second Amendment Decree, 1990,
Decree No. 16 of 1990 of the Council of State of the
Republic of Ciskei, 8 June 1990, as amended.

     38 S v Qeqe and Another 1990 (2) SACR 654 (CkAD).

     39 In the former Transkei, Bophuthatswana and Venda the
death sentence was a competent verdict for murder but the
provisions of the relevant statutes in Transkei and
Bophuthatswana are not identical to section 277.  For the
purposes of this judgment it is not necessary to analyse
the differences, which relate in the main to the procedure
prescribed for appeals and the powers of the court on
appeal, procedures that are now subject to the provisions
of section 241(1) and (1A) of the Constitution, as amended
by the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Third
Amendment Act No. 13 of 1994.

     40 See section 8 of the Constitution.

 

amendment of such laws by a competent authority.

[29] Prior to the commencement of the Constitution, the Criminal Procedure Act was in force
only in the old Republic of South Africa.  Its operation did not extend to the former
Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda or Ciskei, which were then treated by South African
law as independent states and had their own legislation.  Although their respective
Criminal Procedure statutes were based on the South African legislation, there were
differences, including differences in regard to the death penalty.  The most striking
difference in this regard was in Ciskei, where the death sentence was abolished on June
8, 1990 by the military regime,37 the de facto government of the territory, and it ceased
from that date to be a competent sentence.38  These differences still exist,39 which means
that the law governing the imposition of the death sentence in South Africa is not uniform.
The greatest disparity is in the Eastern Cape Province.  A person who commits murder
and is brought to trial in that part of the province which was formerly Ciskei, cannot be
sentenced to death, whilst a person who commits murder and is brought to trial in another
part of the same province, can be sentenced to death.  There is no rational reason for this
distinction, which is the result of history, and we asked for argument to be addressed to us
on the question whether this difference has a bearing on the constitutionality of section
277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act.

[30] Counsel for the accused argued that it did.  They contended that in the circumstances section 277 was
not a law of general application (which is a requirement under section 33(1) for the
validity of any law which limits a Chapter Three right), and that the disparate application
of the death sentence within South Africa discriminates unfairly between those prosecuted
in the former Ciskei and those prosecuted elsewhere in South Africa, and offends against
the right to "equality before the law and to equal protection of the law."40

[31] If the disparity had been the result of legislation enacted after the Constitution had come into force the
challenge to the validity of section 277 on these grounds may well have been tenable.
Criminal law and procedure is a national competence and the national government could



 

     41 AK Entertainment CC v Minister of Safety and Security
and Others 1995 (1) SACLR 130 (E) at 135-136.

     42 An account of the history of the death sentence, the
growth of the abolitionist movement, and the application of
the death sentence by South African courts is given by
Prof. B. van Niekerk in Hanged by the Neck Until You Are
Dead, (1969) 86 SALJ 457; Professor E. Kahn in The Death
Penalty in South Africa, (1970) 33 THRHR 108; and by
Professor G. Devenish in The historical and jurisprudential
evolution and background to the application of the death
penalty in South Africa and its relationship with
constitutional and political reform, SACJ (1992) 1.  For
analysis of trends in capital punishment internationally,
see AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, WHEN THE STATE KILLS...THE DEATH PENALTY
V. HUMAN RIGHTS (1989).
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not without very convincing reasons have established a "safe haven" in part of one of the
provinces in which the death penalty would not be enforced.  The disparity is not,
however, the result of the legislative policy of the new Parliament, but a consequence of
the Constitution which brings together again in one country the parts that had been
separated under apartheid.  The purpose of section 229 was to ensure an orderly
transition, and an inevitable consequence of its provisions is that there will be disparities
in the law reflecting pre-existing regional variations, and that this will continue until a
uniform system of law has been established by the national and provincial legislatures
within their fields of competence as contemplated by Chapter Fifteen of the Constitution.

[32] The requirement of section 229 that existing laws shall continue to be in force subject to
the Constitution, makes the Constitution applicable to existing laws within each of the
geographic areas.  These laws have to meet all the standards prescribed by Chapter
Three, and this no doubt calls for consistency and parity of laws within the boundaries of
each of the different geographic areas.  It does not, however, mean that there has to be
consistency and parity between the laws of the different geographic areas themselves.41

Such a construction would defeat the apparent purpose of section 229, which is to allow
different legal orders to exist side by side until a process of rationalisation has been
carried out, and would inappropriately expose a substantial part if not the entire body of
our statutory law to challenges under section 8 of the Constitution.  It follows that
disparities between the legal orders in different parts of the country, consequent upon the
provisions of section 229 of the Constitution, cannot for that reason alone be said to
constitute a breach of the equal protection provisions of section 8, or render the laws such
that they are not of general application.

International and Foreign Comparative Law

[33] The death sentence is a form of punishment which has been used throughout history by
different societies.  It has long been the subject of controversy.42  As societies became



     43 See generally, Amnesty International, The Death Penalty:
List of Abolitionist and Retentionist Countries (December
1, 1993), AI Index ACT 50/02/94.

     44 Amnesty International, Update to Death Sentences and
executions in 1993, AI Index ACT 51/02/94.

     45 Supra note 43.

     46 J. Dugard in RIGHTS AND CONSTITUTIONALISM: THE NEW SOUTH
AFRICAN LEGAL ORDER 192-195 (Dawid van Wyk et al.eds., Juta &
Co., Ltd., 1994).  Professor Dugard suggests, at 193-194,
that section 35 requires regard to be had to "all the
sources of international law recognised by article 38(1) of
the Statute of the International Court of Justice, ie:

(a) international conventions, whether general or
particular, establishing rules expressly recognised by
the contesting states;
(b) international custom, as evidence of a general
practice accepted as law;

 

more enlightened, they restricted the offences for which this penalty could be imposed.43

The movement away from the death penalty gained momentum during the second half of
the present century with the growth of the abolitionist movement.  In some countries it is
now prohibited in all circumstances, in some it is prohibited save in times of war, and in
most countries that have retained it as a penalty for crime, its use has been restricted to
extreme cases.  According to Amnesty International, 1,831 executions were carried out
throughout the world in 1993 as a result of sentences of death, of which 1,419 were in
China, which means that only 412 executions were carried out in the rest of the world in
that year.44  Today, capital punishment has been abolished as a penalty for murder either
specifically or in practice by almost half the countries of the world including the
democracies of Europe and our neighbouring countries, Namibia, Mozambique and
Angola.45  In most of those countries where it is retained, as the Amnesty International
statistics show, it is seldom used.

[34] In the course of the arguments addressed to us, we were referred to books and articles on the death
sentence, and to judgments dealing with challenges made to capital punishment in the courts of other
countries and in international tribunals.  The international and foreign authorities are of value because
they analyse arguments for and against the death sentence and show how courts of other jurisdictions
have dealt with this vexed issue.  For that reason alone they require our attention.  They may also have to
be considered because of their relevance to section 35(1) of the Constitution, which states:

In interpreting the provisions of this Chapter a court of law shall promote the values
which underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality and shall, where
applicable, have regard to public international law applicable to the protection of the rights
entrenched in this Chapter, and may have regard to comparable foreign case law.

[35] Customary international law and the ratification and accession to international agreements
is dealt with in section 231 of the Constitution which sets the requirements for such law
to be binding within South Africa.  In the context of section 35(1), public international
law would include non-binding as well as binding law.46  They may both be used under



 

(c) the general principles of law recognized by
civilized nations; [and]
(d) ... judicial decisions and the teachings of the
most highly qualified publicists of the various
nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of
rules of law."

     47 Established under article 28 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR or
International Covenant) 1966.

     48 Established in terms of article 33 of the American
Convention on Human Rights  1969.

     49 Id.

     50 Established in terms of article 19 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, 1950 ("European Convention").

     51 Id.

     52  The pertinent part of article 6 of the ICCPR reads:

1. Every human being has the inherent
right to life. This right shall be protected by
law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
life.

2. ...sentence of death may be imposed
only for the most serious crimes in accordance
with the law in force at the time of the
commission of the crime and not contrary to the
provisions of the present covenant ...
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the section as tools of interpretation.  International agreements and customary
international law accordingly provide a framework within which Chapter Three can be
evaluated and understood, and for that purpose, decisions of tribunals dealing with
comparable instruments, such as the United Nations Committee on Human Rights,47 the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,48 the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights,49 the European Commission on Human Rights,50 and the European Court of Human
Rights,51 and in appropriate cases, reports of specialised agencies such as the
International Labour Organisation may provide guidance as to the correct interpretation of
particular provisions of Chapter Three.

[36] Capital punishment is not prohibited by public international law, and this is a factor that has to be taken
into account in deciding whether it is cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment within the meaning of
section 11(2). International human rights agreements differ, however, from our
Constitution in that where the right to life is expressed in unqualified terms they either
deal specifically with the death sentence, or authorise exceptions to be made to the right
to life by law.52  This has influenced the way international tribunals have dealt with issues



Article 4(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and
article 2 of the European Convention of Human Rights contain
similar provisions.  Article 4 of the African Charter of Human
an People's Rights provides:

Human beings are inviolable.  Every human being shall be
entitled to respect for his life and the integrity of his
person.  No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this right.
(Emphasis supplied)

     53 See S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.

     54 See, e.g., Qozeleni, supra note 36, at 80B-C; S v Botha
and Others 1994 (3) BCLR 93 (W) at 110F-G.

     55 Decision No. 23/1990 (X.31.) AB of the (Hungarian)
Constitutional Court (George Feher trans.).

     56 The judgment of Kentridge AJ in S v Zuma and Two Others,
supra note 6, discusses the relevance of foreign case law
in the context of the facts of that case, and demonstrates
the use that can be made of such authorities in appropriate
circumstances.

 

relating to capital punishment, and is relevant to a proper understanding of such decisions.

[37] Comparative "bill of rights" jurisprudence will no doubt be of importance, particularly in
the early stages of the transition when there is no developed indigenous jurisprudence in
this branch of the law on which to draw.  Although we are told by section 35(1) that we
"may" have regard to foreign case law, it is important to appreciate that this will not
necessarily offer a safe guide to the interpretation of Chapter Three of our Constitution.53

This has already been pointed out in a number of decisions of the Provincial and Local
Divisions of the Supreme Court,54 and is implicit in the injunction given to the Courts in
section 35(1), which in permissive terms allows the Courts to "have regard to" such law.
There is no injunction to do more than this.

[38] When challenges to the death sentence in international or foreign courts and tribunals have failed, the
constitution or the international instrument concerned has either directly sanctioned capital punishment
or has specifically provided that the right to life is subject to exceptions sanctioned by law.  The only
case to which we were referred in which there were not such express provisions in the Constitution, was
the decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court.  There the challenge succeeded and the death penalty
was declared to be unconstitutional.55

[39] Our Constitution expresses the right to life in an unqualified form, and prescribes the criteria that have
to be met for the limitation of entrenched rights, including the prohibition of legislation that negates the
essential content of an entrenched right.  In dealing with comparative law, we must bear in mind that we
are required to construe the South African Constitution, and not an international instrument or the
constitution of some foreign country, and that this has to be done with due regard to our legal system,
our history and circumstances, and the structure and language of our own Constitution.56  We can derive
assistance from public international law and foreign case law, but we are in no way bound to follow it. 

Capital Punishment in the United States of America



 

     57 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 418 (Powell, J.,
joined by Burger, CJ., Blackmun, J. and Rehnquist, J.,
dissenting).

     58 See Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34.

     59 Id.

     60 Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 173 (1976)(Stewart,
Powell and Stevens, JJ.).

     61 Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958).

     62 See Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 380-384, and at
417-420 (Burger, CJ., and Powell, J., respectively,
dissenting).  See also, Gregg v. Georgia, supra note 60, at
176-180; and Callins v Collins, 114 S.Ct. 1127
(1994)(judgement denying cert.)(Scalia, J., concurring).
Those who take the contrary view say that these provisions
do no more than recognise the existence of the death
penalty at the time of the adoption of the Constitution,
but do not exempt it from the cruel and unusual punishment
clause.  Furman v Georgia at 283-284 (Brennan, J.,
concurring); People v. Anderson, 493 P.2d 880, 886 (Cal.
1972)(Wright, CJ.). 

     63 See infra paras. 91-92.

     64 Supra note 60, at 187.
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[40] The earliest litigation on the validity of the death sentence seems to have been pursued in
the courts of the United States of America.  It has been said there that the "Constitution
itself poses the first obstacle to [the] argument that capital punishment is per se
unconstitutional".57  From the beginning, the United States Constitution recognised capital
punishment as  lawful.  The Fifth Amendment (adopted in 1791) refers in specific terms
to capital punishment and impliedly recognises its validity.  The Fourteenth Amendment
(adopted in 1868) obliges the states, not to "deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law" and it too impliedly recognises the right of the
states to make laws for such purposes.58  The argument that capital punishment is
unconstitutional was based on the Eighth Amendment, which prohibits cruel and unusual
punishment.59  Although the Eighth Amendment "has not been regarded as a static
concept"60 and as drawing its meaning "from the evolving standards of decency that mark
the progress of a maturing society",61 the fact that the Constitution recognises the
lawfulness of capital punishment has proved to be an obstacle in the way of the
acceptance of this argument, and this is stressed in some of the judgments of the United
States Supreme Court.62

[41] Although challenges under state constitutions to the validity of the death sentence have been
successful,63 the federal constitutionality of the death sentence as a legitimate form of punishment for
murder was affirmed by the United States Supreme Court in Gregg v. Georgia.64   Both before and after



     65 See, e.g., the concurring opinion of Scalia, J., in
Callins v. Collins, supra note 62; the opinions of
Rehnquist, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part,
in Lockett v. Ohio, supra note 66, at 628 et seq., and
dissenting in Woodson v. North Carolina, supra note 66, at
308 et seq.

     66 Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Roberts v.
Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325 (1976), reh'g denied 429 U.S. 890 (1976);
Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978)(system for imposing death
sentences invalid to the extent it precludes consideration by
sentencing jury or judge of potentially mitigating factors).

     67 See Green v. Georgia 442 U.S. 95 (1979).

     68 Gregg v. Georgia, supra note 60, at 189.

     69 Id.  See also, Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976).
The nature of the offence for which the sentence is imposed
is also relevant.  Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977).

 

Gregg's case, decisions upholding and rejecting challenges to death penalty statutes have divided the
Supreme Court, and have led at times to sharply-worded judgments.65  The decisions ultimately turned on
the votes of those judges who considered the nature of the discretion given to the sentencing authority
to be the crucial factor.

[42] Statutes providing for mandatory death sentences, or too little discretion in sentencing, have been
rejected by the Supreme Court because they do not allow for consideration of factors peculiar to the
convicted person facing sentence, which may distinguish his or her case from other cases.66  For the
same reason, statutes which allow too wide a discretion to judges or juries have also been struck down
on the grounds that the exercise of such discretion leads to arbitrary results.67  In sum, therefore, if there
is no discretion, too little discretion, or an unbounded discretion, the provision authorising the death
sentence has been struck down as being contrary to the Eighth Amendment; where the discretion has
been "suitably directed and limited so as to minimise the risk of wholly arbitrary and capricious action", 68

the challenge to the statute has failed.69 

Arbitrariness and Inequality

[43] Basing his argument on the reasons which found favour with the majority of the United States Supreme
Court in Furman v. Georgia, Mr Trengove contended on behalf of the accused that the imprecise
language of section 277, and the unbounded discretion vested by it in the Courts, make its provisions
unconstitutional.

[44] Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act provides:

Sentence of death

(1) The sentence of death may be passed by a superior court only
and only  in the case of a conviction for-

(a) murder;
(b) treason committed when the Republic is in a state

of war;



 

     70 Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977, section
322(2A)(as amended by section 13 of Act No. 107 of 1990).

     71 Id. section 316A(4)(a).
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(c) robbery or attempted robbery, if the court finds
aggravating circumstances to have been present;

(d) kidnapping;
(e) child-stealing;
(f) rape.

(2) The sentence of death shall be imposed-

(a) after the presiding judge conjointly with the
assessors (if any), subject to the provisions of s 145(4)(a), or, in the case of
a trial by a special superior court, that court, with due regard to any evidence
and argument on sentence in terms of section 274, has made a finding on the
presence or absence of any mitigating or aggravating factors; and

(b) if the presiding judge or court, as the case may
be, with due regard to that finding, is satisfied that the sentence of death is
the proper sentence.

(3) (a) The sentence of death shall not be imposed  upon
an accused who was under the age of 18 years at the time of the commission
of the act which constituted the offence concerned.

(b) If in the application of paragraph (a) the age of an
accused is placed in issue, the onus shall be on the State to show beyond
reasonable doubt that the accused was 18 years of age or older at the
relevant time.

[45] Under our court system questions of guilt and innocence, and the proper sentence to be
imposed on those found guilty of crimes, are not decided by juries.  In capital cases,
where it is likely that the death sentence may be imposed, judges sit with two assessors
who have an equal vote with the judge on the issue of guilt and on any mitigating or
aggravating factors relevant to sentence; but sentencing is the prerogative of the judge
alone.  The Criminal Procedure Act allows a full right of appeal to persons sentenced to
death, including a right to dispute the sentence without having to establish an irregularity
or misdirection on the part of the trial judge.  The Appellate Division is empowered to set
the sentence aside if it would not have imposed such sentence itself, and it has laid down
criteria for the exercise of this power by itself and other courts.70  If the person sentenced
to death does not appeal, the Appellate Division is nevertheless required to review the
case and to set aside the death sentence if it is of the opinion that it is not a proper
sentence.71

[46] Mitigating and aggravating factors must be identified by the Court, bearing in mind that the onus is on the
State to prove beyond reasonable doubt the existence of aggravating factors, and to negative beyond



     72 S v Nkwanyana and Others 1990 (4) SA 735 (A) at 743E-
745A.

     73 S v Masina and Others 1990 (4) SA 709 (A) at 718G-H.

     74 S v J 1989 (1) SA 669 (A) at 682G. "Generally speaking,
however, retribution has tended to yield ground to the
aspects of correction and prevention, and it is deterrence
(including prevention) which has been described as the
'essential', 'all important', 'paramount' and 'universally
admitted' object of punishment".  Id. at 682I-J (cited with
approval in S v P 1991 (1) SA 517 (A) at 523G-H).  Cf. R v
Swanepoel 1945 AD 444 at 453-455.

     75 Per Holmes JA in S v Letsolo 1970 (3) SA 476 (A) at 477B
(cited with approval by Nicholas AJA in S v Dlamini 1992
(1) SA 18 (A) at 31I-32A in the context of the approach to
sentencing under section 322(2A)(b) of the Criminal
Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977).

     76 S v Senonohi 1990 (4) SA 727 (A) at 734F-G; S v
Nkwanyana, supra note 72, at 749A-D.

     77 According to the statistics referred to in the amicus
brief of the South African Police approximately 9 000
murder cases are brought to trial each year.  In the more
than 40 000 cases that have been heard since the amendment
to section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act, only 243
persons were sentenced to death, and of these sentences,
only 143 were ultimately confirmed on appeal.  See also,
Devenish, supra note 42, at 8 and 13.

 

reasonable doubt the presence of any mitigating factors relied on by the accused.72  Due regard must be
paid to the personal circumstances and subjective factors which might have influenced the accused
person's conduct,73 and these factors must then be weighed up with the main objects of punishment,
which have been held to be:  deterrence, prevention, reformation, and retribution.74  In this process
"[e]very relevant consideration should receive the most scrupulous care and reasoned attention", 75 and the
death sentence should only be imposed in the most exceptional cases, where there is no reasonable
prospect of reformation and the objects of punishment would not be properly achieved by any other
sentence.76

[47] There seems to me to be little difference between the guided discretion required for the death sentence
in the United States, and the criteria laid down by the Appellate Division for the imposition of the death
sentence.  The fact that the Appellate Division, a court of experienced judges, takes the final decision in
all cases is, in my view, more likely to result in consistency of sentencing, than will be the case where
sentencing is in the hands of jurors who are offered statutory guidance as to how that discretion should
be exercised.

[48] The argument that the imposition of the death sentence under section 277 is arbitrary and
capricious does not, however, end there.  It also focuses on what is alleged to be the
arbitrariness inherent in the application of section 277 in practice. Of the thousands of
persons put on trial for murder, only a very small percentage are sentenced to death by a
trial court, and of those, a large number escape the ultimate penalty on appeal.77  At every
stage of the process there is an element of chance.  The outcome may be dependent upon



 

     78 In the amicus brief of Lawyers for Human Rights, Centre
for Applied Legal Studies and the Society for the Abolition
of the Death Penalty in South Africa it is pointed out that
the overwhelming majority of those sentenced to death are
poor and black.  There is an enormous social and cultural
divide between those sentenced to death and the judges
before whom they appear, who are presently almost all white
and middle class.  This in itself gives rise to problems
which even the most meticulous judge  cannot avoid.  The
formal trial proceedings are recorded in English or
Afrikaans, languages which the judges understand and speak,
but which many of the accused may not understand, or of
which they may have only an imperfect understanding.  The
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and the accused often has to be interpreted, and the way
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in the backgrounds and culture of the judges and the
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relevant when the personal circumstances of the accused
have to be evaluated for the purposes of deciding upon the
sentence.  All this is the result of our history, and with
the demise of apartheid this will change. Race and class
are, however, factors that run deep in our society and
cannot simply be brushed aside as no longer being relevant.

     79 I do not want to be understood as being critical of the
pro deo counsel who perform an invaluable service, often
under extremely difficult conditions, and to whom the
courts are much indebted.  But the unpalatable truth is
that most capital cases involve poor people who cannot
afford and do not receive as good a defence as those who
have means.  In this process, the poor and the ignorant
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factors such as the way the case is investigated by the police, the way the case is
presented by the prosecutor, how effectively the accused is defended, the personality and
particular attitude to capital punishment of the trial judge and, if the matter goes on
appeal, the particular judges who are selected to hear the case.  Race78 and poverty are
also alleged to be factors.

[49] Most accused facing a possible death sentence are unable to afford legal assistance, and are defended
under the pro deo system. The defending counsel is more often than not young and
inexperienced, frequently of a different race to his or her client, and if this is the case,
usually has to consult through an interpreter.  Pro deo counsel are paid only a nominal fee
for the defence, and generally lack the financial resources and the infrastructural support
to undertake the necessary investigations and research, to employ expert witnesses to give
advice, including advice on matters relevant to sentence, to assemble witnesses, to
bargain with the prosecution, and generally to conduct an effective defence.  Accused
persons who have the money to do so, are able to retain experienced attorneys and
counsel, who are paid to undertake the necessary investigations and research, and as a
result they are less likely to be sentenced to death than persons similarly placed who are
unable to pay for such services.79



have proven to be the most vulnerable, and are the persons
most likely to be sentenced to death.

     80 See the comments of Curlewis, J in [1991] SAJHR, Vol. 7,
p. 229, arguing that judges who do not impose the death
sentence when they should do so are not doing their duty.
"Let me return to the point that troubles the authors:
'that a person's life may depend upon who sits in
judgment.'  Of course this happens. I do not know why the
authors are so hesitant in saying so.  Their own reasoning,
let alone their tables, proves this".  Id. at 230.

     81 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 257.

 

[50] It needs to be mentioned that there are occasions when senior members of the bar act pro deo in
particularly difficult cases - indeed the present case affords an example of that, for Mr
Trengove and his juniors have acted pro deo in the proceedings before us, and the Legal
Resources Centre who have acted as their instructing attorneys, have done so without
charge.  An enormous amount of research has gone into the preparation of the argument
and it is highly doubtful that even the wealthiest members of our society could have
secured a better service than they have provided.  But this is the exception and not the
rule.  This may possibly change as a result of the provisions of section 25(3)(e) of the
Constitution, but there are limits to the available financial and human resources, limits
which are likely to exist for the foreseeable future, and which will continue to place poor
accused at a significant disadvantage in defending themselves in capital cases.

[51] It cannot be gainsaid that poverty, race and chance play  roles in the outcome of capital
cases and in the final decision as to who should live and who should die.  It is sometimes
said that this is understood by the judges, and as far as possible, taken into account by
them.  But in itself this is no answer to the complaint of arbitrariness; on the contrary, it
may introduce an additional factor of arbitrariness that would also have to be taken into
account.  Some, but not all accused persons may be acquitted because such allowances
are made, and others who are convicted, but not all, may for the same reason escape the
death sentence.80

[52] In holding that the imposition and the carrying out of the death penalty in the cases then under
consideration constituted cruel and unusual punishment in the United States, Justice Douglas, concurring
in Furman v. Georgia, said that "[a]ny law which is nondiscriminatory on its face may be
applied in such a way as to violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment."  Discretionary statutes are:

...pregnant with discrimination and discrimination is an ingredient not
compatible with the idea of equal protection of the laws that is implicit in the ban on
"cruel and unusual" punishments.81

[53] It was contended that we should follow this approach and hold that the factors to which I have
referred, make the application of section 277, in practice, arbitrary and capricious
and, for that reason, any resulting death sentence is cruel, inhuman and degrading
punishment.  



 

     82 "While this court has the power to correct
constitutional or other errors retroactively...it cannot,
of course, raise the dead."  Suffolk District v. Watson and
Others, 381 Mass. 648, 663 (1980)(Hennessy, CJ.)(plurality
decision holding the death penalty unconstitutionally cruel
under the Massachusetts State Constitution).  "Death, in
its finality, differs more from life imprisonment than a
100-year prison term differs from one of only a year or
two.  Because of the qualitative difference, there is a
corresponding difference in the need for reliability in the
determination that death is the appropriate punishment in
a specific case".  Woodson v. North Carolina, supra note
66, at 305 (Stewart, Powell and Stevens, JJ.). 

     83 Voyles v. Watkins, 489 F.Supp 901 (D.D.C.: N.D.Miss.
1980).  See also, People v. Frierson, 599 P.2d. 587 (1979).
Cf. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932).
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[54] The differences that exist between rich and poor, between good and bad prosecutions,
between good and bad defence, between severe and lenient judges, between judges who
favour capital punishment and those who do not, and the subjective attitudes that might be
brought into play by factors such as race and class, may in similar ways affect any case
that comes before the courts, and is almost certainly present to some degree in all court
systems.  Such factors can be mitigated, but not totally avoided, by allowing convicted
persons to appeal to a higher court.  Appeals are decided on the record of the case and on
findings made by the trial court.  If the evidence on record and the findings made have
been influenced by these factors, there may be nothing that can be done about that on
appeal.  Imperfection inherent in criminal trials means that error cannot be excluded; it
also means that persons similarly placed may not necessarily receive similar punishment.
This needs to be acknowledged.  What also needs to be acknowledged is that the
possibility of error will be present in any system of justice and that there cannot be
perfect equality as between accused persons in the conduct and outcome of criminal trials.
We have to accept these differences in the ordinary criminal cases that come before the
courts, even to the extent that some may go to gaol when others similarly placed may be
acquitted or receive non-custodial sentences.  But death is different, and the question is,
whether this is acceptable when the difference is between life and death.  Unjust
imprisonment is a great wrong, but if it is discovered, the prisoner can be released and
compensated; but the killing of an innocent person is irremediable.82

[55] In the United States, the Supreme Court has addressed itself primarily to the requirement of due process.
Statutes have to be clear and discretion curtailed without ignoring the peculiar circumstances of each
accused person.  Verdicts are set aside if the defence has not been adequate,83 and persons sentenced to
death are allowed wide rights of appeal and review.  This attempt to ensure the utmost procedural
fairness has itself led to problems.  The most  notorious is the "death row phenomenon" in which
prisoners cling to life, exhausting every possible avenue of redress, and using every device to put off the
date of execution, in the natural and understandable hope that there will be a reprieve from the Courts or
the executive.  It is common for prisoners in the United States to remain on death row for many years,



     84 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 288-289 (Brennan,
J., concurring).  Although in the United States prolonged
delay extending even to more than ten years has not been
held, in itself, a reason for setting aside a death
sentence, Richmond v. Lewis, 948 F.2d 1473, 1491 (9th Cir.
1990)(rejecting a claim that execution after sixteen years
on death row would constitute curel and unusual punishment
in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments), in
other jurisdictions a different view is taken.

It is part of the human condition that a condemned man will
take every opportunity to save his life through use of the
appellate procedure.  If the appellate procedure enables
the prisoner to prolong the appellate hearings over a
period of years, the fault is to attributed to the
appellate system that permits such delay and not to the
prisoner who takes advantage of it.  Appellate procedures
that echo down the years are not compatible with capital
punishment.  The death row phenomenon must not become
established as a part of our jurisprudence.

Pratt v Attorney-General for Jamaica, supra note 3, at 1014.

     85 Callins v. Collins, supra note 62, (Blackmun, J.,
dissenting).

     86 Id. (compare Scalia, J., concurring, with Blackmun, J.,
dissenting).

     87 Trop v. Dulles, supra note 61, at 100.  See also, Furman
v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 270-281 (Brennan, J.,

 

and this dragging out of the process has been characterised as being cruel and degrading.84  The difficulty
of implementing a system of capital punishment which on the one hand avoids arbitrariness by insisting
on a high standard of procedural fairness, and on the other hand avoids delays that in themselves are the
cause of impermissible cruelty and inhumanity, is apparent.  Justice Blackmun, who sided with the
majority in Gregg's case, ultimately came to the conclusion that it is not possible to design a system that
avoids arbitrariness.85  To design a system that avoids arbitrariness and delays in carrying out the
sentence is even more difficult.

 [56] The United States jurisprudence has not resolved the dilemma arising from the fact that the Constitution
prohibits cruel and unusual punishments, but also permits, and contemplates that there will be capital
punishment.  The acceptance by a majority of the United States Supreme Court of the proposition that
capital punishment is not per se unconstitutional, but that in certain circumstances it may be arbitrary,
and thus unconstitutional, has led to endless litigation.  Considerable expense and interminable delays
result from the exceptionally-high standard of procedural fairness set by the United States courts in
attempting to avoid arbitrary decisions.  The difficulties that have been experienced in following this
path, to which Justice Blackmun and Justice Scalia have both referred,86 but from which they have drawn
different conclusions, persuade me that we should not follow this route.

The Right to Dignity
[57] Although the United States Constitution does not contain a specific guarantee of human

dignity, it has been accepted by the United States Supreme Court that the concept of human
dignity is at the core of the prohibition of "cruel and unusual punishment" by the Eighth
and Fourteenth Amendments.87  For Brennan J this was decisive of the question in Gregg



 

concurring); Gregg v Georgia, supra note 60, at 173; People
v. Anderson, supra note 62, at 895 ("The dignity of man,
the individual and the society as a whole, is today
demeaned by our continued practice of capital
punishment.").

     88 Gregg v. Georgia, supra note 60, at 230 (Brennan, J.,
dissenting) (quoting his opinion in Furman v. Georgia, at
273).  See also, Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 296,
where Brennan, J., concurring, states:  "The country has
debated whether a society for which the dignity of the
individual is the supreme value can, without a fundamental
inconsistency, follow the practice of deliberately putting
some of its members to death."

     89 [1977] 45 BVerfGE 187, 228 (Life Imprisonment case)(as
translated in Kommers, supra note 18, at 316).  The
statement was made in the context of a discussion on
punishment to be meted out in respect of murders of wanton
cruelty.  It was held that a life sentence was a competent
sentence as long as it allowed the possibility of parole
for a reformed prisoner rehabilitated during his or her
time in prison. 

     90 (1992) 6 CRR (2d) 193 SC.
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v. Georgia.

The fatal constitutional infirmity in the punishment of death is that it treats "members
of the human race as nonhumans, as objects to be toyed with and discarded. [It is] thus
inconsistent with the fundamental premise of the Clause that even the vilest criminal remains
a human being possessed of common human dignity."88

[58] Under our constitutional order the right to human dignity is specifically guaranteed.  It can only be
limited by legislation which passes the stringent test of being 'necessary'. The weight given to human
dignity by Justice Brennan is wholly consistent with the values of our Constitution and the new order
established by it.  It is also consistent with the approach to extreme punishments followed by courts in
other countries.

[59] In Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court has stressed this aspect of punishment.

Respect for human dignity especially requires the prohibition of cruel, inhuman, and
degrading punishments.  [The state] cannot turn the offender into an object of crime prevention
to the detriment of his constitutionally protected right to social worth and respect.89

[60] That capital punishment constitutes a serious impairment of human dignity has also been recognised by
judgments of the Canadian Supreme Court.  Kindler v Canada90 was concerned with the
extradition from Canada to the United States of two fugitives, Kindler, who had been
convicted of murder and sentenced to death in the United States, and Ng who was facing
a murder charge there and a possible death sentence.  Three of the seven judges who
heard the cases expressed the opinion that the death penalty was cruel and unusual:



     91 Id. at 241 (per Cory, J, dissenting with Lamer, CJC,
concurring).  See also, Sopinka, J, dissenting (with Lamer,
CJC, concurring) at 220.

     92 Id. at 202 (per La Forest, J)(L'Heureux-Dube and
Gonthier, JJ concurring).

     93 Ng v Canada, supra note 23, at 21.

 

It is the supreme indignity to the individual, the ultimate corporal
punishment, the final and complete lobotomy and the absolute and irrevocable
castration.  [It is] the ultimate desecration of human dignity...91

[61] Three other judges were of the opinion that:

[t]here is strong ground for believing, having regard to the limited extent to which the
death penalty advances any valid penological objectives and the serious invasion of human
dignity it engenders, that the death penalty cannot, except in exceptional circumstances, be
justified in this country.92

In the result, however, the majority of the Court held that the validity of the order for extradition did not
depend upon the constitutionality of the death penalty in Canada, or the guarantee in its Charter of Rights
against cruel and unusual punishment.  The Charter was concerned with legislative and executive acts
carried out in Canada, and an order for extradition neither imposed nor authorised any punishment within
the borders of Canada.

[62] The issue in Kindler 's case was whether the action of the Minister of Justice, who had
authorised the extradition without any assurance that the death penalty would not be
imposed, was constitutional.  It was argued that this executive act was contrary to section
12 of the Charter which requires the executive to act in accordance with fundamental
principles of justice. The Court decided by a majority of four to three that in the particular
circumstances of the case the decision of the Minister of Justice could not be set aside on
these grounds.  In balancing the international obligations of Canada in respect of
extradition, and another purpose of the extradition legislation - to prevent Canada from
becoming a safe haven for criminals, against the likelihood that the fugitives would be
executed if returned to the United States, the view of the majority was that the decision to
return the fugitives to the United States could not be said to be contrary to the fundamental
principles of justice.  In their view, it would not shock the conscience of Canadians to
permit this to be done.  

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

[63] Ng and Kindler took their cases to the Human Rights Committee of the United Nations,
contending that Canada had breached its obligations under the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights.  Once again, there was a division of opinion within the
tribunal.  In Ng's case it was said:

The Committee is aware that, by definition, every execution of a sentence of death
may be considered to constitute cruel and inhuman treatment within the meaning of article 7 of
the covenant.93



 

     94 Joseph Kindler v Canada, United Nations Committee on
Human Rights, Communication No 470/1991, 30 July 1993.
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[64] There was no dissent from that statement.  But the International Covenant contains provisions permitting,
with some qualifications, the imposition of capital punishment for the most serious crimes.  In view of
these provisions, the majority  of the Committee were of the opinion that the extradition of fugitives to
a country which enforces the death sentence in accordance with the requirements of the International
Covenant, should not be regarded as a breach of the obligations of the extraditing country.  In Ng's
case, the method of execution which he faced if extradited was asphyxiation in a gas
chamber.  This was found by a majority of the Committee to involve unnecessary physical
and mental suffering and, notwithstanding the sanction given to capital punishment, to be
cruel punishment within the meaning of article 7 of the International Covenant.  In
Kindler's case, in which the complaint was delivered at the same time as that in the Ng's
case, but the decision was given earlier, it was held that the method of execution which
was by lethal injection was not a cruel method of execution, and that the extradition did
not in the circumstances constitute a breach of Canada's obligations under the International
Covenant.94

[65] The Committee also held in Kindler's case that prolonged judicial proceedings giving rise to
the death row phenomenon does not per se constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment.  There were dissents in both cases.  Some Commissioners in Ng's case held that
asphyxiation was not crueller than other forms of execution.  Some in Kindler's case held
that the provision of the International Covenant against the arbitrary deprivation of the
right to life took priority over the provisions of the International Covenant which allow
the death sentence, and that Canada ought not in the circumstances to have extradited
Kindler without an assurance that he would not be executed.

[66] It should be mentioned here that although articles 6(2) to (5) of the International Covenant
specifically allow the imposition of the death sentence under strict controls "for the most
serious crimes" by those countries which have not abolished it, it provides in article 6(6)
that "[n]othing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of
capital punishment by any State Party to the present Covenant."  The fact that the
International Covenant sanctions capital punishment must be seen in this context.  It
tolerates but does not provide justification for the death penalty.

[67] Despite these differences of opinion, what is clear from the decisions of the Human Rights
Committee of the United Nations is that the death penalty is regarded by it as cruel and
inhuman punishment within the ordinary meaning of those words, and that it was because
of the specific provisions of the International Covenant authorising the imposition of
capital punishment by member States in certain circumstances, that the words had to be
given a narrow meaning.  

The European Convention on Human Rights

[68] Similar issues were debated by the European Court of Human Rights in Soering v United



     95 (1989) 11 EHRR 439 at paras. 103, 105 and 111.

     96 (1980) 2 SCC 684.

 

Kingdom.95  This case was also concerned with the extradition to the United States of a
fugitive to face murder charges for which capital punishment was a competent sentence.
It was argued that this would expose him to inhuman and degrading treatment or
punishment in breach of article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights.  Article
2 of the European Convention protects the right to life but makes an exception in the case
of "the execution of a sentence of a court following [the] conviction of a crime for which
this penalty is provided by law."  The majority of the Court held that article 3 could not
be construed as prohibiting all capital punishment, since to do so would nullify article 2.
It was, however, competent to test the imposition of capital punishment in particular cases
against the requirements of article 3 -- the manner in which it is imposed or executed, the
personal circumstances of the condemned person and the disproportionality to the gravity
of the crime committed, as well as the conditions of detention awaiting execution, were
capable of bringing the treatment or punishment received by the condemned person within
the proscription.

[69] On the facts, it was held that extradition to the United States to face trial in Virginia would expose the
fugitive to the risk of treatment going beyond the threshold set by article 3.  The special factors
taken into account were the youth of the fugitive (he was 18 at the time of the murders), an
impaired mental capacity, and the suffering on death row which could endure for up to
eight years if he were convicted.  Additionally, although the offence for which extradition
was sought had been committed in the United States, the fugitive who was a German
national was also liable to be tried for the same offence in Germany.  Germany, which has
abolished the death sentence, also sought his extradition for the murders. There was
accordingly a choice in regard to the country to which the fugitive should be extradited,
and that choice should have been exercised in a way which would not lead to a
contravention of article 3.  What weighed with the Court was the fact that the choice
facing the United Kingdom was not a choice between extradition to face a possible death
penalty and no punishment, but a choice between extradition to a country which allows the
death penalty and one which does not.  We are in a comparable position.  A holding by us
that the death penalty for murder is unconstitutional, does not involve a choice between
freedom and death; it involves a choice between death in the very few cases which would
otherwise attract that penalty under section 277(1)(a), and the severe penalty of life
imprisonment.

 
Capital Punishment in India

[70] In the amicus brief of the South African Police, reliance was placed on decisions of the
Indian Supreme Court, and it is necessary to refer briefly to the way the law has
developed in that country.

[71] Section 302 of the Indian Penal Code authorises the imposition of the death sentence as a
penalty for murder. In Bachan Singh v State of Punjab,96 the constitutionality of this
provision was put in issue.  Article 21 of the Indian Constitution provides that:



 

     97 Id. at 730, para. 136.

     98 Id. at 709, para. 61.

     99 Id. at 712, para. 71.

     100 I have not yet dealt specifically with the issues of
deterrence, prevention and retribution, on which the
Attorney General placed reliance in his argument.  These
are all factors relevant to the purpose of punishment and
are present both in capital punishment, and in the
alternative of imprisonment.  Whether they serve to make
capital punishment a more effective punishment than
imprisonment is relevant to the argument on justification,
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No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty  except according to procedure
established by law.

[72] The wording of this article presented an obstacle to a challenge to the death sentence,
because there was a "law" which made provision for the death sentence.  Moreover,
article 72 of the Constitution empowers the President and Governors to commute
sentences of death, and article 134  refers to the Supreme Court's powers on appeal in
cases where the death sentence has been imposed.  It was clear, therefore, that capital
punishment was specifically contemplated and sanctioned by the framers of the Indian
Constitution, when it was adopted by them in November 1949.97

[73] Counsel for the accused in Bachan Singh's case sought to overcome this difficulty by
contending that article 21 had to be read with article 19(1), which guarantees the
freedoms of speech, of assembly, of association, of movement, of residence, and the
freedom to engage in any occupation.  These fundamental freedoms can only be restricted
under the Indian Constitution if the restrictions are reasonable for the attainment of a
number of purposes defined in sections 19(2) to (6).  It was contended that the right to life
was basic to the enjoyment of these fundamental freedoms, and that the death sentence
restricted them unreasonably in that it served no social purpose, its deterrent effect was
unproven and it defiled the dignity of the individual.

[74] The Supreme Court analysed the provisions of article 19(1) and came to the conclusion,
for reasons that are not material to the present case, that the provisions of section 302 of
the Indian Penal Code did "not have to stand the test of article 19(1) of the
Constitution."98  It went on, however, to consider "arguendo" what the outcome would be
if the test of reasonableness and public interest under article 19(1) had to be satisfied. 

[75] The Supreme Court had recognised in a number of cases that the death sentence served as a deterrent,
and the Law Commission of India, which had conducted an investigation into capital punishment in 1967,
had recommended that capital punishment be retained.  The court held that in the circumstances it was
"for the petitioners to prove  and establish that the death sentence for murder is so outmoded, unusual or
excessive as to be devoid of any rational nexus with the purpose and object of the legislation."99

[76] The Court then dealt with international authorities for and against the death sentence, and with the
arguments concerning deterrence and retribution.100  After reviewing the arguments for and against the



and will be considered when that argument is dealt with.
For the moment it is sufficient to say that they do not
have a bearing on the nature of the punishment, and need
not be taken into account at this stage of the enquiry.

     101 Supra note 96, at 729, para. 132.

     102 Id.

     103 Supra note 96, at 730-731, para. 136.  For similar
reasons, the death penalty was held not to be inconsistent
with the Constitution of Botswana, or with the Constitution
of the former Bophuthatswana.  S v Ntesang 1995 (4) BCLR
426 (Botswana); S v Chabalala 1986 (3) SA 623 (B AD).

 

death sentence, the court concluded that:

...the question whether or not [the] death penalty serves any penological purpose is a
difficult, complex and intractable issue [which] has evoked strong, divergent views.  For the
purpose of testing the constitutionality of the impugned provisions as to death penalty ... on the
grounds of reasonableness in the light of Articles 19 and 21 of the Constitution, it is not
necessary for us to express any categorical opinion, one way or another, as to which of these
antithetical views, held by the Abolitionists and the Retentionists, is correct.  It is sufficient to
say that the very fact that persons of reason, learning and light are rationally and deeply divided
in their opinion on this issue, is ground among others, for rejecting the petitioners' argument
that retention of death penalty in the impugned provision, is totally devoid of reason and
purpose.101

It accordingly held that section 302 of the Indian Penal Code "violates neither the letter nor
the ethos of Article 19."102

[77] The Court then went on to deal with article 21. It said that if article 21 were to be expanded in
accordance with the interpretative principle applicable to legislation limiting rights under
Article 19(1), article 21 would have to be read as follows:

No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according
to fair, just and reasonable procedure established by a valid law.

And thus expanded, it was clear that the State could deprive a person of his or her life, by
"fair, just and reasonable procedure."  In the circumstances, and taking into account the
indications that capital punishment was considered by the framers of the constitution in
1949 to be a valid penalty, it was asserted that "by no stretch of the imagination can it be
said that death penalty...either per se or because of its execution by hanging constitutes an
unreasonable, cruel or unusual punishment" prohibited by the Constitution.103 

[78] The wording of the relevant provisions of our Constitution are different.  The question we have to
consider is not whether the imposition of the death sentence for murder is "totally devoid of reason and
purpose",  or whether the death sentence for murder "is devoid of any rational nexus" with the purpose and
object of section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act.  It is whether in the context of
our Constitution, the death penalty is cruel, inhuman or degrading, and if it is, whether it
can be justified in terms of section 33. 



 

     104 Id. at 740, para. 165.  Bhagwati J dissented.  The
dissenting judgement is not available to me, but according
to AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, WHEN THE STATE KILLS, supra note 42, at
147, Bhagwati J asserted in his judgement that "[t]he
prevailing standards of human decency are incompatible with [the] death
penalty."

     105 Triveniben v State of Gujarat [1992] LRC(Const.) 425
(Sup. Ct. of India); Daya Singh v Union of India [1992]
LRC(Const.) 452 (Sup. Ct. of India).

     106 Supra note 95, at 484.
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[79] The Indian Penal Code leaves the imposition of the death sentence to the trial judge's
discretion.  In Bachan Singh's case there was also a challenge to the constitutionality of
the legislation on the grounds of arbitrariness, along the lines of the challenges that have
been successful in the United States.  The majority of the Court rejected the argument that
the imposition of the death sentence in such circumstances is arbitrary, holding that a
discretion exercised judicially by persons of experience and standing, in accordance with
principles crystallized by judicial decisions, is not an arbitrary discretion.104  To
complete the picture, it should be mentioned that long delays in carrying out the death
sentence in particular cases have apparently been held in India to be unjust and unfair to
the prisoner, and in such circumstances the death sentence is liable to be set aside.105

The Right to Life

[80] The unqualified right to life vested in every person by section 9 of our Constitution is
another factor crucially relevant to the question whether the death sentence is cruel,
inhuman or degrading punishment within the meaning of section 11(2) of our Constitution.
In this respect our Constitution differs materially from the Constitutions of the United
States and India.  It also differs materially from the European Convention and the
International Covenant.  Yet in the cases decided under these constitutions and treaties
there were judges who dissented and held that notwithstanding the specific language of the
constitution or instrument concerned, capital punishment should not be permitted. 

[81] In some instances the dissent focused on the right to life.  In Soering's case before the
European Court of Human Rights, Judge de Meyer, in a concurring opinion, said that
capital punishment is "not consistent with the present state of European civilisation"106

and for that reason alone, extradition to the United States would violate the fugitive's right
to life.

[82] In a dissent in the United Nations Human Rights Committee in Kindler's case, Committee member
B. Wennergren also stressed the importance of the right to life.

The value of life is immeasurable for any human being, and the right to life enshrined
in article 6 of the Covenant is the supreme human right.  It is an obligation of States [P]arties to
the Covenant to protect the lives of all human beings on their territory and under their



     107 Joseph Kindler v Canada, supra note 94, at 23.

     108 Per Lord Bridge in R v Home Secretary, Ex parte
Bugdaycay (1987) AC 514 at 531G.

     109 Supra note 55.

 

jurisdiction.  If issues arise in respect of the protection of the right to life, priority must not be
accorded to the domestic laws of other countries or to (bilateral) treaty articles.  Discretion of
any nature permitted under an extradition treaty cannot apply, as there is no room for it under
Covenant obligations.  It is worth repeating that no derogation from a State's obligations under
article 6, paragraph 1, is permitted.  This is why Canada, in my view, violated article 6,
paragraph 1, by consenting to extradite Mr. Kindler to the United States, without having secured
assurances that Mr. Kindler would not be subjected to the execution of the death sentence.107

[83] An individual's right to life has been described as "[t]he most fundamental of all human rights", 108 and was
dealt with in that way in the judgments of the Hungarian Constitutional Court declaring capital
punishment to be unconstitutional.109  The challenge to the death sentence in Hungary was based on
section 54 of its Constitution which provides:

(1) In the Republic of Hungary everyone has the inherent  right to life and to
human dignity, and no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of these rights.

(2) No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel or inhuman or degrading
punishment

[84] Section 8, the counterpart of section 33 of our Constitution, provides that laws shall not
impose any limitations on the essential content of fundamental rights.  According to the
finding of the Court, capital punishment imposed a limitation on the essential content of
the fundamental rights to life and human dignity, eliminating them irretrievably.  As such
it was unconstitutional.  Two factors are stressed in the judgment of the Court.  First, the
relationship between the rights of life and dignity, and the importance of these rights taken
together.  Secondly, the absolute nature of these two rights taken together.  Together they
are the source of all other rights.  Other rights may be limited, and may even be
withdrawn and then granted again, but their ultimate limit is to be found in the
preservation of the twin rights of life and dignity.  These twin rights are the essential
content of all rights under the Constitution.  Take them away, and all other rights cease.
I will deal later with the requirement of our Constitution that a right shall not be limited
in ways which negate its essential content.   For the present purposes it is sufficient to
point to the fact that the Hungarian Court held capital punishment to be unconstitutional on
the grounds that it is inconsistent with the right to life and the right to dignity.

[85] Our Constitution does not contain the qualification found in section 54(1) of the
Hungarian constitution, which prohibits only the arbitrary deprivation of life.  To that
extent, therefore, the right to life in section 9 of our Constitution is given greater
protection than it is by the Hungarian Constitution.  

 
[86] The fact that in both the United States and India, which sanction capital punishment, the

highest courts have intervened on constitutional grounds in particular cases to prevent the
carrying out of death sentences, because in the particular circumstances of such cases, it
would have been cruel to do so, evidences the importance attached to the protection of



 

     110 "The cruel or unusual punishment clause of the
California Constitution, like other provisions of the
Declaration of Rights, operates to restrain legislative and
executive action and to protect fundamental individual and
minority rights against encroachment by the majority.  It
is the function of the court to examine legislative acts in
the light of such constitutional mandates to ensure that
the promise of the Declaration of Rights is a reality to
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life and the strict scrutiny to which the imposition and carrying out of death sentences are
subjected when a constitutional challenge is raised.  The same concern is apparent in the
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights and the United Nations Committee on
Human Rights.  It led the Court in Soering's case to order that extradition to the United
States, in the circumstances of that case, would result in inhuman or degrading
punishment, and the Human Rights Committee to declare in Ng's case that he should not be
extradited to face a possible death by asphyxiation in a gas chamber in California.

Public Opinion

[87] The Attorney General argued that what is cruel, inhuman or degrading depends to a large
extent upon contemporary attitudes within society, and that South African society does not
regard the death sentence for extreme cases of murder as a cruel, inhuman or degrading
form of punishment. It was disputed whether public opinion, properly informed of the
different considerations, would in fact favour the death penalty.  I am, however, prepared
to assume that it does and that the majority of South Africans agree that the death sentence
should be imposed in extreme cases of murder.  The question before us, however, is not
what the majority of South Africans believe a proper sentence for murder should be.  It is
whether the Constitution allows the sentence.

[88] Public opinion may have some relevance to the enquiry, but in itself, it is no substitute for
the duty vested in the Courts to interpret the Constitution and to uphold its provisions
without fear or favour.  If public opinion were to be decisive there would be no need for
constitutional adjudication.  The protection of rights could then be left to Parliament,
which has a mandate from the public, and is answerable to the public for the way its
mandate is exercised, but this would be a return to parliamentary sovereignty, and a
retreat from the new legal order established by the 1993 Constitution.  By the same token
the issue of the constitutionality of capital punishment cannot be referred to a referendum,
in which a majority view would prevail over the wishes of any minority.  The very reason
for establishing the new legal order, and for vesting the power of judicial review of all
legislation in the courts, was to protect the rights of minorities and others who cannot
protect their rights adequately through the democratic process.  Those who are entitled to
claim this protection include the social outcasts and marginalised  people of our society.
It is only if there is a willingness to protect the worst and the weakest amongst us, that all
of us can be secure that our own rights will be protected. 

[89] This Court cannot allow itself to be diverted from its duty to act as an independent arbiter
of the Constitution by making choices on the basis that they will find favour with the
public.110  Justice Powell's comment in his dissent in  Furman v Georgia bears repetition:



the individual (citations omitted)...Were it otherwise, the
Legislature would ever be the sole judge of the permissible
means and extent of punishment and article I, section 6, of
the Constitution would be superfluous."  People v.
Anderson, supra note 62, at 888.  This  was also the
approach of the President of the Hungarian Constitutional
Court in his concurring opinion on the constitutionality of
capital punishment, where he said: "The Constitutional
Court is not bound either by the will of the majority or by
public sentiments."  Supra note 55, at 12.  See also, Gregg
v. Georgia, supra note 60, at 880.  In the decisive
judgment of the Court, Justices Stewart, Powell and
Stevens, accepted that "...the Eighth Amendment demands
more than that a challenged punishment be acceptable to
contemporary society.  The Court also must ask whether it
comports with the basic concept of human dignity at the
core of the Amendment." (citation omitted)

     111 Supra note 34, at 443.

     112 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943).

     113 The Californian Constitution was subsequently amended
to sanction capital punishment.

     114 Supra note 62.

 

...the weight of the evidence indicates that the public generally has not accepted
either the morality or the social merit of the views so passionately advocated by the
articulate spokesmen for abolition.  But however one may assess amorphous ebb
and flow of public opinion generally on this volatile issue, this type of inquiry lies
at the periphery - not the core - of the judicial process in constitutional cases.  The
assessment of popular opinion is essentially a legislative, and not a judicial,
function.111

So too does the comment of Justice Jackson in West Virginia State Board of Education v Barnette: 

The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects from the vicissitudes of
political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities and officials and to
establish them as legal principles to be applied by the courts.  One's right to life, liberty, and
property, to free speech, a free press, freedom of worship and assembly and other fundamental
rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the outcome of no elections.112

Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Punishment

[90] The United Nations Committee on Human Rights has held that the death sentence by
definition is cruel and degrading punishment.  So has the Hungarian Constitutional Court,
and three judges of the Canadian Supreme Court.  The death sentence has also been held
to be cruel or unusual punishment and thus unconstitutional under the state constitutions of
Massachusetts and California.113

 
[91] The California decision is People v. Anderson.114  Capital punishment was held by six of the



 

     115 Id. at 899.  The cruelty lay "...not only in the
execution itself and the pain incident thereto, but also in
the dehumanizing effects of the lengthy imprisonment prior
to the execution during which the judicial and
administrative procedures essential to due process of law
are carried out." Id. at 894 (citations omitted).

     116 Id. at 899.

     117 381 Mass. 648 (1980).

     118 "...[T]he death penalty is unacceptable under
contemporary standards of decency in its unique and
inherent capacity to inflict pain.  The mental agony is,
simply and beyond question, a horror." Id. at 664.  "All
murderers are extreme offenders.  Fine distinctions,
designed to select a very few from the many, are
inescapably capricious when applied to murders and
murderers." Id. at 665.  "...[A]rbitrariness and
discrimination...inevitably persist even under a statute
which meets the demands of Furman." Id. at 670.  "...[T]he
supreme punishment of death, inflicted as it is by chance
and caprice, may not stand." Id. at 671. "The death
sentence itself is a declaration that society deems the
prisoner a nullity, less than human and unworthy to live.
But that negation of his personality carries through the
entire period between sentence and execution." Id. at 683
(Liacos, J., concurring).

     119 E.g., Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 782 (1977)(imposition
of the death penalty for rape violates due process
guarantees because the sentence is grossly disproportionate
punishment for a nonlethal offence).  See also, Gregg v.
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seven judges of the Californian Supreme Court to be "impermissibly cruel"115 under the
California Constitution which prohibited cruel or unusual punishment.  Also,

It degrades and dehumanizes all who participate in its processes.  It is unnecessary to any
legitimate goal of the state and is incompatible with the dignity of man and the judicial
process.116

 
[92] In the Massachusetts decision in District Attorney for the Suffolk District v.  Watson,117

where the Constitution of the State of Massachusetts prohibited cruel or unusual
punishment, the death sentence was also held, by six of the seven judges, to be
impermissibly cruel.118

[93] In both cases the disjunctive effect of "or" was referred to as enabling the Courts to declare capital
punishment unconstitutional even if it was not "unusual".  Under our Constitution it will not meet the
requirements of section 11(2) if it is cruel, or inhuman, or degrading.

[94] Proportionality is an ingredient to be taken into account in deciding whether a penalty is
cruel, inhuman or degrading.119  No Court would today uphold the constitutionality of a



Georgia, supra note 60, at 187 ("[W]e must consider whether
the punishment of death is disproportionate in relation to
the crime for which it is imposed."), and Furman v.
Georgia, supra note 34, at 273 ("...a punishment may be
degrading simply by reason of its enormity.").

     120 The Black Act: 9 George I. C.22, as cited in E.P.
THOMPSON, WHIGS AND HUNTERS, THE ORIGIN OF THE BLACK ACT 211
(Pantheon).  The author notes that these provisions were
described by Lord Chief Justice Hardwicke as "necessary for
the present state and condition of things and to suppress
mischiefs, which were growing frequent among us."

     121 This was the approach of Brennan, J., in Furman v.
Georgia, supra note 34, at 282 ("The test, then, will
ordinarily be a cumulative one:  If a punishment is
unusually severe, if there is a strong probability that it
is inflicted arbitrarily, if it is substantially rejected
by contemporary society [a  determination he makes based on
the infrequency of use in relation to the number of
offences for which such punishment may apply], and if there
is no reason to believe that it serves any penal purpose
more effectively than some less severe punishment, then the
continued infliction of that punishment violates the
[clause prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment].").

 

statute that makes the death sentence a competent sentence for the cutting down of trees or
the killing of deer, which were capital offences in England in the 18th Century.120  But
murder is not to be equated with such "offences."  The wilful taking of an innocent life
calls for a severe penalty, and there are many countries which still retain the death penalty
as a sentencing option for such cases.  Disparity between the crime and the penalty is not
the only ingredient of proportionality; factors such as the enormity and irredeemable
character of the death sentence in circumstances where neither error nor arbitrariness can
be excluded, the expense and difficulty of addressing the disparities which exist in
practice between accused persons facing similar charges, and which are due to factors
such as race, poverty, and ignorance, and the other subjective factors which have been
mentioned, are also factors that can and should be taken into account in dealing with this
issue.  It may possibly be that none alone would be sufficient under our Constitution to
justify a finding that the death sentence is cruel, inhuman or degrading. But these factors
are not to be evaluated in isolation. They must be taken together, and in order to decide
whether the threshold set by section 11(2) has been crossed121 they must be evaluated
with other relevant factors, including the two fundamental rights on which the accused
rely, the right to dignity and the right to life. 

[95] The carrying out of the death sentence destroys life, which is protected without reservation under
section 9 of our Constitution, it annihilates human dignity which is protected under
section 10, elements of arbitrariness are present in its enforcement and it is irremediable.
Taking these factors into account, as well as the assumption that I have made in regard to
public opinion in South Africa, and giving the words of section 11(2) the broader
meaning to which they are entitled at this stage of the enquiry, rather than a narrow



 

     122 S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6, para. 21.

     123 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 300.  Brennan, J.,
was dealing here with the proposition that "an unusually
severe and degrading punishment may not be excessive in
view of the purposes for which it is inflicted." 

     124 Id.

     125 "The People concede that capital punishment is cruel to
the individual involved.  They argue, however, that only
"unnecessary" cruelty is constitutionally proscribed, and
that if a cruel punishment can be justified it is not
forbidden by article I, section 6, of the California
Constitution."  Supra note 62, at 895.
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meaning,122  I am satisfied that in the context of our Constitution the death penalty is
indeed a cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.

Is capital punishment for murder justifiable?

[96] The question that now has to be considered is whether the imposition of such punishment
is nonetheless justifiable as a penalty for murder in the circumstances contemplated by
sections 277(1)(a), 316A and 322(2A) of the Criminal Procedure Act.

[97] It is difficult to conceive of any circumstances in which torture, which is specifically
prohibited under section 11(2), could ever be justified.  But that does not necessarily
apply to capital punishment.  Capital punishment, unlike torture, has not been absolutely
prohibited by public international law.  It is therefore not inappropriate to consider
whether the death penalty is justifiable under our Constitution as a penalty for murder.
This calls for an enquiry similar to that undertaken by Brennan J in Furman's case123 in
dealing with the contention that "death is a necessary punishment because it prevents the
commission of capital crimes more effectively than any less severe punishment."124  The
same question is addressed and answered in the negative in the judgment of Wright CJ in
People v Anderson.125  Under the United States Constitution and the Californian
Constitution, which have no limitation clauses, this enquiry had to be conducted within the
larger question of the definition of the right.  With us, however, the question has to be
dealt with under section 33(1). 

[98] Section 33(1) of the Constitution provides, in part, that:

The rights entrenched in this Chapter may be limited by law of general application,
provided that such limitation-

    (a) shall be permissible only to the extent that it is-
(i) reasonable;  and
(ii) justifiable in an open

and democratic society based on freedom and equality;  and
    (b) shall not negate the essential content of the right

in question.



     126 S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.

     127 Attorney-General of Hong Kong v Lee Kwong-Kut, (1993)
AC 951 at 970-972 (PC). 

     128 Supra note 60, at 186-187.

     129 S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.

 

[99] Section 33(1)(b) goes on to provide that the limitation of certain rights, including the
rights referred to in section 10 and section 11 "shall, in addition to being reasonable as
required in paragraph (a)(I), also be necessary."

The Two-Stage Approach

[100] Our Constitution deals with the limitation of rights through a general limitations clause.
As was pointed out by Kentridge AJ in Zuma's case,126 this calls for a "two-stage"
approach, in which a broad rather than a narrow interpretation is given to the fundamental
rights enshrined in Chapter Three, and limitations have to be justified through the
application of section 33.  In this it differs from the Constitution of the United States,
which does not contain a limitation clause, as a result of which courts in that country have
been obliged to find limits to constitutional rights through a narrow interpretation of the
rights themselves.  Although the "two-stage" approach may often produce the same result
as the "one-stage" approach,127 this will not always be the case.

[101] The practical consequences of this difference in approach are evident in the present case.  In Gregg v.
Georgia, the conclusion reached in the judgment of the plurality was summed up as
follows:

In sum, we cannot say that the judgment of the Georgia legislature that capital
punishment may be necessary in some cases is clearly wrong.  Considerations of federalism, as
well as respect for the ability of a legislature to evaluate, in terms of its particular state the
moral consensus concerning the death penalty and its social utility as a sanction, require us to
conclude in the absence of more convincing evidence, that the infliction of death as a
punishment for murder is not without justification, and is thus not unconstitutionally severe.128

[102] Under our Constitution, the position is different.  It is not whether the decision of the State has been
shown to be clearly wrong; it is whether the decision of the State is justifiable according to the criteria
prescribed by section 33.  It is not whether the infliction of death as a punishment for
murder "is not without justification", it is whether the infliction of death as a punishment
for murder has been shown to be both reasonable and necessary, and to be consistent with
the other requirements of section 33.  It is for the legislature, or the party relying on the
legislation, to establish this justification, and not for the party challenging it to show that
it was not justified.129

The Application of Section 33

[103] The criteria prescribed by section 33(1) for any limitation of  the rights contained in
section 11(2) are that the limitation must be justifiable in an open and democratic society



 

     130 A proportionality test is applied to the limitation of
fundamental rights by the Canadian courts, the German
Federal Constitutional Court and the European Court of
Human Rights. Although the approach of these Courts to
proportionality is not identical, all recognise that
proportionality is an essential requirement of any
legitimate limitation of an entrenched right.
Proportionality is also inherent in the different levels of
scrutiny applied by United States courts to governmental
action.

     131 Reference re ss. 193 and 195(1)(c) of the Criminal Code
of Manitoba, infra note 135.

     132 (1986) 19 CRR 308.
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based on freedom and equality, it must be both reasonable and necessary and it must not
negate the essential content of the right. 

[104] The limitation of constitutional rights for a purpose that is reasonable and necessary in a
democratic society involves the weighing up of competing values, and ultimately an
assessment based on proportionality.130  This is implicit in the provisions of section
33(1).  The fact that different rights have different implications for democracy, and in the
case of our Constitution,  for "an open and democratic society based on freedom and
equality", means that there is no absolute standard which can be laid down for
determining reasonableness and necessity.  Principles can be established, but the
application of those principles to particular circumstances can only be done on a case by
case basis.  This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for the
balancing of different interests.  In the balancing process, the relevant considerations will
include the nature of the right that is limited, and its importance to an open and democratic
society based on freedom and equality; the purpose for which the right is limited and the
importance of that purpose to such a society; the extent of the limitation, its efficacy, and
particularly where the limitation has to be necessary, whether the desired ends could
reasonably be achieved through other means less damaging to the right in question.  In the
process regard must be had to the provisions of section 33(1), and the underlying values
of the Constitution, bearing in mind that, as a Canadian Judge has said, "the role of the
Court is not to second-guess the wisdom of policy choices made by legislators."131 

Limitation of Rights in Canada

[105] In dealing with this aspect of the case, Mr Trengove placed considerable reliance on the
decision of the Canadian Supreme Court in R v Oakes.132  The Canadian Charter of Rights,
as our Constitution does, makes provision for the limitation of rights through a general
clause.  Section 1 of the Charter permits such reasonable limitations of Charter rights "as
can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society."  In Oakes' case it was
held that in order to meet this requirement a limitation of a Charter right had to be directed
to the achievement of an objective of sufficient importance to warrant the limitation of the
right in question, and that there had also to be proportionality between the limitation and



     133 Id. at 337.

     134 (1989) 39 CRR 193 at 248.

     135 (1990) 48 CRR 1 at 62.

     136 (1991) 1 CRR (2d) 1 at 30.

     137 Per La Forest J in Tetreault-Gadoury v Canada
(Employment and Immigration Commission) (1991), 4 CRR(2d)
12 at 26.  See also, Rodriquez v British Columbia (AG)
(1994) 17 CRR(2d) 192 at 222 and 247.

 

such objective.  In a frequently-cited passage, Dickson CJC described the components of
proportionality as follows:

There are, in my view, three important components of a proportionality test.
First, the measures adopted must be carefully designed to achieve the objective in
question. They must not be arbitrary, unfair or based on irrational considerations.  In
short, they must be rationally connected to the objective.  Second, the means, even if
rationally connected to the objective in this first sense, should impair "as little as
possible" the right or freedom in question:  R v Big M Drug Mart Ltd. at p. 352.  Third,
there must be a proportionality between the effects of the measures which are
responsible for limiting the Charter right or freedom, and the objective which has
been identified as of "sufficient importance". 133 

[106] Although there is a rational connection between capital punishment and the purpose for which it is
prescribed, the elements of arbitrariness, unfairness and irrationality in the imposition of the penalty, are
factors that would have to be taken into account in the application of the first component of this test.  As
far as the second component is concerned, the fact that a severe punishment in the form of life
imprisonment is available as an alternative sentence, would be relevant to the question whether the death
sentence impairs the right as little as possible.  And as I will show later, if all relevant considerations are
taken into account, it is at least doubtful whether a sentence of capital punishment for murder would
satisfy the third component of the Oakes test.

[107] The second requirement of the Oakes test, that the limitation should impair the right "as
little as possible" raises a fundamental problem of judicial review.  Can, and should, an
unelected court substitute its own opinion of what is reasonable or necessary for that of an
elected legislature?  Since the judgment in R v Oakes, the Canadian Supreme Court has
shown that it is sensitive to this tension, which is particularly acute where choices have
to be made in respect of matters of policy.  In Irwin Toy Ltd v Quebec (Attorney
General),134 Dickson CJ cautioned that courts, "must be mindful of the legislature's
representative function."   In Reference re ss. 193 and 195 (1)(c) of the Criminal Code
(Manitoba),135 it was said that "the role of the Court is not to second-guess the wisdom of
policy choices made by ...legislators"; and in R v Chaulk, that the means must impair the
right "as little as is reasonably possible".136  Where choices have to be made between
"differing reasonable policy  options", the courts will allow the government the deference
due to legislators, but "[will] not give them an unrestricted licence to disregard an
individual's Charter Rights.  Where the government cannot show that it had a reasonable
basis for concluding that it has complied with the requirement of minimal impairment in
seeking to attain its objectives, the legislation will be struck down."137 



 

     138 Dieter Grimm, Human Rights and Judicial Review in
Germany, in HUMAN RIGHTS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW: A COMPARATIVE
PERSPECTIVE 267, 275 (David H. Beatty, ed., Martinus Nijhoff
publ.)(1994).  Prof. Grimm is presently a member of the
German Federal Constitutional Court.

     139 Id. For a discussion of the application of the
principle of proportionality in German Constitutional
jurisprudence, see CURRIE, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 18-20, 307-310 (Univ. of Chicago
Press)(1994).  Prof. Currie outlines the genesis of
proportionality, intimated in the Magna Carta and generally
described by Blackstone, and notes that it was further
developed by Carl Gottleib Svarez, a celebrated thinker of
the German Enlightenment.  "Svarez insisted on
proportionality both between ends and means and between
costs and benefits; both aspects of the principle are
reflected in the jurisprudence of the Constitutional
Court."  Currie at 307.

     140 Currie, id., at 178, note 15 and accompanying text.
See also infra note 161.
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Limitation of Rights in Germany

[108] The German Constitution does not contain a general limitations clause but permits certain
basic rights to be limited by law.  According to Professor Grimm, 138 the Federal
Constitutional Court allows such limitation "only in order to make conflicting rights
compatible or to protect the rights of other persons or important community interests...any
restriction of human rights not only needs constitutionally valid reasons but also has to be
proportional to the rank and importance of the right at stake."  Proportionality is central to
the process followed by the Federal Constitutional Court in its adjudication upon the
limitation of rights.  The Court has regard to the purpose of the limiting legislation,
whether the legislation is suitable for the achievement of such purpose, which brings into
consideration whether it in fact achieves that purpose, is necessary therefor, and whether
a proper balance has been achieved between the purpose enhanced by the limitation, and
the fundamental right that has been limited.139  The German Constitution also has a
provision similar to section 33(1)(b) of our Constitution, but the Court apparently avoids
making use of this provision,140 preferring to deal with extreme limitations of rights
through the proportionality test.
Limitation of Rights Under the European Convention

[109] The European Convention also has no general limitations clause, but makes certain rights
subject to limitation according to specified criteria.  The proportionality test of the
European Court of Human Rights calls for a balancing of ends and means.  The end must
be a "pressing social need" and the means used must be proportionate to the attainment of
such an end.  The limitation of certain rights is conditioned upon the limitation being
"necessary in a democratic society" for purposes defined in the relevant provisions of the



     141 R v France (1993) 16 EHRR 1, para. 63. 

     142 Handyside v United Kingdom (1979-80) 1 EHRR 737, para.
49.

     143 Dudgeon v United Kingdom (1981) 4 EHRR 149, para. 52;
Norris v Ireland (1988) 13 EHRR 186, para. 46; Modinos v
Cyprus (1993) 16 EHRR 485.

     144 "...[T]he margin of appreciation available to the
legislature in implementing social and economic policies
should be a wide one..."  James v United Kingdom (1986) 8
EHRR 123, para. 46.  See also, Lithgow v United Kingdom
(1986) 8 EHRR 329, para. 122.

     145 S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 122, para. 35.

 

Convention.  The national authorities are allowed a discretion by the European Court of
Human Rights in regard to what is necessary - a margin of appreciation - but not unlimited
power.  The "margin of appreciation" that is allowed varies depending upon the nature of
the right and the nature and ambit of the restriction.  A balance has to be achieved
between the general interest, and the interest of the individual.141  Where the limitation is
to a right fundamental to democratic society, a higher standard of justification is
required;142 so too, where a law interferes with the "intimate aspects of private life."143

On the other hand, in areas such as morals or social policy greater scope is allowed to the
national authorities.144  The jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights
provides some guidance as to what may be considered necessary in a democratic society,
but the margin of appreciation allowed to national authorities by the European Court must
be understood as finding its place in an international agreement which has to
accommodate the sovereignty of the member states.  It is not necessarily a safe guide as to
what would be appropriate under section 33 of our Constitution.

Is Capital Punishment for Murder Justifiable under the South African Constitution?

[110] In Zuma's case, Kentridge AJ pointed out that the criteria developed by the Canadian
Courts for the interpretation of section 1 of the Canadian Charter of Rights may be of
assistance to our Courts, but that there are differences between our Constitution and the
Canadian Charter which have a bearing on the way in which section 33 should be dealt
with.  This is equally true of the criteria developed by other courts, such as the German
Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights.  Like Kentridge AJ, "I see
no reason in this case... to attempt to fit our analysis into the Canadian pattern,"145 or for
that matter to fit it into the pattern followed by any of the other courts to which reference
has been made.  Section 33 prescribes in specific terms the criteria to be applied for the
limitation of different categories of rights and it is in the light of these criteria that the
death sentence for murder has to be justified.

[111] "Every person" is entitled to claim the protection of the rights enshrined in Chapter Three, and "no"
person shall be denied the protection that they offer.  Respect for life and dignity which are at the heart
of section 11(2) are values of the highest order under our Constitution.  The carrying out



 

     146 S v Senonohi, supra note 76, at 734F-G.

     147 Criminal Appeal No. 142 of 1994; 30 January 1995.
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of the death penalty would destroy these and all other rights that the convicted person has,
and a clear and convincing case must be made out to justify such action.

[112] The  Attorney General contended that the imposition of the death penalty for murder in the
most serious cases could be justified according to the prescribed criteria.  The argument
went as follows.  The death sentence meets the sentencing requirements for extreme cases
of murder more effectively than any other sentence can do.  It has a greater deterrent effect
than life imprisonment; it ensures that the worst murderers will not endanger the lives of
prisoners and warders who would be at risk if the "worst of the murderers" were to be
imprisoned and not executed; and it also meets the need for retribution which is demanded
by society as a response to the high level of crime.  In the circumstances presently
prevailing in the country, it is therefore a necessary component of the criminal justice
system.  This, he said, is recognised by the Appellate Division, which only confirms a
death sentence if it is convinced that no other sentence would be a proper sentence.146 

The Judgements of the Appellate Division

[113] The decisions of the Appellate Division to which the Attorney General referred are only
of limited relevance to the questions that have to be decided in the present case.  The law
which the Appellate Division has applied prescribes that the death sentence is a
competent sentence for murder in a proper case.  The Appellate Division has reserved
this sentence for extreme cases in which the maximum punishment would be the
appropriate punishment.  Were it to have done otherwise, and to have refused to pass
death sentences, it would in effect have been saying that the death sentence is never a
proper sentence, and that section 277(1)(a) should not be enforced.  This was not within
its competence.  The criteria set by the Appellate Division for the passing of a death
sentence for murder are relevant to the argument on arbitrariness, and also provide a basis
for testing the justifiability of such a penalty.  They do not, however, do more than that.

The Judgement of the Tanzanian Court of Appeal

[114] There is support for part of the Attorney General's argument in the judgment of the
Tanzanian Court of Appeal in Mbushuu and Another v The Republic.147  It was held in
this case that the death sentence amounted to cruel and degrading punishment, which is
prohibited under the Tanzanian Constitution, but that despite this finding, it was not
unconstitutional. The Constitution authorised derogations to be made from basic rights for
legitimate purposes, and a derogation was lawful if it was not arbitrary, and was
reasonably necessary for such purpose.  The legitimate purposes to which the death
sentence was directed was a constitutional requirement that "everyone's right to life shall
be protected by law."  The death sentence was a mandatory penalty for murder, but it was
not considered by the Court to be arbitrary because decisions as to guilt or innocence are
taken by judges. There was no proof one way or the other that the death sentence was
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necessarily a more effective punishment than a long period of imprisonment.  In the view
of the Court, however, it was for society and not the courts to decide whether the death
sentence was a necessary punishment.  The Court was satisfied that society favoured the
death sentence, and that in the circumstances "the reasonable and necessary" standard had
been met.  Accordingly, it held that the death sentence was a lawful derogation from the
prohibition of cruel and degrading punishment, and thus valid.  

[115] The approach of the Tanzanian Court of Appeal to issues concerning the limitation of basic rights seems
to have been influenced by the language of the Tanzanian Constitution,148 and rules of interpretation
developed by the Courts to deal with that language.  The relevant provisions of our Constitution are
different and the correct approach to the interpretation of the limitations clause must be found in the
language of section 33 construed in the context of the Constitution as a whole.  It is for the Court, and
not society or Parliament, to decide whether the death sentence is justifiable under the provisions of
section 33 of our Constitution.149  In doing so we can have regard to societal attitudes in evaluating
whether the legislation is reasonable and necessary, but ultimately the decision must be ours.  If the
decision of the Tanzanian Court of Appeal is inconsistent with this conclusion, I must express my
disagreement with it.

Deterrence

[116] The Attorney General attached considerable weight to the need for a deterrent to violent
crime.  He argued that the countries which had abolished the death penalty were on the
whole developed and peaceful countries in which other penalties might be sufficient
deterrents.  We had not reached that stage of development, he said.  If in years to come we
did so, we could do away with the death penalty.  Parliament could decide when that time
has come.  At present, however, so the argument went, the death sentence is an
indispensable weapon if we are serious about combatting violent crime.

[117] The need for a strong deterrent to violent crime is an end the validity of which is not open
to question.  The state is clearly entitled, indeed obliged, to take action to protect human
life against violation by others.  In all societies there are laws which regulate the
behaviour of people and which authorise the imposition of civil or criminal sanctions on
those who act unlawfully.  This is necessary for the preservation and protection of
society.  Without law, society cannot exist.  Without law, individuals in society have no
rights.  The level of violent crime in our country has reached alarming proportions.  It
poses a threat to the transition to democracy, and the creation of development
opportunities for all, which are primary goals of the Constitution.  The high level of
violent crime is a matter of common knowledge and is amply borne out by the statistics
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provided by the Commissioner of Police in his amicus brief.  The power of the State to
impose sanctions on those who break the law cannot be doubted.  It is of fundamental
importance to the future of our country that respect for the law should be restored, and that
dangerous criminals should be apprehended and dealt with firmly.  Nothing in this
judgment should be understood as detracting in any way from that proposition.  But the
question is not whether criminals should go free and be allowed to escape the
consequences of their anti-social behaviour.  Clearly they should not; and equally clearly
those who engage in violent crime should be met with the full rigour of the law.  The
question is whether the death sentence for murder can legitimately be made part of that
law. And this depends on whether it meets the criteria prescribed by section 33(1).

[118] The Attorney General pointed to the substantial increase in the incidence of violent crime
over the past five years during which the death sentence has not been enforced.  He
contended that this supported his argument that imprisonment is not a sufficient deterrent,
and that we have not yet reached the stage of development where we can do without the
death sentence.  Throughout this period, however, the death sentence remained a lawful
punishment, and was in fact imposed by the courts although the sentences were not carried
out.150  The moratorium was only announced formally on 27 March 1992.151  A decision
could have been taken at any time to terminate the moratorium on executions, and none of
the criminals had any assurance that the moratorium would still be in place if they were
to be caught, brought to trial, convicted and sentenced to death.

[119] The cause of the high incidence of violent crime cannot simply be attributed to the failure to carry out
the death sentences imposed by the courts.  The upsurge in violent crime came at a time of great social
change associated with political turmoil and conflict, particularly during the period 1990 to 1994.  It is
facile to attribute the increase in violent crime during this period to the moratorium on executions.152

It was a progression that started before the moratorium was announced.  There are many factors that have
to be taken into account in looking for the cause of this phenomenon.  It is a matter of common
knowledge that the political conflict during this period, particularly in Natal and the Witwatersrand,
resulted in violence and destruction of a kind not previously experienced.  No-go areas, random killings
on trains, attacks and counter attacks upon political opponents, created a violent and unstable
environment, manipulated by political dissidents and criminal elements alike.

[120] Homelessness, unemployment, poverty and the frustration consequent upon such conditions are other
causes of the crime wave. And there is also the important factor that the police and prosecuting
authorities have been unable to cope with this. The statistics presented in the police amicus brief
show that most violent crime is not solved, and the Attorney General confirmed that the
risk of a criminal being apprehended and convicted for such offences is somewhere
between 30 and 40 per cent.  Throughout the period referred to by the Attorney General
the death sentence remained on the statute book and was imposed on convicted murderers
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when the Courts considered it appropriate to do so.

[121] We would be deluding ourselves if we were to believe that the execution of the few
persons sentenced to death during this period, and of a comparatively few other people
each year from now onwards will provide the solution to the unacceptably high rate of
crime.  There will always be unstable, desperate, and pathological people for whom the
risk of arrest and imprisonment provides no deterrent, but there is nothing to show that a
decision to carry out the death sentence would have any impact on the behaviour of such
people, or that there will be more of them if imprisonment is the only sanction.  No
information was placed before us by the Attorney General in regard to the rising crime
rate other than the bare statistics, and they alone prove nothing, other than that we are
living in a violent society in which most crime goes unpunished - something that we all
know.

[122] The greatest deterrent to crime is the likelihood that offenders will be apprehended,
convicted and punished. It is that which is presently lacking in our criminal justice system;
and it is at this level and through addressing the causes of crime that the State must seek
to combat lawlessness. 

[123] In the debate as to the deterrent effect of the death sentence, the issue is sometimes dealt
with as if the choice to be made is between the death sentence and the murder going
unpunished.  That is of course not so. The choice to be made is between putting the
criminal to death and subjecting the criminal to the severe punishment of a long term of
imprisonment which, in an appropriate case, could be a sentence of life imprisonment.153

Both are deterrents, and the question is whether the possibility of being sentenced to
death, rather than being sentenced to life imprisonment, has a marginally greater deterrent
effect, and whether the Constitution sanctions the limitation of rights affected thereby.

[124] In the course of his argument the Attorney General contended that if sentences imposed by the Courts
on convicted criminals are too lenient, the law will be brought into disrepute, and members of society
will then take the law into their own hands.  Law is brought into disrepute if the justice system is
ineffective and criminals are not punished.  But if the justice system is effective and criminals are
apprehended, brought to trial and in serious cases subjected to severe sentences, the law will not fall into
disrepute.   We have made the commitment to "a future founded on the recognition of human rights,
democracy and peaceful co-existence...for all South Africans."154  Respect for life and dignity lies at the
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heart of that commitment.  One of the reasons for the prohibition of capital punishment is "that allowing
the State to kill will cheapen the value of human life and thus [through not doing so] the State will serve
in a sense as a role model for individuals in society."155  Our country needs such role models.

[125] The Attorney General also contended that if even one innocent life should be saved by the execution of
perpetrators of vile murders, this would provide sufficient justification for the death penalty.156  The
hypothesis that innocent lives might be saved must be weighed against the values underlying the
Constitution, and the ability of the State to serve "as a role model".  In the long run more lives may be
saved through the inculcation of a rights culture, than through the execution of murderers.

[126] The death sentence has been reserved for the most extreme cases, and the overwhelming majority of
convicted murderers are not and, since extenuating circumstances became a relevant factor sixty years
ago, have not been sentenced to death in South Africa.  I referred earlier to the figures provided by the
Attorney General which show that between the amendment of the Criminal Procedure Act in 1990, and
January 1995, which is the date of his written argument in the present case, 243 death sentences were
imposed, of which 143 were confirmed by the Appellate Division.  Yet, according to statistics placed
before us by the Commissioner of Police and the Attorney General, there were on average
approximately 20 000 murders committed, and 9 000  murder cases brought to trial, each year during
this period.  Would the carrying out of the death sentence on these 143 persons have deterred the other
murderers or saved any lives? 

[127] It was accepted by the Attorney General that this is a much disputed issue in the literature on the death
sentence.  He contended that it is common sense that the most feared penalty will provide the greatest
deterrent, but accepted that there is no proof that the death sentence is in fact a greater deterrent than
life imprisonment for a long period.  It is, he said, a proposition that is not capable of proof, because one
never knows about those who have been deterred; we know only about those who have not been deterred,
and who have committed terrible crimes.  This is no doubt true, and the fact that there is no proof that the
death sentence is a greater deterrent than imprisonment does not necessarily mean that the requirements
of section 33 cannot be met.  It is, however, a major obstacle in the way of the Attorney
General's argument, for he has to satisfy us that the penalty is reasonable and necessary,
and the doubt which exists in regard to the deterrent effect of the sentence must weigh
heavily against his argument.   "A punishment as extreme and as irrevocable as death
cannot be predicated upon speculation as to what the deterrent effect might be..."157  I
should add that this obstacle would not be removed by the implementation of a suggestion
in one of the amicus briefs, that section 277(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act should be
made more specific, and should identify the extreme categories of murder for which the
death sentence would be a permissible punishment.

Prevention
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[128] Prevention is another object of punishment.  The death sentence ensures that the criminal
will never again commit murders, but it is not the only way of doing so, and life
imprisonment also serves this purpose.  Although there are cases of gaol murders,
imprisonment is regarded as sufficient for the purpose of prevention in the overwhelming
number of cases in which there are murder convictions, and there is nothing to suggest that
it is necessary for this purpose in the few cases in which death sentences are imposed.

Retribution

[129] Retribution is one of the objects of punishment, but it carries less weight than
deterrence.158  The righteous anger of family and friends of the murder victim, reinforced
by the public abhorrence of vile crimes, is easily translated into a call for vengeance.  But
capital punishment is not the only way that society has of expressing its moral outrage at
the crime that has been committed.  We have long outgrown the literal application of the
biblical injunction of "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth".  Punishment must to
some extent be commensurate with the offence, but there is no requirement that it be
equivalent or identical to it.  The state does not put out the eyes of a person who has
blinded another in a vicious assault, nor does it punish a rapist, by castrating him and
submitting him to the utmost humiliation in gaol.  The state does not need to engage in the
cold and calculated killing of murderers in order to express moral outrage at their
conduct.  A very long prison sentence is also a way of expressing outrage and visiting
retribution upon the criminal.

[130] Retribution ought not to be given undue weight in the balancing process.  The Constitution is premised
on the assumption that ours will be a constitutional state founded on the recognition of human rights.159

The concluding provision on National Unity and Reconciliation contains the following commitment:

The adoption of this Constitution lays the secure foundation for the people of
South Africa to transcend the divisions and strife of the past, which generated gross
violations of human rights, the transgression of humanitarian principles in violent
conflicts and a legacy of hatred, fear, guilt and revenge.

These can now be addressed on the basis that there is a need for
understanding but not for vengeance , a need for reparation but not for retaliation, a
need for ubuntu but not for victimisation. (Emphasis supplied)

[131] Although this commitment has its primary application in the field of political
reconciliation, it is not without relevance to the enquiry we are called upon to undertake
in the present case.  To be consistent with the value of ubuntu ours should be a society
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that "wishes to prevent crime...[not] to kill criminals simply to get even with them."160 

The Essential Content of the Right

[132] Section 33(1)(b) provides that a limitation shall not negate the essential content of the
right.  There is uncertainty in the literature concerning the meaning of this provision.  It
seems to have entered constitutional law through the provisions of the German
Constitution, and in addition to the South African constitution, appears, though not
precisely in the same form, in the constitutions of Namibia, Hungary, and possibly other
countries as well.  The difficulty of interpretation arises from the uncertainty as to what
the "essential content" of a right is, and how it is to be determined.  Should this be
determined subjectively from the point of view of the individual affected by the invasion
of the right, or objectively, from the point of view of the nature of the right and its place
in the constitutional order, or possibly in some other way?  Professor Currie draws
attention to the large number of theories which have been propounded by German scholars
as to the how the "essence" of a right should be discerned and how the constitutional
provision should be applied.161  The German Federal Constitutional Court has apparently
avoided to a large extent having to deal with this issue by subsuming the enquiry into the
proportionality test that it applies and the precise scope and meaning of the provision is
controversial.162

[133] If the essential content of the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment is to
be found in respect for life and dignity, the death sentence for murder, if viewed subjectively from the
point of view of the convicted prisoner, clearly negates the essential content of the right.  But if it is
viewed objectively from the point of view of a constitutional norm that requires life and dignity to be
protected, the punishment does not necessarily negate the essential content of the right.  It has been
argued before this Court that one of the purposes of such punishment is to protect the life and hence the
dignity of innocent members of the public, and if it in fact does so, the punishment will not negate the
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constitutional norm.  On this analysis it would, however, have to be shown that the punishment serves its
intended purpose.  This would involve a consideration of the deterrent and preventative effects of the
punishment and whether they add anything to the alternative of life imprisonment.  If they do not, they
cannot be said to serve a life protecting purpose.  If the negation is viewed both objectively and
subjectively, the ostensible purpose of the punishment would have to be weighed against the destruction
of the individual's life.  For the purpose of that analysis the element of retribution would have to be
excluded and the "life saving" quality of the punishment would have to be established. 

[134] It is, however, not necessary to solve this problem in the present case.  At the very least the provision
evinces concern that, under the guise of limitation, rights should not be taken away altogether.  It was
presumably the same concern that influenced Dickson CJC to say in R v Oakes that rights should be
limited "as little as possible",163 and the German Constitutional Court to hold in the life
imprisonment case that all possibility of parole ought not to be excluded.164

The Balancing Process

[135] In the balancing process, deterrence, prevention and retribution must be weighed against
the alternative punishments available to the state, and the factors which taken together
make capital punishment cruel, inhuman and degrading:  the destruction of life, the
annihilation of dignity, the elements of arbitrariness, inequality and the possibility of error
in the enforcement of the penalty.

[136] The Attorney General argued that the right to life and the right to human dignity were not
absolute concepts.  Like all rights they have their limits.  One of those limits is that a
person who murders in circumstances where the death penalty is permitted by section
277, forfeits his or her right to claim protection of life and dignity.  He sought to support
this argument by reference to the principles of self-defence.  If the law recognises the right
to take the life of a wrongdoer in a situation in which self-defence is justified, then, in
order to deter others, and to ensure that the wrongdoer does not again kill an innocent
person, why should it not recognise the power of the state to take the life of a convicted
murderer?  Conversely, if the death sentence negates the essential content of the right to
life, how can the taking of the life of another person in self-defence, or even to protect the
State itself during war or rebellion, ever be justified. 

[137] This argument is fallacious.  The rights vested in every person by Chapter Three of the
Constitution are subject to limitation under section 33.  In times of emergency, some may
be suspended in accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the Constitution.165  But
subject to this, the rights vest in every person, including criminals convicted of vile
crimes. Such criminals do not forfeit their rights under the Constitution and are entitled, as
all in our country now are, to assert these rights, including the right to life, the right to
dignity and the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment.
Whether or not a particular punishment is inconsistent with these rights depends upon an
interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Constitution, and not upon a moral
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judgment that a murderer should not be allowed to claim them.

[138] Self-defence is recognised by all legal systems.  Where a choice has to be made between the lives of
two or more people, the life of the innocent is given preference over the life of the aggressor.  This is
consistent with section 33(1).  To deny the innocent person the right to act in self-defence
would deny to that individual his or her right to life.  The same is true where lethal force
is used against a hostage taker who threatens the life of the hostage.  It is permissible to
kill the hostage taker to save the life of the innocent hostage.  But only if the hostage is in
real danger.  The law solves problems such as these through the doctrine of
proportionality, balancing the rights of the aggressor against the rights of the victim, and
favouring the life or lives of innocents over the life or lives of the guilty.166  But there are
strict limits to the taking of life, even in the circumstances that have been described, and
the law insists upon these limits being adhered to.  In any event, there are material
respects in which killing in self-defence or necessity differ from the execution of a
criminal by the State.  Self-defence takes place at the time of the threat to the victim's life,
at the moment of the emergency which gave rise to the necessity and, traditionally, under
circumstances in which no less-severe alternative is readily available to the potential
victim.  Killing by the State takes place long after the crime was committed, at a time
when there is no emergency and under circumstances which permit the careful
consideration of alternative punishment.

[139] The examples of war and rebellion are also not true analogies.  War and rebellion are special cases which
must be dealt with in terms of the legal principles governing such situations.  It is implicit in any
constitutional order that the State can act to put down rebellion and to protect itself against external
aggression.  Where it is necessary in the pursuit of such ends to kill in the heat of battle the taking of life
is sanctioned under the Constitution by necessary implication, and as such, is permissible in terms of
section 4(1).167  But here also there are limits.  Thus prisoners of war who have been
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captured and who are no longer a threat to the State cannot be put to death; nor can lethal
force be used against rebels when it is not necessary to do so for the purposes of putting
down the rebellion.   

[140] The case of a police officer shooting at an escaping criminal was also raised in argument.  This is
permitted under section 49(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act as a last resort if it is not
possible to arrest the criminal in the ordinary way.  Once again, there are limits.  It would
not, for instance, be permissible to shoot at point blank range at a criminal who has turned
his or her back upon a police officer in order to abscond, when other methods of subduing
and arresting the criminal are possible.  We are not concerned here with the validity of
section 49(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act, and I specifically refrain from expressing
any view thereon.  Greater restriction on the use of lethal force may be one of the
consequences of the establishment of a constitutional state which respects every person's
right to life.  Shooting at a fleeing criminal in the heat of the moment, is not necessarily to
be equated with the execution of a captured criminal.  But, if one of the consequences of
this judgment might be to render the provisions of section 49(2) unconstitutional, the
legislature will have to modify the provisions of the section in order to bring it into line
with the Constitution.  In any event, the constitutionality of the death sentence for murder
does not depend upon whether it is permissible for life to be taken in other circumstances
currently sanctioned by law.  It depends upon whether it is justifiable as a penalty in terms
of section 33 of the Constitution.  In deciding this question, the fact that the person
sentenced to death is denied his or her right to life is of the greatest importance. 

[141] The Attorney General argued that all punishment involves an impairment of dignity.
Imprisonment, which is the alternative to the death sentence, severely limits a prisoner's
fundamental rights and freedoms.  There is only the barest freedom  of movement or of
residence in prison, and other basic rights such as freedom of expression and  freedom of
assembly are severely curtailed.  

[142] Dignity is inevitably impaired by imprisonment or any other punishment, and the
undoubted power of the state to impose punishment as part of the criminal justice system,
necessarily involves the power to encroach upon a prisoner's dignity.  But a prisoner does
not lose all his or her rights on entering prison.  

[Prisoners retain] those absolute natural rights relating to personality, to which  every
man is entitled.  True [their] freedom had been greatly impaired by the legal process of
imprisonment but they were entitled to demand respect for what remained.  The fact that their
liberty had been legally curtailed could afford no excuse for a further legal encroachment upon
it. [It was] contended that the [prisoners] once in prison could claim only such rights as the
Ordinance and the regulations conferred.  But the directly opposite view is surely the correct
one.  They were entitled to all their personal rights and personal dignity not temporarily taken
away by law, or necessarily inconsistent with the circumstances in which they had been
placed.168
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[143] A prisoner is not stripped naked, bound, gagged and chained to his or her cell.  The right of association
with other prisoners, the right to exercise, to write and receive letters and the rights of personality
referred to by Innes J are of vital importance to prisoners and highly valued by them precisely because
they are confined, have only limited contact with the outside world, and are subject to prison discipline.
Imprisonment is a severe punishment; but prisoners retain all the rights to which every person is entitled
under Chapter Three subject only to limitations imposed by the prison regime that are justifiable under
section 33.169  Of these, none are more important than the section 11(2) right not to be
subjected to "torture of any kind...nor to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment."  There is a difference between encroaching upon rights for the purpose of
punishment and destroying them altogether.  It is that difference with which we are
concerned in the present case.

Conclusion

[144] The rights to life and dignity are the most important of all human rights, and the source of
all other personal rights in Chapter Three.  By committing ourselves to a society founded
on the recognition of human rights we are required to value these two rights above all
others.  And this must be demonstrated by the State in everything that it does, including the
way it punishes criminals.  This is not achieved by objectifying murderers and putting
them to death to serve as an example to others in the expectation that they might possibly
be deterred thereby.

[145] In the balancing process the principal factors that have to be weighed are on the one hand
the destruction of life and dignity that is a consequence of the implementation of the death
sentence, the elements of arbitrariness and the possibility of error in the enforcement of
capital punishment, and the existence of a severe alternative punishment (life
imprisonment) and, on the other, the claim that the death sentence is a greater deterrent to
murder, and will more effectively prevent its commission, than would a sentence of life
imprisonment, and that there is a public demand for retributive justice to be imposed on
murderers, which only the death sentence can meet. 

[146] Retribution cannot be accorded the same weight under our Constitution as the rights to life
and dignity, which are the most important of all the rights in Chapter Three.  It has not
been shown that the death sentence would be materially more effective to deter or prevent
murder than the alternative sentence of life imprisonment would be.  Taking these factors
into account, as well as the elements of arbitrariness and the possibility of error in
enforcing the death penalty, the clear and convincing case that is required to justify the
death sentence as a penalty for murder, has not been made out.  The requirements of
section 33(1) have accordingly not been satisfied, and it follows that the provisions of
section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 must be held to be inconsistent
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with section 11(2) of the Constitution.  In the circumstances, it is not necessary for me to
consider whether the section would also be inconsistent with sections 8, 9 or 10 of the
Constitution if they had been dealt with separately and not treated together as giving
meaning to section 11(2).

Section 241(8) of the Constitution

[147] In the present case the trial had been completed but an appeal to the Appellate Division
was pending, when the 1993 Constitution came into force.  The validity of the trial, and
the fact that the death sentences were competent sentences at the time they were imposed,
are not in issue.  What is in issue before the Appellate Division is whether the death
sentences can and should be confirmed.  It has postponed its judgment pending the
determination of the issues referred to us for our decision.

[148] It is not necessary to deal with the provisions of section 241(8) in the present case.  The
Attorney General correctly conceded that if the death penalty for murder is
unconstitutional, it would not be competent to carry out the death sentences that have been
imposed on the accused.  The prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment is
applicable to all punishments implemented after the 27th April, and can be invoked to
prevent a punishment being carried out even if the punishment was lawful when it was
imposed.170

The Order to be made

[149] I have dealt in this judgment only with the provisions of section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal
Procedure Act, but it is clear that if subsection (1)(a) is inconsistent with the Constitution,
subsections (1)(c) to (1)(f) must also be unconstitutional, so too must provisions of
legislation corresponding to sections 277(1)(a), (c), (d), (e) and (f) that are in force in
parts of the national territory in terms of section 229 of the Constitution.  Different
considerations arising from section 33(1) might possibly apply to subsection (b) which
makes provision for the imposition of the death sentence for treason committed when the
republic is in a state of war.  No argument was addressed to us on this issue, and I refrain
from expressing any views thereon.

[150] The proper sentence to be imposed on the accused is a matter for the Appellate Division
and not for us to decide.  This, and other capital cases which have been postponed by the
Appellate Division pending the decision of this Court on the constitutionality of the death
sentence, can now be dealt with in accordance with the order made in this case.  Lest
there be any doubt on this score, one of the effects of our judgment is to prohibit the State,
or any of its organs, from executing persons whose appeals against sentences of death
have been disposed of.  Such persons will remain in custody under the sentences imposed
on them until such sentences have been set aside in accordance with law, and substituted
by appropriate and lawful punishments.  This will form part of the order made.
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[151] The following order is made:

1. In terms of section 98(5) of the Constitution, and with effect from the date of this order,
the provisions of paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of section 277(1) of the Criminal
Procedure Act, and all corresponding provisions of other legislation sanctioning capital
punishment which are in force in any part of the national territory in terms of section 229,
are declared to be inconsistent with the Constitution and, accordingly, to be invalid.

2. In terms of section 98(7) of the Constitution, and with effect from the date of this
order:

(a) the State is and all its organs are forbidden to execute any person already
sentenced to death under any of the provisions thus declared to be invalid; and

(b) all such persons will remain in custody under the sentences
imposed on them, until such sentences have been set aside in accordance with law
and substituted by lawful punishments.

A. CHASKALSON
PRESIDENT, CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
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 [152] ACKERMANN J:  I concur fully in the judgment of the President, both regarding his
conclusions and his reasons therefor, save in the respects hereinafter set forth. I also agree
with the order proposed by him.

[153] I place greater emphasis on the inevitably arbitrary nature of the decision involved in the
imposition of the death penalty as a form of punishment in supporting the conclusion that
it constitutes "cruel", "inhuman" and "degrading punishment" within the meaning of section
11(2) of the Constitution, which cannot be saved by section 33(1).

[154] In paragraphs [43] to [56] of his judgment the President deals with the arbitrariness and
inequality of the death penalty. He deals (more particularly in paragraphs [55] and [56])
with the difficulties faced by the US Supreme Court in trying to eliminate the dangers of
arbitrariness by employing the due process provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments. Such efforts cause considerable expense and interminable delays, and the
President concludes by expressing the view that we should not follow the United States
route. I agree, but that does not mean that we ought not to accord greater weight to
considerations of arbitrariness and inequality. The US Supreme Court has been obliged to
follow the route it did because, so it seems to me, their Constitution postulates (by
implication) that it is possible to devise due process mechanisms which can deal with the
arbitrary and unequal features of death sentence imposition. We are not so constrained.
Our right to life is not qualified in the way it is qualified in the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the US Constitution. We are not constitutionally constrained to accept the
arbitrary consequences of the imposition of the death penalty.  

[155] The preamble to the Constitution refers to the creation of a new order in a state, which,
amongst other things, is described as a "constitutional state." Section 4(1) declares the
Constitution to be the "supreme law of the Republic" which by virtue of section 4(2)
"binds all legislative, executive and judicial organs of state at all levels of government."
Every person's right to equality before the law is entrenched in section 8(1) and in section
8(2) a substantial number of different grounds of unfair discrimination are prohibited. The
constitutional importance of equality is further underscored in section 35(1) which enjoins
the courts to promote the values which underlie an open and democratic society based on
freedom and equality in interpreting the provisions of Chapter 3.

[156] In reaction to our past, the concept and values of the constitutional state, of the "regstaat",
and the constitutional right to equality before the law are deeply foundational to the
creation of the "new order" referred to in the preamble. The detailed enumeration and
description in section 33(1) of the criteria which must be met before the legislature can
limit a right entrenched in Chapter 3 of the Constitution emphasises the importance, in our
new constitutional state, of reason and justification when rights are sought to be curtailed.
We have moved from a past characterised by much which was arbitrary and unequal in
the operation of the law to a present and a future in a constitutional state where state
action must be such that it is capable of being analysed and justified rationally. The idea
of the constitutional state presupposes a system whose operation can be rationally tested
against or in terms of the law. Arbitrariness, by its very nature, is dissonant with these
core concepts of our new constitutional order.  Neither arbitrary action nor laws or rules
which are inherently arbitrary or must lead to arbitrary application can, in any real sense,
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be tested against the precepts or principles of the Constitution1. Arbitrariness must also
inevitably, by its very nature, lead to the unequal treatment of persons. Arbitrary action,
or decision making, is incapable of providing a rational explanation as to why similarly
placed persons are treated in a substantially different way. Without such a rational
justifying mechanism, unequal treatment must follow.

[157] It is in the context of our (textually) unqualified section 9 right to life that I find certain
observations in the US decisions supportive on the issue and consequences of
arbitrariness. We are free to look at the incidence and consequences of arbitrariness
without being constrained by a constitutional authorization (whether explicit or implicit)
of the death penalty. One must of course constantly bear in mind that the relevant criteria
in the Eighth Amendment of the US Constituion also differ from those in section 11(2) of
our Constitution. Whereas in the former they are "cruel and unusual" in the latter they are
"cruel, inhuman or degrading".

[158] In Furman v. Georgia2 the US Supreme Court had to consider a case where the
determination of whether the penalty for murder and rape should be death or another
punishment was left by the State of Georgia to the discretion of the judge or of the jury. In
the course of his judgment3 Douglas J referred with approval to the following comments
in a journal article:

"A penalty ... should be considered 'unusually' imposed if it
is administered arbitrarily or discriminatingly ... [t]he extreme rarity with which
applicable death penalty provisions are put to use raises a strong inference of
arbitrariness."
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He further expressed the view4 that -

"[t]he high service rendered by the 'cruel and unusual'
punishment clause of the Eighth Amendment is to require legislatures to write penal
laws that are evenhanded, non-selective, and nonarbitrary ..."

[159] On the issue of arbitrariness Brennan J observed in Furman5 that -

"In determining whether a punishment comports with human
dignity, we are aided also by a second principle inherent in the [Cruel and Unusual
Punishments] Clause - that the State must not arbitrarily inflict a severe punishment.
This principle derives from the notion that the State does not respect human dignity
when, without reason, it inflicts upon some people a severe punishment that it does
not inflict upon others."

He also stated6 (in a context not dissimilar to ours where a vast number of murders
are committed, a large number of accused charged and convicted but relatively few
ultimately executed) that -

"No one has yet suggested a rational basis that could
differentiate in those terms the few who die from the many who go to prison. Crimes
and criminals simply do not admit of a distinction that can be drawn so finely as to
explain, on that ground, the execution of such a tiny sample of those eligible .........
Nor is the distinction credible in fact."

[160] Stewart J founded his judgment on the fact that the imposition of so extreme a penalty in
pursuance of the Georgia statute was inevitably arbitrary. After referring to the fact that
"the petitioners are among a capriciously selected random handful upon whom the
sentence of death has in fact been imposed" he concludes simply by holding that -

"the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments cannot tolerate the
infliction of a sentence of death under legal systems that permit this unique penalty to
be so wantonly and so freakishly imposed"7

[161] In Callins v. Collins, cert. denied, 114 S.Ct. 1127, 127 L.Ed 435 (1994) Blackmun
J filed a dissenting opinion. In it he observed that8-

"[e]xperience has taught us that the constitutional
goal of eliminating arbitrariness and discrimination from the administration
of death, see Furman v. Georgia, supra, can never be achieved without
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compromising an equally essential component of fundamental fairness -
individualized sentencing. See Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978)."

and, commenting upon its unavoidable arbitrariness, that9-
"[i]t is virtually self-evident to me now that no combination

of procedural rules or substantive regulations ever can save the death penalty from its
inherent constitutional deficiencies. The basic question - does the system accurately
and consistently determine which defendants 'deserve' to die? - cannot be answered in
the affirmative."

He further expressed the view that10-

"[a]lthough most of the public seems to desire, and the
Constitution appears to permit, the penalty of death, it surely is beyond dispute that if
the death penalty cannot be administered consistently and rationally, it must not be
administered at all." (emphasis added)

and that11, in the aftermath of the Furman judgment -

"[i]t soon became apparent that discretion could not be
eliminated from capital sentencing without threatening the fundamental fairness due
a defendant when life is at stake. Just as contemporary society was no longer tolerant
of the random or discriminatory infliction of the penalty of death ... evolving standards
of decency required due consideration of the uniqueness of each individual defendant
when imposing society's ultimate penalty ... [T]he consistency and rationality
promised in Furman are inversely related to the fairness owed the individual when
considering a sentence of death. A step toward consistency is a step away from
fairness".

[162] In considering a constitutional right to life unfettered by the restraints or interpretative
problems of the right in the US Constitution, I am of the view that the above dicta are
appropriate to the issue of the constitutionality of the death sentence in South Africa. As
general propositions, which can be applied in the context of our Constitution, I would
accept and endorse the views of Blackmun J.

[163] As to the more general principle that arbitrariness conflicts with the idea of a right to
equality and equality before the law I am fortified in my view by the following remarks of
Bhagwati, J in Gandhi v. Union of India 1978 SC 597 at 624:

"We must reiterate here what was pointed out by the
majority in E.P. Royappa v. State of Tamil Nadu (1974) 2 SCR 348: (AIR 1974 SC
555) namely, that 'from a positivistic point of view, equality is antithetic to
arbitrariness. In fact equality and arbitrariness are sworn enemies; one belongs to the
rule of law in a republic, while the other, to the whim and caprice of an absolute
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monarch. Where an act is arbitrary, it is implicit in it that it is unequal both according
to political logic and constitutional law and is, therefore violative of Article 14.'"

[164] I am mindful of the fact that it is virtually impossible (save in the case of rigidly
circumscribed mandatory sentences - which present other dangers) to avoid elements of
arbitrariness in the imposition of any punishment. Arbitrary elements are present in the
difficult decision to send an offender to prison for the first time, or in deciding what the
appropriate length of the prison sentence should be in any case where it is imposed.
However, the consequences of the death sentence, as a form of punishment, differ so
radically from any other sentence that the death sentence differs not only in degree but
also 

in substance from any other form of punishment. A sentence which preserves life differs
incomparably from one which obliterates life. The executed person has, in fact, "lost the
right to have rights."12 In this sense the death sentence is unique and the dimension and
consequences of arbitrariness in its imposition differ fundamentally from the dimension
and consequences of arbitrariness in the imposition of any other punishment13. 

[165] In paragraphs [44] to [46] of his judgment the President has referred to the relevant statutory provisions
prescribing the tests to be applied for the imposition of the death sentence and the guidelines laid down
for their application by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court. In the end, whatever guidelines are
employed, a process of weighing up has to take place between "mitigating factors" (if any) and
"aggravating factors" and thereafter a value judgment made as to whether "the sentence of death is the
proper sentence." I am not suggesting that the statutory provisions could have been better formulated or
that the Appellate Division guidelines could be improved upon. The fact of the matter is that they leave
such a wide latitude for differences of individual assessment, evaluation and normative judgment, that
they are inescapably arbitrary to a marked degree. There must be many borderline cases where two
courts, with the identical accused and identical facts, would undoubtedly come to different conclusions.
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I have no doubt that even on a court composed of members of the genus Hercules14 and Athena
there would in many cases be differences of opinion, incapable of rational elucidation, on
whether to impose the death penalty in a particular case, where its imposition was, as in
the case of section 277(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act, dependant on the application of
widely formulated criteria and the exercise of difficult value judgments.

[166] The conclusion which I reach is that the imposition of the death penalty is inevitably arbitrary and
unequal. Whatever the scope of the right to life in section 9 of the Constitution may be, it
unquestionably encompasses the right not to be deliberately put to death by the state in a way which is
arbitrary and unequal. I would therefore hold that section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act is
inconsistent with the section 9 right to life. I would moreover also hold that it is inconsistent with
section 11(2). Where the arbitrary and unequal infliction of punishment occurs at the level of a
punishment so unique as the death penalty, it strikes me as being cruel and inhuman. For one person to
receive  the death sentence, where a similarly placed person does not, is, in my assessment of values,
cruel to the person receiving it. To allow chance, in this way, to determine the life or death of a person,
is to reduce the person to a cypher in a sophisticated judicial lottery. This is to treat the sentenced
person as inhuman. When these considerations are taken in conjunction with those set forth by the
President in his judgment, they render the death penalty a cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment. For
the reasons expounded by the President in his judgment, and with which I fully agree, neither the
infringement of section 9 nor of section 11(2) by section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, can
be saved by the provisions of section 33(1) of the Constitution. Accordingly the provisions of section
277(1)(a) must be held to be inconsistent with sections 9 and 11(2) of the Constitution.

[167] In paragraphs [132] to [134] of his judgment the President alludes to the provision in section 33(1)(b)
of the Constitution that a limitation "shall not negate the essential content of the right in question" but,
after referring to uncertainties concerning its meaning, finds it unnecessary to resolve the issue in the
present case. In paragraph [133] he postulates, however, a subjective and an objective approach to the
problem. I do not necessarily agree with his formulation of the objective approach. In my view it is
unnecessary in the present case to say anything at all about the meaning to be attached to this provision.
It is one which the framers of our Constitution borrowed in part from article 19(2) of the German Basic
Law ("Grundgesetz") which provides that -

"In keinem Falle darf ein Grundrecht in seinem Wesensgehalt
angetastet werden"

("In no case may the essence of a basic right be encroached upon"15)

There are obvious differences in the wording of the qualification. Nevertheless there is a wealth
of German case law and scholarship on the topic16. Without the fullest exposition of, and argument on,
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inter alia, the German jurisprudence in this regard, I consider it undesirable to express any view on the
subject.

[168] Members of the public are understandably concerned, often frightened, for their life and safety in a
society where the incidence of violent crime is high and the rate of apprehension and conviction of the
perpetrators low. This is a pressing public concern. However important it undoubtedly is to emphasise
the constitutional importance of individual rights, there is a danger that the other leg of the
constitutional state compact may not enjoy the recognition it deserves. I refer to the fact that in a
constitutional state individuals agree (in principle at least) to abandon their right to self-help in the
protection of their rights only because the state, in the constitutional state compact, assumes the
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obligation to protect these rights. If the state fails to discharge this duty adequately, there is a danger that
individuals might feel justified in using self-help to protect their rights. This is not a fanciful possibility
in South Africa. "The need for a strong deterrent to violent crime" is underscored by the President in his
judgment as is the duty of the state, through the criminal justice system, to ensure that offenders will be
apprehended and convicted, for these steps are conditions precedent to punishment.17

[169] Apart from deterring others, one of the goals of punishment is to prevent the convicted prisoner from
committing crimes again. Both the preventative and reformative components of punishment are directed
towards this end, although reformation obviously has the further commendable aim of the betterment of
the prisoner. Society as a whole is justifiably concerned that this aim of punishment should be achieved
and society fears the possibility that the violent criminal, upon release from prison, will once again harm
society. Society is particularly concerned with the possibility of this happening in the case of an
unreformed recidivist murderer or rapist if the death penalty is abolished.

[170] The President has rightly pointed out in his judgment that in considering the deterrent effect of the death
sentence the evaluation is not to be conducted by contrasting the death penalty with no punishment at all
but between the death sentence and "severe punishment of a long term of imprisonment which, in an
appropriate case, could be a sentence of life imprisonment";18  I agree with this approach. With the
abolition of the death penalty society needs the firm assurance that the unreformed recidivist murderer
or rapist will not be released from prison, however long the sentence served by the prisoner may have
been, if there is a reasonable possibility that the prisoner will repeat the crime. Society needs to be
assured that in such cases the state will see to it that such a recidivist will remain in prison permanently.

[171] I appreciate the concern of not wishing to anticipate the issue as to whether life imprisonment, however
executed and administered, is constitutional or not. At the same time I do not believe that the two issues
can be kept in watertight separate juristic compartments. If the death penalty is to be abolished, as I
believe it must, society is entitled to the assurance that the state will protect it from further harm from
the convicted unreformed recidivist killer or rapist. If there is an individual right not to be put to death
by the criminal justice system there is a correlative obligation on the state, through the criminal justice
system, to protect society from once again being harmed by the unreformed recidivist killer or rapist.
The right and the obligation are inseparably part of the same constitutional state compact.

[172] Article 102 of the German Basic Law declares that capital punishment is abolished. The German Federal
Constitutional Court considered the constitutionality of life imprisonment in 197719. The provision in
the criminal code which prescribes life imprisonment for murder was challenged on the basis that it
conflicted with the protection afforded to human dignity (art 1.1) and personal freedom (art 2.2) in the
German Basic Law. The Court upheld the law on the basis that it was not shown that the serving of a
sentence of life imprisonment leads to irreparable physical or psychological damage to the prisoner's
health. The Court did however find that the right to human dignity demands a humane execution of the
sentence. This meant that the existing law, which made provision for executive pardon, had to be
replaced by a law laying down objective criteria for the release of prisoners serving life sentences. In the
course of its judgment, the Court made clear that there is nothing constitutionally objectionable to
executing a life sentence in full in cases where the prisoner does not meet the criteria. At  page 242 of
the judgment the Court said:

"Die Menschenwhrde wird auch dann nicht verletzt, wenn
der Vollzug der Strafe wegen fortdauernder Gef@hrlichkeit des Gefangenen
notwendig ist und sich aus diesem Grunde eine Begnadigung verbietet. Es ist der
staatlichen Gemeinschaft nicht verwehrt, sich gegen einen gemeingef@hrlichen



 

Straft@ter durch Freiheitsentzug zu sichern."

("Human dignity is not infringed when the execution of the
sentence remains necessary due to the continuing danger posed by the prisoner and
clemency is for this reason precluded. The state is not prevented from protecting the
community from dangerous criminals by keeping them incarcerated".)

[173] DIDCOTT J:  I agree with Chaskalson P that our new Constitution (Act 200 of 1993) outlaws
capital punishment in South Africa for the crimes covered by his judgment,  and I concur in the order
giving effect to that conclusion which he proposes to make.

[174] My grounds for believing the death penalty to be unconstitutional for the crimes in question are
these. Capital punishment violates the right to life of every person that is protected by section 9 of the
Constitution and contravenes the prohibition pronounced in section 11(2) against cruel, inhuman or
degrading punishment, both of which bind the state and its organs in terms of section 7(1).  The
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act ( 51 of 1977) that sanction sentences of death for such crimes
are not saved from nullification in their consequent clash with sections 9 and 11 (2).  For they fail to
satisfy the conditions which paragraph (a) of section 33(1) prescribes for their survival as exceptions to
the general rule, the conditions requiring that they must be reasonable in the first place and, in a society
of the sort described there, justifiable in the second.  Nor do they pass the further test of necessity set by
paragraph (aa) for any permissible invasion of section 11(2).

[175] Perhaps the essential content of the right to life is negated in addition, an effect not countenanced
by paragraph (b) of section 33(1) which subjects the legitimacy of any encroachment on the right to the
extra requirement that no such result may ever ensue.  That point may be put aside, however, once the
requirements of paragraphs (a) and (aa) are not met.  Negating the essential content of a constitutional
right is a concept less simple and clear than it may appear at first to be. Any definitive ruling on its
import that was made now would have a profound bearing on other issues likely to confront us in the
future, with implications for them which are difficult to foresee at so early a stage in the development of
our jurisprudence.  It is better, I therefore feel, not to go into the question on this occasion, but to leave
that open for consideration and decision on a different one when it has to be answered.

[176] Nor, for much the same reasons, do I think it wise to venture at present a comprehensive and exact
definition of what is encompassed by the constitutional right to life. It suffices for the purposes of this
case to say that the proclamation of the right and the respect for it demanded from the state must surely
entitle one, at the very least, not to be put to death by the state deliberately, systematically and as an act
of policy that denies in principle the value of the victim's life.  Those are  hardly features of deaths
which the state may happen to cause in the course of waging defensive warfare, quelling an insurrection
or rescuing hostages, to cite some situations debated before us in which a constitutional protection of life
was said to be inconceivable.  Such hallmarks do, however, characterise every execution by the state of
a criminal.
[177] Whether execution ranks also as a cruel,

inhuman or degrading punishment is a question that lends itself to no precise measurement.  It
calls for a value judgment in an area where personal opinions are prone to differ, a value
judgment that can easily become entangled with or be influenced by one's own moral attitude and
feelings.  Judgments of that order must often be made by courts of law, however, whose training
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and experience warns them against the trap of undue subjectivity.  Such a judgment is now
required from us, at all events, and would have been inescapable whichever way the question
was answered.  Nor do we lack guidance on it.  A provision of the Zimbabwean Constitution
which banned inhuman or degrading punishment was considered by their Supreme Court in
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, and
Others 1993(4) SA 239 (ZSC).  Gubbay CJ had this to say about it (at 247 I - 248 B):

"It is a provision that embodies broad and idealistic notions of
dignity, humanity and decency.  It guarantees that punishment.....of the individual be
exercised within the ambit of civilised standards.  Any punishment.....incompatible
with the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society, or
which involve the infliction of unnecessary suffering, is repulsive.  What might not
have been regarded as inhuman decades ago may be revolting to the new sensitivities
which emerge as civilisation advances".

The same goes, I firmly believe, for our section 11(2).  Gubbay CJ continued thus (at 248
B-C):

"(A)n application of this approach to whether a form of ... punishment ... is inhuman or
degrading is dependent upon the exercise of a value judgment ...; one that must not
only take account of the emerging consensus of values in the civilised international
community (of which this country is a part) ..., but of contemporary norms operative
in Zimbabwe and the sensitivities of its people".

I take that view here too, where such norms and sensitivities are demonstrated, above all
else, by the altruistic and humanitarian philosophy which animates the Constitution
enjoyed by us nowadays.

238, a case handled by the Supreme Court of the United States of America in which a comparably
liberal philosophy was expounded by a number of the judges hearing it. 

[178] Capital punishment was discussed at length in Furman v State of Georgia(1972)
408 US Stewart J described that sentence (at 306) as -

 .....unique ...in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in
our concept of humanity. 

Brennan J agreed, declaring in the same case (at 290 and 291) that:

 Death is truly an awesome punishment.  The calculated killing of a
human being by the state involves, by its very nature, a denial of the executed person
s humanity.  The contrast with the plight of a person punished by imprisonment is
evident....A prisoner remains a member of the human family...In comparison to all
other punishments...the deliberate extinguishment of human life by the state is
uniquely degrading to human dignity .

The distinctive features of the penalty were emphasised by Brennan J elsewhere in his
judgment, when he wrote (at 287 and 288) that:



 

 Death is today an unusually severe punishment, unusual in its pain,
in its finality, and in its enormity. No other existing punishment is comparable to
death in terms of physical and mental suffering...  Since the discontinuance of flogging
as a constitutionally permissible punishment..., death remains the only punishment that
may involve the conscious infliction of physical pain.  In addition, we know that
mental pain is an inseparable part of our practice of punishing criminals by death, for
the prospect of pending execution exacts a frightful toll during the inevitable long wait
between the imposition of sentence and the actual infliction of death... The unusual
severity of death is manifested most clearly in its finality and enormity.  Death, in
these respects, is in a class by itself. 

In a Californian case, the one of The People v Anderson (1972) 493 P 2d 880, Wright CJ
observed (at 894) that:

 The cruelty of capital punishment lies not only in the execution
itself and the pain incident thereto, but also in the dehumanising effects of the lengthy
imprisonment prior to execution during which the judicial and administrative
procedures essential to due process of law are carried out. Penologists and medical
experts agree that the process of carrying out a verdict of death is often so degrading
and brutalising to the human spirit as to constitute psychological torture. 

Liacos J elaborated on that aspect of the matter in the judgment which he delivered when
District Attorney for the Suffolk District v Watson and Others (1980) 381 Mass 648 

was decided in Massachusetts.  The passages that I shall quote (at 678 - 9, 681 and 683)
are vivid.  They went thus:

 The ordeals of the condemned are inherent and inevitable in any
system that informs the condemned person of his sentence and provides for a gap
between sentence and execution.  Whatever one believes about the cruelty of the death
penalty itself, this violence done the prisoner s mind must afflict the conscience of
enlightened government and give the civilised heart no rest...  The condemned must
confront this primal terror directly, and in the most demeaning circumstances.  A
condemned man knows, subject to the possibility of successful appeal or
commutation, the time and manner of his death.  His thoughts about death must
necessarily be focussed more precisely than other people s.  He must wait for a
specific death, not merely expect death in the abstract.  Apart from cases of suicide or
terminal illness, this certainty is unique to those who are sentenced to death.  The state
puts the question of death to the condemned person, and he must grapple with it
without the consolation that he will die naturally or with his humanity intact.  A
condemned person experiences an extreme form of debasement....  The death sentence
itself is a declaration that society deems the prisoner a nullity, less than human and
unworthy to live.  But that negation of his personality carries through the entire period
between sentence and execution. 

A similar account was furnished by Gubbay CJ in the Catholic Commission case when he
said (at 268 E-H):
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 From the moment he enters the condemned cell, the prisoner is
enmeshed in a dehumanising environment of near hopelessness.  He is in a place
where the sole object is to preserve his life so that he may be executed.  The
condemned prisoner is  the living dead .....  He is kept only with other death sentence
prisoners - with those whose appeals have been dismissed and who await death or
reprieve; or those whose appeals are still to be heard or are pending judgment.  While
the right to an appeal may raise the prospect of being allowed to live, the intensity of
the trauma is much increased by knowledge of its dismissal.  The hope of a reprieve is
all that is left.  Throughout all this time the condemned prisoner constantly broods
over his fate.  The horrifying spectre of being hanged by the neck and the apprehension
of being made to suffer a painful....death is ....never far from mind. 

[179] The Constitutions of California and Massachusetts forbade cruel punishments.  Sentences
of death were held in each state to be contraventions of the prohibition which could not
stand.  The decision reached in the case of the District Attorney for Suffolk was
announced by Hennessey CJ, who said (at 664 and 665):

 (T)he death penalty is unacceptable under contemporary standards of decency in its
unique and inherent capacity to inflict pain.  The mental agony is, simply and beyond
question, a horror....  We conclude..... that the death penalty, with its full panoply of
concomitant physical and mental tortures, is impermissibly cruel.....when judged by
contemporary standards of decency. 

Executions were not outlawed altogether, on the other hand, in either Furman v State of
Georgia or the case of the Catholic Commission, despite the castigation that they then
underwent.  The reason lay in the special provisions of the governing charters, the
Constitutions of the United States and Zimbabwe, each of which impliedly authorised the
punishment, or appeared at least to do so, by protecting the right to life in terms that
specifically excluded deaths thus caused.  So, while executions could be and were banned
in the particular circumstances of the two cases, insufficient room was visible for the total
embargo which Brennan J and Gubbay CJ would no doubt have preferred to impose on
them.  No such obstacle was presented by the Constitution of Massachusetts or found to be
raised at that time by the Californian one.  None of this detracts, however, from my
purpose in repeating the harrowing descriptions given on all four occasions of the ordeal
suffered by criminals awaiting and experiencing execution.  I am unaware of any criticism
ever levelled at those descriptions, which were not disputed before us when reliance was
placed on them in argument, and I have no reason to believe that they may have been
inaccurate or exaggerated in any material respect.  They suffice on the whole to convince
me that every sentence of death must be stamped, for the purposes of section 11(2), as an
intrinsically cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.

[180] I pass to the question whether capital punishment is nevertheless allowed by section 33(1)
for the crimes that concern us now.  I am not sure that a sentence with a sequel of such
cruelty, inhumanity and degradation can ever be rightly regarded in a civilised society as
a reasonable or justifiable measure, let alone a necessary one.  But I shall assume that the
penalty is not innately incapable of meeting those requirements.

[181] The most familiar argument advanced in support of capital punishment, and the main



 

contention we have to consider under the heading of its suggested permissibility, is that
executions operate as a unique deterrent against the future commission of the crimes
visited with them.  That proposition, if sound indeed, deserves to be taken seriously.  It
then provides the strongest reason, in cases of murder at all events, for rating the sentence
of death as an expedient which, though regrettable, passes constitutional muster.  For
section 9 protects likewise the lives of the innocent, the lives of potential victims.  And
that is a factor which must enter the reckoning, especially at present when the crimes of
violence perpetrated here have become so prevalent and reached a level so appalling that
acute anxiety is felt everywhere about the danger to life lurking around the corner.  Such
a time was said to be hardly propitious for, such a state of affairs to be scarcely
conducive to, any relaxation in the rigour of the law.  We dared not exacerbate the danger,
we were warned, by reducing the force of deterrence in the combat with it.  I agree that
the nation cannot afford our doing so, and we would not wish it anyhow.  Sight must never
be lost, however, of this.  The question is not whether capital punishment has a deterrent
effect, but whether its deterrent effect happens to be significantly greater than that of the
alternative sentence available, a suitably severe sentence of imprisonment which not only
gets passed but may also be expected to run its course.

[182] The debate surrounding that question, an old one both here and elsewhere, has often been
marked by the production of statistical evidence tendered to show that the death penalty
either does not or does serve a uniquely deterrent purpose, as the case may be.  The rate
of capital crimes committed in a state performing executions is compared with that of the
selfsame crimes experienced contemporaneously in some place or another where none
occurs.  The records of countries that executed convicts formerly, but have ceased doing
so, are also examined.  Comparisons are then drawn between the rates of those crimes
found there before the punishment was abandoned and the ones encountered afterwards.
Such statistics, when analysed, have always turned out to be inconclusive in the end.  The
pictures that they purport to present differ in the first place.  The clarity of the sketching
is impaired, in the second, by all sorts of variable factors for which no allowance is or
can be made.  One thinks, for instance, of differences and fluctuations in moral codes and
values, in the efficiency and success of police forces in preventing and investigating
crimes, in the climate for the collaboration and assistance that they need to obtain from the
public and the extent of it which they manage to gain, in the organisation and skills of
criminal conspirators and, above all perhaps, in the social and economic conditions that
have so profound a bearing everywhere on the incidence of crimes.  It therefore did not
surprise me to hear that no great store was set in argument by figures of that kind.  Others
were drawn to our attention, which related to South Africa alone.  They recorded the
number of alleged murders that were reported here during every year from 1988 until
1993, inclusive of both.  A globular increase emerged, the rate of which over the whole
period of six years amounted approximately to 35% and accordingly to an annual average
of almost 6%, calculated for convenience by means of a straight division that inflates the
rate slightly, to be sure, since it disregards the effect on the percentage of the change from
year to year in the figure on which it ought actually to be based.  Interesting to notice,
however, is this.  The number of alleged murders rose by a mere 1% or thereabouts
during 1993, in contrast with the average rate of 6% postulated, and by 9% during the
time from the beginning of 1992 until the end of 1993, which remained lower than the
corresponding average of 12% for that period of two years.  The significance of the
arithmetic lies in the fact that the moratorium on executions was announced, formally and
firmly, in March 1992.  What the exercise appears to illustrate, if statistics prove anything
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in such an area, is the irrelevance of the announcement to the rate of murders alleged,
which had grown steadily while executions were carried out and was not accelerated by
the halt in hangings.  The results of my analysis, for what they are worth, may be added to
the cogent and stronger reasons which Chaskalson P has supplied in paragraphs [119] and
[120] for rejecting the contention addressed to us that the moratorium had contributed
materially to the increase.

[183] Without empirical proof of the extent to which capital punishment worked as a deterrent,
neither side could present any argument on the point better than the appeal to common
sense that tends to be lodged whenever the debate is conducted.  That the extreme penalty
must inevitably be more terrifying than anything else was said, on the one hand, to speak
for itself.  It spoke superficially, we were told on the other, and unrealistically too.  What
stood to reason was this instead.  A very large proportion of murderers were in no mood
or state of mind at the time to contemplate or care about the consequences of their killings
which they might personally suffer.  Those rational enough to take account of them
gambled by and large on their escape from detection and arrest, where the odds in their
favour were often rather high.  The prospect of conviction and punishment was much less
immediate and seldom entered their thinking.  It was fanciful, should that happen on
relatively rare occasions, to imagine their being daunted by the possibility of a journey to
the gallows, a journey taken by only a small percentage of convicted murderers even at
the height of executions in this country, but not by the probability of incarceration  in a jail
for many years and perhaps for the rest of their lives.  The second school of thought is the
one which gets to grips with the realities of the matter, in my opinion, appraising them
with a lot more plausibility and persuasiveness than any that attaches to the stark
proposition of the first school.

[184] It is unnecessary, however, to go so far. The protagonists of capital punishment bear the
burden of satisfying us that it is permissible under section 33(1).  To the extent that their
case depends upon the uniquely deterrent effect attributed to it, they must therefore
convince us that it indeed serves such a purpose.  Nothing less is expected from them in
any event when human lives are at stake,  lives which may not continue to be destroyed on
the mere possibility that some good will come of it.  In that task they have failed and, as
far as one can see, could never have succeeded.

[185] In his judgment Chaskalson P has discussed retribution as another goal of punishment, and
the arbitrariness and inequality contaminating our processes that culminate in executions.
His treatment of the first subject will be found in paragraphs [129] to [131] and of the
second one in paragraphs [48] to [54].  I share the view taken by him that retribution
smacks too much of vengeance to be accepted, either on its own or in combination with
other aims, as a worthy purpose of punishment in the enlightened society to which we
South Africans have now committed ourselves, and that the expression of moral outrage
which is its further and more defensible object can be communicated effectively by severe
sentences of imprisonment.  The inequality of which he has written may be curable in the
long run, once it is not the result of the arbitrariness described by him.  The same does not
go, however, for the arbitrariness itself, a flaw in the edifice which Ackermann J has
examined as well in paragraphs [158] to [165].  The problem of that is quite as
intractable here as it has proved to be in the United States of America, where the courts



 

have wrestled with it constantly and by no means to their satisfaction.  For such
arbitrariness is largely inherent in the nature of the proceedings from start to finish.
Similar trouble may be inescapable, to be sure, in cases that are not capital ones.  But in
those producing sentences of death the arbitrariness is intolerable because of the
irreversibility of the punishment once that gets put into force and the consequent
irremediability of mistakes discovered afterwards, mistakes which do occur now and then
notwithstanding the myth to the contrary.  The defect then militates forcefully, I believe,
against the reasonableness and justifiability of capital punishment.

[186] The conclusion to which I have thus come, echoing the one reached by Chaskalson P, is
that the death penalty cannot survive our constitutional scrunity of it.  The line I have taken
in arriving there differs in some parts from that preferred by him, occasionally
approaching a topic from another angle and sometimes placing the emphasis elsewhere.
It has also called for less elaboration in the light of his meticulous research into a
mountain of material and his erudite exposition of the themes developed from that.  In
general, however, I agree with his judgment, a profound and monumental work with which
I feel proud to associate myself.

[187] I wish before ending this judgment to add my voice to that of Chaskalson P in dealing with
a couple of points raised in argument on which he has commented already but which I
have not yet mentioned.  

[188] Whether capital punishment ought to be abolished or retained amounted, so it was said, to
a question of policy which Parliament should decide, representing as it did the citizens of
the country and expressing their general will.  The issue is also, however, a constitutional
one.  It has been put before us squarely and properly.  We cannot delegate to Parliament
the duty that we bear to determine it, or evade that duty otherwise, but must perform it
ourselves.  In doing so, we were counselled in the alternative, we had to pay great
attention to public opinion, which was said to favour the retention of the death penalty.
We have no means of ascertaining whether that is indeed so, but I shall assume it to be the
case.  One may also assume, with a fair measure of confidence, that most members of the
public who support capital punishment do so primarily in the belief that, owing to its
uniquely deterrent force, they and their families are safer with than without its protection.
The feeling is quite understandable, given its basis.  But it deserves no further homage if
the premise underlying and accounting for it is fallacious or unfounded, as I consider that
one to be.  To allow ourselves to be influenced unduly by public opinion would, in any
event, be wrong.  Powell J disparaged such external pressures on constitutional
adjudication when he said in Furman v State of Georgia (at 443):

 (T)he weight of the evidence indicates that the public generally has
not accepted either the morality or the social merit of the views so passionately
advocated by the articulate spokesmen for abolition.  But however one may assess
(the) amorphous ebb and flow of public opinion generally on this volatile issue, this
type of enquiry lies at the periphery - not the core - of the judicial process in
constitutional cases.  The assessment of popular opinion is essentially a legislative,
not a judicial, function. 

In similar vein were these remarks passed by Jackson J on the earlier occasion of West
Virginia State Board of Education v Barnette and Others (1942) 319 U5 624 (at 638):
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 The very purpose of a bill of rights was to withdraw certain subjects from the
vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities...
and to establish them as legal principles to be applied by the courts.  One s right to
life.... and other fundamental rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the
outcome of no elections. 

[189] The other point was not so much a contention as a complaint, one registered against the
sympathy with murderers, and the lack of any felt for the victims and their families, which
some proponents of capital punishment have seen as the motivation behind every attack on
it.  It is unnecessary, I hope, for this court to answer that canard.  In rebuttal of the
criticism, lest it be levelled at us all the same, one can do no better than to repeat the
following excerpts from the judgment which Wright CJ wrote in The People v Anderson
(at 896 and 899):

 We are fully aware that many condemned prisoners have committed crimes of the
utmost cruelty and depravity and that such persons are not entitled to the slightest
sympathy from society in the administration of justice or otherwise....  Our
conclusion that the death penalty may no longer be exacted in California.... is not
grounded in sympathy for those who would commit crimes of violence, but in concern
for the society that diminishes itself whenever it takes the life of one of its members.
Lord Chancellor Gardiner reminded the House of Lords, debating abolition of capital
punishment in England:  When we abolished the punishment for treason that you
should be hanged, and then cut down while still alive, and then disembowelled while
still alive, and then quartered, we did not abolish that punishment because we
sympathised with traitors, but because we took the view that it was a punishment no
longer consistent with our self-respect . 

[190] South Africa has experienced too much savagery.  The wanton killing must stop before it
makes a mockery of the civilised, humane and compassionate society to which the nation
aspires and has constitutionally pledged itself.  And the state must set the example by
demonstrating the priceless value it places on the lives of all its subjects, even the worst.

[191] KENTRIDGE AJ:  I agree with the order proposed by Chaskalson P and with the
reasons for it contained in his judgment and in the judgment of Didcott J In view of the
importance of the issue and in deference to the forceful submissions of Mr von Lieres SC,
the Attorney-General of the Witwatersrand, I add some remarks of my own.

[192] Capital punishment is an issue on which many members of the public hold strong and
conflicting views.  To many of them it may seem strange that so difficult and important a
public issue should be decided by the eleven appointed judges of this court.  It must be
understood that we undertake this task not because we claim a superior wisdom for
ourselves but, as Chaskalson P has explained in his judgment, because the framers of the
Constitution have imposed on us the inescapable duty of deciding whether the death
penalty for murder is consistent with Chapter Three of the Constitution.  It should not be
overlooked that a decision holding the death penalty to be constitutional would have been
just as far-reaching an exercise of judicial power as the decision to strike it down.

[193] Some public commentators on the question before this court have supposed that any doubt



 

as to the unconstitutionality of the death penalty was foreclosed by section 9 of the
Constitution, which proclaims in unqualified terms that every person shall have the right
of life, read with section 33(1)(b), which provides that no statutory limitation on that or
any other constitutional right shall "negate the essential content of the right in question."
The execution of a condemned prisoner, it is suggested, must negate entirely his right to
life and must therefore ipso facto be in conflict with the constitution.  For my part, I do
not believe that this supposedly simple solution bears examination.  Although the right to
life is stated in unqualified terms its full scope and implications remain to be worked out
in future cases.  Certainly, as the President of the Court has pointed out, the right to life
must accommodate the right to kill in lawful self-defence of one's own life or the lives of
others, as well as the right of the State to defend itself against insurrection.  The right to
life may also be seen as entailing a duty on the State to protect the lives of its citizens by
ensuring, as far as it is able, that unlawful killing is visited with condign punishment.
That punishment like any other, must fall within the limits imposed by section 11(2) of the
Constitution.  As to section 33(1)(b), I agree with Chaskalson P that our decision in this
case can be reached without requiring the Court to give an authoritative interpretation of
that clause.  We did, however, hear argument on the clause and I should like to state
briefly why I do not think that it provides the short answer to the problem of the
constitutionality of the death penalty.

[194] The source of section 33(1)(b) is presumably the similar provision in the Constitution of
the Federal Republic of Germany.  As far as I am aware the German Constitutional Court
has never given any definite interpretation to that clause.  Varying constructions of it have
been suggested by the authors cited by Chaskalson P in the footnotes to paragraphs 108
and 132 of his Judgment;  see also the discussion by Rautenbach in 1991 TSAR 403.  For
present purposes it is sufficient to mention two possible interpretations of section
33(1)(b).  The first is that it requires one to consider the effect of any State action on the
individual concerned - sometimes called the subjective approach.  On this basis the
infliction of the death penalty must conflict with section 33(1)(b) because in destroying
life it must negate the essence of the right to life.  I do not find this so-called subjective
interpretation convincing.   It cannot accommodate the many State measures which must be
necessary and justifiable in any society, such as long-term imprisonment for serious
crimes.   It is true that a prisoner, even one held under secure conditions, retains some
residual rights.  See Whittaker v Roos 1912 A.D. 92, 122-3, per Innes J.  But I find it
difficult to comprehend how, on any rational use of language, it could be denied that while
he is in prison the essence of the prisoner's right to freedom (section 11), of his or her
right to leave the Republic (section 20) or to pursue a livelihood anywhere in the national
territory (section 26) is not negated.  Many other examples could be given which in my
view rule out the subjective approach of the sub-section.

[195] The other approach (sometimes, not altogether appropriately, called the objective
approach) is to  examine the law which is sought to be justified under section 33.  That
section states that rights entrenched in Chapter Three may be limited by laws of general
application provided that such limitation complies with the requirements of paragraph (a)
of sub-section 1 and provided further that it does not negate the essential content of the
right in question.  What must pass scrutiny under section 33 is the limitation contained in
the law of general application.  This means in my opinion that it is the law itself which
must pass the test.  On this basis a law providing for imprisonment for defined criminal
conduct, cannot be said to negate the essential content of the right to freedom, whatever
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the effect on the individual prisoner serving a sentence under that law.  Similarly such a
law would not negate the essential content of the right of free movement.  Those are
general rights entrenched in the Constitution, and a law which preserves those rights for
most people at most times does not negate the essential content of those rights.  An
example of a law which might negate the essence of the right to freedom of movement
would be a law (such as the Departure from the Republic Act, 1955) under which no
person may leave the Republic without the express or implied consent of the Government.
Another possible example could relate to the right of freedom of speech.  A law providing
for general censorship of all publications would on the face of it negate the essence of the
right to freedom of speech.  On the other hand a law providing penalties for what is
colloquially referred to as "hate speech" would not, I think, negate the essence of that
right.  (Whether or not it would meet the other criteria of section 33 is a different
question.)

[196] It follows that in my opinion that the true issue for decision is whether or not the death
penalty for murder is a "cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment", although the entrenched
right to life, like the right to dignity and to equality of treatment, does illuminate the issue.
As both Chaskalson P and Didcott J have emphasised, capital punishment is qualitatively
something quite apart from even the longest term of imprisonment.  It entails the calculated
destruction of a human life.  Inequalities in its incidence are probably unavoidable.  In the
infliction of capital punishment judicial and executive error can never be wholly excluded
nor, of course, repaired.  With regard to the uniquely cruel and inhuman nature of the
death penalty I would refer to the ample citation of American authority by Didcott J in
paragraphs 6 and 7 of his Judgment and to the various decisions of international tribunals
cited by Chaskalson P.  I would add to these the judgment of Blackmun J in Callins v
Collins 114 S. Ct. 1127 (1994).  The statement of Stewart J in Furman v Georgia 408 US
238 at 306 cited by Scalia J in Harmelin v Michigan 501 US 957 (1991), also deserves
repetition:

"The penalty of death differs from all other forms of criminal
punishment, not in degree but in kind.  It is unique in its total irrevocability.  It is
unique in its rejection of rehabilitation of the convict as a basic purpose of criminal
justice.  And it is unique, finally, in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in
our concept of humanity."

The "death row" phenomenon as a factor in the cruelty of capital punishment has been
eloquently described by Lord Griffiths in Pratt v Johnson [1994] 2 AC 1 and by Gubbay
CJ in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney General
Zimbabwe 1994 (4) SA 329.  Those were cases of inordinately extended delay in the
carrying out of 
the death sentence, but the mental agony of the criminal, in its alternation of fear, hope and
despair must be present even when the time between sentence and execution is measured
in months or weeks rather than years.

[197] It may be said that if the punishment is cruel so was the act of the murderer.  That cannot
and should not be denied.  In the present case the Appellants committed murders of
horrifying callousness motivated by nothing but greed.  In some of the cases summarised
in the Attorney-General's written submissions, all of them cases in which the Appellate



 

Division had confirmed the sentence of death, the accused had, if that were possible,
committed even more revolting acts of cruelty against their victims.  I agree with
Chaskalson P that proportionality is an ingredient to be taken into account in deciding
whether a penalty is cruel, inhuman or degrading.  But that does not mean that the State
should respond to the murderer's cruelty with a deliberate and matching cruelty of its own.
As Simon Jenkins said in a recent article on the death penalty in "The Times" (London),
that would imply that punishment must not merely fit the crime, but repeat the crime.

[198] Section 35 of the Constitution requires us to "promote the values which underlie an open
and democratic society based on freedom and equality."  We are thus entitled and obliged
to consider the practices of such societies.  That exercise shows us that most of the
countries which we would naturally include in that category have abolished capital
punishment as a penalty for murder, either by legislation or by disuse.  These countries
include the neighbouring States of Namibia, Angola and Mozambique.  The principal
exceptions are the great democracies of India and the United States.  In each of those
countries the written constitution expressly contemplates the legitimacy, subject to
safeguards, of the death penalty.  Thus the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States begins with the words, "No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury..."
There are similar express indications of the acceptability of the death sentence in Article
21 of the Constitution of India.  It is therefore understandable that the Supreme Courts of
those two countries have found themselves unable to hold that the death penalty is per se
unconstitutional.  Nonetheless, in our attempt to identify objectively the values of an open
and democratic society what I find impressive is that individual judges of great distinction
such as Brennan J in the United States and Bhagwati J in India have held, notwithstanding
those constitutional provisions, that the death penalty is impermissible when measured
against the standards of humanity and decency which have evolved since the date of their
respective constitutions.  Similarly, courts to which considerable respect is due, such as
the Supreme Court of California in People v Anderson 493 P.2d 880 (1972) and the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in District Attorney for the Suffolk District v
Watson 381 Mass 648 (1980) have held the death penalty to be a "cruel and inhuman
punishment" and therefore in conflict with their respective State constitutions.  In the
California case that decision was arrived at notwithstanding clauses in the State
Constitution which, like the United States Constitution, recognised the existence of capital
punishment.  (See Anderson's case at 886-7).

[199] The reference to "evolving standards of decency" is taken from the judgment of Warren CJ
in Trop v Dulles 356 US 86 at 101 (1958) where, speaking for the Court, he adopted as
the measure of permissible punishment under the Eighth Amendment of the United States
Constitution "the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing
society."  Commenting on this dictum in Thomson v Oklahoma 487 US 815 (1988) Scalia
J (dissenting) said at 865:

"Of course, the risk of assessing evolving standards is that it is all
too easy to believe that evolution has culminated in one's own views."

This is a pertinent warning which I have, I hope, kept in mind.  I believe, nonetheless, that
there is ample objective evidence that evolving standards of civilisation demonstrate the
unacceptability of the death penalty in countries which are or aspire to be free and
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democratic societies.  Most democratic countries have abandoned the death penalty for
murder.  Even in countries which have the death penalty on the statute books there is a
decline in its use.  Although one cannot say that the death penalty is as yet contrary to
international law, Chaskalson P has demonstrated that that is the direction in which
international law is developing.  I shall come later to the question of public opinion and
the guidance to be obtained from it, but what is clear to my mind is that in general in
civilised democratic societies the imposition of the death penalty has been found to be
unacceptably cruel, inhuman and degrading, not only to those subjected to it but also to the
society which inflicts it.  Simon Jenkins, in the article which I have already quoted, says
that the State is (or should be) "institutionalised civilisation."  I would agree, and add that
this is especially true of the State created by our new Constitution.  The deliberate
execution of a human, however depraved and criminal his conduct, must degrade the new
society which is coming into being.

[200] In the course of argument before us much was said about public opinion on the death
penalty in South Africa.  Both Chaskalson P and Didcott J have shown that public opinion,
even if expressed in acts of Parliament, cannot be decisive.  If we were simply to defer to
public opinion we would be abdicating from our constitutional function.  Yet, were public
opinion on the question clear it could not be entirely ignored.  The accepted mores of
one's own society must have some relevance to the assessment whether a punishment is
impermissibly cruel and inhuman.  In Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 (1972) Brennan J at
277 said that one of the principles inherent in the constitutional prohibition of cruel and
unusual punishments was that "a severe punishment must not be unacceptable to
contemporary society."  Much earlier, in  Weems v United States 217 US 349, 378 (1910)
the United States Supreme Court had held that that provision of the Constitution was "not
fastened to the obsolete", but might "acquire meaning as public opinion becomes
enlightened by a human justice."  I would, with all respect, suggest that the principle
propounded by Brennan J may give too much weight to prevailing opinion - an opinion
which may swing with public moods and varying public concerns.  But in any event,
whether or not a punishment is acceptable to contemporary society is not to be judged by
the results of informal public opinion polls, still less by letters to the press.  In People v
Anderson (supra) Wright CJ speaking for the Supreme Court of California said at 893-4:

"Public acceptance of capital punishment is a relevant but not
controlling factor in assessing whether it is consonant with contemporary standards of
decency.  But public acceptance cannot be measured by the existence of death penalty
statutes or by the fact that some juries impose death on criminal defendants.  Nor are
public opinion polls about a process which is far removed from the experience of
those responding helpful in determining whether capital punishment would be
acceptable to an informed public were it even-handedly applied to a substantial
proportion of the persons potentially subject to execution."

In Gregg v Georgia 428 US 153 (1976) a judgment given four years after Furman v
Georgia, supra, Stewart J at 179-180 found that developments during that period had
shown that "a large proportion of American society continues to regard it (capital
punishment) as an appropriate and necessary criminal sanction."  The principal evidence
on which Stewart J based this finding was that since the Furman case the legislatures of
35 of the United States had enacted new death penalty statutes.  Further, the Congress of
the United States had enacted a statute providing the death penalty for aircraft piracy.  In



 

addition, he referred to an official State-wide referendum in the State of California
adopting a constitutional amendment that authorised capital punishment.

[201] Needless to say, there was no similar evidence before us. Public opinion has not
expressed itself in a referendum, nor in any recent legislation.  Certainly, there is no
evidence of a general social acceptance of the death penalty for murderers such as might
conceivably have influenced our conclusions.  On the contrary, developments in South
Africa point in the opposite direction.  It is to be noted that even at the time, during the
previous decade, when South Africa had the unenviable reputation for carrying out more
executions than any other country in the western world, only a proportion of those
convicted of murder were sentenced to death, and of those many were reprieved.  The
amendment to the Criminal Procedure Act introduced by Act No 107 of 1990 drastically
reduced the number of convicted murderers sentenced to death.  The subsequent
developments described by Chaskalson P including the official executive moratorium on
the death penalty announced in March 1992, while not evidence of general opinion, do
cast serious doubt on the acceptability of capital punishment in South Africa.  In fact, we
are informed, since 1989 there has been no judicial execution in South Africa.  Thus there
has been in this country no indication whatsoever of what Stewart J in Gregg's case
referred to as "society's endorsement of the death penalty for murder."  In the Constitution
itself such endorsement is markedly absent.  Consequently, in all the circumstances, the
appeal to public opinion could not affect our decision.

[202] There is little I wish to add to what has been said by other members of the Court on the
application of section 33.  On the question whether a death penalty can be justified by its
deterrent effect the statistical and other evidence is inconclusive, as it was bound to be.
As the analysis of Chaskalson P shows the statistical evidence comes nowhere near
establishing that the death penalty is an effective deterrent against murder.  Nor on the
other hand can it be shown that it is not a deterrent.  As Mr von Lieres pointed out, only
those who were not deterred enter the statistics;  the number who were deterred cannot be
known.  In Burns' well-known lines, "What's done we often may compute/But know not
what's resisted."  The most impressive argument of Mr von Lieres on this aspect of the
case was that, statistics aside, the awfulness of the death penalty must in its nature deter
some would-be murderers.  In the face of the appalling murder rates in this country, he
said, we cannot afford to relinquish any possible weapon in the fight against violent
crime.  That is a powerful argument but, given the cruelty and inhumanity of the death
penalty, it is an argument which cannot in the end prevail.  It relies essentially on the mere
possibility that the death sentence may deter some murderers.  That is not a sufficient
justification for the continued existence of such an extreme punishment.

[203] I have little to add, too, to what Chaskalson P has said on the element of retribution as an
element in punishment.  The Attorney-General's argument was that the criminal law
including the modes of punishment must adequately reflect the moral outrage felt by
society when a vicious and cold-blooded murder is committed.  This too I regard as an
argument of weight.  One can understand in particular the reaction of the families of
victims of murderers and the feeling that the culprits "deserve to die".  But the choice, as
Chaskalson P has pointed out, is not between death penalty on the one hand and the
condonation of the murderer's act on the other.  The choice is between the death penalty
and a long term of imprisonment which might in appropriate cases include life
imprisonment in the fullest sense of the term.  As a civilised society it is not open to us, in
my opinion, to express our moral outrage by executing even the worst of murderers any
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more than we could do so by the public hangings or mutilations of a bygone time.

[204] In conclusion I would endorse what Didcott J has cogently stated;  the striking down of the
death penalty entails no sympathy whatsoever for the murderer, nor any condonation of his
crime.  What our decision does entail is a recognition that even the worst and most
vicious criminals are not excluded from the protections of the Constitution.  In 1910 Mr
Winston Churchill speaking in the House of Commons said this:

"The mood and temper of the public in regard to the treatment of
crime and criminals is one of the most unfailing tests of the civilisation of any
country.  A calm dispassionate recognition of the rights of the accused, and even of
the convicted criminal, against the State - a constant heart-searching by all charged
with the duty of punishment - a desire and eagerness to rehabilitate in the world of
industry those who have paid their due in the hard coinage of punishment:  tireless
efforts towards discovery of curative and regenerative processes:  unfailing faith that
there is a treasure, if you can only find it, in the heart of every man.  These are the
symbols, which, in the treatment of crime and criminal, mark and measure the stored-
up strength of a nation, and are sign and proof of the living virtue in it."

[205] KRIEGLER J:  I agree with the conclusions reached by Chaskalson P, endorse the bulk
of his reasoning and concur in the order he has formulated.  There are just two points that
I wish to add though:  the first by way of additional emphasis and the second to indicate
a somewhat different line of reasoning.

[206] The basic issue, as Chaskalson P points out in the opening and concluding paragraphs of
the main judgment, is whether the Constitution20 has outlawed capital punishment in South
Africa.21  The issue is not whether I favour the retention or the abolition of the death
penalty, nor whether this Court, Parliament or even overwhelming public opinion
supports the one or the other view. The question is what the Constitution says about it.

[207] In answering that question the methods to be used are essentially legal, not moral or
philosophical.  To  be true the judicial process cannot operate in an ethical vacuum. After all, concepts
like "good faith", "unconscionable" or "reasonable" import value judgments into the daily grind of courts
of law.  And it would be foolish to deny that the judicial process, especially in the field of constitutional
adjudication, calls for value judgments in which extra-legal considerations may loom large.
Nevertheless, the starting point, the framework and the outcome of the exercise must be legal.  The
foundation of our state and all its organs, the rules which govern their interaction and the entrenchment
of the rights of its people are to be found in an Act of Parliament, albeit a unique one.22  That Act
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entrusts the enforcement of its provisions to courts of law.23  The "court of final instance over all
matters relating to the interpretation, protection and enforcement" of those provisions is this Court,24

appointment to which is reserved for lawyers.25  The incumbents are judges, not sages; their discipline
is the law, not ethics or philosophy and certainly not politics.

[208] The exercise is to establish whether there is an invalid infringement of a right protected by
Chapter Three.  This

"calls for a 'two-stage' approach.  First, has there been a contravention of a guaranteed
right?  If so, is it justified under the limitation clause?"26

For the first step, one need go no further than section  9 of the Constitution, which could not possibly
be plainer:

"Every person shall have the right to life."

Whatever else section 9 may mean in other contexts, with regard to which I express no
view, at the very least it indicates that the State may not deliberately deprive any person
of his or her life.  As against that general prohibition section 277(1) of the Criminal
Procedure Act sanctions a judicial order for the deprivation of a person's life.  The two
provisions are clearly not reconcilable.  Therefore, the latter provision is liable to be
struck down under section 4(1) of the Constitution, unless it is saved by the second step
of the analysis -application of the limitations clause.

[209] During the second step of the exercise one must ask whether that infringement of the right
to life is reasonable and also whether it is justifiable in an open and democratic society
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based on freedom and equality (sections 33(1)(a)(i) & (ii)).27  As I am satisfied that
section 277(1)(a) does not meet the threshold test of reasonableness, I find it unnecessary
to ask whether it is justifiable in the kind of society postulated.  Nor do I consider the
meaning of section 33(1)(b), which is discussed in paragraphs 132, 133 and 134 of the
main judgment and paragraphs 193, 194 and 195 of the judgment of Kentridge AJ.28  In
respect thereof I express no opinion.

[210] I also find it unnecessary to probe the outer limits of what is reasonable.  At the very least the
reasonableness of a provision which flies directly in the face of an entrenched right would have to be
cogently established.  Furthermore a provision relating to so basic and so precious a right as the right to
life itself (without which all other rights are nought), would have to be manifestly reasonable.29

[211] We were favoured with literally thousands of pages of material in support of and opposed to the death
penalty, ranging from the religious, ethical, philosophical and ideological to the mathematical and
statistical.  Mr Von Lieres, SC, who argued the retentionist cause with great skill, in essence sought to
bring the death sentence within the protection of section 33(1) on the strength of its deterrent and
retributive  value.  The main judgment deals with these two considerations30 and I merely wish to make a
few additional observations regarding deterrence.31  

[212] Nearly a quarter of a century ago the US Supreme Court decided the watershed case of Furman v
Georgia.32  In the course of a compendiously researched opinion, Marshall J reviewed
virtually every scrap of Anglo-American evidence for and against capital punishment.  In
the course of his "long and tedious journey" (his own description) he made the crucial
finding that 200 years of research had established

"that capital punishment serves no purpose that life imprisonment could not serve
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equally well."33

A decade later the Indian Supreme Court surveyed the international authorities for and against
the death penalty in Bachan Singh's case.34  Since then a great deal more has been
written in support of both the abolitionist and the retentionist schools.  But when
all is said and done the answer is still what it was to Marshall J in Furman's case:
the death penalty has no demonstrable penological value over and above that of
long-term imprisonment.  No empirical study, no statistical exercise and no
theoretical analysis has been able to demonstrate that capital punishment has any
deterrent force greater than that of a really heavy sentence of imprisonment.  That
is the ineluctable conclusion to be drawn from the mass of data so thoroughly
canvassed in the written and oral arguments presented to us.

[213] Another equally ineluctable conclusion then is that capital punishment cannot be vindicated by
the provisions of section 33(1) of the Constitution.35  It simply cannot be reasonable to
sanction judicial killing without knowing whether it has any marginal deterrent value.

[214] Having concluded that capital punishment is inconsistent with section 9 of the Constitution and
cannot be saved by section 33(1), I find it unnecessary to consider its possible inconsistency
with any other fundamental rights protected by Chapter Three.  Vigilant protection of the right
to human dignity (section 10) and of the immunity from cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishment (section 11(2)) is undoubtedly essential.  So too arbitrariness in the imposition of
any sentence is fatally inconsistent with the demand for equality so emphatically mandated in
sections 8(1) and (2).  I do not want to be understood as disagreeing with the views expressed
by any of my colleagues in regard to those rights and their importance; but in the hierarchy of
values and fundamental rights guaranteed under chapter 3, I see them as ranking below the right
to life.  Indeed, they are subsumed by that most basic of rights.  Inasmuch as capital punishment,
by definition, strikes at the heart of the right to life, the debate need go no further.

[215] LANGA  J:  I agree with the conclusions reached by Chaskalson P and generally with the
reasons he advances in his exhaustive and erudite judgment.  I concur in the order he has
proposed.  I wish to put additional emphasis on some of the aspects he has dealt with.

[216] The death sentence, in terms of the provisions of section 277 of the Criminal Procedure
Act, No. 51 of 1977, is unconstitutional, violating as it does:

(a) the right to life which is guaranteed to every person by section 9 of the
Constitution;
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(b) the right to respect for human dignity guaranteed in section 10;

(c) the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment as set out
in section 11(2).  

[217] For the reasons set out in Didcott J's judgment, I place more emphasis on the right to life.
Section 9 of the Constitution proclaims it in unqualified terms.  It is the most fundamental
of all rights,36 the supreme human right.37  I do not consider it necessary or desirable to
define the exact scope of the right, save to make two points, namely:

(a) It does mean that every person has the right not to be deliberately put to death
by the State as punishment, as envisaged in section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

(b) I do not exclude the application of the limitations clause to the right to life.
Any law which seeks to limit the right will have to comply with the requirements of section
33(1) of the Constitution.   For the reasons set out in Chaskalson P's judgment, the
requirements have not been met;  the State has been unable to justify the limitation which is
imposed on the right to life by section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act.  I cannot accept that
it is "reasonable," as required by section 33(1) of the Constitution, to override what is the most
fundamental of all rights, without clear proof that the deterrence value of the penalty is
substantially higher than that which the imposition of a suitably long period of imprisonment
has.  This has not been proved.  Because of the view I take, I find it unnecessary to deal with the
other requirements of section 33(1) of the Constitution. 

[218] The emphasis I place on the right to life is, in part, influenced by the recent experiences of our people
in this country.  The history of the past decades has been such that the value of life and human dignity
have been demeaned.  Political, social and other factors created a climate of violence resulting in a
culture of retaliation and vengeance.  In the process, respect for life and for the inherent dignity of every
person became the main casualties.  The State has been part of this degeneration, not only because of its
role in the conflicts of the past, but also by retaining punishments which did not testify to a high regard
for the dignity of the person and the value of every human life.

[219] The primacy of the right to life and its relationship to punishment needs to be emphasized also in view
of our constitutional history.  The doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty meant, virtually, that the State
could do anything, enact any law, subject only to procedural correctness.38

[220] When the Constitution was enacted, it signalled a dramatic change in the system of governance
from one based on rule by parliament to a constitutional state in which the rights of individuals are
guaranteed by the Constitution.  It also signalled a new dispensation, as it were, where rule by force
would be replaced by democratic principles and a governmental system based on the precepts of equality
and freedom.

[221] It may well be that for millions in this country, the effect of the change has yet to be felt in a material
sense.  For all of us though, a framework has been created in which a new culture must take root and
develop. 
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[222] Implicit in the provisions and tone of the Constitution are values of a more mature society, which relies
on moral persuasion rather than force;  on example rather than coercion.  In this new context, then, the
role of the State becomes clear.  For good or for worse, the State is a role model for our society.39  A
culture of respect for human life and dignity, based on the values reflected in the Constitution, has to be
engendered, and the State must take the lead.  In acting out this role, the State not only preaches respect
for the law and that the killing must stop, but it demonstrates in the best way possible, by example,
society s own regard for human life and dignity by refusing to destroy that of the criminal.  Those who
are inclined to kill need to be told why it is wrong.  The reason surely must be the principle that the value
of human life is inestimable, and it is a value which the State must uphold by example as well.  As
pointed out by Mr Justice Schaefer of the Supreme Court of Illinois:40

"The methods we employ in the enforcement of our criminal law have aptly been called the
measures by which the quality of our civilisation may be judged."

[223] The ethos of the new culture is expressed in the much-quoted provision on National Unity
and Reconciliation which forms part of the Constitution. Chaskalson P quotes the various
components of it in paragraphs 7 and 130 of his judgment.  It describes the Constitution as
a "bridge" between the past and the future;  from "the past of a deeply divided society
characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future founded on the
recognition of human rights, ... for all South Africans ..."; and finally, it suggests a change
in mental attitude from vengeance to an appreciation of the need for understanding, from
retaliation to reparation and from victimisation to ubuntu.  The Constitution does not
define this last-mentioned concept.

[224] The concept is of some relevance to the values we need to uphold.  It is a culture which
places some emphasis on communality and on the interdependence of the members of a
community.  It recognises a person's status as a human being, entitled to unconditional
respect, dignity, value and acceptance from the members of the community such person
happens to be part of.  It also entails the converse, however. The person has a
corresponding duty to give the same respect, dignity, value and acceptance to each
member of that community.  More importantly, it regulates the exercise of rights by the
emphasis it lays on sharing and co-responsibility and the mutual enjoyment of rights by
all.  It is perhaps best illustrated in the following remarks in the judgment of the Court of
Appeal of the Republic of Tanzania in DPP v Pete,41
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"The second important principle or characteristic to be borne in mind when interpreting our
Constitution is a corollary of the reality of co-existence of the individual and society,
and also the reality of co-existence of rights and duties of the individual on the one
hand, and the collective of communitarian rights and duties of society on the other. In
effect this co-existence means that the rights and duties of the individual are limited
by the rights and duties of society, and vice versa." 

[225] An outstanding feature of ubuntu in a community sense is the value it puts on life and
human dignity.  The dominant theme of the culture is that the life of another person is at
least as valuable as one's own.  Respect for the dignity of every person is integral to this
concept.  During violent conflicts and times when violent crime is rife, distraught
members of society decry the loss of ubuntu. Thus heinous crimes are the antithesis of
ubuntu. Treatment that is cruel, inhuman or degrading is bereft of ubuntu. 

[226] We have all been affected, in some way or other, by the "strife, conflict, untold suffering
and injustice" of the recent past.  Some communities have been ravaged much more than
others.  In some, there is hardly anyone who has not been a victim in some way or who
has not lost a close relative in senseless violence.  Some of the violence has been
perpetrated through the machinery of the State, in order to ensure the perpetuation of a
status quo that was fast running out of time.  But all this was violence on human beings by
human beings.  Life became cheap, almost worthless.

[227] It was against a background of the loss of respect for human life and the inherent dignity
with attaches to every person that a spontaneous call has arisen among sections of the
community for a return to ubuntu.  A number of references to ubuntu have already been
made in various texts but largely without explanation of the concept.42  It has however
always been mentioned in the context of it being something to be desired, a commendable
attribute which the nation should strive for.

[228] At first blush, it may sound odd that the issue of the right to life is being decided on the basis
of persons condemned to death for killing other human beings.  In this regard, it is relevant to note that
there are some 400 people presently under sentence of death for acts of violence.  That in itself means
that there are probably an equivalent number of victims whose lives have been prematurely, violently,
terminated.  They died without having had any recourse to law.  For them there was no "due process."

[229] That is why, during argument, a tentative proposition was made that a person who has killed another has
forfeited the right to life.  Although the precise implications of this suggestion were not thoroughly
canvassed, this cannot be so.  The test of our commitment to a culture of rights lies in our ability to
respect the rights not only of the weakest, but also of the worst among us.  A person does not become
"fair game" to be killed at the behest of the State, because he has killed.

[230] The protection afforded by the Constitution is applicable to every person.  That includes the weak, the
poor and the vulnerable.  It includes others as well who might appear not to need special protection;  it
includes criminals and all those who have placed themselves on the wrong side of the law.  The
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Constitution guarantees them their right, as persons, to life, to dignity and to protection against torture
or cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment.

[231] The violent acts of those who destroy life cannot be condoned, neither should anyone think that the
abolition of the sentence of death means that the crime is regarded as anything but one of extreme
seriousness.  The sentence itself was an indication of society's abhorrence for the cruel and inhuman
treatment of others.  That moral outrage has been expressed in the strongest terms that society could
muster.

[232] Severe punishments must be meted out where deserved, but they should never be excessive.  As Brennan
J observed in his concurring judgment in Furman v Georgia,43

". . . a severe punishment must not be excessive.  A punishment is excessive under this principle
if it is unnecessary . . . [i]f there is a significantly less severe punishment adequate to
achieve the purposes for which the punishment is inflicted, the punishment inflicted is
unnecessary and therefore excessive."

Righteous anger against those who destroy the human life  and dignity of others must be
appropriately expressed by the Courts;44  but in doing so, the State must not send the
wrong message, namely, that the value of human life is variable.45  Society cannot now
succumb to the doctrine of  an eye for an eye.   Its actions must be informed by the high
values which reflect the quality of this nation's civilization.  

[233] The Constitution constrains society to express its condemnation and its justifiable anger in a manner
which preserves society's own morality.  The State should not make itself guilty of conduct which
violates that which it is in the community's interests to nurture.  The Constitution, in deference to our
humanity and sense of dignity, does not allow us to kill in cold blood in order to deter others from
killing.  Nor does it allow us to  kill criminals simply to get even with them."46  We are not to stoop to
the level of the criminal.

[234] It follows from the remarks above that as a  punishment  the death penalty is a violation of the right to
life.  It is cruel, inhuman and degrading.  It is also a severe affront to human dignity.  The
death row phenomenon  merely aggravates the position.  Section 277 of the Criminal
Procedure Act cannot be saved by the provisions of section 33(1) of the Constitution in
respect of any of the rights affected.  The punishment is not reasonable on any basis.  In
view of the available alternative sentence of a long term of imprisonment, it is also
unnecessary.

[235] MADALA J:  I am in agreement with the views expressed in the judgment of Chaskalson



 

P and with his decision on the unconstitutionality of the death penalty.  The punishment, is
in my view, clearly offensive to the cardinal principles for which our Constitution stands.

However, while I concur, as aforesaid, I believe that there are some additional matters
that need to be mentioned and aspects that should be emphasised, and I proceed to do so
briefly.

[236] The death penalty is unique.  As stated by Stewart J in Furman v Georgia 408 US at 306:

"The penalty of death differs from all other forms of criminal
punishment, not in degree but in kind.  It is unique in its total irrevocability.  It is
unique in its rejection of rehabilitation of the convict as a basic purpose of criminal
justice.  And it is unique, finally, in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in
our concept of humanity."

This statement was more recently (1991) re-affirmed by Scalia J, who delivered the
judgment of the court in Harmelin v Michigan 501 US 957, and noted that even the most
severe sentence of life imprisonment cannot compare with death.

[237] The Constitution in its post-amble declares:

"... there is a need for understanding but not vengeance, and for
reparation but not for retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not victimisation."

The concept "ubuntu" appears for the first time in the post-amble, but it is a concept that
permeates the Constitution generally and more particularly Chapter Three which
embodies the entrenched fundamental human rights.  The concept carries in it the ideas of
humaneness, social justice and fairness.

[238] It was argued by Mr Bizos, on behalf of the Government, that the post-amble enjoins the
people of South Africa to open a new chapter which envisages the country playing a
leading role in the upholding of human rights.  He submitted further, that the Government
favoured the abolition of the death penalty because it believed that such punishment could
not be reconciled with the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution, and that its
application diminished the dignity of our society as a whole.

[239] In my rejection of the death penalty as a form of punishment, I do not intend, nor do my
colleagues, to condone murder, rape, armed robbery with aggravating circumstances and
those other crimes which are punishable by a sentence of death in terms of Section 277 of
the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.  These criminal acts are, and remain, as heinous,
vicious and as reprehensible as they ever were, and do not belong in civilised society.
The death penalty is a punishment which involves so much pain and suffering that
civilised society ought not to tolerate it even in spite of the present high rate of crime.
And society ought to tolerate the death penalty even less when considering that it has not
been proved that it has any greater deterrent effect on would-be murderers than life
imprisonment.

[240] The aspect of irrevocability of the death penalty has been canvassed adequately in the
judgment of Chaskalson P and I propose to say no more on that score (See paragraphs 26
and 54).
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[241] As observed before, the death penalty rejects the possibility of rehabilitation of the
convicted persons, condemning them as "no good", once and for all, and drafting them to
the death row and the gallows.  One must then ask whether such rejection of rehabilitation
as a possibility accords with the concept of ubuntu.

[242] One of the relative theories of punishment (the so-called purposive theories) is the
reformative theory, which considers punishment to be a means to an end, and not an end
in itself - that end being the reformation of the criminal as a person, so that the person
may, at a certain stage, become a normal law-abiding and useful member of the
community once again.  The person and the personality of the offender are the point of
focus rather than the crime, although the crime is, however, not forgotten.  And in terms of
this theory of punishment and as a necessary consequence of its application, the offender
has to be imprisoned for a long period for the purpose of rehabilitation.  By treatment and
training the offender is rehabilitated, or, at the very least, ceases to be a danger to society.

[243] This, in my view, accords fully with the concept of ubuntu which is so well enunciated in
the Constitution.

[244] Our courts have found room for the exercise of ubuntu, as appears from the many cases
where they have found that despite the heinousness of the offence and the brutality with
which it was perpetrated, there were factors in the offenders' favour, indicating that they
were, in spite of the criminal conduct of which they were convicted, responsible members
of society, and were worthy and capable of rehabilitation.  (See S v Mbotshwa 1993(2)
SACR 468(A) at 468J-469F; S v Ramba 1990(2) SACR 334(A) at 335H-336E; S v
Ngcobo 1992(2) SACR 515(A) at 515H-516A; Contra:  S v Bosman 1992(1) SACR
115(A) at 116G-117F)

[245] Against ubuntu must be seen the other side, the inhuman side of mankind, in terms of
which the death penalty violates Section 11(2) of the Constitution in that it is "cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment".

[246] In Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General,
Zimbabwe 1993(4) SA 239(ZSC) at 268E-H, Gubbay CJ, observed:

"From the moment he enters the condemned cell, the prisoner is
enmeshed in a dehumanising environment of near hopelessness.  He is in a place
where the sole object is to preserve his life so that he may be executed.  The
condemned prisoner is 'the living dead' ... He is kept only with other death sentenced
prisoners - with those whose appeals have been dismissed and who await death or
reprieve; or those whose appeals are still to be heard or are pending judgment.  While
the right to an appeal may raise the prospect of being allowed to live, the intensity of
the trauma is much increased by knowledge of its dismissal.  The hope of a reprieve is
all that is left.  Throughout all this time the condemned prisoner constantly broods
over his fate.  The horrifying spectre of being hanged by the neck and the apprehension
of being made to suffer a painful and lingering death is, if at all, never far from mind.
Grim accounts exist of hangings not properly performed."

[247] Convicted persons in death row invariably find themselves there for a long time as they



 

make every effort to exhaust all possible review avenues open to them.  All this time they
are subjected to a fate of ever increasing fear and distress.  They know not what their
future is and whether their efforts will come to nought; they live under the sword of
Damocles - they will be advised any day about their appointment with the hangman.  It is
true that they might have shown no mercy at all to their victims, but we do not and should
not take our standards and values from the murderer.  We must, on the other hand, impose
our standards and values on the murderer.

[248] In the aforementioned Zimbabwe case, the court concluded that the incarceration of the
condemned person under those conditions was in conflict with the provisions of Section
15(1) of the Zimbabwe Constitution, which like our Constitution, has entrenched
guarantees against torture or inhuman and degrading punishment.

[249] The so-called "death row phenomenon" also came under attack in the case of Soering v
United Kingdom (1989) 11 EHRR 439.

From the statistics supplied by the Attorney-General and from what one gleans daily from
the newspapers and other media, we live at a time when the high crime rate is
unprecedented, when the streets of our cities and towns rouse fear and despair in the
heart, rather than pride and hope, and this in turn, robs us of objectivity and personal
concern for our brethren.  But, as Marshall J put it in Furman v Georgia (supra) at 371:

"The measure of a country's greatness is its ability to retain
compassion in time of crisis."

[250] This, in my view, also accords with ubuntu - and calls for a balancing of the interest of
society against those of the individual, for the maintenance of law and order, but not for
dehumanising and degrading the individual.

[251] We must stand tallest in these troubled times and realise that every accused person who
is sent to jail is not beyond being rehabilitated - properly counselled - or, at the very
least, beyond losing the will and capacity to do evil.

[252] A further aspect which I wish to mention is the question of traditional African
jurisprudence, and the degree to which such values have not been researched for the
purposes of the determination of the issue of capital punishment.

[253] Ms Davids, who appeared on behalf of the Black Advocates Forum, in its capacity as
amicus curiae, touched on but did not fully argue this matter.

[254] She submitted that we could not determine the question of the constitutionality or
otherwise of the death sentence without reference to further evidence which would
include the views, aspirations and opinions of the historically disadvantaged and
previously oppressed people of South Africa, who also constitute the majority of our
society.

[255] As I understood her argument, the issue of capital punishment could not be determined in
an open and democratic society without the active participation of the black majority.
This, in my view, would be tantamount to canvassing public opinion among the black
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population for the decisions of our courts.  I do not agree with this submission, if it
implies that this Court or any other court must function according to public opinion.

[256] In order to arrive at an answer as to the constitutionality or otherwise of the death penalty
or any enactment, we do not have to canvass the opinions and attitudes of the public.  Ours
is to interpret the provisions of the Constitution as they stand and if any matter is in
conflict with the Constitution, we have to strike it down.

[257] We, as judges, are oath bound to defend the Constitution.  This obligation, in turn,
requires that any enactment of Parliament should be judged by standards laid down by the
Constitution.  The judiciary has the duty of implementing the constitutional safeguards that
protect individual rights.  When the State seeks to take away the individual fundamental
right to life, the safeguards of the Constitution should be examined with special diligence.
When it appears that an act of Parliament conflicts with the provisions of the Constitution,
we have no choice but to enforce the paramount commands of the Constitution.  We are
sworn to do no less.

[258] I agree with Ms Davids' submission about the need to bring in the traditional African
jurisprudence to these matters, to the extent that such is applicable, and would not confine
such research to South Africa only, but to Africa in general.

[259] For purposes of the determination of the question of the constitutionality of the death
penalty, however, it is, in my view, not necessary or even desirable that public opinion
should be sought on the matter in the manner she suggests.

[260] In my view, the death penalty does not belong to the society envisaged in the Constitution,
is clearly in conflict with the Constitution generally and runs counter to the concept of
ubuntu; additionally and just as importantly, it violates the provisions of Section 11(2) of
the Constitution and, for those reasons, should be declared unconstitutional and of no
force and effect.

[261] MAHOMED J:  I have had the privilege of reading the full and  erudite judgment of
Chaskalson P in this matter.  I agree with the order proposed by him and in general with
the reasons given by him for that order.  Regard being had, however, to the crucial
consequences of the debate on capital punishment, and the multiplicity of potential
constitutional factors and nuances which impact on its resolution, I think it is desirable for
me to set out briefly some of my responses to this debate in order to explain why I have
come to the conclusion that capital punishment is prohibited by the Constitution.

[262] All Constitutions seek to articulate, with differing degrees of intensity and detail, the
shared aspirations of a nation;  the values which bind its people, and which discipline its
government and its national institutions;  the basic premises upon which judicial,
legislative and executive power is to be wielded;  the constitutional limits and the
conditions upon which that power is to be exercised;  the national ethos which defines and
regulates that exercise;  and the moral and ethical direction  which that nation has
identified for its future.  In some countries, the Constitution only formalizes, in a legal
instrument, a historical consensus of values and aspirations evolved incrementally from



 

a stable and unbroken past to accommodate the needs of the future.  The South African
Constitution is different:  it retains from the past only what is defensible and represents a
decisive break from, and a ringing rejection of, that part of the past which is disgracefully
racist, authoritarian, insular, and repressive and a vigorous identification of and
commitment to a democratic, universalistic, caring and aspirationally egalitarian ethos,
expressly articulated in the Constitution.  The contrast between the past which it
repudiates and the future to which it seeks to commit the nation is stark and dramatic.  The
past institutionalized and legitimized racism.  The Constitution expresses in its preamble
the need for a "new order .. in which there is equality between ... people of all races".
Chapter 3 of the Constitution extends the contrast, in every relevant area of endeavour
(subject only to the obvious limitations of section 33).  The past was redolent with
statutes which assaulted the human dignity of persons on the grounds of race and colour
alone;  section 10 constitutionally protects that dignity. The past accepted, permitted,
perpetuated and institutionalized pervasive and manifestly unfair discrimination against
women and persons of colour; the preamble, section 8 and the postamble seek to
articulate an ethos which not only rejects its rationale but unmistakenly recognizes the
clear justification for the reversal of the accumulated legacy of such discrimination.  The
past permitted detention without trial;  section 11(1) prohibits it.  The past permitted
degrading treatment of persons;  section 11(2) renders it unconstitutional.  The past
arbitrarily repressed the freedoms of expression, assembly, association and movement;
sections 15, 16, 17 and 18 accord to these freedoms the status of "fundamental rights".
The past limited the right to vote to a minority;  section 21 extends it to every citizen.  The
past arbitrarily denied to citizens on the grounds of race and colour, the right to hold and
acquire property;  section 26 expressly secures it.  Such a jurisprudential past created
what the postamble to the Constitution recognizes as a society "characterized by strife,
conflict, untold suffering and injustice".  What the Constitution expressly aspires to do is
to provide a transition from these grossly unacceptable features of the past to a
conspicuously contrasting

"future founded on the recognition of human rights, democracy and
peaceful co-existence and development opportunities for all South Africans,
irrespective of colour, race, class, belief or sex".

[263] The postamble to the Constitution gives expression to the new ethos of the nation by a
commitment to "open a  new chapter in the history of our country", by lamenting the
transgressions of "human rights" and "humanitarian principles" in the past, and articulating
a

"need for understanding, but not for vengeance, a need for reparation but not
retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not for victimization".

"The need for ubuntu" expresses the ethos of an instinctive capacity for and
enjoyment of love towards our fellow men and women;  the joy and the fulfilment
involved in recognizing their innate humanity;  the reciprocity this generates in interaction
within the collective community;  the richness of the creative emotions which it engenders
and the moral energies which it releases both in the givers and the society which they
serve and are served by.
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[264] It is against this historical background and ethos that the constitutionality of capital
punishment must be determined.

[265] The death penalty sanctions the deliberate annihilation of life.  As I have previously said
it

"is the ultimate and the most incomparably extreme form of
punishment... It is the last, the most devastating and the most irreversible
recourse of the criminal law, involving as it necessarily does, the planned and
calculated termination of life itself;  the destruction of the greatest and most
precious gift which is bestowed on all humankind" (S v Mhlongo 1994 (1)
SACR 584(A) at 587 e-g).

This "planned and calculated termination of life itself" was permitted in the past
which preceded the Constitution.  Is it now permissible?  Those responsible for the
enactment of the Constitution, could, if they had so wished, have treated the issue as a
substantially political and moral issue justifying a political choice, clearly expressed in
the Constitution, either retaining or prohibiting the death sentence.  They elected not to do
so, leaving it to this Court to resolve the issue, as a constitutional issue.

[266] The difference between a political election made by a legislative organ and decisions
reached by a judicial organ, like the Constitutional Court, is crucial.  The legislative
organ exercises a political discretion, taking into account the political preferences of the
electorate which votes political decision-makers into office.  Public opinion therefore
legitimately plays a significant, sometimes even decisive, role in the resolution of a
public issue such as the death penalty.  The judicial process is entirely different.  What the
Constitutional Court is required to do in order to resolve an issue, is to examine the
relevant provisions of the Constitution,  their text and their context; the interplay between
the different provisions; legal precedent relevant to the resolution of the problem both in
South Africa and abroad;  the domestic common law and public international law
impacting on its possible solution;  factual and historical considerations bearing on the
problem; the significance and meaning of  the language used in the relevant provisions;
the content and the sweep of the ethos expressed in the structure of the Constitution;  the
balance to be struck between different and sometimes potentially conflicting
considerations reflected in its text; and by a judicious interpretation and assessment of all
these factors to determine what the Constitution permits and what it prohibits.

[267] Adopting that approach, I am satisfied that the death penalty as a form of punishment
violates crucial sections of the Constitution and that it is not saved by the limitations
permitted in terms of section 33.  I wish briefly to set out my reasons for that conclusion.

[268] In the first place, it offends section 9 of the Constitution which prescribes in peremptory
terms that "every person shall have the right to life".  What does that mean?  What is a
"person"?  When does "personhood" and "life" begin?  Can there be a conflict between
the "right to life" in section 9 and the right of a mother to "personal privacy" in terms of
section 13 and her possible right to the freedom and control of her body?  Does the "right



 

to life", within the meaning of section 9, preclude the practitioner of scientific medicine
from withdrawing the modern mechanisms which mechanically and artificially enable
physical breathing in a terminal patient to continue, long beyond the point, when the "brain
is dead" and beyond the point when a human being ceases to be "human" although some
unfocussed claim to qualify as a "being" is still retained?  If not, can such a practitioner
go beyond the point of passive withdrawal into the area of active intervention?  When?
Under what circumstances?

[269] It is, for the purposes of the present case, unnecessary to give to the word "life" in section
9 a comprehensive legal definition, which will accommodate the answer to these and
other complex questions.  Whatever be the proper resolution of such issues, should they
arise in the future, it is possible to approach the constitutionality of the death sentence by
a question with a sharper and narrower focus, thus:

"Does the right to life guaranteed by section 9, include the right of
every person, not to be deliberately killed by the State, through a systematically
planned act of execution sanctioned by the State as a mode of punishment and
performed by an executioner remunerated for this purpose from public funds?"

The answer to that question, is in my view:  "Yes, every person has that right".  It
immediately distinguishes that right from some other obvious rights referred to in
argument, such as for example the right of a person in life-threatening circumstances to
take the life of the aggressor in self-defence or even the acts of the State, in confronting an
insurrection or in the course of War.

[270] The deliberate annihilation of the life of a person, systematically planned by the State, as
a mode of punishment, is wholly and qualitatively different.  It is not like the act of killing
in self-defence, an act justifiable in the defence of the clear right of the victim to the
preservation of his life.  It is not performed in a state of sudden emergency, or under the
extraordinary pressures which operate when insurrections are confronted or when the
State defends itself during War.  It is systematically planned long after - sometimes years
after - the offender has committed the offence for which he is to be punished, and whilst
he waits impotently in custody, for his date with the hangman.  In its obvious and
awesome finality, it makes every other right, so vigorously and eloquently guaranteed by
Chapter 3 of the Constitution, permanently impossible to enjoy.  Its inherently irreversible
consequence, makes any reparation or correction impossible, if subsequent events
establish, as they have sometimes done, the innocence of the executed or circumstances
which demonstrate manifestly that he did not deserve the sentence of death.

[271] The death sentence must, in some measure, manifest a philosophy of indefensible despair
in its execution, accepting as it must do, that the offender it seeks to punish is so beyond
the pale of humanity as to permit of no rehabilitation, no reform, no repentance, no
inherent spectre of hope or spirituality; nor the slightest possibility that he might one day,
successfully and  deservedly be able to pursue and to enjoy the great rights of dignity and
security and the fundamental freedoms protected in Chapter 3 of the Constitution, the
exercise of which is possible only if the "right to life" is not destroyed.  The finality of the
death penalty allows for none of these redeeming possibilities.  It annihilates the potential
for their emergence.  Moreover, it cannot accomplish its objective without invading in a
very deep and distressing way, the guarantee of human dignity afforded by section 10 of
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the Constitution, as the person sought to be executed spends long periods in custody,
anguished by the prospect of being "hanged by the neck until he is dead" in the language
of section 279(4) of Act 51 of 1977.  The invasion of his dignity is inherent.  He is
effectively told:  "You are beyond the pale of humanity.  You are not fit to live among
humankind.  You are not entitled to life.  You are not entitled to dignity.  You are not
human.  We will therefore annihilate your life".  (See the observations of Brennan J in
Trop v Dulles 356 US 84 at 100).

[272] It is not necessarily only the dignity of the person to be executed which is invaded.  Very
arguably the dignity of all of us, in a caring civilization, must be compromised, by the act
of repeating, systematically and deliberately, albeit for a wholly different objective, what
we find to be so repugnant in the conduct of the offender in the first place (see Furman v
Georgia 408 US 238 at 273 (1972)(Brennan J, concurring)).

[273] I also have very considerable difficulty in reconciling the guarantee of the right to equality
which is protected by section 8 of the Constitution, with the death penalty.  I have no
doubt whatever that Judges seek conscientiously and sedulously to avoid, any
impermissibly unequal treatment between different accused whom they are required to
sentence, but there is an inherent risk of arbitrariness in the process, which makes it
impossible to determine and predict which accused person guilty of a capital offence will
escape the death penalty and which will  not.  The fault is not of the sentencing Court, but
in the process itself.  The ultimate result depends not on the predictable application of
objective criteria, but on a vast network of variable factors which include, the poverty or
affluence of the accused and his ability to afford experienced and skillful counsel and
expert testimony;  his resources in pursuing potential avenues of investigation, tracing and
procuring witnesses and establishing facts relevant to his defence and credibility;  the
temperament and sometimes unarticulated but perfectly bona fide values of the sentencing
officer and their impact on the weight to be attached to mitigating and aggravating factors;
the inadequacy of resources which compels the pro - deo system to depend substantially
on the services of mostly very conscientious but inexperienced and relatively junior
counsel;  the levels of literacy and communication skills of the different accused in
effectively transmitting to counsel the nuances of fact and inference often vital to the
probabilities;  the level of training and linguistic facilities of busy interpreters;  the
environmental milieu of the accused and the difference between that and the comparative
environment of those who defend, prosecute and judge him; class, race, gender and age
differences  which influence bona fide perceptions, relevant to the determination of the
ultimate sentence;  the energy, skill and intensity of police investigations in a particular
case;  and the forensic skills and experience of counsel for the prosecution.  There are
many other such factors which influence the result and which determine who gets executed
and who survives.  The result is not susceptible to objective prediction.  Some measure
of arbitrariness seems inherent in the process.  This truth has caused Blackmun J, one of
the most experienced Judges of the United States Supreme Court, finally to conclude that
it

"is virtually self-evident to me now that no combination of
procedural rules or substantive regulations ever can save the death penalty from its
inherent constitutional deficiencies.  The basic question - does the system accurately
and consistently determine which defendants 'deserve' to die? - cannot be answered in



 

the affirmative" (Callins v Collins 114 S. Ct. 1127; 127 L.Ed.2d 435
(1994)(Blackmun J, dissenting)).

[274] It must, of course, be conceded that the factors which ensure arbitrariness in the judicial
application of the death sentence, must in some considerable measure also influence a
sentence of imprisonment, but there is an enormous difference between the death sentence
and imprisonment or any other sentence.  It is  a qualitative and not just a quantitative
difference.  The unfair consequences of a wrong sentence of imprisonment can be
reversed.  Death, however, is final and irreversible.  The accused, who is imprisoned, is
still able to exercise, within the discipline of the prison, in varying degrees, some of the
other rights which the Constitution guarantees to every person.  The executed prisoner
loses the right to pursue any other right.  He simply dies.

[275] For substantially the reasons given by Chaskalson P, I am further of the view that the death
penalty is also inconsistent with section 11(2) of the Constitution which provides that:

"No person shall be subject to torture of any kind, whether physical,
mental or emotional, nor shall any person be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment."

[276] The different parts of section 11(2) must be read disjunctively.  The death sentence would
(subject to section 33) offend section 11(2) if it constitutes

(a) torture;  or
(b) cruel treatment;  or
(c) cruel punishment;  or
(d) inhuman treatment;  or
(e) inhuman punishment;  or
(f) degrading treatment;  or
(g) degrading punishment.

(See Ex Parte Attorney-General, Namibia:  In re Corporal Punishment 1991 (3)
SA 76 (NmSC) at 86B-D)

[277] In my view, the death sentence does indeed constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishment within the meaning of those expressions in section 11(2).

[278] Undoubtedly, this conclusion does involve in some measure a value judgment, but it is a
value judgment which requires objectively to be formulated, having regard to the ordinary
meaning of the words used in section 11(2);  its consistency with the other rights protected
by the Constitution and the constitutional philosophy and humanism expressed both in the
preamble and the postamble to the Constitution;  its harmony with the national ethos which
the Constitution identifies;  the historical background to the structures and objectives of
the Constitution;  the discipline of proportionality to which it must legitimately be subject;
the effect of the death sentence on the right to life protected by the Constitution;  its
inherent arbitrariness in application;  its impact on human dignity;  and its consistency
with constitutional perceptions evolving both within South Africa and the world outside
with which our country shares emerging values central to the permissible limits and
objectives of punishment in  the civilized community.
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[279] I have dealt with some of these issues, in analysing the proper approach to the
interpretation of the Constitution, and in focusing on the rights protected by sections 8, 9
and 10 of the Constitution.  Some of the  other issues relevant to the exercise, have been
dealt with in the comprehensive judgment of the President and the persuasive comments
of some of my colleagues.

[280] Applying the relevant considerations which emerge from the proper approach in assessing
whether capital punishment  is "cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment", I share the
conclusions arrived at by the United Nations Committee on Human Rights, and the
Hungarian Constitutional Court, (Decision 23/1990 (X31) AB) that the death sentence is
cruel and degrading punishment and the conclusion of the Californian Supreme Court that
it is "impermissibly cruel" (People v Anderson 493 P.2d 880 (1972)). 

[281] In my view, it also constitutes inhuman punishment.  It invades irreversibly the humanity
of the offender by annihilating the minimum content of the right to life protected by section
9;  by degrading impermissibly the humanity inherent in his right to dignity;  by the
inevitable arbitrariness with which its objective is implemented; by the continuing and
corrosive denigration of his humanity in the long periods preceding his formal execution;
by the inescapable denial of his humanity inherently involved in a sentence which directs
his elimination from society. 

[282] I am accordingly of the view that the death penalty does prima facie invade the right to
life; the right  to equality; the right to dignity; and the right not to be subject to cruel
inhuman or degrading punishment, respectively protected by sections 9, 8, 10 and 11(2)
of the Constitution.

[283] Notwithstanding that conclusion however, it would be our duty to uphold the
constitutionality of the death penalty if it was saved by section 33 of the Constitution,
which provides that the rights entrenched by Chapter 3 may be limited by a law of general
application, provided that such limitation

"(a) shall be permissible only to the extent that it is
(i) reasonable; and

(ii) justifiable in
an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality; and

(b) shall not negate the essential content of
the right in question,

and provided that any limitation to
(aa) a right entrenched in section 10, 11, 12,

14(1), 21, 25 or 30(1)(d) or (e) or (2); or
(bb) .........

shall in addition to being reasonable as required in paragraph (a)(i) also be necessary".

On a proper construction of section 33, a "law of general
application" which invades a right entrenched in Chapter 3, will be declared
unconstitutional unless the party relying on such law is able to establish that it fulfils each
of the conditions prescribed by this section, for its justification.



 

[284] In order to qualify as a permissible limitation in terms of section 33 the State must
therefore establish that the invasions on the right to life,  the right to be protected from
unfair discrimination,  the right to dignity and the right to be  protected from cruel,
inhuman or degrading punishment, which the application of the death penalty causes,
satisfy at least the three separate elements specified in sections 33(1)(a)(i), (ii) and
33(1)(b).  In the case of a limitation on the right to dignity and the right to be protected
from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment, the fourth element of "necessity" contained
in section 33(1)(aa) must further be satisfied.

[285] The most plausible argument in support of the submission that the death penalty does
satisfy these onerous conditions prescribed by section 33 is the submission that it acts as
a deterrent.  That argument has dominated perceptions in support of the death penalty, both
in South Africa and abroad.

[286] It must readily be conceded that if it could be established that the death sentence does
indeed deter the commission of serious offences in respect of which the death penalty is
a competent sentence, it would indeed be a very relevant and at least a potentially
persuasive consideration in support of its justification in terms of section 33.  There are,
however, some serious difficulties involved in the acceptance of the proposition that the
death penalty is, or ever has been, a demonstrable deterrence.

[287] The legitimacy of the argument must to a substantial degree be premised on an assumption
which appears to me to be fallacious and at the least, highly speculative and rationally
unconvincing.  That assumption is that a criminal, contemplating the commission of a
serious offence, weighs the risk that he might be sentenced to death against the risk that he
might not be sentenced to death but only to a long term of imprisonment of twenty years or
more.  The assumption is that he would decide to commit the offence even at the risk of
receiving a long term of imprisonment but that if the death sentence was the risk, he would
refrain from committing the offence at all.  I have serious difficulties with these
assumptions.  In the first place they are not supported by any empirical evidence or
research in this country or abroad.  Secondly, this argument attributes to the offender a
capacity for reflection and contemplation and a maturity of analysis which appears to me
to be unrealistic.  Thirdly, and more fundamentally, it ignores what is possibly the real
factor in any risk assessment which might activate a potentially serious offender:  the risk
which he considers is that he will not be caught.  If he believed that there was a real risk
of being apprehended, charged and convicted he would not willingly assume the prospect
of many years of quite punishing imprisonment.

[288] If, as I believe, such offenders  commit the crimes contemplated because of a belief that
they will probably not be apprehended at all, it is a belief which is regrettably justified.
On the information that was common cause in argument before us, sixty or seventy percent
of offenders who commit serious crimes are not apprehended at all and a substantial
proportion of those who are, are never convicted.  The risk is therefore worth taking, not
because the death penalty would, in the perception of the offender, not be imposed but
because no punishment is likely to result at all.  The levels of serious crimes committed
in South Africa are indeed disturbing.  For many in the community, life has become
dangerous and intolerable.  Criminals do need vigorously to be deterred from conduct
which endangers the security and freedom of citizens to a very distressing degree but, on
the available evidence, it is facile to assume that the retention of the death penalty will
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provide the deterrence which is clearly needed.  I have analysed such statistics as were
debated in argument.  In comparisons between States in the United States of America
which retained the death penalty and those which did not, there is no manifest proof that
the rate of serious crime was greater in the States which did not sanction capital
punishment.  In the case of those which did abolish capital punishment, there was no
convincing proof that the rate of serious crime was greater after such act of abolition
(Peterson and Bailey, "Murder and Capital Punishment in the context of the Post-
Furman Era (1988)66 Social Forces 774;  Thorsten Sellin, The Death Penalty, 1982).

[289] Following a survey of research findings the United Nations concluded that -

"this research has failed to provide scientific proof that
executions have a greater deterrent effect than life imprisonment - such proof is
unlikely to be following.  The evidence as a whole still gives no possible support to
the deterrent hypothesis". (United Nations:  The Question of the Death Penalty and
the New Contributions of Criminal Science to the Matter (1988) at 110).

[290] We were not furnished with any reliable research dealing with the relationship between
the rate of serious offences and the proportion of successful apprehensions and
convictions following on the commission of serious offences.  This would have been a
significant enquiry.  It appears to me to be an inherent probability that the more successful
the police are in solving serious crimes and the more successful they are in apprehending
the criminals concerned and securing their convictions, the greater will be the perception
of risk for those contemplating such offences.  That increase in the perception of risk,
contemplated by the offender, would bear a relationship to the rate at which serious
offences are committed.  Successful arrest and conviction must operate as a deterrent and
the State should, within the limits of its undoubtedly constrained resources, seek to deter
serious crime by adequate remuneration for the police force; by incentives to improve
their training and skill;  by augmenting their numbers in key areas;  and by facilitating their
legitimacy in the perception of the communities in which they work.

[291] Successful deterrence of serious crime also involves the need for substantial redress in
the socio-economic conditions of those ravaged by poverty, debilitated by disease and
malnutrition and disempowered by illiteracy.  Rapid amelioration in these areas must
have some concomitant effect on the levels of crime.  There has to be a corresponding
campaign among the communities affected by serious crime to harness their own
legitimacy and their own infrastructures, in interaction with the security agencies of the
State.  The power and influence of agencies of moral authority such as teachers, school
principals and religious leaders must rapidly be restored.  Crime is a multi-faceted
phenomenon.  It has to be assaulted on a multi-dimensional level to facilitate effective
deterrence.

[292] The  moratorium on the execution of the death penalty, which has been effectively in
operation since 1990, is also relevant in offering some insight into the veracity of the
proposition that executions for capital crimes operate as a deterrent.  That proposition, as
Didcott J has correctly analysed, is not cogently supported by the statistics made
available to us for the period following upon the moratorium;  nor is it supported by the



 

rate at which crime levels increased during periods in our history when executions were
administered with vigour.

[293] Bringing to bear upon the issue, therefore, a rational and judicial judgment, I have not
been persuaded that the fear of the death penalty rationally or practically operates as a
demonstrable deterrent for offenders seeking to perpetrate serious crimes.  It remains, for
the reasons I have previously discussed, an impermissibly cruel invasion of rights, the
sustenance of which is fundamental to a defensible civilization, protected in South Africa
by the ethos of a Constitution, which is manifestly humanistic and caring in its content.

[294] Even if the fallacious and speculative assumptions which motivate the argument in support
of the proposition that the death sentence does act as a deterrent against serious crime
were to be accepted, rationally the fear of the death penalty would only operate on the
mind of the potential offender if there was a serious risk that he could be so punished.  On
the information made available to us, however, that risk is in any event so minimal, as to
constitute a remote statistical possibility, which, as Mr Trengove argued, might be no
more significant than the risk of dying in a motor accident. It is difficult to appreciate how
such a remote statistical possibility acts as a deterrent on the minds of potential offenders.

[295] On a judicial application of all the relevant considerations and the facts made available
to us, I therefore cannot conclude that the State has successfully established that the death
penalty per se has any deterrent effect on the potential perpetrators of serious offences. 

[296] Is there any other basis on which the death penalty can be justified?  The only serious
alternative basis suggested in  argument was that it is justifiable as an act of retribution.
Retribution has indeed constituted one of the permissible objects of criminal punishment
because there is an inherent legitimacy about the claim that the individual victims and
society generally should, and are entitled to, enforce punishment as an expression of their
moral outrage and sense of grievance.  I have, however, some serious difficulties with the
justification of the death sentence as a form of retribution.  The proper approach is not to
contrast the legitimacy of the death sentence as a form of retribution against no retribution
at all.  That is plainly untenable and manifestly indefensible.  The relevant contrast is
between the death sentence and the alternative of a very lengthy period of imprisonment,
in appropriate cases.  It is difficult to appreciate why a sentence which compels the
offender to spend years and years in prison, away from his family, in conditions of
deliberate austerity and rigid discipline, substantially and continuously impeding his
enjoyment of the elementary riches and gifts of civilized living, is not an effective and
adequate expression of moral outrage.  The unarticulated fallacy  in the argument that it is
not, is the proposition that it must indeed be equivalent in form to the offence committed.
That is an impermissible argument.  The burning of the house of the offender is not a
permissible punishment for arson.  The rape of the offender is not a permissible
punishment of a rapist.  Why should murder be a permissible punishment for murder?
Indeed, there are good reasons why it should not, because its execution might desensitize
respect for life per se.  More crucially, within the context of the South African
Constitution, it appears to be at variance with its basic premise and ethos which I
analysed earlier in this judgment.  On these considerations, I find it difficult to hold that
the death sentence has been demonstrated by the State to be "justifiable in an open and
democratic society based on freedom and equality". 
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[297] That conclusion should make it unnecessary for me to deal with the other elements of
justification set out in section 33, but I am in any event of the view that the  State has not
established that the limitations the death penalty imposes on the relevant rights in Chapter
3, which I have discussed, can be said to be "necessary".  That is a material element for
justification in terms of section 33 where what is limited is the right to human dignity in
section 10 or the right to be protected from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment in
terms of section 11(2).  The failure to satisfy that element is fatal to the attempt to
establish justification in terms of section 33.  Section 277(1)(a) of Act 51 of 1977 must
therefore be the constitutional casualty of this conclusion and therefore be struck down.
The reasons which have prompted that conclusion are substantially also of application to
sub-paragraphs (c) (d) (e) and (f) of section 277(1) and must therefore endure the same
fate.  For the reasons given by Chaskalson P, I agree that the issue as to whether section
277(1)(b) is unconstitutional should be left open.

[298] It also follows from my approach and the conclusions to which I have arrived, that it is
unnecessary to decide whether or not the death penalty does "negate the essential content
of the right in question" within the meaning of section 33(1)(b).  I also prefer to leave this
question open.  In the absence of full argument, I do not consider it desirable to determine
what the meaning of the reference to the "essential content of the right" is.  Chaskalson P,
in paragraph 132 of his judgment, has, without deciding, referred to two approaches
which he describes as the  "objective" and "subjective" determination of the essential
content.  Arguably, it is possible to consider  a third angle which focuses on the
distinction between the "essential content" of a right and some other content.  This
distinction might justify a relative approach to the determination of what is the essential
content of a right by distinguishing the central core of the right from its peripheral
outgrowth and subjecting "a law of general application" limiting an entrenched right, to
the discipline of not invading the core, as distinct from the peripheral outgrowth.  In this
regard, there may conceivably be a difference between rights which are inherently
capable of incremental invasion and those that are not.  We have not heard proper
argument on any of these distinctions which justify debate in the future in a proper case.
I say no more.

[299] Consistent with my approach to the judicial process involved in the determination of the
constitutionality of the death sentence, I am accordingly privileged to concur in the order
supported by all my colleagues.

[300] MOKGORO J:  I am in agreement with the judgement of Chaskalson P, its reasoning,
and its conclusions, and I concur in the order that gives effect to those conclusions.  I give
this brief concurring opinion to highlight what I regard as important:  namely that, when
our courts promote the underlying values of an open and democratic society in terms of
Section 35 when considering the constitutionality of laws, they should recognise that
indigenous South African values are not always irrelevant nor unrelated to this task.  In
my view, these values are embodied in the Constitution and they impact directly on the
death penalty as a form of punishment.
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[301] Now that constitutionalism has become central to the new emerging South African
jurisprudence, legislative interpretation will be radically different from what it used to be
in the past legal order.  In that legal order, due to the sovereignty of parliament, the
supremacy of legislation and the absence of judicial review of parliamentary statutes,
courts engaged in simple statutory interpretation, giving effect to the clear and
unambiguous language of the legislative text - no matter how unjust the legislative
provision.  The view of the court in Bongopi v Council of the State, Ciskei 1992(3) SA
250 (CK) at 265 H - I, as per Pickard CJ is instructive in this regard:

 This court has always stated openly that it is not the maker
of laws.  It will enforce the law as it finds it.  To attempt to promote policies that are
not to be found in the law itself or to prescribe what it believes to be the current
public attitudes or standards in regard to these policies is not its function .

[302] With the entrenchment of a Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms in a supreme
constitution, however, the interpretive task frequently involves making constitutional
choices by balancing competing fundamental rights and freedoms. This can often only be
done by reference to a system of values extraneous to the constitutional text itself, where
these principles constitute the historical context in which the text was adopted and which
help to explain the meaning of the text.  The constitution makes it particularly imperative
for courts to develop the entrenched fundamental rights in terms of a cohesive set of
values, ideal to an open and democratic society.  To this end common values of human
rights protection the world over and foreign precedent may be instructive.

[303] While it is important to appreciate that in the matter before us the court had been called
upon to decide an issue of constitutionality and not to engage in debate on the desirability
of abolition or retention, it is equally important to appreciate that the nature of the court s
role in constitutional interpretation, and the duty placed on courts by Section 35, will of
necessity draw them into the realm of making necessary value choices.

[304] The application of the limitation clause embodied in Section 33(1) to any law of general
application which competes with a Chapter 3 right is essentially also an exercise in
balancing opposing rights.  To achieve the required balance will of necessity involve
value judgements.  This is the nature of constitutional interpretation.  Indeed Section 11(2)
which is the counterpart of Section 15(1) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe47, and provides
protection against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment, embodies broad idealistic
notions of dignity and humanity.  If applied to determine whether the death penalty was a
form of torture, treatment or punishment which is cruel, inhuman or degrading it also
involves making value choices, as was held per Gubbay CJ in Catholic Commision for
Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, 1993(4) SA 239(ZS) at
241.  In order to guard against what Didcott J, in his concurring judgement terms the trap
of undue subjectivity, the interpretation clause prescribes that courts seek guidance in
international norms and foreign judicial precedent, reflective of the values which underlie
an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality. By articulating rather than
suppressing values which underlie our decisions, we are not being subjective. On the
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contrary, we set out in a transparent and objective way the foundations of our interpretive
choice and make them available for criticism.  Section 35 seems to acknowledge the
paucity of home-grown judicial precedent upholding human rights, which is not surprising
considering the repressive nature of the past legal order.  It requires courts to proceed to
public international law and foreign case law for guidance in constitutional interpretation,
thereby promoting the ideal and internationally accepted values in the cultivation of a
human rights jurisprudence for South Africa.  However, I am of the view that our own
(ideal) indigenous value systems are a premise from which we need to proceed and are
not wholly unrelated to our goal of a society based on freedom and equality.  This, in my
view too, is the relevance of the submissions of Adv. Davids, appearing as amicus curiae
on behalf of the Black  Advocates  Forum, albeit that these submissions were
inappropriately presented.

[305] In Dudgeon v United Kingdom (1982) 4 EHRR 149, the European Court of Human Rights,
per Walsh J, expressed the view that:

 ... in a democracy the law cannot afford to ignore the moral
consensus of the community. If the law is out of touch with the moral consensus of
the community, whether by being either too far below it or too far above it, the law is
brought into contempt  (at 184).

Although this view was expressed in relation to the legislative process, in as far as courts
have to comply with the requirements of Section 35 of the Constitution the approach it
embodies is not wholly inapplicable in constitutional adjudication.  Enduring values,
however, are not the same as fluctuating public opinion.  In his argument before the court,
the Attorney General submitted that:

 ... the overwhelming public opinion in favour of the
retention of the death sentence is sufficiently well-known to be accepted as the true
voice of the South African society.  This opinion of the South African public is
evidenced by newspaper articles, letters to newspapers, debates in the media and
representations to the authorities... 

The described sources of public opinion can hardly be regarded as scientific.  Yet even
if they were, constitutional adjudication is quite different from the legislative process,
because  the court is not a politically responsible institution 48 to be seized every five
years by majoritarian opinion.  The values intended to be promoted by Section 35 are not
founded on what may well be uninformed or indeed prejudiced public opinion.  One of
the functions of the court is precisely to ensure that vulnerable minorities are not deprived
of their constitutional rights.
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[306] In support of her main contention, Adv. Davids quite appropriately expressed concern for the need to
consider the value systems of the formerly marginalised sectors of society in creating a South African
jurisprudence.  However, for reasons outlined in the concurring opinion of Sachs J, the issue was
regrettably not argued.  Indeed even if her submissions might not have influenced the final decision of
the court, the opportunity to present and argue properly adduced evidence of those undistorted values
historically disregarded in South African judicial law-making would have created an opportunity of
important historical value, injecting such values into the mainstream of South African jurisprudence.
The experience would, in my view, also have served to emphasise that the need to develop an all-
inclusive South African jurisprudence is not only incumbent upon the judiciary, let alone the
Constitutional Court.  The broad legal profession, academia and those sectors of organised civil society
particularly concerned with public interest law, have an equally important responsibility and role to play
by combining efforts and resources to place the required evidence in argument before the courts.  It is
not as if these resources are lacking; what has been absent has been the will, and the acknowledgment of
the importance of the material concerned.

[307] In interpreting the Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, as already mentioned, an all-inclusive value
system, or common values in South Africa, can form a basis upon which to develop a South African
human rights jurisprudence.  Although South Africans have a history of deep divisions characterised by
strife and conflict, one shared value and ideal that runs like a golden thread across cultural lines, is the
value of ubuntu - a notion now coming to be generally articulated in this country.  It is well accepted that
the transitional Constitution is a culmination of a negotiated political settlement.  It is a bridge between
a history of gross violations of human rights and humanitarian principles, and a future of reconstruction
and reconciliation.  The post-amble of the Constitution expressly provides,

 ... there is a need for understanding but not for vengeance,
a need for reparation but not for retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not for
victimisation... 

Not only is the notion of ubuntu expressly provided for in the epilogue of the Constitution,
the underlying idea and its accompanying values are also expressed in the preamble.
These values underlie, first and foremost, the whole idea of adopting a Bill of
Fundamental Rights and Freedoms in a new legal order.  They are central to the coherence
of all the rights entrenched in Chapter 3 - where the right to life and the right to respect for
and protection of human dignity are embodied in Sections 9 and 10 respectively.

[308] Generally, ubuntu translates as humaneness.  In its most fundamental sense, it translates
as personhood and morality.  Metaphorically, it expresses itself in umuntu ngumuntu
ngabantu, describing the significance of group solidarity on survival issues so central to
the survival of communities.  While it envelops the key values of group solidarity,
compassion, respect, human dignity, conformity to basic norms and collective unity, in its
fundamental sense it denotes humanity and morality.  Its spirit emphasises respect for
human dignity, marking a shift from confrontation to conciliation.49  In South Africa
ubuntu has become a notion with particular resonance in the building of a democracy.  It
is part of our  rainbow  heritage, though it might have operated and still operates
differently in diverse community settings.  In the Western cultural heritage, respect and the
value for life, manifested in the all-embracing concepts of humanity and
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menswaardigheid are also highly priced.  It is values like these that Section 35 requires
to be promoted.  They give meaning and texture to the principles of a society based on
freedom and equality.

[309] In American jurisprudence, courts have recognised that the dignity of the individual in American society
is the supreme value.  Even the most evil offender, it has been held,  remains a human being possessed
of a common human dignity  (Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 273 (1972)), thereby making
the calculated process of the death penalty inconsistent with this basic, fundamental value.
In Hungarian jurisprudence, the right to life and the right to human dignity are protected as
twin rights in Section 54(1) of that Constitution50.  They are viewed as an inseparable
unity of rights.  Not only are they regarded as a unity of indivisible rights, but they also
have been held to be the genesis of all rights.  In international law, on the other hand,
human dignity is generally considered the fountain of all rights.  The International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) G.A. Res 2200 (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR,
SUPP. (No, 16) at 52, U.N. DOC. A/6316(1966), in its preamble, makes references to
the inherent dignity of all members of the human family  and concludes that  human rights
derive from the inherent dignity of the human person .  This, in my view, is not different
from what the spirit of ubuntu embraces.

[310] It is common cause, however, that the legal system in South Africa, and the socio-political system within
which it operated, has for decades traumatised the human spirit.  In many ways, it trampled on the basic
humanity of citizens.  We cannot in all conscience declare, as did a United States Supreme Court justice
in Furman v Georgia 408 US 238, at 296 (1972) with reference to the American context,
that respect for and protection of human dignity has been a central value in South African
jurisprudence. We cannot view the death penalty as fundamentally inconsistent with our
harsh legal heritage.  Indeed, it was an integral part of a system of law enforcement that
imposed severe penalties on those who aspired to achieve the values enshrined in our
Constitution today.

[311] South Africa now has a new constitution however, which creates a constitutional state.
This state is in turn founded on the recognition and protection of basic human rights, and
although this constitutes a revolutionary change in legal terms, the idea is consistent with
the inherited traditional value systems of South Africans in general - traditional values
which hardly found the chance to bring South Africa on par with the rest of the world.  As
this constitution evolves to overcome the culture of gross human rights violations of the
past, jurisprudence in South Africa will simultaneously develop a culture of respect for
and protection of basic human rights.  Central to this commitment is the need to revive the
value of human dignity in South Africa, and in turn re-define and recognise the right to and
protection of human dignity as a right concomitant to life itself and inherent in all human
beings, so that South Africans may also appreciate that  even the vilest criminal remains
a human being (Furman v Georgia, supra).  In my view, life and dignity are like two
sides of the same coin.  The concept of ubuntu embodies them both.

[312] In the past legal order, basic human rights in South Africa, including the right to life and



 

human dignity, were not protected in a Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, in a
supreme constitution, as is the case today.  Parliament then was sovereign, and could pass
any law it deemed fit.  Legislation was supreme, and due to the absence of judicial
review, no court of law could set aside any statute or its provision on grounds of violating
fundamental rights.  Hence, Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 1977, could
survive untested to this day. 

[313] Our new Constitution, unlike its dictatorial predecessor, is value-based.  Among other
things, it guarantees the protection of basic human rights, including the right to life and
human dignity, two basic values supported by the spirit of ubuntu and protected in
Sections 9 and 10 respectively.  In terms of Section 35, this Constitution now commits the
state to base the worth of human beings on the ideal values espoused by open democratic
societies the world over and not on race colour, political, economic and social class.
Although it has been argued that the currently high level of crime in the country is
indicative of the breakdown of the moral fabric of society, it has not been conclusively
shown that the death penalty, which is an affront to these basic values, is the best
available practical form of punishment to reconstruct that moral fabric.  In the second
place, even if the end was desirable, that would not justify the means. The death penalty
violates the essential content of the right to life embodied in Section 9, in that it
extinguishes life itself.  It instrumentalises the offender for the objectives of state policy.
That is dehumanising.  It is degrading and it violates the rights to respect for and
protection of human dignity embodied in Section 10 of the Constitution.

[314] Once the life of a human being is taken in the deliberate and calculated fashion that
characterises the described methods of execution the world over, it constitutes the
ultimate cruelty with which any living creature could ever be treated.  This extreme level
of cruel treatment of a human being, however despicably such person might have treated
another human being, is still inherently cruel. It is inhuman and degrading to the humanity
of the individual, as well as to the humanity of those who carry it out.

[315] Taking the life of a human being will always be reprehensible.  Those citizens who kill
deserve the most severe punishment, if it deters and rehabilitates and therefore effectively
addresses deviance of this nature.  Punishment by death cannot achieve these objectives.
The high rate of crime in this country is indeed disturbing and the state has a duty to
protect the lives of all citizens - including those who kill.  However, it should find more
humane and effective integrated approaches to manage its penal system, and to rehabilitate
offenders.

[316] The state is representative of its people and in many ways sets the standard for moral
values within society.  If it sanctions by law punishment for killing by killing, it sanctions
vengeance by law.  If it does so with a view to deterring others, it dehumanises the person
and objectifies him or her as a tool for crime control.  This objectification through the
calculated killing of a human being, to serve state objectives, strips the offender of his or
her human dignity and dehumanises, such a person constituting a violation of Section 10
of the Constitution.

[317] Although the Attorney General placed great reliance on the deterrent nature of the death
penalty in his argument, it was conceded that this has not been conclusively proven.  It has
also not been shown that this form of punishment was the best available option for the
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rehabilitation of the offender.  Retaining the death penalty for this purpose is therefore
unnecessary.  Section 277(1) which authorises the death penalty under these unnecessarily
inhuman and degrading circumstances is inconsistent with the right to life and human
dignity embodied in Sections 9 and 10 of the Constitution, respectively, and is in direct
conflict with the values that Section 35 aims to promote in the interpretation of these
sections.  Taking the life of a person under such deliberate and calculated circumstances,
with the methods already described in the judgement of Chaskalson P, is cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment.  It is inconsistent with Section 11(2) of the
Constitution.  In my view, therefore, the death penalty is unconstitutional.  Not only does
it violate the right not be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, it also violates the right to life and human dignity.

[318] O'REGAN J:  I have read the judgment of Chaskalson P and I agree with the order that
he proposes. However, although I agree that the death sentence constitutes a breach of
section 11(2) of the Constitution that is not justified in terms of section 33, it is my view
that it also constitutes a breach of section 9 (the right to life) and section 10 (the right to
dignity) for the reasons that are given in this judgment.

[319] The crimes of which the two prisoners whose case has been referred to this court have
been convicted were committed during a robbery from a bank security vehicle which was
delivering monthly wages to the Coronation Hospital in Johannesburg.  It appears from the
judgment of the Appellate Division that the two prisoners were part of a group of robbers
who had cold-bloodedly planned the robbery.  All the robbers had been armed with AK-
47s and had opened fire on the security vehicle and the accompanying vehicle when they
had driven into the hospital parking area. As a result of the shooting, two policemen and
two bank security officials were shot dead.

[320] There is no doubt that the crimes committed by the two prisoners were abhorrent. Our
society cannot and does not condone brutal murder or robbery.  Perpetrators of crimes
such as these must be punished severely according to our system of criminal justice.  In
this case, the prisoners have been tried, convicted and sentenced.  The question that this
court must answer is not whether the prisoners committed these crimes, nor whether they
should be punished.  It has been established by the proper courts that they did commit
crimes, and for that they must be punished.  What this court must consider is whether the
form of punishment that has been imposed is constitutional. Does our constitution permit
any convicted criminal, however heinous the crime, to be put to death by the government
as punishment for that crime?

[321] The Constitution entrenches certain fundamental rights. Included amongst these are the
right to life (section 9), the right to the respect for and protection of dignity (section 10)
and the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment (section
11(2)). The prisoners allege that the death penalty is in conflict with each of these.  The
language of each of these rights is broad and capable of different interpretations.  How is
this court to determine the content and scope of these rights? This question is at least
partially answered by section 35(1) of the constitution which enjoins this court in
interpreting the rights contained in the Constitution to 'promote the values which underlie
an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality'.
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[322] No-one could miss the significance of the hermeneutic standard set.  The values urged
upon the court are not those that have informed our past. Our history is one of repression
not freedom, oligarchy not democracy, apartheid and prejudice not equality, clandestine
not open government.  As the epilogue to the constitution states: 

`This constitution provides a historic bridge between the past of a
deeply divided society characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and
injustice, and a future founded on the recognition of human rights,
democracy and peaceful co-existence and development opportunities for all
South Africans, irrespective of colour, race, class, belief or sex.'

[323] In interpreting the rights enshrined in chapter 3, therefore, the court is directed to the
future: to the ideal of a new society which is to be built on the common values which
made a political transition possible in our country and which are the foundation of its new
constitution.  This is not to say that there is nothing from our past which should be
retained.  Of course this is not so.  As Kentridge AJ described in the first judgment of this
court(S v Zuma unreported judgment of this court, 5 April 1995), many of the rights
entrenched in section 25 of the constitution concerning criminal justice are longstanding
principles of our law, although eroded by statute and judicial decision.  In interpreting the
rights contained in section 25, those common law principles will be useful guides.  But
generally section 35(1) instructs us, in interpreting the constitution, to look forward not
backward, to recognise the evils and injustices of the past and to avoid their repetition. 

[324] Section 9 of the Constitution provides that:

'Every person shall have the right to life.'

This formulation of the right to life is not one which has been used in the constitutions of
other countries or in international human rights conventions.  In choosing this formulation,
the drafters have specifically avoided either expressly preserving the death penalty, or
expressly outlawing it.  In addition, they have not used the language so common in other
constitutions, which provides that no-one may be deprived of life arbitrarily or without
due process of law.51  To the extent that the formulation of the right is different from that
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adopted in other jurisdictions, their jurisprudence will be of less value. The question is
thus left for us to determine whether this right, or any of the others enshrined in chapter 3,
would prima facie prohibit the death penalty.

[325] In giving meaning to section 9, we must seek the purpose for which it was included in the
Constitution.52 This purposive or teleological approach to the interpretation of rights may
at times require a generous meaning to be given to provisions of chapter 3 of the
Constitution, and at other times a narrower or specific meaning.  It is the responsibility of
the courts, and ultimately this court, to develop fully the rights entrenched in the
Constitution. But that will take time.  Consequently any minimum content which is
attributed to a right may in subsequent cases be expanded and developed. 

[326] The right to life is, in one sense, antecedent to all the other rights in the Constitution.  Without life in
the sense of existence, it would not be possible to exercise rights or to be the bearer of them.  But the
right to life was included in the Constitution not simply to enshrine the right to existence.  It is not life
as mere organic matter that the Constitution cherishes, but the right to human life: the right to live as a
human being, to be part of a broader community, to share in the experience of humanity.  This concept
of human life is at the centre of our constitutional values.  The constitution seeks to establish a society
where the individual value of each member of the community is recognised and treasured. The right to
life is central to such a society.

[327] The right to life, thus understood, incorporates the right to dignity.  So the rights to human dignity and
life are entwined.  The right to life is more than existence, it is a right to be treated as a human being with
dignity: without dignity, human life is substantially diminished. Without life, there cannot be dignity.
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This was recognised by the Hungarian constitutional court in the case in which it considered the
constitutionality of the death penalty:

`It is the untouchability and equality contained in the right to human
dignity that results in man's right to life being a specific right to human life
(over and above animals' and artificial subjects' right to being); on the other
hand, dignity as a fundamental right does not have meaning for the individual
if he or she is dead. ... Human dignity is a naturally accompanying quality of
human life.' (Decision No 23/1990, (X.31.) AB, George Feher translation)

[328] The right to dignity is enshrined in our Constitution in section 10:

`Every person shall have the right to respect for and
protection of his or her dignity'.

The importance of dignity as a founding value of the new Constitution cannot be
overemphasised.  Recognising a right to dignity is an acknowledgement of the intrinsic
worth of human beings: human beings are entitled to be treated as worthy of respect and
concern.53  This right therefore is the foundation of many of the other rights that are
specifically entrenched in chapter 3.  As Brennan J held when speaking of forms of cruel
and unusual punishments in the context of the American constitution:

`The true significance of these punishments is that they treat
members of the human race as non-humans, as objects to be toyed with and
discarded. They are thus inconsistent with the fundamental premise of the
Clause that even the vilest criminal remains a human being possessed of
common human dignity.' (Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 272,3 (1972))

[329] Respect for the dignity of all human beings is particularly important in South Africa.  For
apartheid was a denial of a common humanity.  Black people were refused respect and
dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Africans was diminished. The new constitution
rejects this past and affirms the equal worth of all South Africans. Thus recognition and
protection of human dignity is the touchstone of the new political order and is fundamental
to the new constitution. 

[330] But human dignity is important to all democracies. In an aphorism coined by Ronald
Dworkin `Because we honour dignity, we demand democracy'.54  Its importance was
recognised too by Cory J in Kindler v Canada (1992) 6 CRR (2nd) 193 (SCC) at 237 in
which he held that `[i]t is the dignity and importance of the individual which is the
essence and the cornerstone of democratic government'.55 
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[331] The Attorney-General argued that the prisoners, and others like them, who are right to life and dignity.
This cannot be correct.  It is a fundamental premise of our constitution that the rights in chapter 3 are
available to all South Africans no matter how atrocious their conduct.  As Gubbay CJ held in Catholic
Commission for Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe 1993 (4)
SA 239 (ZS) at 247 g -h:

`It cannot be doubted that prison walls do not keep out fundamental
rights and protections. Prisoners are not, by mere reason of a conviction,
denuded of all the rights they otherwise possess. No matter the magnitude of
the crime, they are not reduced to non-persons. They retain all basic rights,
save those inevitably removed from them by law, expressly or by
implication.'

[332] It must be emphasised that the entrenchment of a Bill of Rights, enforceable by a judiciary,
is designed, in part, to protect those who are the marginalised, the dispossessed and the
outcasts of our society.  They are the test of our commitment to a common humanity and
cannot be excluded from it.

[333] Are the rights to life and dignity breached by the death penalty?  The death sentence has
been part of South African law since the colonial era. Not only has the law permitted the
death sentence, but it has been regularly imposed by courts and carried out by the
government.  For many years, South Africa had the doubtful honour of being a world
leader in the number of judicial executions carried out. Although there is some uncertainty
about the statistics, it appears that between 1981 and 1990 approximately 1100 people
were executed in South Africa, including the Transkei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana and
Venda.56  The death sentence was imposed sometimes for crimes that were motivated by
political ideals.  In this way the death penalty came to be seen by some as part of the
repressive machinery of the former government.  Towards the end of the 1980s there were
several major public campaigns to halt the execution of people who were perceived to be
political opponents of the government.  There is no doubt that these campaigns to prevent
the execution of amongst others, the 'Sharpeville Six' and the 'Upington 26' were partly
responsible for the government's decision in 1990 to suspend the implementation of
sentences of death.

[334] The purpose of the death penalty is to kill convicted criminals.  Its very purpose lies in the deprivation
of existence. Its inevitable result is the denial of human life.  It is hard to see how this methodical and
deliberate destruction of life by the government can be anything other than a breach of the right to life.

[335] The implementation of the death penalty is also a denial of the individual's right to dignity.  The
execution of the death penalty was described by Professor Chris Barnard as follows:

`The man's spinal cord will rupture at the point where it enters the skull,



 

electrochemical discharges will send his limbs flailing in a grotesque dance, eyes and
tongue will start from the facial apertures under the assault of the rope and his bowels
and bladder may simultaneously void themselves to soil the legs and drip on the
floor....'  (Rand Daily Mail 12 June 1978, cited in Appellants' heads)

This frank description of the execution process leaves little doubt that it is one which is
destructive of human dignity. As Cory J held in Kindler v Canada (1992) 6 CRR (2nd)
193 (SCC) at 241:

`The death penalty not only deprives the prisoner of all vestiges of
human dignity, it is the ultimate desecration of the individual as a human
being. It is the annihilation of the very essence of human dignity.'

[336] But it is not only the manner of execution which is destructive of dignity, the
circumstances in which convicted criminals await the execution of their sentence also
constitutes a breach of dignity.  These circumstances have been amply and aptly described
by Gubbay CJ in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v Attorney-
General, Zimbabwe 1993(4) SA 239 (ZS) at 268-9. Although little evidence has been
placed before us to describe the experience of condemned prisoners in South Africa, it
seems all too probable that it resembles the conditions described by Gubbay CJ.  Indeed,
the moratorium on the implementation of the death sentence described by Chaskalson P
has probably aggravated the conditions of condemned prisoners considerably.

[337] Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act is therefore not only a breach of section 11(2)
of the Constitution as held by Chaskalson P, but it is also a breach of section 9 (the right
to life) and section 10 (the right to dignity).  It is unnecessary and would be inappropriate
to consider the further scope of these rights. 

[338] The Constitution does recognise in section 33 that the rights it entrenches may be limited
by law of general application if a law is reasonable and justifiable (and in some
circumstances, necessary) in an open and democratic society based on freedom and
equality.  The infringement of the rights to life and dignity occasioned by section 277 of
the Criminal Procedure Act needs to be measured against this test.  In this regard, it
should be noted that a law which infringes the right to dignity must be shown to be a
reasonable, justifiable and necessary limitation, whereas a law which contains a
limitation upon the right to life need only be shown to be reasonable and justifiable. 

[339] The purpose of the bifurcated levels of justification need not detain us here.  What is clear
is that section 33 introduces different levels of scrutiny for laws which cause an
infringement of rights.  The requirement of reasonableness and justifiability which
attaches to some of the section 33 rights clearly envisages a less stringent constitutional
standard than does the requirement of necessity.  In both cases, the enquiry concerns
proportionality: to measure the purpose, effects and importance of the infringing
legislation against the infringement caused.  In addition, it will need to be shown that the
ends sought by the legislation cannot be achieved sufficiently and realistically by other
means which would be less destructive of entrenched rights. Where the constitutional
standard is necessity, the considerations are similar, but the standard is more stringent.

[340] In determining whether the breaches of sections 9 and 10 are justified in terms of section
33, the relevant considerations are the same as those traversed by Chaskalson P at
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paragraphs 116 - 131 of his judgment albeit only in the context of a breach of section
11(2).  The Attorney-General argued that the purpose of section 277 was the deterrence
and prevention of crime, and retribution. Although deterrence is an important goal, as
Chaskalson P has described, the deterrent effect of the death penalty remains unproven,
perhaps unprovable. 

[341] The question of retribution is a more complex one.  I agree with Chaskalson P that in a
democratic society retribution as a goal of punishment should not be given undue weight.
Indeed, I am unconvinced that, where the punishment is held to constitute a breach of a
fundamental right, retribution would ever, on its own, be a sufficient ground for
justification.  As Marshall J noted in Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 344-5 (1972):

`To preserve the integrity of the Eighth Amendment, the Court has
consistently denigrated retribution as a permissible goal of punishment. It is
undoubtedly correct that there is a demand for vengeance on the part of many
persons in a community against one who is convicted of a particularly
offensive  act. At times a cry is heard that morality requires vengeance to
evidence society's abhorrence of the act. But the Eighth Amendment is our
insulation from our baser selves. The `cruel and unusual' language limits the
avenues through which vengeance can be channelled. Were this not so, the
language would be empty and a return to the rack and other tortures would be
possible in a given case.'

[342] It remains then to balance the purposes of section 277 with the infringement of sections 9
and 10 it causes.  In this exercise, it is undeniable that sections 9 and 10 are rights which
lie at the heart of our constitutional framework and that section 277 grievously infringes
the ambit of these rights.  They weigh very heavily in the scales of proportionality.  On the
other hand, while the goals of deterrence and prevention which are the purpose of section
277 are important legislative purposes, it has not been satisfactorily demonstrated that
they could not be sufficiently and realistically achieved by other means.  After a careful
consideration of the nature of the rights, the extent of the infringement of those rights, and
the purposes of section 277, I remain unpersuaded that section 277 is a constitutionally
acceptable limitation upon the rights to life and dignity.

[343] Section 33(1)(b) provides that, in addition to being reasonable and justifiable (and where
appropriate, necessary) a limitation upon a right should not negate the essential contents
of the right in question.  As section 277 does not meet the requirements of reasonableness,
justifiability and necessity, it is not necessary and it would be inadvisable to consider
whether it negates the essential contents of the rights in question. 

[344] In conclusion, then, the death penalty is unconstitutional. It is a breach of the rights to life
and dignity that are entrenched in sections 9 and 10 of our Constitution, as well as a
breach of the prohibition of cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment contained in section
11(2).  The new Constitution stands as a monument to this society's commitment to a future
in which all human beings will be accorded equal dignity and respect.  We cannot
postpone giving effect to that commitment.

SACHS J:  I agree fully with the judgment of the President of the court, and wish merely to



 

elaborate on two matters,  both of emphasis rather than substance, which I feel merit
further treatment.  

[346] The first relates to the balance between the right to life and the right to dignity.  The
judgment appropriately regards the two rights as mutually re-enforcing, but places greater
reliance on the prohibition against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment than it does on
the right to life.  For reasons which I will outline, I think the starting-off point for an
analysis of capital punishment should be the right to life. 

[347] Secondly, I think it important to say something about the source of values which, in terms
of section 35 of the Constitution, our interpretation is required to promote. 

The Right to Life and Proportionality

[348] Decent people throughout the world are divided over which arouses the greatest horror:
the thought of the State  deliberately killing its citizens, or the idea of allowing cruel
killers to co-exist with honest citizens.  For some, the fact that we cold-bloodedly kill our
own kind, taints the whole of our society and makes us all accomplices to the
premeditated and solemn extinction of human life.  For others, on the contrary, the
disgrace is that we place a higher value on the life and dignity of the killer than on that of
the victim. A third group prefer a purely pragmatic approach which emphasises not the
moral issues, but the inordinate  stress that capital punishment puts on the judicial process
and, ultimately, on the Presidency, as well as the morbid passions it arouses in the public;
from a purely practical point of view, they argue, capital punishment appears to offer an
illusory solution to crime, and as such actually detracts from really effective measures to
protect the public.  

[349] We are not called upon to decide between these positions.  They are essentially
emotional, moral and pragmatic in character and will no doubt occupy the attention of the
Constitutional Assembly.  Our function is to interpret the text of the Constitution as it
stands.  Accordingly, whatever our personal views on this fraught subject might be, our
response must be a purely legal one.

[350] This court is unlikely to get another case which is emotionally and philosophically more
elusive, and textually more direct.  Section 9 states:  "Every person shall have the right to
life."  These unqualified and unadorned  words are binding on the State (sections 4 and 7)
and, on the face of it, outlaw capital punishment.  Section 33 does allow for limitations on
fundamental rights; yet, in my view,  executing someone is not limiting that person's life,
but extinguishing it.

[351] Life is different.  In the vivid phrase used by Mahomed J in the course of argument,  the
right to life is not subject to incremental invasion.  Life cannot be diminished for an hour,
or a day, or 'for life'.  While its enjoyment can be qualified, its existence cannot.
Similarly, death is different.  It is total and irreversible.  Just, as there are no degrees of
life, so there are no degrees of death (though, as we shall see, there were once degrees of
severity in relation to how the sentence of death should be carried out). A level of
arbitrariness and the possibilities of mistake that might be inescapable and therefore
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tolerable in relation to other forms of punishment, burst the parameters of constitutionality
when they impact on the deliberate taking of life.  The life of any human being is
inevitably subject to the ultimate vagaries of the due processes of nature;  our Constitution
does not permit it to be qualified by the unavoidable caprices of the due processes of
law.57 

[352] In the case of other constitutional rights, proportionate balances can be struck between the exercise of
the right and permissible derogations from it.  In matters such as torture, where no derogations are
allowed, thresholds of permissible and impermissible conduct can be established.  When it comes to
execution, however, there is no scope for proportionality, while the only relevant threshold is, tragically,
that to eternity.

[353] Even if one applies an objective approach in relation to the enjoyment of the right to life, namely, that
the State is under a duty to create conditions to enable all persons to enjoy the right, in my view this
cannot mean that the State's function can be extended to encompass complete, intentional and avoidable
obliteration of any person's subjective right.  Subject to further argument on the matter, my initial view
is that the objective approach can be used to qualify the subjective enjoyment of the right, but not to
eliminate it completely, and certainly not to eliminate the subject.  It can provide the basis for limiting
enjoyment of other subjective rights - to dignity, personal freedom, movement - for a period, or in
relation to a concrete situation, or in respect of a physical space,  if the requirements of section 33 are
met.  Yet, life by its very nature cannot be restricted, qualified, abridged, limited or derogated from in
the same way.  You are either alive or dead. 

[354] In my view, section 33 permits limitations on rights, not their extinction.  Our Constitution in this sense
is different from those that expressly authorise deprivation of life if due process of law is followed, or
those that prohibit the arbitrary taking of life.  The unqualified statement that 'every person has the right
to life',  in effect outlaws capital punishment.  Instead of establishing a constitutional framework within
which the State may deprive citizens of their lives, as it could have done, our Constitution commits the
State to affirming and protecting life.  Because section 33 is not concerned with creating circumstances
in which the right of any person may be disregarded altogether, nor with establishing exceptions which
qualify the nature of the right itself, or exclude its operation, it cannot be invoked as an authorization for
capital punishment.

[355] A full conceptualization of the right to life will have to await examination of a multitude of complex
issues, each of which has its own contextual setting and particularities.  In contrast to capital punishment,
there are circumstances relating to the right to life where proportionality could well play an important
role in balancing out competing interests.   Whether or not section 33 would be applicable in each case,
or whether proportionality will enter into the definition of the ambit of the right itself, or whether it
relates simply to competition between two or more people to exercise the right when it is under
immediate threat, need not be decided here.  Thus, the German Constitutional Court has relied heavily
on the principle of proportionality in relation to the question of when person-hood and legally protected
life begin and, in particular of how to balance foetal rights as against the rights of the woman
concerned.58    Force used by the State in cases of self-defence or dealing with hostage-takers or
mutineers, must be proportionate to the danger apprehended; the issue arises because two or more
persons compete for the right to life; for the one to live, the other must die.  The imminence of danger
is fundamental: to kill an assailant or hostage-taker or prisoner of war after he or she has been disarmed,



 

is regarded as murder.

[356] Executing a trussed human being long after the violence has ended, totally lacks  proportionality in
relation to the use of force, and does not fall within the principles of self-defence.  From one point of
view capital punishment, unless cruelly performed, is a contradiction in terms.  The 'capital' part ends
rather than expresses the 'punishment', in the sense that the condemned person is eliminated, not
punished.  A living being held for years in prison is punished; a corpse cannot be punished, only
mutilated.  Thus, execution ceases to be a punishment of a human being in terms of the Constitution, and
becomes instead the obliteration of a sub-human from the purview of the Constitution. 

[357] At its core, constitutionalism is about the protection and development of rights, not their extinction.  In
the absence of the clearest contextual indications that the framers of the Constitution intended that the
State's sovereignty should be so extended as to allow it deliberately to take of the life of its citizens,
Section 9 should be read to mean exactly what it says:  Every person shall have the right to life.   If not,
the killer unwittingly achieves a final and perverse moral victory by making the state a killer too, thus
reducing social abhorrence at the conscious extinction of human beings.

The Source of Values

[358] The second issue that caused me special concern was the source of the  values that we are
to apply in  assessing whether or not capital punishment is a cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishment as constitutionally understood.  The matter was raised in an amicus brief and
argued orally before us by Ms. Davids on behalf of the Black Advocates Forum.

[359] Her main contention was that we should not pronounce on the subject of capital
punishment until we had been apprised by sociological analysis of the relevant
expectations, sensitivities and interests of society as a whole.  In the past, she stated,  the
all-white minority had imposed Eurocentric values on the majority, and an all-white
judiciary had taken cognisance merely of the interests of white society.  Now, for the first
time, she added, we had the opportunity to nurture an open and democratic society and to
have due regard to an emerging national consensus on values to be upheld in relation to
punishment.

[360] Many of the points she made had a political rather than a legal character, and as such
should have been directed to the Constitutional Assembly rather than to the Constitutional
Court.  Nevertheless, much of her argument has a bearing on the way this court sees its
functions, and deserves the courtesy of a reply.  

[361] To begin with, I wish firmly to express my agreement with the need to take account of the
traditions, beliefs and values of all sectors of South African society when developing our
jurisprudence.

[362] In broad terms, the function given to this court by the Constitution is to articulate the
fundamental sense of justice and right shared by the whole nation as expressed in the text
of the Constitution. The Constitution  was the first public document of legal force in South
African history to emerge from an inclusive process in which the overwhelming majority
were represented.  Reference in the Constitution to the role of public international law
[sections 35(1) and 231] underlines our common adherence to internationally accepted
principles.  Whatever the status of earlier legislation and jurisprudence may be, the
Constitution speaks for the whole of society and not just one section.  

[363] The preamble, postamble and the principles of freedom and equality espoused in sections
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8, 33 and 35 of the Constitution, require such an amplitude of vision.   The principle of
inclusivity shines through the language provisions in section 3, and underlies the
provisions which led to the adoption of the new flag and anthem, and the selection of
public holidays.  

[364] The secure and progressive development of our legal system demands that it draw the best
from all the streams of justice in our country.  This would include benefiting from the
learning of those judges who in the previous era managed to articulate a sense of justice
that transcended the limits of race, as well as acknowledging the challenging writings of
academics such as the late Dr. Barend van Niekerk, who bravely broke the taboos on
criticism of the legal system.59

[365] Above all, however, it means giving long overdue recognition to African law and legal thinking as a
source of legal ideas, values and practice.  We cannot, unfortunately, extend the equality principle
backwards in time to remove the humiliations and indignities suffered by past generations, but we can
restore dignity to ideas and values that have long been suppressed or marginalized. 

[366] Redressing the balance in a conceptually sound, methodologically secure and functionally efficient way,
will be far from easy.   Extensive research and public debate will be required.  Legislation will play a key
role; indeed, the Constitution expressly acknowledges situations where legal pluralism based on religion
can be recognised [14(3)], and where indigenous law can be applied (s.181). Constitutional Principle
XIII declares that "...... Indigenous law, like common law, shall be recognised and applied
by the courts, subject to the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution and to
legislation dealing specifically therewith".

[367] Yet the issue raised by Ms Davids goes beyond the question of achieving recognition of
different systems of personal law.  

[368] In interpreting Chapter 3 of the Constitution, which deals with fundamental rights, all
courts must promote the values of an open and democratic society based on freedom and
equality [s.35(1)].  One of the values of an open and democratic society is precisely that
the values of all sections of society must be taken into account and given due weight when
matters of public import are being decided.  Ms. David's concern is that when it comes to
interpreting Chapter 3, and in particular, the concept of punishment, the values of only one
section of the community are taken into account.  

[369] Paul Sieghart points out that "the hallmarks of a democratic society are pluralism,
tolerance and broad-mindedness.  Although individual interests must on occasion be
subordinated to those of a group, democracy does not mean that the views of a majority
must always prevail:  a balance must be achieved which ensures the fair and proper
treatment of minorities and avoids any abuse of a dominant position".60  The principle
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that cognisance must be taken of minority opinions should apply with at least equal force
to majority opinions; if one of the functions of the Constitution is to protect unpopular
minorities from abuse, another must surely be to rescue the majority from marginalization.

[370] In a democratic society such as we are trying to establish, this is primarily the task of Parliament, where
the will of the majority can be directly expressed within the framework of a system of fundamental
rights.  Our function as members of this court - as I see it - is, when interpreting the Constitution, to pay
due regard to the values of all sections of society, and not to confine ourselves to the values of one
portion only, however, exalted or subordinate it might have been in the past.

[371] It is a distressing fact that our law reports and legal textbooks contain few references to African sources
as part of the general law of the country.  That is no reason for this court to continue to ignore the legal
institutions and values of a very large part of the population, moreover, of that section that suffered the
most violations of fundamental rights under previous legal regimes, and that perhaps has the most to
hope for from the new constitutional order.

[372] Appropriate source material is limited and any conclusions that individual members of this court might
wish to offer would inevitably have to be tentative rather than definitive. We would certainly require
much fuller research and argument than we had in the present case.  The paucity of materials, however,
is a reason for putting the issue on the agenda, not a justification for postponing it.

[373] The evolution of core values in all sections of the community is particularly relevant to the
characterization of what at any moment are regarded as cruel, inhuman and degrading punishments
[s.11(2)].  In my view, s.35(1) requires this court not only to have regard to public international law and
foreign case law, but also to all the dimensions of the evolution of South African law which may help us
in our task of promoting freedom and equality.  This would require reference not only to what in legal
discourse is referred to as 'our common law' but also to traditional African jurisprudence.   

[374] I must stress that what follows relates to matters not properly canvassed in argument.  The statements I
make should not be regarded as an attempt on my part to 'lay down the law' on subjects that might well be
controversial.  Rather, the materials are presented for their possible relevance to the search for core and
enduring values consistent with the text and spirit of the Constitution.   It is unfortunate they were not
placed before us to enable their reliability and their merits to be debated; they are intended to indicate
that, speaking for myself, these are the kinds of scholarly sources which I would have regarded as helpful
in determining questions such as the present one, if Ms. Davids had presented them to us rather than
complain about their absence.  I might add that there is nothing to indicate that had these sources been
properly presented and subjected to the rigorous analysis which our judicial procedure calls for, the
decision of this Court would have been different.  There does not appear to be any foundation for her
plea that we postpone the matter.  On the contrary, the materials that I will refer to point to a source of
values entirely consistent with the overall thrust of the President's judgment, and, in particular, with his
reference to the constitutionally acknowledged principle of ubuntu.61

[375] Our libraries contain a large number of studies by African and other scholars of repute, which delineate
in considerable detail how disputes were resolved and punishments meted out in traditional African
society.  There are a number of references  to capital punishment and I can only repeat that it is
unfortunate that their import was never canvassed in the present matter.

[376] In the first place,  the sources indicate that it is necessary to acknowledge that systems of law
enforcement based on rational procedures were well entrenched in traditional society.  In his classic
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study of the Tsonga-speaking people, Henri Junod observes that "... the Bantus possess a strong
sense of justice.  They believe in social order and in the observance of the laws, and,
although these laws were not written, they are universal and perfectly well known".62

The Cape Law Journal, in a long and  admiring report on what it refers to as a Kafir Law
Suit, declares that in a typical trial 'the Socratic method of debate appears in all its
perfection.'63 John Henderson Soga points out that offences were considered to be against
the community or tribe rather than the individual, and punishment of a constructive or
corrective nature was administered for disturbing the balance of tribal life.64

[377] More directly for our purposes, the materials suggest that amongst the Cape Nguni, the death penalty
was practically confined to cases of suspected witchcraft, and was normally spontaneously carried out
after accusation by the diviners.65  Soga says that the death penalty was never imposed, the reasoning
being as follows: 'Why sacrifice a second life for one already lost?'66 Professor Z.K. Mathews is in
broad agreement.67   The Cape Law Journal notes that summary executions were usually inflicted for
assault on the wives of chiefs or aggravated cases of witchcraft, but otherwise the death sentence
'seldom followed even murder, when committed without the aid of supernatural powers; and as
banishment, imprisonment and corporal punishment are all unknown in (African) jurisprudence, the
property of the people constitutes the great fund out of which debts of justice are paid'.68  

[378] Similar approaches were apparently followed in other African communities.  The Sotho King
Moshoeshoe was  said to be well known for his opposition to capital punishment, even for supposed
witchcraft,69 as was Montshiwa during his long reign as King of the Barolong.70  The absence of capital
punishment among the Zulu people apparently angered Shepstone, Lieutenant Governor of Natal.  Donald
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Morris writes as follows:

[379] 'Hearken to Shepstone on November 25, 1850, substituting capital
punishment for the native system of cattle fines in the case of murder:

[380] "... Know ye all ....  a man's life has no price : no
cattle can pay for it.  He who intentionally kills another, whether
for Witchcraft or otherwise, Shall die himself."'71

[381] Thus, if these sources are reliable, it would appear that the relatively well-developed judicial processes
of indigenous societies did not in general encompass capital punishment for murder.  Such executions
as took place were the frenzied, extra-judicial killings of supposed witches, a spontaneous and irrational
form of crowd behaviour that has unfortunately continued to this day in the form of necklacing and
witch-burning.  In addition, punishments by military leaders in terms of military discipline were
frequently of the harshest kind and accounted for the lives of many persons.  Yet, the sources referred
to above indicate that, where judicial procedures were followed, capital punishment was in general not
applied as a punishment for murder.

[382] In seeking the kind of values which should inform our broad approach to interpreting the Constitution,
I have little doubt as to which of these three contrasted aspects of tradition we should follow and which
we should reject.  The rational and humane adjudicatory approach is entirely consistent with and re-
enforcing of the fundamental rights enshrined in our Constitution; the exorcist and militarist concepts
are not. 

[383] We do not automatically invoke each and every aspect of traditional law as a source of values, just as we
do not rely on all features of the common law.  Thus, we reject the once powerful common law
traditions associated with patriarchy and the subordination of servants to masters, which are inconsistent
with freedom and equality, and we uphold and develop those many aspects of the common law which
feed into and enrich the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution.  I am sure that there are many
aspects and values of traditional African law which will also have to be discarded or developed in order
to ensure compatibility with the principles of the new constitutional order. 

[384] It is instructive to look at the evolution of values in the colonial settlement as well as in African society.
In the Dutch settlement, as yet unaffected by the changes sweeping Europe, torture was used until the
end of the 18th century as  an integral part of the judicial process.72  Persons were not only condemned
to death, the judges specified in detail gruesome modes of execution designed to produce maximum pain
and greatest indignity over the longest period of time.  The concept of a dignified execution was seen as
a contradiction in terms.  The public was invited to witness the lingering death, the mutilation and the
turning of human beings into carrion for the birds.  This is logical.  If executions are to deter, they
should receive the maximum publicity, and the killers should undergo an agony equal to that to which
they subjected their victims.  

[385] Yet the British colonial administration that took over at the time of the Napoleonic wars, adopted a
different position.  Torture was abolished.  The multiple degrees of severity of capital punishment were
replaced by the single relatively swift mode of hanging.  The reason for this was that torture and cruel
modes of execution were regarded as barbaric in themselves and degrading to the society which
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practised them.  The incumbent judges protested that whatever might have been appropriate in Britain, in
the conditions of the Cape to rely merely on hangings, corporal punishment and prison was to invite
slave uprisings and mayhem.  The public executioner was so distressed that he hanged himself.  All this
is a matter of record.73  

[386] Two centuries have passed since then, and it would not be surprising if the framers of the Constitution
felt that a further qualitative evolution had taken place.  Current practices in the Southern African region
as a whole with regard to capital punishment, testify to such an evolution.  Information placed before this
court74 showed that of six countries sharing a frontier with South Africa, only one has carried out
executions in recent years (Zimbabwe).  The last judicial execution in Lesotho was in 1984, in Swaziland
in  1983 and in Botswana in 1986,  although capital punishment still remains on the statute books and
people have in fact been sentenced to death in these countries.  Mozambique and Namibia both expressly
outlaw capital punishment in their constitutions. 

[387] The positions adopted by the framers of the Mozambican and Namibian constitutions were not
apparently based on bending the knee to foreign ideas, as was implicit in Ms. David's contention, but
rather on memories of massacres and martyrdom in their own countries.  As Churchill is reputed to have
said, the grass never grows green under the gallows.75  Germany after Nazism, Italy after fascism, and
Portugal, Peru, Nicaragua, Brazil, Argentina, the Philippines and Spain all abolished capital punishment
for peacetime offences after emerging from periods of severe repression.  They did so mostly through
constitutional provisions.76

[388] It is not unreasonable to think that similar considerations influenced the framers of our Constitution as
well.   In avoiding any direct or indirect reference to the death sentence, they were able to pay due regard
to the fact that one of this country's greatest assets was the passion for freedom, democracy and human
rights amongst the generation of persons who fought hardest against injustice in the past.  Included in
this was a deep respect, amounting to veneration, for life.  The emerging nation could squander this
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precious asset at its peril.  The framers could not have been unaware of the fact that the time to guard
against future repression was when memories of past injustice and pain were still fresh.  If they chose
sweeping language in favour of life, this could well in part have been because of a realisation that this
was the moment to remove any temptation in coming years to attempt to solve grave social and political
problems by means of executing opponents.  

[389] Historically, constitutionalism was a product of the age of enlightenment.  It was associated with the
overthrow of arbitrary power and the attempt to ensure that government functioned according to
established principles and processes and in the light of enduring values.  It came together with the
abolition of torture and the opening up of dungeons.  It based itself on the twin propositions that all
persons had certain inherent rights that came with their humanity, and that no one  had a God-given right
to rule over others.

[390] The second great wave of constitutionalism after World War II, was also a reaction to gross abuse of
power, institutionalised  inhumanity and organised disrespect for life.  Human rights were not merely
declared to exist: against the background of genocide and crimes against humanity committed in the
name of a racial ideology linked to state sovereignty, firm constitutional limits were placed on state
power.  In particular, the more that life had been cheapened and the human personality disregarded, the
greater the entrenchment of the rights to life and dignity.

[391] Constitutionalism in our country also arrives simultaneously with the achievement of equality and
freedom, and of openness, accommodation  and tolerance.  When reviewing the past, the framers of our
Constitution rejected not only the laws and practices that imposed domination and kept people apart, but
those that prevented free discourse and rational debate, and those that brutalised us as people and
diminished our respect for life.

[392] Accordingly, the idealism that we uphold with this judgment is to be found not in the minds of the
judges, but in both the explicit text of the Constitution itself, and the values it enshrines.  I have no doubt
that even if, as the President's judgment suggests, the framers subjectively intended to keep the issue
open  for determination by this court,  they effectively closed the door by the language they used and the
values they required us to uphold.   It is difficult to see how they could have done otherwise.  In a
founding document dealing with fundamental rights, you either authorize the death sentence or you do
not.  In my view, the values expressed by section 9 are conclusive of the matter.  Everyone, including the
most abominable of human beings, has the right to life,  and capital punishment is therefore
unconstitutional.
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